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Fore-word 

HE Textile Industry has shared to such an extent the 
modern tendency toward specialization, and has been 
marked by the development of such a multiplicity of 
types of machinery and special mechanical and chem-
ical processes, that the various branches of this great 

industry to - day constitute in reality distinct though closely 
related arts. The present volume is intended to supply a prac
tical working guide to all details of the most approved modern 
methods and machinery used in Finishing Woolen and Worsted 
Goods in general, and of the processes involved in the special 
treatment of all types of standard fabrics. 

Cl Special stress is laid on the practical as distinguished from 
the merely theoretical or descriptive form of treatment of each 
topic, the work being based on a careful study of conditions and 
needs as developed in the best American mills. 

Cl This volume will be found especially adapted for purpos~s 
of self-instruction and home study, fitted not only to meet the 
requirements of a manual of instruction for the beginner in 
textile art, but also to serve as a reference work replete with 
information and suggestions of the utmost practical value to the 
most advanced and experienced textile worker. 

Cl The method adopted in the preparation of this volume is 
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that which the American School of Correspondence has devel

oped and employed so successfully for many years. It is not an 

experiment, but has stood the severest of all tests - that of 

practical use-which has demonstrated it to be the best method 

yet devised for the education of the busy workingman. 

Cl For purposes of ready reference, and timely information 

when needed, it is believed that this volume will be found to 

meet every requirement. 
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WOOLEN AND WORSTED 
FINISHING. 

PART I. 

WET FINISHING. 

. "Finishing " includes all the various processes through which 
goods pass, from the time they leave the loom until they are packed 
in cases and sent to market. 

It is divided into two separate departments, viz.: the " ·wet 
Finishing" and the "Dry Finishing," each of which is further 
subdivided into the different processes, forming their respective 
departments. The preparatory process, although performed on 
the goods in the dry state, is . not regarded as being pa.rt of the 
dry finishing, nor yet as part of the 'vet finishing, but is usually 
treated as a separate depart1nent, although in small mills the 
finisher has charge of this work. 

Inspection. The first process consists of the ins)?ection of 
the goods, after which the nu1nber and style are sewn on them. 
The goods are carefully inspected to find all imperfections, no 
prntter what the cause n1ay be, and to properly mark then1 with 
chalk. The goods are generally inspected in the weave roon1, 
hut the examination there is generally superficial, and simply for 
the purpose of seeing that the weaver's work has been done 
properly. But the inspection referred to here must he more 
thorough, as it is for the purpose of finding all the s1nall iinper
fections-those ·which are easiest overlooked and which as a rule 
cause the n1ost claims fron1 the buyers. A small "thread out" 
for a quarter of an inch or more, is usually considered such a small 
matter that no notice is taken of it at the weave-room examina
tion, but when the goods aire taken to the finishing room all these 
little things must b~ remedied in order to produce a piece of cloth 
as nearly perfect as possible. It is a very hard matter a.t best to 
produce a piece of cloth which is in every respect perfect, and 
with which son1e one so disposed could not find fault, but it 
should be the ambition of the finisher to come as near perfection 
as is compatible with trade conditions. These small imperfec
tions can in many instances be finally remedied by an expert 
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4 WOOLEN AND \iVORSTED FINISHING. 

fine-drawer, but it will take less labor and entail less expense to 
. look after these small things from the start. It may be stated 
hei~e that in most small mill~ this inspection is about all the 
goods l'eceive before the final inspection of the finished fabric; 
but the finer the goods, the more important t his labor bccon1es. 
The first is followed by a second and sometimes by a third 
inspection before the goods are allowed to pass to the we.t finish
ing department. 

After this first step is completed the pieces are marked by 
sewing on the number and sty le. Sometimes the yards and 
weight from the loom are alSo sewn on them, although for all 
practical purposes the latter may as well be omitted. The num-

Burling Table. 

ber is sewn on the back of the goods, on the end to which the 
loom ticket is attached.. It is placed on the left side, reading 
from the list in war~ . Enough room · for a good space is allowed, 
and then the style number follows. The goods are then ready 
for the hurlers. 

Burling. Here the goods are drawn over a table whose top 
has hinges on the side nea.rest the operator, so that it may be 
elevated to an angle of 45° by means of a stick put under the 
back. This top must be well joined and smooth, so that the hurlers 
may readily feel each kn0t and bunch in order to remove theni. · 
The table tops are sometimes covered with zinc, but the constant 
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. WOOLEN AND WORS'"rED FINISHING. 5 

drawing of the goods over them wears the zinc, until it becomes 
worn through, aud being thin is likely to cut the goods. Smooth, 
well-joine<l boards, shellacked, will be found satisfactory. 

The hurlers commence on the back of the goods and remove 
all bunches, knot8 and loos~ ends; in fact, everything ·which in 
ai1y way interferes with the smoothness of the surface. B'or this 
work " hurling irons " are employed, of. which there are several 
styles; the old-fashioned, pointed irons are still preferred, however, 
to all others. "\Vith these and a pair of scissors the work can be 
well done. The knots should be clrawn to the surface carefully, 
and cut off, but not too short. The threads must not be unduly 
tightened when the knots are drawn out, ~r they will crawl back 
and thus leave an imperfect place. vVhile generally this is not 
of as much importance on the back as it is on the face, still it 
should be insisted on, for it does not take any longer, and prevents 
the operative fro1n getting into slovenly habits, which are often 
cont.inned when hurling the face. As soon as the back has been 
burled in a careful manner, the face is taken and treated in the 
sa1ne way. 

Each burler should be provided 'vi th a piece of chalk, so that 
if an imperfection is seen which has slipped by the inspector, it 
may be ma.rketl, thus aiding his labors. The inspe~tor nece_ssarily 
pulls a piece over faster than the burler, and therefore the latter 
is likely to ca.tch everything which slips by, if slrn is properly 
instructed. The whole work must be done on the face in a very 
careful manner, especially in drawing out bunches. These 
should be drawn out a little at a time, so as not to injure the 
threads. On close-finished goods the knots are drawn to the sur
face and left there for the shears to cut. 

The. greatest trouble met with on the face is caused by 
runners. These are made by the drawing in of the :filling on the 
sides of the goods all the way from one to :five inches, and some
times even more. This imperfection is generally due to poor loom 
fixing, and is not allowed to happen in nlany places. Runners 
must be drawn out carefully, the work being intrusted only to 
experienced hands, else more harm than good will result. If not 
carefully done, the inenders m·ust do much additional work. 
When the piece bas been carefully treated in the manner described, 

13 



6 WOOLEN AND WORSTED FINISHING. 

the hurlers enter the number and style, together with the date, 

in a passbook given them for this purpose. This shows the 

amount of work performed, and also helps to locate blame, if any 

complaint arises on account of poor work. They then fo_ld up the 

piece neatly and place it on the pile f~r the next operation, ·which 

is usually the mending. This folding of the pieces is often over-.. 
looked for the purpose of saving tin1e, but much to the detriment 
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Cloth Room Perch . 

. 
of the appearance of the room. Neatness i~ one of the great helps 

in finishing, and should be practised from start to finish. 

Mending. .On the finer grades of goods, such as cassimeres, 

fancy worsteds, etc., there is a second inspection .before the 

rnending. The goods are pulled over what is termed a "perch," 

which consists of two rolls suspended from the ceiling to within 

7 or 7 i feet of the floor. The rolls are about four feet apart, so 

14 
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WOOLEN AND WORSTED FINISHING. 7 

that the inspector can stand between them, and passing the goods 

over these rolls, pull the cloth down between himself and the light. 

He will thus discover any imperfections which have so far escaped 

notice. The light for this work should be strong, for under the 

most favorable circu1nstances it is difficult for even a painstaking 

man to find all the imperfections. It 1nust also be borne in mind 

that the goods \Yill receive as close an examination fro1n the buyer 

as at the inill, and therefore good light should be furnished the 

inspector. A strong north light, with extra large windows, will 

be found excellent, and attention should be paid to this matter at 

this stage. This inspection serves the purpose of examining the 

burler's work, and to mark everything so that the menders may not 

lose ti1ne hunting for" bad places." The inspector should have 

a knowledge of weaving, as this will enable him to kHow what 

can be properly mended and what cannot. He must have sonie 

kind of system by whic.h the menders may know of his intentions 

without asking questions. For instance, marks indicate places 

to be mended; if, however, a bad place appears that . cannot lie 

properly mended, a cross is 111ade over it, so that the menders will 

not waste time in trying to mend it. The knowledge of weaving or 

of i.he construction of cloth will enable the inspector to save inuch 

labor in obliterating a inisspick by cutting certain threads,_ but 

unless one is sure what threads to cut it is better not to attempt it . 

. After this inspection, the goods are ready for the menders. 

Usually the pieces are drawn over a perch provided for each 

mender, as it is n1uch better and easier than to pull the pieces 

oYer a table ; moreover, the operator has a chance to look througl i 

the goods and see if she is doing the vvork properly. :Nionders 

must have good eyes and be able to imitate closely, for upon this 

depends their value. They must be capable of l'epairing each 

place so that it will be as good as the rest, otherwise the work 

will be of little use. It takes an expert needlewoman, and to 

whom a knowledge of weaving is usually of great assistance. 

The menders work all over the piece, so that when it leaves their 

hands it should Le perfect, or very nearly so. ·They a.bo fold each 

piece neatly and enter it in their book, placing the piece in the 

place designated for the goods that are ready for the next step. 

Tacking. Next in order is the "tacking," which is accom-

lO 
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WOOLEN AND "\VORSTED FINISHING. 9 

plished by doubling the piece face in and sewing the lists together 

every three or four jnches. In many mills mach~nes are in use for 

this purpose, but as t~cking is not resorted to in all cases, there 

are probably as 1nany more places where this work is done by 

liand. Fig. 1 illustrates a machine of this kind. As will be seen, 

the goods pass over a roll to which friction may be applied, are 

then doubled, and thus pass to the sewing-machine, where the lists . 

are stitched together with large stitches from 1 to lt inches in 

length. The piece then passes through two rolls, which draw it 

along, taking the place of the feeder, as found on all sewing

machiues. It· is then passed over a top roll to a folder, which 

folds it off n.eatly back of the. macl;ine. Tacking is employed on 

goods where the lists are faultily constructed, causing tl.1em to 

roll up in the fulling; also to protect the face of fine goods from 

chafing1 and lastly wherever flocks are used in the fulling process. 

FULLING. 

Theory. The next step in the process is the " fulling," and 

with this the wet finishing depR.rtment is entered. "Fulling" 

consists of the felting together of the various. fibers of which 

the fabric is composed, not only to give the fabric added strength, 

but also and chiefly to lay the proper foundation for the finish 

which the goods are to receive. This department should be well 

understood, as it is of the utmost impol'tance to the entire finish

ing process. In many cases the fulling does not seem to amount 

to more than getting the goods to the correct width and length, 

thus insuring the right weight, but there is considerably more to 

it. The whole process rests upon the peculiar property of the 

wool fiber; something which cannot be found in any other fiber 

that is capable of being spun into a thread. This is the felting 

capacity. Under the microscope the wool fiber reveals itself as 

covered with a sort of minute scale. In the process of fulling 

these seein to contract, and hold other fibers which in the process 

are pressed upon them. In order to bring about this "felting 

together " of the fibers ·three agencies are required: "pressure," 

" moisture" and "heat." By far the most important of these 

agencies is moisture, and therefore this will be considered first. 

Simple moi~ture, as supplied by water, wUl no doubt, corn.· 

17 



10 WOOLEN AND 'VORSTED FINISHING. 

bined with other agencies, call into action the felting capacity of 
the fibers, but it has been found that if nothing else is used, the 
process will be extended not only beyond the limit where it .is 
profitable, but in many instances where it is safe to go. It is cus
tomary to use soap as the inoistening agency. The clean 'vool 
fiber will felt in hot water to which a quantity of sulphuric acid 
has been added, provided pressure is employed, but the great 
drawback to this is that it leaves the fiber in a harsh and brittle 
condition, which is not desirable to have in woolen goods. Soap, 
however, has a tendency to soften the wool fiber, and as it contains 
alkali, which is also an aid to felting, it is by all means the best 
material to supply the moisture ncec1ed for the purpose. That 
alkali aids the fulling in a marked degree may be seen by the fact 
that a c]ean piece of cloth fulled with a neutral soap will .take an 
extraordinary length of time to be brought· to width and length. 
In point of felting, however, it will be found that the neutral soap 
will give superior results; and this ::;hows conclusively that while 
alkali aids the fulling in point of time, it does not give as good 
results as a neutral soap. 

Construction of Mill. The next agency employed in fulling 
is pressure; this is supplied by what is termed the mill, one form 
of which is shown in Fig. 2. The fulling mill is composed chiefly 
of sets of rolls, one on top of the other, the lower one usually 
having flanges. Two of the flange rolls are mounted firmly on a 
shaft and set into a framework, the power being applied <tt one 
end of the shaft, just outside of the framework. Two Tolls without 
flanges, also mounted firmly on a shaft, are placed on top of the 
first two in such a manner that the top rolls will run inside the 
flanges of the lower ones. On the .opposite side from where the 
power is applied, these two sets of rolls are united by two long
toothed gears, which insure the top roll turning the same as the 
bottom, thus preventing unnecessary friction. The journals of 
the top roll are movable, and slide up or down in a slot in the 
frame. 

In order to obtain the required pressure, the top rolls have a. 
set of elliptical springs on the journal box, which may be drawn 
down to any desired pressure by means of rods threaded on one 
end and passing through a hole in the frame. The whole is 

18 



WOOLEN AND WORSTED FINISHING. 11 
------------------------ ----

boxed in with good, smooth, hard-pine planking, the top being in 
sections and on hinges, so that it can be easily removed, if neces
sary. Between the two sets of rolls a p:;trtition is placed so that 
one machine consists practically of two fulling mills. In the front 
part of the machine throat J?lates and guide rolls are fixed, through 
and over which the goods pass when the n1achi.ue is set in motion. 
The ends of the goods are sewn together, and an endless string is 
thus made, which is continually moving. 

Fig. 2. Fulling Mill. 

As this apparatus exerts pressure on the goods only sideways, 
it would be found that they would come out of the mill longer 
than when they were put in. This is due to the fact that the 
weight of the goods has a tendency to stretch them as they are 
pulled rapidly through the throat plates and slide along the 
bottom of the mill. 

Regulation of Traps. In order to shrink the goods in length 

• 
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12 WOOLEN AND WORSTED FINISHING. 

as well as in width, a box is attached back of the rolls, through 

which the cloth slides as it leaves the rolls. This box has a cover 

which may be "let down on the goods, and in this way hinder their 
( 

free passage. A new supply coming constantly into the box from 

the two rolls will crowd and press the goods together until the cover 

is lifted enough to allow a portion of the piece to fall to the bottom 

of the mill. This cover is securely fastened to a rod, which extends 

to the outside of the frame, and which has here an arm attached 

in the same position as the cover. To this arm a rod is fixed, on 

which weights may be placed, thus giving additional pressure to 

'PRESSUAt 

PRESSURE: 
• 

0 F 

CLOTH 

CLOTH 

Fig. 3. Cross-section of Fulling Mill. 

the cover, and in turn req uir.ing more pressure from the cloth, to 

lift it. In this way the pressure is applied lengthways·. This is 

called the crimping-box, or trap. .Fig. 3 shows the running of the 

cloth through the rolls and trap, the bottom of the mill being 

omitted. In front of the rolls is a guide A, made of bronze, con

sisting of two bronze discs nine inches in diameter, the inside 

edges being rounded. At _the two dots between which the cloth 

passes are two bars (bronze) which pass from one disc to the other. 

The discs are mounted on shafts, one end of which projects out

side of the mill and may be turned, so as to have the bars ·hold 

. back the cloth, thus causing stretch. It is therefore -called the 

stretcher. Many mills are not supplied with this device, for it is 

not a necessity, but very useful at times.. From the stretcher the 

cloth passes to the rolls, the upper of which is lettered B ; in some 
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mills an extra throat plate immediately in front of the rolls is 
placed. The diameter of the fulling mill rolls varies considerably, 
but eighteen inches is a fair average. As the cloth passes into 
the box ( trap) the cover c bears on it and ea.uses it to accun1u
late somewhat in the .i11anner indicated. When quite an ~tmount 

has gathered, the pressure of the cloth lifts the cover a.~1<l allows 
the cloth to drop to the bottom of the mill. The si<le pieces of 
the trap are inade to fit snugly to the rolls. The bott01n of the 
box is about five inches lower than the top of the lower roll. On 
the end next to the roll is a shoe of bronze, E, securely fastened 
to the bottom board. Two stout pieces of plank ( F F) are placed 
across the mill and support the box. The botton1 is fastened to 
them. The box is nlade of l i -inch plank. The en<l viev;r of the 
trap is shown on the right of cut. Arrows i1idicate the direction 
in which the cloth travels. 

In the actual work of running pieces in the mill the following 
will serve as a guide: two pieces are selected as nearly alike as 
possible. in point of weight and length. This i~ done for the pur
pose of having bo~h sides come out as n·early alike as possible. If 
one piece should be six or eight ya.rds longer than the other, it 
will take more time to full the longer piece than the shorter, thus 
causing one side of the mill to run empty while the other piece is 
still coming up. Running mills one-sided causes inuch pounding, 
is harmful to the machinery, and should be avoided ·whenever 
possible. 

Themanner of obtaining the third ageU:cy, "heat" is described 
on page 16. 

The fuller takes off the loom ticket and compares the number 
on it with. the number sewn 9n the piece, to see if they corre
spond; this is to prevent mistakes. The ticket is hung on a nail 
or peg on the side of the mill where the piece is to run. He then 
takes the end and brings it over the guide rolls and through the 
throat-plate and pushes it into the bite of the rolls. 'Vhen this is 
done with both sides, he starts the mill and runs the goods in until 
just before the other end co1nes around. The end is then taken 
from the bottom 0£ the mill, and the two ends are firn1ly and neatly 
sewn together. If sewing-machines are employed for this purpose, 
the ends should be placed back to back so as to m~ke the seam on 
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the face; the back is then turned out, and the ends of the seam 

are inside. This will make things run smoother, and will prevent 

the heavy pounding which is heard every time it passes through 

the rolls, when tbe seam is outside. The pieces are run for a 

minute to see that they go smoothly, and a.re then soaped. 

Soaping. In soaping the goods considerable care is necessary 

to have the work uniform. lVIany different ways are adopted to 

attain this result. To pour the soap on in a slow and steady 

stream is perhaps the best. The amount of soap put on the 

· goods to properly 'vet them is of the first importance. Uniform 

results cannot be obtained, no inatter in what way the soap is 

applied if the amount is insufficient. On the other hand, if the 

amount of soHp which the goo<ls require is given, such a, thing as 

uneven soaping cannot take place, no n1atter how the soap is put 

on, even if it were all dumped on the goods in one place and at 

one time. As it is practically impossible to tell just to a nicety 

how much soap is required, it is best to pour steadily and evenly 

all over the pieces, and after running awhile, stop and examine 

them, to see if they are sufficiently soaped. This is <lone by twist

ing the piece to see how inuch moisture shows. By w1inging an 

eud oi ihe cloLh tightly, moistnre should appear in such quantity 

as to run off, but it shoul<l require a good twisting to show 

this. Also try the goods at different places, and if they show all 

alike and sufficient moisture, start up the machine and let the 

goods run; if not, add a little more soap, as the case seems to re

quire. Actual experience is necessary, and no haTd and fast rules 

can be laid down. 
\iVhen slopping to exaimine the goods, all the soap which has 

spattered on the 'vood and other stationary parts should be re

moved and put back on the pieces. By doing this the. mill is 

always kept in good condition, and will last a good deal longer 

than if this soap 'vere allowed to stay on and harden. The doors 

will shut better, and the hinge:.> will last longer; in fact, the whole 

rnachine is better for it. Aftel' these little things have been 

attended to and the goods arc run11ing in the mill, the fuller will 

have ti1ne to attend to other duties; and if more than one mill is 

l'Unning, he can give his attention to the rest. Before leaving the 

mill, however, he should n1ark the time of starting on the back of 

22 
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the ticket, so that he can always know how long the goods have 

been running in the mill. When they have run for about ten 

minutes, it is time to put on the trap and commence to crowd 

them lengthways. During the time that everything is in oper

ation he should look to the clea.nlin~ss around the mills, for it 

should be the aim of the fuller not only to keep the inside of the 

mill in good condition, but to have the room tidy also. It may be 

stated as a fact, that a man who neglects to keep the floor around 

the mill clean, will negle~t other and perhaps more important 

matters also, and therefore will bear close watching. However 

good a man may be, it can hardly be said that the man who needs 

watching is just the right kind of a man to have around, but as 

other things often have to be taken into consideration, it may not 

be desirable to par~ with him. 

Uneven fulling having been shown above as due to insufficient 

soaping, the opposite of this, excessive, or over-soapiug, must next 

be considered. If too much soap is used, the goods will consume 

too much time in getting warm, for the soap will make them slide 

along too smoothly. As felting does not take place until they get 

warm, too much soap hinders in this way, if in no other. But 

there are other evili:; which are the result of too much soap. It 

causes the goods to feel slazy and too soft, and lack entirely the 

substantial feeling of a well-finished fabric. Then again, the goods 

cling to the bottom roll, and are often carried around with it, doing 

great damage and causing much labor to get them straightened 

again. As the lower part of the trap is set close to the bottom 

roll, it is provided with a bronze shoe, for wood would wear out 

too fast. Now if the goods cling to the roll until they get to this 

shoe, small, three-cornered holes are often torn iu them in taking 

the piece from the roll. These may easily be detected as due to 

too much soap, for they are always of the same nature, and the 

piece will hang 'to the roll to such an extent that they can hardly 

be mistaken as having been caused elsewhere. When the piece has 

too much soap the trouble can best be remedied by taking a dry 

piece which is ready for the fulling mill, and running it through 

on top of the piece which has too much soap. This will absorb 

enough to leave the goods in the right condition. If it is found 

that once running through does not remedy the matter sufficiently, 
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16 WOOLEN AND vVORSTED FINISHING. 

repeat the operation until the goods in the mill have had sufficient 

soap removed. 
The soaping-machine, which has of late years come into use, 

is a great help in making even applications, for the goods will be 

soaped properly with this machine, and at a great saving of 

material. This machine is simple and easily constructed. It 

Fig. 4. Soaping Machino. 

consists of a soap-tank, in which the goods are immersed, and a 

pair of squeeze rolls or n1ammoth \\Tinger, through which they 

pass, thereby squeezing out all surplus soap and lea~ing them in 

good condition for fulling. See Fig. 4. 

Heat. Thus far the last agency employed in fulling has not 

been discussed, that is, heat. In fulling, ihe moisture and pres

sure are supplied, but the heat generates itself in the process by 

means of friction. While it i~ a necessary factor in fulling, it 

must nevertheless be closely watched, for too much heat, especially 

that generated by friction, will speedily weaken the fiber to such 

an extent that the goods, instead of coming from the mills in 
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good condition, will be tender and practically useless. Therefore 
this point must be watched closely, and if too much heat is 
generated, fresh air should be let in to force out the heated air 
and thus keep the temperature down. \Vhcn pieces get hot the 
moisture evaporates rapidly, and freq nent examinations should be 
made to see that they do not get too dry. A little fresh soap 
added to keep the moisLure at the right point, will lubricate the 
goods and also keep down the heat. 

Generally cloth shrinks faster in length than in width, but 
this is not always the case. A8 the shrinkage lengthways is 
controlled by the trap referred to, a q11estion arises as to the best 
time to apply this pressure. The aim should be to bring the goods 
up both in width and length at the same time, for if they come 
up faster in width than in length, they will undoubtedly be too 
narrow when they are shrunk su:fficien Lly in length. If, however, 
the goods come up faster in length than in width, some of the 
weight can be taken off, thus easing the shrinking process. How
ever, it will not do to take the trap off wholly, for then the goods 
will begin to stretch, and being wann will quickly lose all that 
has been gained in shrinkage. Therefore, if the goods do not 
shrink fast enough in width, put more pressure on the springs ; or 
if this should not seem advisable, crowd the pieces more in the 
roll8.· This latter is done by taking out each piece and running 
it in again about one-half; then take the end and bring it over the 
guide roll and fold it in the piece as it runs into the rolls, start 
the machine and run it until the end comes around; then take the 
end wrapped in the piece and sew both ends together, thus dou
bling the cloth and making it run as though two pieces were in the 
mill. This increases the pressure, and as the piece takes only 
half the time to run around, the capacity for shrinking is doubled. 
On long cuts this can be continued by running in one-third of the 
piece and folding the end in the cloth and tying it. Run in 
the piece to the end and it will be_ found that three thicknesses 
are under the roll. 

\Vhen the goods have been shrunk both in width and length, 
and just before they are taken from the mill, give each one a 
dipperful of fresh soap, to aid in the washing; then run until the 
seam comes to the front; cut it, start up and run until the whole 
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piece has passed through the roll; then stop the machine, lift off 

the cover of the trap, and fasten it so that it will stay up. Take 

the pieces from the mill, having first seen that another set are 

ready to put in. 
The tacking strings should be im1nediatel y re1noved and the 

goods opened out, so that the air can get to them. This is 

especially necessary where they cannot go directly into the washer, 

for it will not do to let them lie in hot piles any length of time. 

To be very exact and do everything in a sure and safe manner, 

the goods should be opened out and perched before another set is 

put in the mill. This is done to detect damages if there are any, 
for nuts and bolts inay loosc11, and wood is likely to wear, each of 

which may cause inuch trouble. If goods are perched before the 

mill is started again, the cause of these imperfections may be ascer

tained and remedied before further harm is done. 

As soon as the pieces are out of the mill, and before another 

set is started, the fuller takes the tickets and enters them in a 

book, for future reference. The date, number, style, yards and 

weight from loom, the number of mill and side of same, amount of 

shrinkage, both of width and length, and running time in the mill, 

should be entered. vVhen done properly and carefully it will be 

found of great assistance in determining the treatment of goods of 

the same style at some future time, and will also form a record 

of the treatment of goods each day. A convenient form of record 

is as follows : 

-
,..; I .....: ~· 

ri:i 
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.D Ills ...; s ..... .,.;> ,.. ..., s >, 'O 0 
.... ::3.Q "O a ci! cd ~g "" A .,.;> >< ,.. ,.. 0 ..... ..... s ::3 IJJ. ..... H .Q ~ ~ 8 z ~ 

Q) 
IJJ. · .... ~ 
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1902. l 

Apr. 5 1672 253 481 2r,1 4 R. 3 56 3,Yz Mill holes 
1851 253 483 205 4 L. 2Yz 56 3~ 
1!)42 265 463 164 3 R. 2 56Yz 2Yz 
12 2 265 46 165 3L. 2 56 2Yz 

EXERCISES FOR PRACTICE. 

1. How should knots be treated on close-finished goods? 
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2. What is the advantage derived from thorough inspection '? 
3. Describe the fulling process concisely in your own word~, 

giving the manner of regulating the shrinkage. 
4. When should places not be mended'? 
5. 'Vhat practical purpose does inspection serve ? 
6. When and where should it be employed ? 
7. '\Vhich is the best way of tacking, aside from machine 

work? 
8. What are runners ? 
9. In what ways can hurlers aid the inspector ? 

10. What especial e.nds does the record of t~e fuller serve? 
11. Give a brief sketch of matter so far studied, touching all 

points of importance . 

.Shrinkage. The estimation of t he loss sustained in the fin
ishing process is one of the most important questions which come 
to the finisher in all his labors ; this is especially true when he 
has before him a new range or a new class of goods. From the 
start he should consider c~refully all questions pertaining to the 
different processes and the relative influence of these processes 
upon the fabric, so that he can intelligently prov~de for the losses 
the goods are sure to sustain. The finisher is well aware that the 
goods as they come from the weave room will lose a certain per
centage of their weight in the process of fin ishing (this cannot be 
avoided), but in order to produce the desired article, judgment 
must be used to provide for all these losses before the actual work 
begins. 

Experience alone will enable a man to estimate what t he lose 
is likely to be, and unless he -can estimate this, his labors are 
likely to prove unsuccessful. The loss, properly speaking, is not. 
confined to weight alone, al though this is very perccpti ble. For 
instance, the loss sustained to the nap 0£ the goods is an ite m of 
great importance and must be ca,refully considered. The finisher 
should be able to judge by the make-up of the goods how much 
gigging its surface will stand, provided the proper foundation is 
laid in the fulling mill, and he must be able to produce that 
foundation. It is from the clean weight of the fa,bric that all 
future calculations must be made. To this is to be added the loss 
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sustained in fulling, which is the largest that the fabric has to 
bear in the entire process. 

Aside from the amount of dirt, grease and other foreign 
matter which is loosened but not removed in the fulling, there is 
a large loss due to the we<n and tear of the process. How large 
this is, may be determined by t<iking a piece well scoured and 
cleansed and then fulling it in a perfectly clean mill. When the 
process jg completed it will be found that quite an amount of 
stock has gathered on all projections, as well as at the bottom of 
the mill. This takes P.lace under any and all conditions, and can
not be avoided; therefore, it must be provided for beforehand. In 
the scouring or washing, the grease and other matter loosened in 
the fulling is here finally removed, and the loss here consists also 
in a certain amount of stretch, caused by the running of the goods 
in the washer. The gigging, coming next, reduces the weight by 
the re1noval of the short .fibers, which are not sufficiently .felted to 
stand the strain. The pulling out of a certain am01u1t of felted 
fibers a1so takes place. No matter how carefully the gigging is 
conducted this cannot be avoided, for one of two things is sure to 
happen: the fiber or the teasel point will give way; and it is only 
a question of which can best stand the strain. The ability to 
withstand the strain is about evenly divided, for there will be as 
many teasel points broken as fibers pulled ont. Although this is 
a necessary adjunct of the gigging or teaseling process, the · loss 
sustained must be taken into account and provided for. · 

The loss in shearing seems larger than it actually is, but still 
is large enough to merit attention. The different stretchings the 
goods receive as they pas$ over the various machines all tend 
toward creating a loss, and one and all must be taken into cons1d
eration before proceeding to full the goods. 

The causes for loss enumerated are due chiefly to the process 
of finishing, but there are other causes outside of the finishing 
~epartment which have a bearing upon the question. The amount 
of oil used on the stock, as well as the quality and condition of 
same at the time of using, will affect the greasy state of the goods. 
The color also exerts its influence ; for dark-colorecl goods ge ner
ally lose more than the lighter shades. It is safe to say that in 
general the loss on woolen goods from all sources will range from 
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10 to 25 per cent, and on some goods even more than the latter 
figure. 

As soon as the per cent of probable loss has been determined, 
calculate the shrinkage. One yard usually forms the basis of all 
calculations; for if one yard is fnlled and shrunk properly, it follows 
that the rest will act in a similar manner. Therefore, one yard is 
marked off on the end of the cut, about a yard from the seam. 
This makes it easier to determine when goods have shrunk suffi. 
ciently, and is safer than measuring the whole piece. 

Oafrulation. An example of dPtermining the shrinkage re~ 

quired to bring the goods to the right weight is as follows: A 
piece of eloth is received in the finishing room weighing 26 ounces 
"from the loom,'' and it should weigh 24 ounces per yard when it 
is fini:5he(1. The loss sustained dnring the process is estimated at 
20 per cent. In order to find how much the piece would weigh if 
it" ere not shrunk, we proceed as follows: 26 ounces X .20 == 5.2 
ounces; that is, multiply the weight by the per cent of loss. 
"ubtracting the 5.2 ounces from the 26 ounces would give 20.8, 
this bPing the weight of the goods without shrinkage. IIere 
we have practically two problems in arithmetic, which may be 
combi1wd into one problem by rnnltiplying the 26 ounces by the 
remaining .80, as follow~: 26 X .80, which gives us 20.80, the 
same as the two processes given a.hove. Then comes the question, 
if 1 yard, or 3G inches, weighs only 20.8, which is 3.2 ounces less 
than what the goods are required to weigh, how many inches 
would tl1is yard represent of 2-1: ounces, and to what point must 
each yard be shrunk to have the whole piece weigh 2± ounces to the 
yard? To find this, multiply the actual weight, 20.8, by 36 inches, 
and divide the product by 24, the weight wanted per yard. Thus: 

(20.8 X 36) -:- 24 == 31.2, or 
20

·8 X 36 == 31.2. Therefore, it 
24 

is found that each yard has to be shrunk until it measures 31.2 
inches in order to have the whole piece weigh 24 ounces to the 
yard. If cancellation is employed, the whole figuring process 
may be clone in one example by putting all the figures which 
have to be multipliccl above the line and the divisors below, as 
follows: 
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26 x 80 x 36 
----

2
-- == 3lf0 , as above. 31.2 subtracted from 36 gives 

100 x 4 

4.8 inches to be shrunk per yard. The latter method is to be 

preferred, and should be well studied. The following rules govern 

the di:ffer~nt processes : 
To find amount of loss, multiply the gross weight by the per 

cent of loss. 
To find clean weight, subtract amount of loss from gross 

weight. 
To find shrinkage required, 1nultiply clean weight by inches 

in one yard and divide by weight wanted. 
To find clean weight by one process, multiply gross weight 

per yard by tbe clean weight expressed decimally, thus .80. 

To perform all the three operatio1~s at once, proceed as fol

lows: 1\rlultip1y gross weight by clean weight expressed decimally, 

and this by inches in yard (36), and divide by 100 multiplied by 

the weight wanted. 
The foregoing. examples cover only those goods where the 

shrinkage alone is relied upon to make correct weight. This is 

the simplest part of all the calculations met with in £nishing. 

Next comes the other extr31ne, or goods where no shrinkage 

is given, bnt where the weight is regulated by flock only. These 

cloths are generally union cassimeres, and they usually come from 

the loom lighter than they are to finish. These goods, which have 

a cotton warp and wool substitute filling, do not lose mueh in the 

finishing; 15 per cent loss is a fair estimaLe, subject, of course, to 

variations. For example, a piece of union cassimere (narrow) 

comes from the loom weighing 9 ounces, and is to finish 12 

ounces per yard. The loss is 15 per cent. This loss and the 

extra 3 ounces are to be made up by flocks. The clean weight, 

according to explanations given, is 9 X .85 == 7 .65. This is sub

tracted from the 12 ounces, weight wanted; 12 - 7.65 == 4.35 

ounces, the amount of flocks to be fulled into the piece to make 

the required weight per yard when finished. 
vVhenever flocks are used it is found that about one-half of 

the flocks put on the goods will felt on sufficiently to stay, and 

therefore the amount required is double what the figures give. If 

every particle of flocks of the 4.35 ounces would felt on the fabric, 
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it would be an easy matter to make weight by flocks; but flocking 
is generally resorte<l to. on low-grade goods, where the stock itself 
is not of the best felting quality. The flocks also vary consid
erably; therefore, the whole must be closely watche<l and good 
judgment used. In the case given, 4.35 doubled gives 8. 70 ounces 
per yard of flocks. 

Rule: :Multiply gross weight per yard by clean weight. deci
mally expressed, and subtract this from required weight and 
multiply by~. 

The next example is for another kind of goods. There is 
given a certain amount of flocks, and the rest of the weight is 
made by shrinkage. A piece weighs 22 ounces J_>er yard from the. 
loom, and is to finish 2-± ounces. Four ounces of the weight are to 
be made up by flockt:i, the rest by shrinkage. As in all cases, the 
clean weight i~ first found, and to this is added the amount to be 
made np by flocks. The loss is 20 percent. 22 X .80=1 7 .6 ; to 
this add thc4 ounces to be made by flocks, making 21.6. lVIultiply 

3 

this by 36 and divide by 24, the weight ~anted. 21 ;~$~ -3~.4 
2 

Subtracting this from 36 gives the nu1nber of inch.es to be shrunk 
per yard to give correct weight. It must not. be forgotten to 
double the flocks. 

Rule: Find clean weight per yard and add number of ounces 
to be ma<le up by flocks. lVIultiply this by 36 and divide by 
weight wanted; subtract result fr01n 36, which gives inches to be 

shrunk per yard. . 
Another example: The goods are to shrink 3 inches per yard, 

and the weight made by flocks. Weight 22 ounces per yard from 
loom, to finish 24 ounces. The loss is 20 per cent; shrinkage, 3 
inches to the yard. First find clean weight, 22 X .80 == 17.6, 
then find how much the goods will weigh if shrunk 3 inches to 
the yard; thus, 36 X 17 .6 ...;- 33 == 19. 2 ounces, == weight per yard 
after being shrunk. Subtnwt this from 24, which gives 4.8. ounces, 
or weight to be made by flocks ; double this amount being required, 
Ol 9.6 ounces per yard. 

Rule: I• ... ind clean weight and multiply by 36 less the number 

' 
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of inches to be shrunk. Subtra,ct result from weight want~d and 
multi ply by 2, which gives the weight of flocks actual1 y required. 

In another class of cotton-warp goods the cotton is intended 
to be hidden. This is acconrpllshed by stretching the pieces 
lengthways, which forces the filling to the face, thus covering the 
warp threads. On these goods, instead of shrinkage, therefore, 
there is stretch, and the required weight is made by flocks. 

Certain goods from loom weigh 20 ounces and are to finish 20 
ounces; loss is 15 per cent, and stretch 3 inches per ya,rd. After 
clean weight is found, which is 1 7 ounces, multiply by 36 and 

divide by 36 plus 3 inches stretch, or 39 inches. 36 X 17 == 15. 7 
39 

ounces per yard. 
gives 4.3 ounces 
per yard. 

Subtract this from the reqnirecl weight, whicli 
to be made up; or 8.6 ounces of flocks required 

Rule: Find clean weight and multiply by 36 and divide by 36 
plus the stretch per yard; subtract result from weight required 
and inultiply by 2, which gives the amount of Hocks to be used. 

EXERCISES FOR PRACTICE. 

1\tlention the different agencies causing loss in the finishing 
process. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 

vV.hich of them is usually the heaviest ? 
In what ways is this loss made good? 
'vVork out in all details the following examples: 

Wt. from Wt. l'er cent 
Loom. Wantctl. of Loss. 

23.5 oz. 26 07.. 17 Yz Ilow much shrinkage? 
20 " 22 " 15 ,, 

" flocks? 
22 " 16 '' 12~ " " 

,, 
8 " 11 

,, 
14 " " " 

24.2 " 26 ' ' 22~ 5 oz. flocks. " " shrinkage? 
20 " 20 ~' 20 3 ,, " " ,, 

~' 

20 " 20 ,, 20 3 in. shrinkage. Give :flocks. 
12 " 24 

,, 
25 4 

,, 
How mucli flocks? 

20 H 21 " 12 Stretch 2 in. " " " 
16 4; 16 ,, 10 " 3 " " " " 
18 " 20 " 15 " 1 " " " " 
18 " 18 " 12~ 

,, 
4 " " " " 
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Flocks. The use of flocks in the finishing of woolen goods is 

not always a necessity, but is resorted to chiefly on cheap goods. 

There are instances where flocks are a necessity on the better 

classes of cloths, but those cases are rare. vVhen the felting 

qnality of the stock is of such character that sufficient shrinkage 

for the desired weight cannot be acquired, of course flocks rn ust 

be used. Again, perhaps the nature of the weave is such as to 

prevent goods from shrinkiug sufficiently to make the proper 

weight, and in these c~tses, also, flocks are used. Consumers 

generally regn,rd all flocks as a detri1nent to woolen goods, and 

they are reluctant to buy cloths contaiuiug them; but if the flocks 

are properly applied, and if the quality is of the right sort, there is 

no reason why they should be a detriment (at least, if not carried 

to excess). vVhen, as in some mills, the goods are woven the year 

rournl of the same weight, and when the heavier or winter-weight 

goods have to be made in the finishing room, flocks are used in 

such quantities as to become a nuisance. Still, quite an amount 

of this class are y~arly made and sold, which shows that there is 

a certain trade which demands them. On kerseys, however, even 

the finer grades, a good flock well felted in, is inore of a he1p than 

a detriment to the fabric, for the flocks tend to fill up all crevices, 

and a good solid piece of cloth is the result. Then, also, on other 

face-goods which depend upon a close felt for the finish, flocks 

help in so far as they lengthen the fulling process, and thii in turn 

gives a finer and a closer felt. 

In orcler to perform flocking successfully, two things must be 

consicbre<l, as they are of the utmost importance for good work: 

these are, first, the quality of the flocks, and next, the manner of 

applying them. 

The most important of these is the quality of the flocks to be 

used, and here the most glaring mistakes are generally made. The 

flocks should possess enough of the felting quality to combine \'.\rell 

with the goods, and if this is lacking, it matters little how care

fully the process of flocking is conducted, for it will not be a 

success. 
The quality of the flocks may be inferior in point of stock, or 

if that is not the case, the felting qualities may have been destroyed 

by grinding, instead of cutting them. This subject receives 
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proper attention in the Appendix, and therefore need not be cn
large<l upon at this time ; suffice it to say that the first considera
tion should be the proper quality of the flocks to be applied. 

The 'next in importance is the ma.nner 0£ applying floc~s, and 
upon this point there is quite a diversity of opinion. In reality it 
matters little what method is employed, provided the amount of 
flocks required is put on· the goods in such a manner that it will 
stay. If this latter point is accomplished, the method employed is 
the correct one, even if it is at variance with other ideas. ...l\.ll 
cloths intended for flocking are carefully ta.eked, so as to protect the 
face. One m3thod is to take the flock:> and rub them into the 
back of the goods before they go into the fulling inill. Another 
is to put the goods. in the inill and start up dry then the flocks are 
applied and the goods are run for about fifteen ininutes, so that 
the flocks may be even}y distributed. The goods are then wet. 
Another method is to put the goods in the mill and soctp them, and 
when they begin to get warm apply the flocks. Still another way 
is to apply part of the flocks dry, and the rest after the goods have 
run long enough to get warm. 

In considering the merits of these methods it will be noticed 
that when flocks are applied to goods in the dry state there is 
nothing to prevent their getting on the face, no matter how well 
the goods are tacked. The fabric is dry and still open, and the 
flocks are absolutely certain to work through to the face.. A cloth 
will never look as well when flocks are applied dry. Therefore, 
the first two methods 1nentioned are open to this objection; still, 
circumstances may be such that it is wise to adopt them. The 
third inethod is generally considered the best, for when goods get 
warm and commence to felt, it is reasonable to suppJse that the 
flocks will take better. The only point which detracts from this 
is the necessity of putting on all the flocks in too short a time, 
thus retarding the fulling too much, unless that is the object Jn 
view. Flocks should be put on a little at a time after the goods 
become warm, and should be sprinkled evenly and lightly, thus· 
tb.ey will be at once held to the goods. In this wa.y it takes less 
flodu to make weight, for a smaller quantity will be found at the 
botlom of the mill. 

The great objection to this method is the time and care 
. ..._ 
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required. Each machine l'eq uires the whole attention of one man 
for the time being, which, especially in ' large mills, is .out of the 
question, for it makes the L·tbor cost of the finishing too high; 
therefore, flocking part dry and part wet is use<l when excessively 
large quantities of flocks are con:>umed, in order to reduce the 
cost. There is no machine which aids the fullee in this l~tbor, 

and consequently methods are employed which arc not alw<tys in 
harmony with the ~est finish which can be produced. 

Correct Weight of Finished Fabric. vVhen making weight 
by shrinkage it is always a good plan to set the goods up half an 
inch or so more than the actual amount required to make weight. 
This will <tllow for the stl'etch immediately sustained in the 
washer. If the amount of shrinkage is small and the goods full 

easily, it is a good plan to let the trap down on the goods without 
adding any weights. After the goods get warm, stop and exam
ine them at i:;tated intervals, to. note th~ progress. If the width 
comes up faster than the length, it is necessary to put more 
weight on the trap, increasing the pressure. If, however, the 
goods come up faster in length than in width, take off some 
weight, or take the trap off for a whifo. This, of course, is not 
necessary in every set of pieces that are in the mill, but should 
be· done when a new style or grade of cloth is started. After the 
first set of a style has been fullell, all others of the smne style will 
run very nearly the same, so that it is only necessary to remember 
how it has been treated in order to go ahead with them. / 

If the memory cannot be relied upon, it is a good plan to 
have a notebook and put down such things. 

When making weight by means of flocks, the mill is not 

cleaned after every set, and the flocks are allowed to gather in 
corners, to stay there until the general cleaning is done on Satur
days. By doing this, the amount of flocks put on will all go on 
the goods, ~nd the chances are that weights made the latter part. 
of the week, when everything has assumed its regular shape in 
this respect, will be evener than those of the first few days. 
Monday mornings, especially, it will pay to be generous with the 
amount of flocks applied. These remarks seem to i1idicate that 
there would be a good deal of unevenness in flocking, but it will 
be found that with watching and good judgment this is not so. It 
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is not all qone by following a given recipe, for those things are of 

little account in finishing if followed closely. There arc few hard 

and fast rules in :fin ishing, as a whole, and none as r'egards the use 

of flocks. The making of weight by shrinkage and flocks com

bined, presents a phase of work which differs from the rest, in that 

if flocks are applied, a8 is usual, in the wet, the shrinking of the 

goods lengthways will be stopped too long and, as is often the 

case, the goods will come up in width long before they are full ed 

in length. Of· all conditions this is the worst, for the goods will 

either be light in weight or narrow, neither of which is desir

able. This may be overcome by giving the amount of fl ocks, if 
it is not too large, immediately after the goods are soaped; and 

as the flocks will absorb considerable moisture, it will be nec

essary to give more soap afterwards, in order to. bring tiie mois

ture up to the point where it should be. If the amount of flocks 

is large, give one-half of it first, and just before the goods get too 

warm, give the other half; then, when the felting begins, the con

ditions will be such that with a little care the length and width 

will come up even. 
Soap. Thus far much bas been said ft.bout soaping and 

soap, and before considering the fulling process any further, 

this factor will be considered. The soaps used jn woolen mills . 

are classed under two distinct heads, viz. : soda and potash soaps. 

As is indicated by the name, soda soaps are so called . on account 

of the saponifying agency employed, the fatty ingredients being 

saponified by means of caustic soda, while in potash soaps caustic 

potash is used for the same purpose. The difference, therefore, in 

thes~ two kinds of soap is primarily in the saponifying agency 

employed in their production: thus the pr\)perties of caustic soda 

and caustic potash should be understood. Caustic soda is prepared 

from carbonate of soda by the use of caustic lime. I t is less 

soluble in water than caustic potash, and is also less ·caustic. 

Caustic potash, or hydrate of potassium, is also produced from 

carbonate of · potash by means of caustic lime. The causticizing 

action of the lime upon either consit>ts in this, that it withdraws 

the carbonic-acid gas from the alkali and substitutes its own 

water. The action of soda soa,p upon the wool fiber is anything 

but beneficial; __ still, this soap is almost universally used in this 
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country. In Europe it is conceded by the best inanufacturers 
that without the use of potash soap it would be well-nigh impos
sible to produce the finer counts of yarn. Soda has a tendency to 
render the wool fiber harsh and brittle, and also imp<trts a y~llow
ish color, while · potash softens the fiber and makes it white, as i t · 
should be. Careful examination reveals the fact that the wool on 
the sheep's back is naturally covered with a waxy, oily substance 
called grease or suint, and that this substance consists of about 
50 per cent of potash combined with some fatty matter, and with 
practically no trace of soda. This explains why the washing of 
the sheep with clear water cleanses the wool to such a large ex
tent. Potash, as stated, is easily soluble in water, and takes along 
enough dirt and fatty matter to make the simple washing of the 
sheep before.shearing of great benefit to the wool. This might be 
regarded as a hint from N atnre, but unfortunately very little heed 
is paid to it. There are some very strong reasons ·why this is dis-
regarded: . 

First.- The fact that a potash soap is a soft soap and is by 
many regarded as inferior in value to the hard soda soaps. 1\!Ianu
facturers think they are paying for too much water when buying 
potash soaps, but in reality there is less water in a potash soap 
than there is in the hard soda soaps. Some of the materials used 
in making soda soaps ha,ve a great afiinity for water, especially 
cocoanut oil. More water can be put into a c'?coanut-oil soap 
than in any other and still allow the soap to remain hard. 

Seeond.- Such things as refuse fats, tallow, etc., are not suit
able for a potash soap, oil being required in its make-up. Formerly 
fish oils and olive oil were used, but olive oil being expensive, fish 
oil took its place. The objectionable smell of this ingredient, 
which will cling to it and impart to the goods a peculiar odor also 
has, no doubt, much to do with the use of soda soap. However, 
since the manufacture of cotton-seed oil has been brought to such 
perfection, this product successfully takes the p1ace of fish oil, and 
a satisfactory potash soap may be obtained by its use. 

Third.-That it was impossible some years ago to procure 
a pure caustic potash for soap making, but such is not the case 
now, for any amount of pure potash may be ob~ain~d in the 
market to-day. Formerly only wood ashes or l\1ontreal potashes 
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were obtainable. These ashes contain from 3 to 6 per cent of 
. . 

soda and generally about 20 per cent of impurities, so that the 

production of a good pota8h soap was a difficult matter and quite 

expensive. A good. potash· soft soap made from cotton-seed oil 

can be produced at a lower cost than a tallow hard soda soap. 

Hard soda soap can be made without boiling, by what is 

termed . the cold process. This is made possible by the 

use of caustic soda, which can be bought readily in large 

quantities. , 

Recipes. For fulling purposes the following process will give 

one of the best soap~ that can be had: Take eight (8) pounds of 

powdered caustic soda and four ( 4) pounds of caustic potash, and 

ma,ke a lye with 20 gallons (Br~tish standard 200 pound8) of water; 

then melt 72 pounds of tallow, and. when the lye cools to about 

80° F., pour it into the tallow in a small steady stream, stirring 

mean wbilewith a paddle until all the lye has been added; let it 

stand well covered for about a week, and a hard soap will .be the 1 e

irnlt, which for effectiveness and purity cannot be equalled. For 

making a pure potash soap, proceed as follows: Place 50 

pounds of pure caustic potash in an earthenware vessel with 5 
gallons, or 50 pounds of water. Stir once or twice; it will dis

solve at once and become quite hot. Let it stand until the lye 

thus made is nearly cold, or about 80° ~:. Place in -a convenient 

vessel for . mixing 20 .gallons of cotton-seed oil and about 20 

pounds of clean, melted tallow. Pour the lye into this mixture of 

oil and tallow ·in a small, steady stream, and stir with a flat, 

wooden paddle. Continue this until all the lye is run in, and 

until the oil and lye _are thoroughly combined and is in appear

ance like honey. Then cover up the vessel and put it in a warm 

place until the next morning ; the oil and lye will then be found ~ 

thoroughly combined. The result will be about 300 pounds of a 

highly concentrated neutral potash soap, which, however, will · 

be improved by ·keeping a week or two before using. . The 

soap thus produced has not the appearance · of ordinary potash 

soap, beiug slightly opaque. As far as practical use is con

cerned, however, it is very much better, because it con.tains 

less water than the common potash soap which is usually sold. 

It is as near neutral as it can be, and is intended for fine 
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scouring purposes and fulling. The strength of the soap for 
fulling, especially for fulling in the grease," may be obtained by 
the use of refined pearl ashes. Under no circumstance should 
sal · soda, soda ash, crystal carbonate or alkali · be used with such 
soap as this. As already stated, this soap is highly concentrated. 
For use in fulling, twke about 100 pounds of it and add about 50 

pounds of water. Heat gently and stir, so as to mix well. As 
soon as the water is taken up stop heating, and a clear homoge
neous and much stiffer soap will be produced. To regulate the 
strength add pearl ashes to the water before heating in quantity 
sufficient to give the required strength. If 5 pounds of ~'~ned 
pearl ashes are added to the water to 100 pounds of the f.Jtash soap. 
as described, a good strength fulling soap is obtained. The a_dvan
tage of making one's own soap does not consist alone in the point 
of economy, but ve1:y largely in that of efficiency, for the reason 
that there is an absolute certainty of having an unadulterated and 
uniform soap. An adulterated soap, and there are many, is not 
only dearer from an economical point of view than a pure soap, 
because it will not do as much work, but often the adulterations 
have a most injurious effect in the case of fulling or scouring 
<lelicate fabrics or light colo1~s. All this may be avoided by 
making one's own soap. Adulterated soaps are chiefly, if not 
solely, found among soda soaps. One of the most common and 
harmless adulterations practiced in soap making is the quautity of 
water which can be gotten in to the soa.p without its becoming 
soft. Sulphate of soda, alkaline solutions, soluble silicate, Fuller's 
earth and starch form some of the adulterants used. As it is 
quite an item. in a year's soap bill to have the water reduced to 
its lowest possible point, the users of soap should be able to deter
mine for themselves the amount of water contained in the soap 
they are using. 

Soap Tests. A simple method of finding the amount of water 
in soap is to carefully weigh a few thin slices of i t.· These slices. 
are dried at 221° F., for as long a time as there js any decrease 
in weight. The loss in weight is the measure of the uncombined 
water in the amount of soap under treatment, and from this the 
percentage of uncombined water is easily figured. Cocoanut oil 
has been mentioned as one of the materials used for making a soap 
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which is able to hold more uncombined water than any other, and 

it al o serves as a good medium for the il~troduction of any of the 

other adulterants men tioncd. Cotton-seed oil is anothel' oil sus

ceptible of adulteration, not alone to watel', but also to Ii uller'~ 
earth and silicate of sodc\. Tallow-chip soap· g·encrally contain 

quite an amount of water, and often nearly as large an amount of 

starch. 
vVhile water ma.y be easily estimated, the amount of starch 

is not as easily found. Any salts, if added to the soctp, such as 

alkaline, ilicates, sulphates, etc., may be detected by boiling a 

sample of the soap in alcohol. The soap will readily dissolve, 

but not so the adulteran~. These will form a residue, which is 

collected in a filter, washed with hot alcohol and weighed, to find 

the percentage contained in the soap. 
The relative merits of soda and potash soaps as regal'ds the 

finishing of woolen goods is, therefore, not to be sought for in any 

of the qualities of these soaps, but is wholly a question of price 

and habit. As soda soapc::, then, are the kind most used, a few 

words a~ to the manner of using these soaps in the fini ·hing room 

may be of advantage. As soda soaps arc now produced on such a 

lcnge scale, and by so many different firms, the chances of getting 

a fair article are very much improved and the chief consideration 

i:; to get a soap which is nniform the year round. This is of 

great importance, and if a finisher has such a soap he . hould avoid 

changes. It is the height of folly to frequently change soaps 

when the kind in use gives satisfaction, for you already know 

what you have, but are by no means certain of what you are 

going to get. 
Palm-oil soaps are. generally used for fulling purposes, and on 

most goods this kind is superior to any other. Tallow soa,ps have 

the best body, but are so difficult to get rid of that ~he washing 

process is lengthened to quite an extent whenever they are used. 

They are seldom employed except when a very heavy-bodied soap 

for long fulling is needed. Olive-oil soaps are the finest made, and 

are used only on the finest grade of goods, although they would 

be excellent on any class; but on account of cost they ri.re not 

used except on the finest grades. 
Strength. When making a batch of soap for the fulling proc-
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ess the length of time the goods are to run in the fulling mill 
must be taken into consideration, for the body of the soap should 
be heavy enough to last through the process and still have some 
vitality left at the end. If the body is not sufficient to last to the 
end of the operation of fulling it will t urn watery, thus losing in 
the first place its lubricating power; and the goods will begin to 
chafe and wear more or less in the mill. This might not be in
jurious ; but if the soap is spent, all the grease and dirt which have 
been loosened by it during the process, and which the soap should 
hold in suspension until the whole can be removed in the washer, 
will become set again, and dirty goods will be the result. It will 
be found twice as hard ·to start the grease again, once it becomes 
set, as it was in the first loosening. The body of the soap, how
ever, does not start the grease, but simply holds it in suspension 
after it is started; and for the purpose of starting such grease the 
strength of the soap, produced by alkalies, is relied upon. A 
fulling soap, then, must have body enough to last through the 
process, and strength enough to properly start the· grease. Two 
ounces of hard palm-oil soap to each gallon of soft soap to be 
made will give. body enough to the soap to last from 1 to 1~ 
hours fulling; If ounces of t allow soap woul .. d be required to reach 
the same result, or 3 ounces of cotton-seed-oil soap, although this 
latter is used very little for fulling purposes. 

The strength of the soap is not alone regulated by the re
quirements of starting the grease, but as it is a powerful aid to 
felting, it is also used to regulate the time required for fulling. 
For instance, if goods do not full as fast with a medium-strength 
soap as they should, an increase in strength will surely shorten 
the time required for fulling. Still th_is must be carefully con
sidered, for it is just as easy to overdo the matter of strength as 
it is to fall short. 

Pure ammoniated alkali is best to use for making fulling .soft 
soap, and 3 ounces of this to the gallon will be found to give all . . 
the strength commonly required of soap. The capacity of the 
t.ank in which the soap is to be made must be definitely known, 
to be sure how much soap and alkali to put in. It is best not 
to trust to hearsay upon this point ·; and the finisher coming into a 
new place will create a vastly better impression if he quietly 
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measures his tank and then tells his employees how much of each 
article he wishes to have ~sed, than if he tries to find out by ask
ing how many gallons each tank · holds. The rule for finding the 
capacity is simple enough, and should be known by all to whom 
it would be of adva,ntage. Square the diameter in inches, i. e., 
multiply it by itself, then by .7854, and also by the height, and 
divide by 231,. the number of ·cubic inches in a standard liquid 
gallon. 

Another rule, a little shorter, which gives an approximately 
correct result is: Square the diameter, multiply by the depth in 
inches, and al:=3o by .0034, and the result will be the gallon cap.3icity 
of the tank. The fractional parts of a gallon do not play an im
portant part in these calculations; in fact, when the conte.nts o.f a 
tank are found, it is customary to call it three or four gallons less, 
for the tank is never £lled to its utmost, because that would pre
vent stirring, and also few tanks are set level enough to make it 
possible to fill them completely. 

Application. vVhen the capacity of the tank has been deter
mined, let it be .filled i full with water and turn on the steam. 
Then the soap is made ready and carefully weighed, in order to 
insure uniformity of the different batches. The soap should be 
cut into sma.n· pieces, and large chunks should not be allowed to 
go into the tank, for it is not only important to use the proper 
quantity of soap, but the soap should be pnt in in such a manner 
as to readily dissolve. \Vhen the soap is ready, place it in the tank 
and bring to a boil, after which the steam is turned partly off so 
as to keep it boiling moderately. Then weigh off the alkali, and 
when the soap shows signs of getting soft add the alkali to it and 
let the whole boil easily for five hours. This is ample time to 
insure a thorough combination of soap, alkali and w.ater. After 
boiling-the stated time the water is turned on and the tank filled 
u·p, keeping the steam on at a good head during the filling up, and 
frequently stirring with a paddle. When the tank is. filled turn 
off the steam ancl let the whole get cold. This will take pr~bable 
a day or two. It will then be found that a fine-grained, well 
combined soft soap is the result. Al ways wait until the soap is 
cold before using it, for nothing is likely to produce worse results 
than warm soap put on the goods in the fulling mill. The goods 
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are sure to be uneven, and on fancy goods clouds and blotches 

will. frequently show themselves. The soap n1ust be well stirred 

and broken up ~efore putting it on the goods, or else it will leave 

the pail in large chunks, which c~LUse much spat tering and have 

a tendency to leave dry places. T hese places would eventu·any 

become IDDistened, and the fuller being a ware of the fact should 

wait somewhat longer before he examines the goods to see if they 

are wet enough; but if he should not v.rait, and when examining 

the goods should happen to find just such dry places, he would at 

once put on more soap and find later that the goods then have too 

much. Therefore, have the soap well 1.>roken up, so that it may be 

poured from the pail in a steady small stream, and no evil results 
will be met with. 

It was stated before that th_e advantages _of making one's own 

soap are of great importance, but in some cases this 1nay not be 

true. The making of one's own soap by the use of saponified red 

oil is one of these cases, and merits ·attention here. It is argued 

that as red oil is chiefly used on the stodc when prepared for card

ing, a soap prepared from the same 1naterial will more readily 

assimilate and thus make it easier to remove· such oil from ·the 

goods. This line of reasoning has every appearance of truth, but 

in actual practice it is quitediffe1~ent. It -is an established fact 

that perfect s~pouification cannot be obtained with the us~ of 
simple alkali, 1io matter how long or how · hard the . :stuff is 

boiled; it takes a causticized alkali for perfect saponification, and 

such will take place whether heat is employed or not. What can 

be gotten from red oil and alkali by boiling is simply a cembi- . 
nation of water, oil and alkali resembling soap, but which will 

ultimately separate again if le~t standing long enough. Further

more, a part of the alkali ~eel in making t11is i~e~-oit soap goes to 
combine the oil and water into a semblance of.soap; but how much 

of the alkali is taken up in thi~ way is an unknown quantity and 
varies with conditions ov.er which the maker has practically no 

control, and therefore causes an unevenness in the mixture which 

. is not at all to be desired. 

Red-oil soap also la.cks the softening qualities which are so 

necessary in the finishing of woolen goods. It is a curious fact 

that the goods wl1ich ne.ed the softening qualities of a good soap 
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more than any others are usually those which are treated with 
this kind of soap. Low grade goods are about the only ones on 
which it is used; for the manufacturer of the better class of goods 
does not care to use this quality. 

Cost. In point of cost it may be well to compare red-oil soap 
with a good No. 1 palm-oil soap. One gallon of saponifietl red 
oil will make about 30 gallons of soap of a consistency to la.st for 
about li hours fulling. The cost of the oil alone wouid be about 
45 cen.ts per gallon, making about 1~- cents for the gallon of soap. 
This is simply the cost of the oil, leaving the alkali and the long 
boiling out of the question. No. 1 palm-oil soap can be bought 
for about 5i cents pet po:und; and 2 ounces of this, with less alkali 
and the less boiling, will give a soap which will last as long and 
be twice as valuable to the finisher. The cost is iJ of a cent, and 
shows, there£ ore, less than half the cost ·of the inferior grade. 

Usually one of the first considerations is the cost of an arti
cle; though for the best results this q1:estion should receive no 
consideration except ·when articles of equal merit are at issue, 
<lu.t in the case of red-oil soap even this is reversed. 

. Roping. · Having carefully considered how. soa·p should be 
prepared for fulling, and before taking up Lhe next process, a few 
wo1:ds as to the troubles met with in fulling may be of aqvan
tage. One of the most frequent di~ficulties the fuller h::is to con
tend with is the rolling and roping of the goods in the mill. This 
is due chiefly to the construction of the cloth, and probably cannot 
be avoided .on some styles. vVhenever this trouble shows itself 
the mill should be stopped a~ once and the goods taken out and 
well shaken, so that they will open out in good shape; afterwards 
run them into the mill again, but this time take the other end . 
first, ·so as to have the cloth run wrong en.d first, and in the oppo-
site way from which it was started. .When in the mill with the 
ends sewn together start up and give a little fresh soap, just enough 
to give a. little extra lubrication. Be sure that the goods do not 
become too wet. Usually it will be found that they will run 
properly, but if they still persist in roping, this will have to be 
repeated, in order to have them finish all right. 

It is impossible to shrink goods properly when they are · in a 
solid rope, and uneven fulling is sure to result. The shaking out 
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of the goods is as important as the turning end for end, and 
should not be neglected, but very thoroughly performed. 

Choking. When first starting • the mill, pieces will often 
choke up behind the trap, forming into a very hard lump. This 
is chiefly found on heavy-weight good:; and solid weaves, where 
the pieces are of a somewhat firm and stiff nature . . Such goods 
will shoot straight through the trap, and if the back cover is open 
will run over the back of the mill to the floor·; but when the cover 
is down the goods will accumulate back of the trap and get into a 
hard lump there. To prevent this let clown the trap about half
way; this will stop tli.e goods from shooting out behind, and they 
will accumulate ir1 the trap-box. When this is full they will be 
crowded out and fall to the bottom of the mill. 

\Vhen the goods are run double or treble . they will often 
catch up and form in hard knots, thus stopping the mill. This 
can be prevented by measuring the cut properly before it is put 
in the mill. Thus if a 40-yard piece is to run double, measure 
20 yards and tie a string around the piece at this place ; then 
run the piece into the mill until this string comes up; put the 
first end into the center of the piece at the string and tie it again; 
run it till the end comes; then pull out the first end, sew th~ 
two together and the goods will run smoothly . When goods · are 
wanted to run treble, me~sure off one-third the length of the 
piece, and proceed as be~ore, and there will be no tr:ouble. 
A new hand hardly over has trouble of this kind, for he will 
measure the piece as directed ; but the old hands get so used to it 
and so expert that they can run half a piece without much trouble. 
Every now and then, however, they will find that they have JI,lis
calculated, and that the mill is choked up. 

Stop-motion. :Most mills are provi~ed with a stop-motion 
which is connected with the front guide-plank. This works ·On a 
rod, and as soon as a knot form~ which cannot readily run through 
the guide-rings, it will lift this guide-plank, and an arm being 
attached outside the mill will knock off the shipper and let the 
belt travel to the loose pulley. · If the stop-m.otions would always 
w~rk there would be no loss except that of time; but it . often 
happens that they work imperfectly and do not throw the shipper 
off enough to stop the mill. The i•olls \Vill then turn and the 
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cloth remaining stationary will soon wear through and get hot 
enough to burn. So not only should the. goods . be put in ca!e

f ully", but the stop-motion -should be well taken .care of, thus 

making stffe that it works properly at all times .. 
Seams. Very often there is a terrible crash at stated intervals · 

Fig. 5._. Washing Machine. 

in the mill, as if some one had hit it a heavy blow with a sledge 

hammer. When this is heard after the goods have been soaped, 
it indicates that the seam has not been properly made, and it is 

' ) 

best to stop and examine~ It will be found that · the S'eam has 
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either been made too <leep, causing a bunch, or else has been made 

so that it will not turn inside, presenting a smooth side to the roll. 

Evel'y time this bnnch goes through the rolls it causes a hea,vy 

knock, which is not only harmful to the mill, but is also hard on 

the scam, and has a tendency to wear it to such an extent tP.at it 

often parts, and the goods are found in the bottom of the mill 

instead of running. It is much easier to make a good seam . 

'vhen the goods are dry than after they are soaped, and therefore 

look carefully after the making of the seam, and have it so that it 

will be firm, and still not cause much of a bunch. 
These few precautions carefully remembered and practiced, 

together with a painstaking disposition, will go far towards mak

ing fulling a success. · 

WASHING. 

Handling of Goods. The next branch of the wet-finishing 

process is the washing of the goods. This part of the work is of 

gn·nt importance, especially when it is considered th:'.'.t upon the 

l'leanliness of the goods depen<ls in a large measure the future 

success of the finishing prncess. The great trouble with goods 

which are not properly cleaned, is that this evil is not al ways 

noticeable at the mill, especially if the pieces are very nearly clean. 

Such goods will pass at the mill as being clean, there being no 

noticeable smell or anything of that kind about them; and ii they 

were immediately consumed, that icl, if they are at once cnt up and 

made in to garments, there would in all probability be very little, 

if a11y, trouble. But this is not always the case; sometimes the 

goods will remain in the case for quite a length of time, and in 

such instances, if there is the least trace of grease left in. them, it 

will be unpleasantly manifest when the case is opened. The cloth 

will naturally be rejected without any further examination. Per

haps this may really be due to only one or two pieces in the whole 

case; but as the rest have come in contact with those pieees, and 

have been exposed to the influence of the greasy smell, they have 

suffered more or less by such contact, and it is just as well to 

have them rejected, also. If goods were always taken out of the 

case and stored where fresh air had free access to them, in many 

im;tances there would be 110 bad results from a trifling uncleanli

ness, hut as the finisher cannot rely upon any snch procedure, he 
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In most mills the washing falls under the immediate super

vision of the fuller, and if he happens to be the right sort of a. · 

man, much will be lifted from the shoulders of the overseer; but 

unfortunately the washing as well as the fulling is too often 

entrusted to cheap and incompetent. hands, so that the finisher 

must be cons.ta.ntly on the alert. Even if the men to whom the 

washing is entrusted are competept, the finisher should watch the 

washing process very carefully. 

There is no po~itive a surance that the goods will be clean 

unless the la,ther is thick and creamy, and even after the first 

lather, which removes the heavier dirt, has been drawn off and 

becomes whiter, it still s~ould be thick and ere.troy. Ther.e are 

CLOTH 

i 
A 

GUIDE RING 

GUIDE 
RING 
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Fig. 6. Cross-section of Washer. 

. -
several ways to reach this result, hut no matter what way is ·used, 

make sure that the lather is bf the right kind, or poor work will 

result sooner or later. The advocates of a sc·ouring liquor to be 

used in the water, in addition to the soap already in the goods from 

the fulling process, run m~re chances of failing to have clean goods 

than those who depend upon the soap in the piece (from the fulling 

mill) to produce the lather required to ensure clean goods. If the 

fihisher who adopts this latter .method sees the goods Jather up in 

the washer properly, he may be absolutely sure that the pieces are 

clean. Fresh soap added to t he goods in the washer will produce 

a good rich lather, but if the fulling soap has become spent in the 
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process, and the dirt and grease have become set, it will take 

more than a common washing to start them again to be able to re
move them. Under these circumstances it is difficult to learn.that 

this has taken place. The finisher simply washes · the goods in 
the usual way, and finds later on that the goods are not clean, 

and is lucky if this ~act i::> not detected before the g~ods leave the 
mill. 

Operation. The pieces are put in the washer at the back, 

each piece being thrown in, keeping both ends out. Then one 
end is .passed under t he suds-box and through the guide rings and 

pins and put in the roll. The machine is now started to let . the 

end through far enough to enable the two ends being sewn 

together. Do not ornit to pass the end over the roll which is 

found at the back of the large top washer roll before sewing the 

end.s together, for if this i~ omitted, the pieces will stick to the 
large roll and go around with it, cansing much work to extricate 

them again. This small roll is of vital importance, for v~ithout it 

the pieces would cling to the roll instead of going to the bottom 

of the washer. 
The pieces being sewn together form an endless string, from 

which fact the several machines are na1~ned either 4, 6, or 8-string 

was.hers. When all the p~eces are put in, start up the machine 
and see that everything runs smoothly. Close all the gates, turn 

on the water, and fill the wa~her half full of warm water of no 

higher temperature than 110° F: Let the goods run in this for 

about twenty minutes, at the end of which. time a rich and thick 
lather, t hough dirty, should fill the washer. If it does not 

appear, but is thin and watery, it is clear that the soap from 

the fulling has been spent, and a more thorough washing must 

be given, as will be explained later. At· the end of twenty min

utes, if everything is as it should b~, open the · gates. and dra_w off 

the dirty suds, and then shut the gates again and fill the washer 

half full of warm water, and run about fifteen minutes. After a 
, . 

fe w minutes running the lather in the washer will begin to rise. 

This t ime it will be much whiter, but still, in about ten minutes will 

become almost as thick as before. Now open the gates and draw 

off this suds; when washer is half empty, open the va.lvcs of warm 

water and rinse as long as the supply will allow, but try at any 
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rate to rinse about twenty minutes with warm water. Then grad

ually open the cold water valves, and when open, close those 

which admit the warm water. Rinse about forty-five or fifty 

minutes in cold water, theri take the pieces out, and they will be 

as clean as can be desired. 
This will be found to be as satisfactory as any method 

which can be adopted, but unfortunately the question of warm 

water is often a difficult one. It is not infrequent that no provi

sions are made by the management for this ~ery important func

tion: and if such is the case, the finisher will have to heat the 

water in barrels and apply it with pails. This of course precludes 

the possibility of twenty-ft. ve minutes' rinsing in warm water. On 

account of such drawbacks it is often advisable to dit1pense with the 

use of warm water altogether. The washing can, of course, be 

clone with cold water, but it is not as good for the pieces. When 

th(~y are washed entirely in cold water they will not feel quite as 

soft as they will when plenty of warm water is use<l. 

:£the supply of warm water is 1nauequate, the process had 

better be performed entirely with cold. For this purpose turn on 

the water an<l fill the washer half full, and run thirty minutes, then 

draw off, and repeat the same, after which rinse ~me hour. ·If, as 

stated before, goods fail to lather \vell, draw off the suds at once, 

and give each piece two or three pails of scouring liquor; then 

let them run twenty-five minutes and repeat this. After the sec

ond drawing off, fill the washer half full of warm water and adtl 

about a quart of aqua ammonia to each piece, and let them run in 

this twenty minutes. Draw off and rinse with warm water fol

lowed by cold water for one hour. This will no doubt clean the 

goods. 
It will thus be seen that a good rich lather is not to be relied 

upon when the same is produced by fresh soap, hut if it is gotten 

without fresh soap, but from the goods as they come from the mill, 

with 11othing Lut water, it is a sure sign that satisfactory results 

will be obtained. 
Under no circumstances stint the rinsing time, but let it be 

thorough,. no matter how long it takes. The condition of the 

water has of course much to do with it, for the softer and purer 

it is, the better it will rinse out the soap; Lut hard water contain-

Gl 
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ing much lime wjll always be found troublesome unless some 

means can be employed to soften it. vVhile a trace of soap 

remaining in the goods i's not positively detrimental to chcviots, 
cassimere:::; and the like, it becomes quite a factor where good8 are 

face finished or piece dyed. Any trace of soap left in the pieces 

will make it nearly impossible to produce the desired finish, and if 

the goods are subjected to the steaming process, the bad effects of 

soap remaining in them will show plainly. Most of the cloudi

ness sometimes found in steam-finished cloths is directly traceable 

to thi::; cau~c. 
The requirements to produce a clean cloth having been estab

lished, it is again in order to state how these things can be pro

duced without fail. To start the grease it has been sho:vn that 

alkali is required, but after this has accomplished its mission, and 

has started the grease properly, the body of the soap used in the· 
fulling must be 1·elied upon to hold this matter in suspension 

until it can, by the action of the water whether warm or cold, 
be removed in the washer. Therefore, at the end of the full

ing process, examine each piece by twisting, to see if there is 
any vitality left to the soap. If there is, it will soon 8how by 

twisting the goods in your hand, and leave :no doubt as to whether 

it i8 soap or a thin watery substance without any resemblance to 

soap. lVIake sure of this before starting the goods in the washer. 

On fine goods which require a close felt for the finish, such as the 

finest doeskins and broadcloths, it is often necessary to scour 
the ·goods before fulling, to enable the fulling process to be 

extended, by using a soap which contains little alkali, just barely 

enough to give a. good homogeneous soap, which, without the 

addition of alkali, it is next to impossible to produce. 
The term "a perfectly neutral fulling soap" is often used, 

but in point of fact such a thing in a soft-soap cannot be pro

duced. The alkali can be reduced to almost nothing, but with

out it the hard soap and water will not thoroughly combine, no 

matter how much it is boiled. 
'Vlrnn scouring "flannels," as ~he pieces are called before 

fulling, put the pieces in the washer and sew the ends together, 

as stated befo:i:e, then turn on the water (cold), leaving the gates 

open, and thoroughly wet the pieces. Shut off the water, and let 
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the pieces drain by running a while with the gates open. Then 

shut the gates, give each piece three pails of scouring liquor, and 

let them nm thirty minutes; then draw off and repeat this, giving 

abor:.t twenty minutes thi~ time. Draw off half of the second 

amount of scouring liquor, replace with warm water, and let run 

twenty minutes more, then rinse in cold water for forty·or forty-fiye 
minutes. · 

Worsted Goods, especially fancies, are often nearly scoured 

in the washer when being finished. They are made in the loom, 

and do not need fulling in the sense of the term, but if wo1:steds 

arc run in the fulling mill and soaped there for about twenty min

utes, the washing process will be much more easy and sure. If 

this plan is adopted, the same inethod of washing· may be employed. 

The soap used in fulling, ~md which applied to worsteds is of bet

ter body than a mere scouring liquor, has a softening tendency 

which is much to be desired. However, if it is thought best to 

use a scouring liquor for worsteds, one of the best is to take about 

t pound of pearlash to one gallon of water. This does not need 

to be heated. 'VVhen it is used in the washer give two pails to a 

piece, adding about ! pail of fulling soap to a piece. Let the 

pieces run in tlii~ for half au hour, and then draw off pa.rt of the so

lution; replace with warm water, and let run for twenty minutes; -

then rinse with warm water, followed by cold water, for one hour, 

a11cl the goods will be clean. It must, however, be reme1nbered 

in all these operations that they admit of innumerable changes, and 

are not given as rules which are wananted for all cases. Circum

stances alter cases in this as well as inany other processes. 

Scouring Liquor. A good scouring liquor can be made for 

use on woolen goods a::; follows: Take 1 ounce of a good grade 01 

soap, or 1~ ounces of cottonseed oil soap, and 3 ounces of alkali 

(pure) to the gallon of water, and boil until all is dissolved. Just 

before the above solution gets cold add -~ ounce of sal ammoniac 

to the gallon; if added while liquor is hot this would lose too · 

much of its value. \Vhen cold stir well from the bottom. and 

use as stated. This liquor can be relied upon for all kinds of 

"l>olen goods, but should not be· used on fine worsteds. 

For worsteds make a liquor as follow~: Take 2 ounces of 

olive-oil soap and 3 or 4 ounces of alkali to the gallon of water. 

oa 
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If the alkali is considered too harsh, take 6 ounces of sal soda to 
the gallon. Dissolve by boiling, and add sal ammoniac, as stated . 
before. Of all liquors for worsteds, those made from pearlash 

· · will be found to be the best. 

SPECK DYE. 

On very nearly all classes of goods which are not color
ed in the piece, and even on many of those that are, burr or 
speck ·dyeing is of decided advantage. Wool and yarn-dyed 
cloths ought by all means to be subjected to ·this process. The 

• I 

ad vantage derived from speck dyeing may be readily seen. If 
two pieces of the same style ~tre finished, one with speck dyeing 
and the other· without, and then compared, the one which has not 
received the speck dye will be found to require quite a large 
amount of la,bor in the way of removing specks, which on the 
other is reduced to very small proportions. In most cases this 
extra labor of removing specks ·is done by hand, by. means of the 

burling or specking frons. The surface of the goods will never 
look as smooth after leaving the specking table as. they did when 
they went there, and often it becomes necessary to return the 
goods to the shear to make them at all presentable. Some of this 
is no doubt due to the carelessness of the operator~, but often the 
best of opera,tors pull up fibers which ought not to be disturbed. 
This m~y be due either to the dullness of the irons used, or to the 
enormous amount of specks to be removed. 

It is not to be supposed that burr dyeing will do away with 

any and all trouble cause~ by burr:s and specks, but ~t will mate
rially lessen such defects, and in many cases do away with them 
entirely. Aside from this, a piece which has been properly burr 
dyed always has a fuller and better appearance than those which 
h:-tve not been .treated; and while it would be hard to point out 
just why the one looks so much better than the other, the fact 
still remains that there is a decided improvement in the looks of 
the burr-dyed piece over the other. 

The value of burr or speck dyeing being thus easily appar
ent, it remains to determine how the process may be conducted so 
as to give the best results as to uniformity and effectiveness. It 
is to be remembered that bun dye, as its name indicates, is of use 
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only in the coloring or covering of vegetable matter, so that 
a wool speck still must be removed by hand. If the wool speck 

would be affected by the dye, of course the color of the whole 

piece would be changed. 
Ingredients. The composition of the dye is of the first and 

utmost importance. The several ingredients and the rotation of 
ad<ling them makes a g reat difference in the value and usefulness 

of the dye. In order to be sure that the dye has been properly 

prepared, take a piece of glass (a broken '~indow-pane, for 
instance,) and dip it into the dye, and t~rnn hold it against the 
light. If the color is a rich claret, bright and clear, the re is no 

doubt but that all the ingredients have been properly combined · 

or boiled together. If, on the other hand, the color is a dirty 

black, verging on an equally dirty blue, lacking brightness and 
clearness, it is just as evident that the .essential requirements for 
making a good speck dye have not been complied with. Uniform

ity in the ma4ing of t he dye is of the greatest importance; for if 

one batch is boiled three hours and another only two, it is not to 

be supposed that the results are going to be alike. 
The ingredients entering into the making of the dye are, first 

the coloring matter, or extract of logwoo<l; next an acid, blue vit

riol ;. and last an alkali, soda ash. In using the ccrloring matter it 

is best for this purpose to u·se an extract_ of logwood, which is for 

wool-dyeing purposes considered of in ferior quality, but which for 

the purpose of making speck dye is better than tbe finer and 
highly oxidized grades. This is also true with the alkali. The 

crude product, soda ash, is much to be preferred to any of the 

more purified kinds. In fact, it is next to impossible to make a 

good dye \vith sal soda, pure alkali, or crystal carbonate of soda. 

These apparently lose in the purifying process 8.omething which is 
necessary for a good dye. This is also true of the finer strains of 
logwood. vVhy there· should be a difference is i~material, blit 

the fact remains that the best results are obtained with the infe

rior qualities. Liquid extract of logwood or its substitute, liq u_id 

extract of hemlock or hematine, make good speck ~yes. The pro

portions are as follows : 2 parts of vitriol, 3 parts of soda ash, and 
4 parts of logwood. The acid and alkali are directly opposed to 

each other in their action; but if the ~oda ash is combined with 
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the coloring matter before the vitriol is added, the- brightness and 
effectiveness of the coloring matter is nearly destroyed. This 
accounts for the ill success of many attempts at making speck 
dyeing with the san:ie material with which another person will 
produce the very best dye possible. To obtain a dye which 
can be relied upon, it is of the first importance that the several 
ingredients be combined in such a manner as to retain the full 
force of all the coloring matter, upon which the coloring Qf the 
speck is dependent. This, as shown, is best done by first com
bining the logwood, or hematine, and blue vitriol by thoroughly 
boiling t]:iem for an hour, after all the vitriol is dissolved. 
Then the soda, ash may be added, and when this has ceased to fer
ment, the whole should be boiled for three hours, and the . result 
will be a dye which can be relied upon at all times, not alone to 
cover the speck in good shape, but also to give the goods the 
samo shade, pro_vided the same amount and strength is used. 

vVhile there should be no shades traceable directly to the 
dye, it must not be forgotten that on low-grade goods the stock 
often contains considerable cotton ; and as this will attract as 
n1uch· of the dye as the vegetable specks it is intended to cover, 
the result will be that the shade of the goods is somewhat dark
ened; but this is rather a benefit than otherwise, as it will give 
the cloth a fuller appearance. As long as the amount of dye put 
on the goods and the strength of the smne is alike, the shades 
will come alike. The larger the amount of speck dye made at 
one time the better; and in order to give an idea how to proceed, 
the following directions are given: 

Recipe. For 200 gallons of speck dye take 200 pounds 
liquid extract of logwood, and add to this 100 pounds of blue 
vitriol. Put. enough water with this to fill tank about i full, and 
turn on the steam an~ bring to a boil. Then turn some of the 
stean1 off to reduce the boiling, and keep boiling till all of 
the vitriol is dissolved, and then continue for one hour. Turn 
off the steam and let the whole stand for about an hour; 
also ad<l some cold water to cool it off somewhat, but not too 
much, for when the soda ash is added, that needs room for fer
mentation. Now take 150 pounds of soda ash, and add it to the 
solution in the tank. To <lo this, proceed carefu11y, and put in 
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only a little at a time, sliding it down easily on the side of the 

ta.Dk. When all has been added, let it lie for quite a while and 

'ferment. · 

It is best to commence to boil speck dye in the afternoon, so 

a8 to get the soda ash all in, and then let it stand till morning. 

Commence to stir the soda ash gently, and note how it rises: if it 

comes up too fast, wait a little while longer. I£ it threatens · to 

run over, add a little cold water, and it will slowly settle back. 

Avoid running over, for as soon a~ this happens, the best of the 

coloring matter will be wasted. When the dye can be stirred 

without threatening to run over, turn on the steam and bring to 

a boil gently, and as soon as it ~oils all .danger is over, and it may 

be. left to boil for three hours, and then the tank is filled up. 

The dye thus produced will stand at about 15° to 18° Baurne. 

This is reduced by the addition of water to the strength required 

for the goods. 
Application. vVhen goods are to be speck dyed, they are 

put into the washer and sewn together in the sa.mc manner as for 

washing, and then the cold water is turned on, and the goods are 

thoroughly wetted. Let them run for a few minutes, a~d then. 

shut off the water, leaving the gate~ open, and -let the pieces 

Jon until they are thoroughly drained, when all the gates are 

securely closed to guard against leakage, and the speck dye is 

pou1·ed on the goods whil~ in motion. Never put on the dye with 

the pieces standing still, for this may produce cloudy goods. 

The dye will take as soon as it co1nes in contact with the vege

table matter in the cloth; and if the goods are stationary, the best 

trength of the dye- will be absorbed by tha.t part on which th.e. 

dye falls and remains for a while, but if the goods are mo_ving, 

this is not the case, and the dye soon distributes itself all over 

-tliem. Have the dye ready in small pails or tub , so that it can 

be poured on the goods as quickly as possible. 

It is poor economy not ·to provide sufficient pails or tubs 

ior this. purpose; for if the washer tender ba~ .only one or two 

ails in which to prepare and fetch the dye, the res~lts are ·also 

tikely to be uneven. Each piece requires about two pailfuls of 

!aye, and a strength sufficient to cover the speck, which in most 

oases can be well done if t.he dye is 5° in strength. The dye, as 
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indicated before, iS made about 15° or 18°, n,11d this is chiefly 
done for the purpose of avoi<ling the frequent making of the dye, 
and also to have the dye cold when used, for the addition of cold 
water in reducing its strength to the required. point will give this 
result. The least warmth in either dye or goods will affect the 
color of the wool, thus p1~actically spoiling the goods. After the 
dye has been applied the pieces should run about twenty minutes, 
to make sure that the speck has taken all it will hold; then open 
the gates, turn on the .cold water, rinse for about twenty:..fi ve min
utes, and take out. 

Low-grade Goods. It oft~n happens on very low-grade good~, 
as for instance satinets, that in order to save time the speck dyeing 
is done in tlie fulling mill. While this manner of doing the work 
is uot at all satisfactory on any other class of goods, it may be em
ployed with some success on satinets, and perhaps on some other 
very low-grade goods. It is not always that the best interest of 

· the goods under treatment is considered, for on the lower grades 
very ·of~en time is of more consequence than any other thing·; and 
when this is the case, most generally speck dyeing in the mill is 
resorted to. 

In places of this kind the appointment and means in the finish
ing room are generally very crude; and it lli well to know ~10w 
to go to work in such instances. In many cases the dye is made 
in a barrel, and should be very strong and of good coloring quality. 

Recipe. For a barrel of 50 gallons take 7 5 pound~ liquid 
extract of logwood, or hematine, and 10 pounds of blue vitriol; 
dissolve with sufficient water to fill barrel i full; when all is <lis
solved add 50 pounds of soda ash, observing the directions previ
ously given. When done this will give about 24.degrees strength, 
and will answer admirably for the purpose it is inten<led. 

Application. Take 2 quarts of this dye and pour it slowly 
on the goods when they have begun to shrink, being sure that the 
pieces are somewhat dry at thi.s stage. At any rate do not add the 
dye until convinced that the grease has become pretty well loos
ened, and that after the dye has been added the g<?ods are not too 
wet. This is all that can with profit be said of this process; the 
danger is al ways present tha.t the goods will be cloudy, by reason 
of their getting warm in the fulling mill. 
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Speck dye made after the manner given will not affect wool 

as long as it and the goods remain cold; but when heat is a factor 

in connection with it there is no telling what the result will be. 

Fuller's Earth. On a.11 :fine goods, whether they are speck 

dyed or not, it is of great benefit to use fuller's earth after wash

ing and also after speck dyeing. This has a ten<lency to purify 

the pieces of any remain ing trace of soap, and it also imparts a, 

soft feelillg which it is impossible to obtain in any other way. In 

order to get the best results it is necessary to have a well-refined 

earth, free from impurities; with it the result will be heneficial 

if the matter is i1ot overdone, in which case the result will be the 

reverse. To 50 gallons, 2 pailfuls of the earth is ample, and it 

will be found that the water will not hold more in solution with

out continual stirring. There will be a sediment with even this 

amount of earth, but not enough to do harm. '\Vhen earth is used 

let it be put on the goods after they are thoroughly rinsed an~ 

drained, so that all the surplus water is out of them, then shut 

all the gates and give each piece two pailfuls of solution, as 

stated above. This should be well stirred before using, so as to 

get all the earth well mixed; then apply and let the pieces run 

for 15 minutes and rinse 10 minutes, after which the goods may 

be taken out and passed to the next process. 

On face goods the bath of fuller's earth should not be omitted, 

both at the first washing and after speck dyeing. If such goods 

are intended for piece dyeing give them a Lath of earth before 

sending them to the dye-house and after they are gigged, and the 

results will be astonishing. As the use of fuller's earth is not 

universal, it will be in some instances hard to convince parties of 

the benefit derived from its use, but invariably a continued use 

of .it will show this to be a fact. 

Crocking. It sometimes happens on low-grade goods that 

after they are all finished they will smut, or crock; that is, if the 

goods are handled the hands will become soiled, and consequently 

any lighter shade goods will be dirtied by coming in contact with 

them. This is often dne to an imperfect making of the speck dy.e, 

and will not result if directions as to the making are carefully ob

served. In other cases it is due to an imperfectly colored stock, 

and then shows itself unpleasantly if the goods are of a fancy 
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nature as to colors, by having the lighter colors dulled and th? 

whole piece assume a dull and dirty look. If this is the case, it 

may be overcome by giving the goods a salt bath after they are 

washed and befpre taking the1n from the washer. Generally 

goods having a percentage of colored carded cotton in their 

make-up are affected in this way. 

l\IIake a brine such as is used for dyeing purposes generally, 

about 50 or 7 5 pounds of coarse salt to 50 g(\,llons of water ; dis

solve well, and give each piece li or 2 pailfuls after shutting all 

the gates ; let them run in this for 10 or 15 minutes and then take 

them out. Do not rinse the piece~ . 

SINGEING. 

The Singeing Process. while not in actual rotation follow

ing the preceding processes, is in some instances employed on goo<ls 

in the wet state, though it usually takes place directly after the 

goods are burled and mended. This process is simple in its 

operation, and is used to remove all fibers from Lhe face of the 

cloth. It is the1·efore of use only on such. cla::;sP-s of good::; as are 

n1ride in the loom and do not need felting or shrinking. This 

includes worsteds for 1nen 's wear, except worsted cheviots, and all 

kinds of clear finished worsted dress goods for la,dies' wear. There 

are two kinds of singeing pra,cticed; ·one is the gas singeing and 

the other the plate singeing. The fonner is used on fabrics which 

are of a inore open nature, such as cla.ys and serges, while the latter 

is used chiefly on whipcords and poplins. 

When gas is used fo~ 8ingeing, it is combine<l with air so as 

to give a perfect combustion and a, clear bl ne fia.n1e. The pres

sure of the air also forces the flame into every crevice of the 

goods, and removes all loose fibers completely . 

On the plate ::;ingeing hollow copper plates or retor ts are u ed, 

which are heated to a red heat by means of gas or oil, n,nd arc kept 

at uniform heat during the process. Gas singeing is the more eco

nomical of the two processes, inasmuch as the single turning on of 

~he gas and air and their lighting is all that is necessary to start, 

but on plate singeing it is quite a while before the plates become 

hot enough to go ahead . Then, also, as soon as the pieces are 

run the gas and air is turned off, and there is no further ex-
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ense on this score, while on plate singeing the flame has to be 

pt up so as to be. ready for the next b(itch. T,herefore it is 

ldom that plate singeing is used in any but the larger establish

nts. 

· Oas Singeing. The machines for gas singeing are now built 

on a much different principle than they were some yearn ago, 

are no doubt designed to .do more work in a given ti1ne; 

t after a.11, the old style is still the best for all pl'actical pur-

Fig. 7. Singeing Machine. 

The constant demand for machines to gi~~ more pro

on has led build.ers to lose '.sight of some of'. the essential 

of a good machine; and while these new machines in many 

ces are called improved, it would be more fitting to call 

ore complicated, for all attempts at simplicity, which is so 

ti 1 in a good machine, are thrown aside. 

he illustration at Fig. 8 represents a singeing machi.ne of 
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the better kind, and one which is readily undercltood and operated. 
The goods are laid out on trucks in even folds, and as inuch as 
possib_le without wrinkles. The ends being laid out are sewn 
together, so that the seam will be on the back. This is necessary 
in. order to prevent the loose threads usually found at the 
ends from catching fire, which if not noticed is likely to cause 
damage. In the diagram at Fig. 9 the traveling of the cloth is 
shown. Starting from the truck M the cloth goes to and over roll 
N, then to and under A, thence to and under B, to and over C~ 
then to and under D, from there to E, under F and over G,to and 
between H and I, and to and between J and K ; then down through 

Fig. 8. Gas Singeing Machine. 

the folder to the truck. The rolls C and E are hollow brass tubes, 
and on these the fla1ne acts ; consequently a stream of water is 
·constantly maintai11ed through them to. keep them cool. By re
ferring to the illustration of the machine it will be seen that these 
rolls are piped. 

The little donkey engine, shown at Fig 8, furnishes the req
uisite power, and also drives the fan in front of the tank which 
forces the air into the tank for use with the gas. This fatnk is 
usually supplied with a safety valve. A long apron is used on 
the m_achine, to save the trouble of threading for every batch. 

When the goods are started and the apron is on the truck, it 
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is separated from the piece and sewn on to the other end of the 

goods remaining on the truck JVI ; thus when the batch is run and 

the machine stopped, it is threaded ready for the next batch. If 
everything is ready for a start, the gas and air are turned on and 

the flame lit; and here care must be used to so cornbirie the gas 

and air that a clear blue flame will be the result. If this is not 

obtained, the goods will be smutted by the smoke of the burning 

gas, and t.he singeing will not be thorough, for the air is required 

to drive the flames into the crevices of the cloth, besi<les giving 

a perfect corn bustion. 
The engine is then started, and when the desired speed is 
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Fig. 9. Cross-section of a Gas Singeing Machine. 

ootained the machine is set in motion. As soon as the apron has 

passed the lower roll B the flame is put on the goods by turning 

it towards the roll B, and after the cloth has passed B t he flame 

is put on n.t E, and the process is in operation. After the goods 

begin to fold on the rear truck L they should be examined at once 

to see if the singeing is as thorough as it should be, an<l if not, 

the speed must be reduced . until the singeing is thoroughly done. 

The process is very simple, but effective. 
Plate Singeing. The diagram, Fig. 10, will give an idea of 

singeing as performed by means of plat es. The retorts A and B 
a.re hollow, of the shape shown, and are of the ma:x:imum length 
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to correspond with the width of the widest goods to be treated. 
A flame of gas or fuel oil is forced into these retorts, and 
they are thus heated to a red heat. The . cloth travels from 
the truck to and over roll C, to and under 0" and E", up and 
over F", down and under G, to and under H, up and over I and 
J, and then down and through the folder K, and is then folded 
off on a truck or in boxes. · 

On men's wear goods the plate singeing process is seldom 
used, for gas singeing is generally found more convenient and 
easier to install. On ladies' dre s goods, however, it is frequently 
used, as these goods are usually finished in large ·establishments. 
This is also due to the fact that dress goods are often composed 

J 

Fig. 10. Cross-section of Plate Singeing Machine. 

partly of cotton, and on them plate singeing i::; found to be of 
more advantage, as it imparts a better feeling tu goods contain
ing this fiber. Outside of this fact, however, the gas singeing 
rnachinr, as shown in the illustration, b adaptable to any and all 
kinds of goods where ingeing is of benefit. 

CRABBING. 

Theory. The crabbing machine, which comes next under 
consideration, is used to impart to the goods a certain stability, 
and to set the weave in such a manner that in the following proc
cs os it will not be obliterated. It is also of great benefit to 
worsted goods where the listing has a tendency to curl, and it sets 
it jn snch a. way that the following process will have no ill effects 
upon it. The crab is used more on dress goods than it is on 
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. . 
men's wear, and on them it is rarely used except on some kinds 
of worsteds. · For men's wear the steam lustering· process is gen
erally practiced, and. will be thoroughly described later. 

'lhe accompanying illustration, Fig. 11, may be described as 
: The process consists of two operations, which may, 

•..n.'n?l'\'T,.er, be carried ori a.t the same time. The first is the loosen
ocess, and the second the setting process. The goods are 
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first run on the cylinder under a moderate pressure of the top 
roll. They are kept tigh t and free from wrinkles, and pass over 

the several rolls as indicated. The t rough, or bowl, as it is 
termed, in which the cylinder is immersed, is filled with hot water 

. at about . 150° F ., and after the goods are in the bowl they are 
allowed to rotate in this hot 'vater for about twenty minutes, 
and are then wound off on wooden rolls and stood on end after 

being wrapped. All the sizing which is in them will in this way 
become well loosened, and when they have thus stood fol' an hour 

or two, during which time they are turned once end for end, they 
are taken to the machine again and wound on the cylinder once 
more with somewhat increased pressure on t he top roll. At this 

second treatment the water is kept boiling. 
This is the setting process, and in order to be effective the 

temperature must be kept at a good boil, for if i t js not, the 
effects of the following processes will undo wha.t has been accom
plished here. The rule is that the temperature dul'ing this process 
should be as high as that of any other subseq ucnt process through 

which the goods pass, and as the coloring is in this respect the 
hardest on the goods; and they are here subjected to qoil ing, it 

follows that the ::;etting process must also be performed with boil
ing water. Twenty to t'venty-five ininut~s are required to set 
the goods properly. They are then taken off, being ready for the 
next process, which is usually the scouring, and of which due 

mention will be made in the treatment of dress goods. 
The pressure required on the goods to give the desired :finish 

is one of the things which is of most importance, but cannot be 
explained properly, as this can only be acquired by' actual experi
ence; however, it should be remembered that t):ie higher the pres
sure the higher the finish will be, but the capacity of t he goods 
must be taken into consideration . . 

The two processes just described, that of singeing and crab
bing, do not exactly follow the other processes described, but are 
inserted here' as belonging to the wet finishing. 

STRETCHING AND EXTRACTING. 

Stretching and Rolling. After the goods have passed through 
the wa~hing they are naturally in a ropy form, and will h~we to he 
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opened out and nicely folded on trucks, after which they are taken 
to the stretching and rolling inachines, an illustration of which 
is . shown at Fig. 12. It is not necessary, or rather should not 
be, to stretch them in length, but they must be stretched in width. 
This is not perforn1ed on account of the width, unless the goods 
co1ne narrow, but to £1 ee then1 from wrinkles sustained b}' their 
passage in the washer in the form of a rope, through both warm 
and cold water; on highly finished goods these wrinkles are 
likely to show when the piece~ are finished. All classes of cloths 
are not treated in this way, but on goods that need gigging it 
must not be omitted. 

The machines are supplied with two stretch rolls, between 
which arc perforated pipes to introduce steam to the goods, if 
necessary. The pieces are strung over and under the bars, and · 
then pass to the first stretch roll; from this to the second roll, 
anc.1 they are then wouud on a wooden roll placed upon a drum and 
held down by the side arms. The weights attached to the ends 
of these arms cause the cloth to be wound tightly and smoothly. 
When the piece is on the roll it is taken off, and an empty roll is 

' put in its i1lace for the next piece. The rolls with the cloth upon 
tl1en1 may be stood on end until they are needed, or t hey may 

• be Lt id down fla t on skids; if left that way over night, they will be 
fou!1d in the best condilion for either the gig or n<ipper. 

If, however, i t ·hould be nece,sary to use the goods at once, 
they ~houlcl be_ taken to the squeeze rolls. These a.re simply two 
hca.vy iron rolls abon t a foot in diameter, one above the other, and 
from which greater pres::;ure may be obtained by means of screws 
applied to the top roll. These rolls are neatly wound with about 
seven or eight thicknesses of cotton cloth, which are t ightly wouncl 
aroun<l each roll without any wrinkles or creases, in order not to 
leave marks on the goods. The cloth before entering the rolls 
pa-.ses over a stretch roll of re.gulation make, and thence through 
the rolls in a smooth and even manner to the. other end, where a 
folding attachment folds off the piece in a nice e·ven pile. This 
auts as a huge wringer, except that the goods pass through 
smoothly and at t he full width. 

Extracting and Squeezing. I f one of these machines is not 
at hand, the goods may be placed iu the "Hydro-e~tractor " and 
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bout half the water extracted (see Fig. 13). They may then be 
put on the roliing and stre._tching machine, after which they can 
go to the gig at once. 

The "Hydro-extractor," as it is termed, or, more commonly 
peaking, the water-extracting machine, i8 composed of a wire 

ha ket, through th9 center of which runs a shaft. . This shaft re-_ 
olves in a journal on the bottom, called a "step," and is also 

Fig. 13. Hydro-extractor. 

-- ::i:: ... 
· .... :;:: :::: ::······· 

firmly held by another. journal on top. Below the top journal is 
pulley firmly fastened to this shaft, and when. '.a belt is placed 

· round this and power applied, the basket rotates on the shaft and 
· driven at a very high speed, about 1.,500 to 2,000 revolutions 

r minute. There is thus created enough centrifugal force to 
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throw the water out of the goods and through the apertures in the 
basket to the outside. The b:tsket is set in a cast-iron box on a 
solid foundation, and the water thus finds its way to the bottom 
and is drawn off. 

The goods which have been rolled up and which are to stand 
on end, instead of lying flat, should be turned at least once in six 
hours, or else they will be n1ore moist on 0ne side than on the other. 

GIGGING AND NAPPING. 

Gigging. The next step in the process of finishing is the 
gigging. This process consists of the combing out of the fibers 
on the surface of the goods. The felting together of all the 
fibers enhances the vaJue aud stre.ngth of the cloth, and those 
which lie on the face of the goods ~re straightened out, either to 
be left on ~ts part of the finish or else to be removed by the shear. 
This shows that the manner of doing this part of the work has an 
important bearing upon the ultimRite finish; in fact, the gigging is 
what produ~es the finish. The underlying principles of the proc
ess remain the same, no matter what the finish may be. The 
process of gigging, therefore, admits of an endles:; variety of 
inethods, all based upon the same principle,- that of raising the 
felted fibers on the face of the goods and combing t hem out, so as 
to have the1n all lie in on e direction. 

"Teasels," the dried flower heads of a plant of that name, 
through cultivation are brought to a high state of perfection, and 
are largely used for this work. For gigging, the teasels have to 
be mounted in flats, or slats, as they are severally termed, which 
are simply wooden or iron frames, into which the teasels are 
crowded very tightly and evenly. 

Flats. The illustration at Fig. 14 gives an idea of the frame. 
It will be seen that this is divided into four sections by means of 
rods passing through the lower and upper bars, and which hold 
these bars apart and in their place. · The projections of the rods 
at both top and bottom fit into slots on the cylinder of the machine 
on which they are used, and thus hold the frame in its place on 
the cylinder. On wooden flats the connecting rods are screwed 
to the bars at top and bottom. \~Tith iron flats the top bn,r is of 
one piece, curved so as to hold the top of the teasel, while the 
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bottom is made of two pieces, to admit of the stern of the teasel 

being put through it and cut off evenly below . . The .top bar of 

the wooden flat as well as the bottom one is hollowed on the 
' 

inside to hold the teasel more firmly; the stems of these should be 

cut off before mounting them. The iron flats are by all means 

to be preferred, as ·it is easier to mount the teasels in them, and 

when mounted they will hold them better than the wooden 

fiats. 
Teasel Mounting. There are two ways of mounting tlrn 

teasels in the flats, one of which is to either moisten the teasels 

slightly or to steam them before mounting; the o~her i~ to use 

them in the dry state. The former enables the operator to handle 

the teasels easier; but while it makes the mounting easier it causes 

more work afterward, _for t~ey have to be thoroughly dried again 

before using on the machine. l\1ore teasels are made useless by 

moisture than by wear, and therefore this method is not to be 

, ~ 
A 

~c ~ ~ B 

• 
Fig. 14. Teasel Flat or Frame. 

recommended. Still it is practiced in many places, though a 

source of much expense. It is harder to mount the teasels in the 

dry state; but by so doing the whole .usefulness is retained, and 

the labor of drying the flaw can be saved at this point. 

In mounting teasels it is essential to have a correct eye for 

size, otherwise valuable time is lost by not selecting the correct 

size quickly. If the teasels are picked up indiscriminately as to 

size and thus set, the fiat will create bad work and leave the good~ 

streaky, for the larger teasels will go much deeper than the smaller 

ones. The teasels must be crowded in as tightly as it is possible 

t.o get them, for in using on the machines there is quite a strain 

on them, and if not crowded in t ightly they will fly out, leaving 

holes in the fiat without teasels. 

Many times it is found that, to save money, small teasels 

termed buttons are furnished, which perform the work vei·y imper

fectly. This practice is what may be termed mistaken economy, 
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for only those teasels should be mounted in the flat which will do 
the work the flat is intended to do. The most economical way 
is to buy teasels ranging from 1~ to 2 inches in length. These 
graded teasels cost a little 1nore, but are the cheapest in the 
end; they will inake a better and evener flat, and each teasel 
will perform its intended work; there \vill be le ·s trouble from 
streaks, a.nd all the tea ·el ~ in the box may be used up, none being 
thrown away. Using buttons amounts to nothing less than throw
i11g a,way good money on poor material. It inust be rememl>ered 
that these srnnll teasels are not as well 1na.tured as full-grown ones, 
and a.re, therefore, soft, open, and useless fol' a.11 pra.ctical purposes 
except to hold in place the teasels which do the work. 

Ouly a short tin1e ago it was considered that nothing but the 
imported tease1s were fit to use, and many .still cling to that notion; 
but New York State teasels have been .grown to such perfection 
that it is usele ·s to in1port the others. Of late ye~trs a teasel 
grown in Oregon is findi1l.g much favor for gigging, and bids 
fair to upplant the New York teasel, as it is in n.11 respect& very 
serviceable and uniforn1. The Oregon teasel is of finer gra.in than 
any other grown in this country, and on fine work cannot be sur
passed. 

Up-andgdown Gig. The machine on which the tea ·el fiats are 
to be use<l comes next under consideration. The ol<le t inachine 
used for this purpose i: the up-and-down gig; next to that comes 
~11e rotary gig, an<l finally the double-cylinder rotary gig; all of 
which may be found in actual use at the various \voolen mills in 
the country. Progre~siYo managers have gone from one stage 
to another as the improvements were ma<le, an<l many to-day 
do not operate teasel gigs, but use the latest improved nappipg 
machines. As stated, any of the ma~hines inentioned n1ay be 
encountered in the mills, and therefore it is necessary to know 
how to proceed on any one of them, for it is not often that the 
machines of one's choice are furnished. 

\Vith the old up-and-down gig, the illustration at Fig. 15 
gives n. fa.ir iclea of its operation. It will be seen that the cloth 
winds around drums, either at the top or bottom, and when wind
ing on one drum it leaves the other. The operating mechanism is 
an upright shaft, which, when turned, engages one gear and at the 
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ame time releases the other. When it is required to stop the 
cloth the handle is turned to the ceu ter, thus releasing both gears. 

To get a good idea of the running of this machine, it i::; 
necessary to follow ~ piece through the operation. Standing in 
front of the gig the cylinder turns toward the operator with a 

Fig. 15. Old Up-and-down Gig. 

ownward motion, and upon examination it is f?vnd that on the 
c linder are either 24 or 28 places fitted to receiv·e the flats, into 

hich 1 he teasels have been mounted, as before explained.· The 
cylinder is provided with the flats, and care must be taken to have 
them securely placed in their respective slots. If this care is 

• 
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not observed, one or more of the flats may fly out, doing damage 
to both cloth and machine, and also perhaps to the operator. 

When this has been carefully seen to, the piece is either sewn 
or wired to the apron of the top roller or clrmn, and is then wound 
evenly on this roll by sta,rting the machine and engaging the upper 
gear by turning the hantlle outward. vVhen the end comes, stop 
the top roll by turning the haindle to the center, and then sew or 
wire the end of the cloth to the apron of the lower roll. By turn
ing the handle inward the bottom roll will revolve and the cloth 
wind around it, taking it fro1n the top roll and passing in front of 
the cylinder. Below the top roll are found two projecting arms, 
into which a roll is fitted, and over which the cloth passes before 
going on the top roll. These arms are supplied with a sliding 
arm running on gear teeth, and which can be slid in er out, thus 
bringing the roll over which the cloth bas to pass, either closer 
to the cylinder or farther away from it, and of couTse the cloth 
with it. Just above t he bottom roll n.re found two similar arms 
holding a roll, and over which the cloth passes before going on 
the roll; but this carrier roll is stationary. This provides the 
means of bringing the cloth into contact with the cylinder or 
taking it away from it . As soon as the cloth commences to travel 
to the lower l'oll it is brought sligh tly in contact with the cylinde1~ 

by means of tue sliding roll mentioned; but this contact must be 
very light at first. After t he piece is all on the lower roll the 
handle is l'eversed and it begins to go upward onto the top roll. 
Then the cloth may be brought into a closer contact with the 
cylinder, and after this it is bl'ought a little closer at every run. 

The passage of the cloth from the top to the bottom roll is 
called a " run," and by it is ineasured the amount of work to be 
given; thus the piece at this stage is given six runs; that is, it 
travels from top to botto1n and back to the top again six times. 
\Vhen this has been accomplished the machine is stopped, the cloth 
separated from t he lower apron and nicely folded on a truck by 
pulling it from the top roll until the ap l'on comes ; this is also 
separated from the cloth. The piece is now turned upside down 
and the truck turned also, so that the face of the goods is 
towards the machines. By this time it will be found that the 
cylinder has gathered flocks in greater or s1naller quantity. If 
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the goods are not too wet when going to the gig the teasels should 

be dry enough for another six runs; but before putting the cloth 

on again a hand card, such as is use<l in the card-room for strip

ping, is used for removing the flocks from the teasels. In large 

establishments this is tlone by the use of a revolving brush, after 

whic~1 the flats are turned so that a fresh and dry side is presented 

again fo1'. the work. 
Before proceeding further with the illustration, it is necessary 

to state that in the gigging of all kinds of cloths the process is 

always begun with the poorest kind of flats obtainable ; t hat is, 

those whi9h are shortly to be rejected as unfit for further use. 

These are called "poor work," while new fiats are called "sharp 

work." \Vhen starting a piece be sure that the cylinder is clothed 

with po.or wol'k, for if sharper work is used. it will only be to the 

detriment of the goods as well as of the teasels. It must be remem

bered that the fibcrs are all felted together, and anything that will 

take hold too hard will tear and- break them, and will also brenk 

eff the points of the teasels which are needed to do the combing 

out. Consequently some system should be employed to grade the 

different flats so as to proceed with the work: gradually, and not 

wear the ~loth or teasels unduly. 
The cylincler is often divided into several subdi~isions, ccm

taining an equal number of fhts in each. For instance, a cylinder 

containing 24 flats may be_" divided into 4 or 6 equal divisions of 

6 or 4 flats each. On goods that are gigged for a clear finish and 

which are usually .not as heavily felted as face goods, the lat ter 

division is the most acceptable, while on heavily felted cloths it is 

better to make 4 divisions of 6 each. The flats are then gradeU. 

according to the amount of work they have already performed; 

the last is termed poor work, the next in ordet· is styled No. 1, 
then No. 2, No. 3 and No. 4, with the remaining class being called 

fresh, new, or sharp work. Thus it will be seen that it is an easy 

matter to so instruct the operator that the gigging may go on 

without the constant presence of the overseer. This should be 

properly understood, for without a system and the proper grading 

of the flats it is next to iinpossible to gig two pieces· alike. Some 

~asels wear out faster than others, and therefore a careful watch 
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should be kept on the different ·grades to keep them up to the 
standard. 

vVhen the cylinders have been filled -\vith poor work and the 
pi~ce has received 6 runs one way, it is run on the top roll again 
after it has been turned as stated. This is termed "reversing," 
and when the te·1sels strike the cloth thus, the fibel's before raised 
will be turned the other way. The piece is agai'n given 6 runs 
and is again taken off and raversed, bringing it this time as it was 
at fir.::;t. For this illustration a piece of cassimere .with a clear fin
ish is used, and for that reason the cylinder is divided into 6 sec
tions of 4 flats, each, thus making 4 grades of flats beside the poor 
and new work. Now take out one of the old flats and put in its 
place one of No. 1 grade, count off 5 fl ,tts and remove the sixth 
and replace with another of No. 1, keeping on this until 4 flats of 
No. 1 have been placed in the cylinder. Put the cloth on again 
and give 6 runs ; rever:.>e and give 6 more, after which the cloth is 
again reversed, nind this time 4 fln.ts of No. 2 grade are placed in 
the cylinder next to the No. 1's last put in. Repeat the operation 
as beforn; when the last grade or now work is pnt in, give the 
cloth 12 runs one way, instead of reversing after 6 runs. 

The cloth is then carefuJly ex<tmined to see if all the fibers 
have been lifted and the thread is round and ciear. To do this 
run the blade of a penknife under the nap to lift it up, when it 
will be readily seen if the threads are clean and round or if fibers 
ren1ain untouched. If all is clear, as it should be, the goods are 
taken off and sent to be speck-dyed, and if not, give them more 
runs \Vith the sharp work until well cleared. At several stages of 
the process examine the goods to see if they are clear enough, for 
if more runs are necessary they should be given before the sharp
est work fo introduced, so that the strength of the goods will not 
be injured. Always endeavo1"to keep the whole strength of the 
goods intact; nothing is worse than tender cloth. 

In the examination to soe if the gigging is done properly, it 
is useless to pull the nap and shave it off with a knife, for there 
is nothing to prevent the taking of-f of fibers which have not been 
properly raised. Although the place examined inay look well 
enough, the piece often fails to clear up properly when sheared, 
making it necessary to either scrape it very J:iard on the shear or 
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else give it an additional dry gigging. There is no excuse for 
this, and it can be easily avoided by testing in the manner pre
viously described. 

While the above is given to show how the gigging is per
ormed on the old up-and-down gig, it is not intended as a sure 

d infallible guide; for, as already stated, to perform the oper~tion 
uccessfully no hard and fast rules can be laid down. Each man 

· r 

Fig. 16. Rotary Gig. 

uld evolve his own rules and system with especial reference to 
goods in hand, and even after h~ has done this he will often 
that it is necessary to depart from them to petter some can-

ons that have not before arisen. , 
The Rotary Gig is the next mac~ine for consideration. A 

nee at the illustration will show the difference between this 
the up-and-down gig. 
Fig. 16 shows this machine with two pieces of narrow goods 
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all strung and ready for gigging. On the left side are the driving 
pulleys. They consist of two loose pulleys and one tight pulley 
in the center. One of the loose pulleys is supplied with a straight 
belt while the other loo::;e pulley has a crossed belt. 13y this it 
will be seen that the cylinder can be driven in either direction by 

using either one ot the other belt. By referring to Fig. 17 the 
cloth is shown to be threaded as follows : Over idler roll, A, in. 
front of cloth roll, B, and under sam~; then up and over stretch 
roll, C, and back of bar, D ; thenc~ up and over application roll, E, 
and to and over roll, F; then down and over application roll, G, to 
bar, 1-I, over stretch roll, I, to and around cloth roll, J, and over idler 
roll, L, and into the scray. The cloth can be made to travel in either 
direction also by raising or lowering lever, K, thus engaging eithel' 
one or th~ other train of gears. When running the machine have 
the cloth travel in the opposite direction fron1 the cylinder. Upon 
,.hanging the direction of cloth and cylinder all of the flats must 
be reversed. 

The cylinder of these machines is usually fitted for 24 flats, 
and at the start it should be filled with poor work, as on the 
first machine. The cloth is then passed through the machine in 
the manner indicated in Fig. 16, after which the two ends are 
nicely sewn together. This is preferably done wi~h the sewing 
machine, although a fair sea111 can be ma,de ·by hand. It should 
be strong and durable, and made in such a. manner that the stitches 
lie on the back of the goods, in order to reduce the \Year occasioned 
by the teasels as much as possible. All seams should be on the 
back of the number of pieces placed on the machine. These ma
chines have a capacity of two or more pieces. This of course is 
regulated by their length as well as by their general bulkiness. 
Four pieces of light weight goods can easily be accommodated. 

~ftcr making sure that the flats are put in properly, the ma
chine is started with the stitaight belt. By examining the teasels 
in the flats, it will be found that if they are rubbed from the 
top toward the stem, little resistance is met with, but as soon as 
they are rubbed from the stem toward the top, the several teasel 
points are called into action and fasten themselves into the hand. 
So \vhen standing in front of the gig, that is, on the side where 
the cylinder turns toward you, make sure that the teasels in all the 
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flats have the stems down and tops up. If this is not observed 
the gigging will be of no value, for the teasels will slide over the 
doth without raising the fibers . 

... \f ter the cylinder is in motion, start the cloth and bring i t 
gradually in contact with the cylinder. Unlike the other machine, 
one run is the traveling of the cloth once around the machine, o 
that if more than one piece is put on, careful account of the seams 

Fig. 17. Sectional View of Rotary Gig. 

must be kept. To accomplish this ~he first seam is usually marked 
in such a way as to be easily distil1guished from the others. Con
sequently in order to give. the pieces the same amount of work as 
on the up-and.:down gig, it would seem that the pieces should be 
mn 12 times around the machine, but on account of the increase 
in the number of contacts this is not the case. The least number 
of contacts on these gigs is two, and the greatest, four; this m nst 
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of course be taken into account when gigging. On a two-contact 
machine the sa111e number of runs will be required as on the other 
machine, but it is done in half the time. 

When the goods have received this treatment, stop the ma· 
chine and loosen up the cloth so that it may be laid on one side ; 
then take out the flats one after another, and turn them upside 
down, so that the teasels will lie in the opposite position from the 
one they occupied during the first run_. Next straighten out the 
cloth and start the machine with the crossed belt, which will drive 
the cylinder _in the opposite direction. \Vhen the cloth is started 
it also travels in the opposite direction. T his is the reversing 
process as performed on the other inachine. It will he noticed that 
the cloth is not taken off the gig, nor is it turned and put on the 
machine again, all of ·which is a distinct saving of time and labor, 
beside the increase in contacts, which still more reduces the time 
required to perform the gigging . 

In proceeding with the gigging on this machine the same 
practice is obsetved as to the increase in the efficiency of each 
~ucceeding set of teasels. In fact the whole treatment is the 
.same, but the process is shortened by the time saved in taking the 
goods off and putting them on the mac"hine again, and also in that 
more than one piece can be treated at the same time. The prin
ciple of the gradual increase of the sharpness of the work, and 
also the bringing of the goods into contact with the cylinder, 
ren1ains the same, regardless of the kind of teasel gig machine 
which is used. 

Many styles of these single rotary gigs are in use. The prin
ciples are the same in all of them, the difference between them 
being simply some minor details which have no actual bearing 
upon the process. 

Double Cylinder Rotary Gig. This machine differs materi· 
ally from each of the preceding gigs, and looks more complicated 
than it really is. (See Fig. 18.) In threading the machine the 
goods are put in the scray at the back or left side, and pass over the 
squaTe roll found at the bottom right-haI?-d side. T his square 
roll lifts the cloth from the bottom of the scray, thus aiding the 
driving part and lessening the strain on the cloth, thereby keeping 
the tension more uniform. From there the cloth passes under the 
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of course be taken into account when gigging. On a two-contact 
machine the sa111e number of runs will be required as on the other 
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roll at the right .corner, and over and under or back of the other 
roll and bar,. which is set in to a frame swinging on the axis ·or the 
lower roll. The bar .. is corrugated, and aids in taking out wrinkles. 

From there the pieces pass up and over an idler roll, and thence 

around the cloth roll, which is actuated by the chain from the 

back roll, thence up and over stretch roll, F, down and back of a 

brass-eovered bar, and thence to the application rolls, d. There 

are f~ur application rolls for each cylind~r actuated by a worm 

Fig. 18. Sectional View of Double Cylinder Rotary Gig. 

and gear. The cloth passes over the first and under the second 
application roll, and thence to the third and fourth. It then passes 
upward and back of another brass-covered bar, a1id up to the middle 

cloth roll, which is also a stretch roll. By this it will be seen that 

the cloth has four contacts with the cylinder, B, and the fiats 

which are fastened upon the arms of; B at C. The cloth travels 
the same way substantially, until it ·· passes the last bra~s-covered 

bar, and then goes to the back cloth roll. By referring to Fig. 
19 which presents the other side of the machine, the driving gears 

of this back cloth roll are seen at the upper right hand. After 

the cloth passes around t~e back roll it is taken by a smaller roll 
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immediately below, and goes fr01n there over another small roll 

and thence into the scrn,y. 
This righ t-end view .. hows plainly the moa,n' by which 

the cylinder is actuated, and the way in which the gear of the 

front cylinder is 1noved by the screw seen near the axis of the 

gear. As shown by ihe illustration, two cylinders instead of one 

perform the work on this inachine. Each of the ·e cylinder8, being 

somewhat smaller tha,n those of the other machines, holds 18 flats. 

The cylinders revolve in the same direction, or in opposite direc

tions, at the will of the operator, so that the work of straight and 

reverse gigging may be carried on at the same 'time. The rear 

cyliridcr is the one to which the power is communicated by the 

belt, therefore this will al way8 run in the sa,me direction; but the 

fro11t cylinder is operated by gears from the rear cylinder, thus 

making i~ rnn in the opposite direction fron1 the rear one. The 

gear on the front cylinder is movable, and can be disengaged from 

the other by sliding it out on the shaft. This is done by means of 

a screw. If the front cylinder gear is disengaged from the rear 

one, the front cylinder will stand still; but if a gear which is 

placed lower down and which has a wide face, engages the gears 

of both cylinders, the cylinders themselves will run in the same 

direction . 
• 

A doub1e~cylinder gig, so far as putting in the flats is con

cerned, is treated as two gig·. The flats of the rear cylinder are 

put in from the back, while those of the other are put in from 

the front, the cylinders in each case turning toward the operator. 

llRiving only 18 fiats on each cylinder, a division of 6 sections 

inakes the number of flats in each section too small; therefore 

the cylinders are divided into 3 sections of 6 fiats each. As 

this gives only three grades of teasels it is customary to treat the 

two cylinders as one in thi~ respect and have 6 sec.tions of 6 fiats, 

each nlaking six grades as before. They can also be divided into 

2 sections of 9 flats each, making for both cylinders 4 section~, 

with 4 grades of teasels. The latter plan is n1ost frequently 

adopted, and therefore will be used in the following example. 

:Four pieces form a string on this machine on account of the 

sp<tee below being large enough to accommodate four: pieces without 

crowdiug. The cylinders are exaniined to see that both contain 
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old or poor work. The pieces are then run on, after which the 

nds are ~icely sewn together, thus forming, one endless string. 

he machine is now started with only the rear cyHnder and the 

oods are given two runs. The cloth is brought in contact with 

he cylinder lightly by the mechanism supplied for this purpose, 

nd when the machine is stopped at any tirrie the cloth is removed 

r m contact so that in starting again it may not catch. This pre

ution is not generally observed~ and often results in damaged 

oods. After giving the pieces two runs with ·the rear cylinder 

Fig. 19. Elevation of Double Cylinder Rotary Gig. 

nly, the machine is stopped,. and the front cylinder run in to en

ge the gears of the rear cylinder. Then start the gig agai~, 

d this time have both cylinders in action. Proceed to draw the 

loth toward the cylin~ers gradually, so as not to bring it in con

t too hard. Give the goods 4 runs ; then s,top, clean the flats, 

d turn them over to present the other ·side for the work and 

e 4 more runs. When this has been accomplished, take out 9 

, or every other one from the rear cylinder, and replace with 

o. 1 's; also take out 9 flats in the same manner from front 

tinder and replace with No. 2's. Now give 4 runs, clean, turn 
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the flats, and give 4 runs more. The front cylinder is taken off the 
goods after this, and the remaining 9 old fiats are taken from . 
the rear cylinder and replaced with No. 3's, or new work. Give 
the pieces 6 more runs, clean, turn the flctts, and finish up with 
another 6 runs. · 

On cassinrnres this amount of gigging will be sufficient to 
make the threads show full and clean; however, a careful exami
nation should not be omitted. It will not do to give the goods a 
prescribed number of runs and trust to their coming out all right; 
this matter inust be verified Ly examination. 

Another good way to do the work is to start as before, and 
when changing the fiats, put the same grade in both cylinders. 
Give the same nu1nber of runs and put the next grade (but better 
this time) into both cylinders, and give the work as described. 
Now put in a set of sharp fiats, or No. 3's, into each cylinder in 
place of the No. l's; run out the gear of the front cylinder, push 
in the lower gear, and engage both cylinders, making them both 
revolve in the same direction. Before starting, however, all the 
fiats in the front cylinder must be reversed, {or the cylinder will 
run in the opposite direction. If the flats were not· reversed there 
would be no gigging. As both cylinders are now set with sharp 
work the cloth will have to be brought in contact with the cylin
ders very gradually. This must not be carelessly performed, for 
if put on too quickly, both the teasels and the cloth will be dam
aged. Give the goods 4 runs, bringing the cloth a little closer at 
every run, until at last the teasels will work well into the bottom 
and clear up all of the fibers . 

. Before starting the next set, the work in both cylinders is, of 
course, removed and replaced with old work; therefore there will 
be Httle likelihood of having the flats wrong in the front cylinder, 
as they would be were the gig started with the fiats reversed. 
The process as described answers very well for cassi1neres, but on 
face goods the gigging is more extended. 

All gigging is commenced with old wo;k, and as this accom
plishes its mission the sharpness is increased, until at last the 
sharp work may be used. Practice n1akes perfect in this as in all 
other 'branches of finishing, and only actual experience can teach 
the best course to pursue in regard to the amount of work the 
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goods should receive. On clear finished goods, where all of the 

nap is removed on the shear, it matters less if fibers are pulled 

out, and therefore the process can be ha.stencd. On face goods it 

is an object to save all the fibcrs possible, for they are needed to 

produce a good finish. The foregoing constitutes the tlrree n1eans 

employed in raising the fibers with teasels. The next machine 

for this work is the "Napper.'' 

The Napping Machine. Several sty lcs of nappers are in use, 

and almost everything is claimed for them, but for all practical pur

poses the type of which the accompanying illustration, Fig. 20, is a. 

sample, has stood the test of practical operation as well, if not 

better, than any other. This napper is provided with a cylinder, 

upon whose circumference is mounted a series of napping rolls. 

The napping rolls revolve independently of the revolution of the 

cylinder, being driven by a mechanism for this purpose, and re

volve with the cylinder, but each in an opposite direction from 

the direction of the cylinder. These rolls are covered with gal~ 

vanized steel card clothing and are "noncorrosive" except to 

acids. If acid is in the goods to be treated, or in the water, these 
• 

rolls have to be covered with bronze clothing, which will resist it. 

Construction. The goods have four contacts with the cylin

der, and pass over a large roll after each contact. On each side 

of these are stretch rolls, which are spiral threaded, having right 

and left threads. These keep the goods from narrowing or wTin

kling. These rolls are driven in the same direction as the cloth, 

but at a greater speed, thus making sure of the smoothness of the 

cloth as it comes in contact with the napping rolls. Back of 

the cylinder is a brush roll 17-1 inches in diameter, covered with a 

special kind of card clothing. T he brush roll lays and straightens 

the nap. On clear-finished goods this brush roll is not of so much 

value, but on face goods it is of great benefit. 

The spiral stretch rolls, as well as the lal'ger rolls over w~~Jil 

the cloth passes are, with the exception of the first series, set upon 

the arch; and as this arch can be raised or lowered at will, it serves 

to bring the cloth in contact with the cylinder. The operator can 

thus regulate all of the contacts at the same time ; and as the mo

tion is positive and is provided with a dial, it is possible for the 

operator to always obtain the same contact of the goods. The 
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speed of the napping rolls can be increased or decreased, to either 
hasten the \York or make it slower, as the case may require. 

Under the cylinder is a 14-!-inch roll covered with fancy 
card clothing, which keeps the napping rolls free fron1 flocks and 
also sharpens the clothing. The working capacity of the napper 
is consequently at the same standard of efficiency always. By 
referring to the illustrations, it will be seen that the cloth goes 
from the box or scray upward over the two guide rolls, down un
der the lower guide roll, bnck, and over the first spiral stretch 
roll; from there over the cloth roll, again to the second spiral 
stretch roll under which it passes, upward again to the third spiral 
stretch roll, over a cloth roll, and finally to the fourth stretch roll. 
Between the second and third stretch rolls is the first contact of 
the cloth with the napping rolls. From the fourth stretch roll the 
cloth goes to the fifth, having another contact between the two rolls. 
From the fifth stretch roll it again passes over a cloth roll and to 
the sixth stretch roll ; then from the sixth to the seventh stretch 
roll making another con tact, and instead of passing over another 
cloth roll it simply passes on to another plain roll, making the 
fourth contact of cloth. It then passes to the brush and there gets 
two contacts, then upward and over guide roll:-; to the front again, 
where it passes over a cloth roll supplied with an idler roll, which 
pres8es cloth to the roll to keep it from slipping. The cloth now 
pftsses down through a folder, and is either folded off on a table 
or into the scray. 

Operation. The napping energy is increased or decreased by 
putting on a smaller or larger driving pulley, according to need. 
On the left-hand side of F ig. 20 are two large pulleys connected 
with a wide .belt. One of the pulleys is mounted ou the main 
shaft of the machine, and furnishes the power for the napping rolls 
by communicating the power first to the other large pulley lower 
down. The smaller this pulley is the faster it will revolve, the 
size of the other pulley remaining the same; consequently by put
fr·--g on a smaller pulley at this point, the speed of the napping 
1olls is increased. 

As the process is short, it is not necessary to crowd many 
pieces into the machine, and generally one piece is treated at a 
time. Then again, the absolute certainty of beiIJg able to give 
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all the pieces the same treatment, is another inducement to put on 
one or, at most, two pieces. The ends of the piece are sewn 
together, and then the machine is ready to start. Ou those classes 
of cloth which would require the longest amount of time in the· 
gigging process, the benefits to be derived from the use of the nap
ping machine are more forcibly illustrated, and for that reason a 
piece of well-felted kersey will be used in this connection. 

After the machine is started, the napping rolls revolving at 
their slowest speed, the cloth is put in contact lightly by lowering 
the arch, which brings all the contacts into action at the sn,me t ime. 
After the piece has been once around, the arch is let down to within 
one or two points of its limit, and the goods given another run. 
The machine is then stopp_ed, and the arch raised; then the pulley 
which chives the napping rolls is taken off, and a smaller one sub
stituted. After this, th e machine is started again, and the cloth 
brought in contact slo\vly to the sa111e point, two runs being given. 
The speed of the napping rolls is again changed, and this t ime to 
the fastest speed obtainable. After starting, the contact is brought 
to its limit by lowering the arch as far as it will go, and the goods 
are g iven two n1ore runs. The napper will then have raised a 
good thick nap. • . 

As the work progresses, it is well to step back of the machine 
and examine the cloth as it runs, t l1us obtaining an idea of how 
inuch more napping the pieces require. Simple as the work appears, 
it admits of many changes and methods, which are often dictated 
by individual fancy; but whatever method is adopted, it should 
always be gradual. 

Because the f~st speed of the napping rolls is beneficial to 
the goods at the finishing stage, it must not be supposed that it 
would be so at the time of beginning, and exactly for the same 
reaso11s as explained in the gigging; but in napping there are no 
teasel poi1?ts to break off, and therefore any injury which occurs 
is sustained entirely by the goods. 

On such cloths as ca.ssimeres the napping rolls may be set at 
a medium rate of speed, and with one or, at the most, two rnns the 
goods will be well cleared. The napping rolls travel in the 
opposite direction frorr1 that of the cylinder and of the cloth. The 
brush lays the nap in the direction it is raised, or in the same direc· 
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The usual practice is to have the nap 
from the number end, and, therefore, the number end must come 

t instead of first, as on all other machines. 

I , , 

Cropping. It is often necessary in napping, as well as in ng, to send the goods to the shear when the process is half leted, to have part of the nap sheared off, in order that the 
· g wire may be facilitated in reaching the bottom. 
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This is termed cropping, and is not only employed to enable 
the teasels or wires to do tl1eir work better, but also to give the 
face a smoother and evener . appearance. By shearing the nap 
down to an even length, all of the bottom fibers which have thus 
been raised will be retained; otherwise many under fibers will be 
pulled out instead of being raised, thus producing an opener and 
thinner nap. On very fine_ goods, such as doesk~ns and broadcloths, 
it is well· to resort to the cropping proce:ss twice, as it will mate
rially enhance the beauty of the finish. 

CYLINDER 

CLOTH 

Fig. 23. Cylinder ~nd Cleaning Device of Double Acting Napper. 

Double=acting Napper. Another napper, Fig. 21, should be 
mentioned in connection with the napping process, which differs 
materially from all others, and which inay be considered as the 
most improved of its kind,- the double-acting napper. 

The diagram shown in Fig. 22 gives a fair idea of the prin
ciple of this n1achine, irrespectiv t} of the number of napping rolls. 
It will be observed that at the ·contact of the cloth, while t l1 e rollB 
travel in an opposite direction from the cylinder, every other roll 
is equipped with wires pointing in the· 'opposite direction from its 
neighbor. The cloth is threaded and bears· directly upon the 
major portion of the cylinder. In order to clean the two series of 
napping rolls, the device lettered A and B is used. These clean:. 
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ing rolls, positively driven, consist of bru hes and blanks, and are 
actuated in such a manner that the brushes clean every other roll, 
while the blanks skip the alternate roll. The speecl of both series 
of napping rolls is variable, being controlled by expansion pulleys. 

The wire used on this machine is ~ hown in Fig. 23. It will 
be oooerved that this is needle pointec1. The right-hand side of 
each staple shows the needle-pointed wire, while the left point of 
each staple shows the diamond-pointed clothing. The centre 
stiaple gives an ide~ of the result of excessive grinding, while that 
on the right shows how dull a diamoncl point may become, owing 
to the shortness from the tip of the point to the beginning of the 
full-size wire. The staple on the left shows a sharp point of each 

' ' 

Fig. 2o. Needle and Diamond Pointed Clothing. 

While it is not often necessary on nappers to reverse i.he cloth 
and nap in the opposite direction,. still it is done occasionally, to 
obtain the best results . On the other style of napper this jg acco~11p
lished only by taking the piece off and turning it, but on t l1is type 
it is performed at one operation, consequently affecting a saving of 
time. It also produces a different character of nap from the ordin~ry 
napper. It is shorter, closer, and more like velour, so that on face_ 
finished goods it is one of th e be t machines in use. By attacking 
the felted fibe.rs simultaneously, from opposite directions, they are 
thrown into a more vertical position, and are 1~ot drawn or combed 
out, as with the other styles of nappers and gigs. Consequently 
all goods napped on this machine have a softer feel, a fuller and 
better appearance, and retain longer their superior look in handl.ing, 
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than any goods napped or gigged on either the ordinary or the 
teasel gig. There is also less pull against the threads, and, there
fore, less . danger of tendering the goods. 

Woolen Napper. A correct idea of the next napper to be con
sidered may be obtained from :F'igs. 24 and 25. This machine has 
sixteen napping rolls, and the cloth is brought iri c~ntact with. them 
at five points. The relative speed of the workers around their ·own 

:Fig. 24. Woolen Napper, Right End View. 

axis; and around the drum, or cylinder axis, is governed by a train 
of g:ears on the left end, beneath the gear guard. These gears. are 
rigidly mounted on studs set into the frame. The change gear · is 
set on the end of the main shaft, and is connected with the train 
by an intermediate gear on a swinging arm, with a screw .adjust
ment; therefore, a change of the speed of the workers can be made 
quickly and easily. 

Another feature of merit in this machine is the cloth feed; by 
1neans of this the speed of the cloth is controlled, arid can be varied 
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between 10 and 20 yards a minute by means of change gears. 

The mechanism is found on the lower .front of the right-end view. 

The small gear at the right is the change gear. 

As on the other nappers, the cloth contacts are adjusted to

gether, and can be operated while the machine is running. A dial 

with an indicator makes it possible to have ~he same contact at all 

Fig. 25. 'iVoolen Napper, Left End Vi ew. 

times. · The high-speed laying brush with double cloth contact on 

this napper is of great value in producing a fine finish. A stretch 

roll of very large diameter, which gives a long co_ntact and great 

stretching· capacity, operates on the back of the 'cloth just before 

the first contact with the napping surface. The application rolls 

are right and left screw threaded, and serve to keep the goods 

from narrowing during their passage. These rolls are brass cover

ed, and, therefore, will not leave rust marks on the good~. 
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Such are the features of this machine; and with the use of 
either of the three styles mentioned, there should be no trouble 
about the quality or the quantity of the work. It should always 
be remembered, however, that if the work has not· been executed 
properly in the fulling mill, the gigging process will neve r remedy 
it; therefore, examine each piece carefully before it is put on 
either of these machines, and upon its merits decide what amount 
of gigging it should receive. Each piece should also be tested· as 
to strength, and the work of napping or gigging conducted in such 
a manner that its strength will ·not be impaired . . 

Dry Gigging. Before leaving the subject of gigging, a few 
words in explanation of the dry-gigging proce8s are needed. 
While on all goods it is best to do the gigging in the moi~t state, 
circumstances will arise which make it expedient to depart from 
the general rule. Especially is this the case ,.,vith goods that con
tain quite a percentage of cotton. It is always best to dry cloth 
of this nature as soon as possible after the washing has been com
pleted. The gigging is performed after the drying instead of be
fore. The process itself does not differ from the usual gigging 
process, except that more care should be exercised when it comes 
in contact with the napping or gigging 'vork. 

Dry gigging applies only to lo.w-grade fancies; but as even 
these goods frequently have some fancy threads with which silk 
has been twisted to produce certain effects, it becomes necessary 
to go very slowly and carefully. If the silk i~ at all disturbed the 
goo<ls will require an ~xcessive amount of shearing, for silk fiber 
is the hardest of any to cut. Goods of. this class containing silk 
are encountered less frequently to-day, owing to the increased use 
of mercerized cotton yarns introduced to imitate the silk effect. 

Wet Gigging. The wet gigging process, rarely used nowa
days but an understanding of which is necessary, is simply a 
brushing of face-finished goods with water. On kerseys which 
are not steamed, but simply "water finished," this method of 
treatme:g.t is most important. The call to-day is for steam-fin
ished goods with a high luster, but as the appearance of goods is 
regulated by fashion, the return to the dull or water-finished 
goods is only a question of time. 

. As Lefore stated, the speck-dyeing process should always 
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follow the gigging ; if goods are to have a dull finish, the wet 

gigging follows the speck-dyeing~ · 

After the goods come from the washer they are folded out 

straight and are then taken to the wet gig, Fig. 26. This is simply 

an up-and-down gig, the bottom cloth roll of which is set in a tank 

Fig. 26. Wet Gig Showing Winding Attachment. 

filled with water. There is also a perforate.~ water pipe, through 

which the water is introduced to the goods .. as they pass either to or 

from the bottom roll. The cylinder is usually clothed with dis

carded teasel flats, but their use is being discontinued more and 

more and wood-fiber brushes are used instead. The pieces (one at a 
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time) are run on the top roll, and are given 4 or 6 runs down and 
up. After they have run to the .top roll for the last t ime the roll 
is stopped and the end put around a wooden roll placed in the 
winding a,ttachment usually found on these machines. The piece 
is then tightly wound on the wooden roll, the ends being secured 
by tying two strings around them, and is set on end over night. 
This produces a very nice finish, although all the luster will dis
appear in the sponging; the soft feeling of the goods is, however, 
much improved. -

LUSTERING. 

Steam Finishing. The elevation , F ig. 27, of the stenm
finishing machh1e shows the general arra.ngernent so that it can 
he easily understood. By referring ·to the outline i t will be 
found that the cylinders, upon which the Cloth is wound for the 
steaming operation, are perforated to admit the steam. This js 
introduced into the cylinder, and finds its way out and through the 
cloth. As the diameter of these cylinders is about J 8 inches, thus 
taking more than a yard and a half of cloth to go around, several 
pieces can be wound on them and steameq a t the same time. 
Generally four heavy-weight pieces or six ltght pieces are enough 
for o_ne operation. 

It is a well-known fact that steam will seek an outlet wherever 
it meets with the least resistance, therefore if the least resistance 
is through the cloth, the whole benefit of the stean1 will be ob
tained, anu the process concluded in a reasonably short time. If, 
however, the steam finds an outlet at the sides instead of going 
through the cloth, the whole process will be exteuded in poin t of 
time, and will be generally unsatisfactory. The duration of the 
steaming is always figured from the time it ·makes its appearance 
all over the outside of the goods in an even manner, and not before, 
so that uneven ste.aming may be preve:qted. · 

The width of the perforated portion of the cylinders has 
much to do with the character· of the work, and consequently 
must be taken into account. If the cylinder is loaded with four 
pieces, the outside fold of cloth will be about 6 inches from the 
outside of the cylinder; or in other words, the thickness of the 
cloth upon the cylinder will be 6 inch~~~ The goods, with sel ... 
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vedges, usually average from 57 to 58 inches in. width, so that 

when the perforations come to within an inch or two of the edge 

of the goods it is no more than can be expected to see the steam 

lowing out at the sides long before it will have passed through 

the cloth. Therefore the perforations of the cylinder should be 

o nearer the edge of the goods th&in the distance from the cy lin, 
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der to the outside fold of the cloth ; this being 6 inches for each 
side, makes 12 inches in all. The perforations should be in this 
case 45 to 46 inches in width, or 22k to 23 inches on each side of ,,, 

the center of the cylinder. Fill the surplus perforations by. driv-
ing into them wooden shoe-pegs. Smooth the tops so as to leave 
no unevenness, and the steam and water will swell the part inside, 
thus making the whole as secu·re as if there had been no perfora
tions. If at any ti1ne a wider set of perforations is needed, 'they 
can b~~ driven in with little difficulty, and the holes opened again. 

If these simple precautions are observed there will be no 
trouble with the steaming, more goods will be taken off in a day, 
and those that are taken off will be _found well and evenly steamed. 
Care should be taken to have the goods run exactly in tl1e iniddle, 
so as to have the distance between the perforations and the edge 
of the cloth equal on both sides. 

The cylinder~ if used as it comes from the shop, wi~~ ~ause 

the marks of the perforations to show on the first few laybrs of 
cloth, and therefore should be well covered with several thick
nesses of burlap: On top of this several layers of an op.en cotton, 
preferably cheese .cloth if it can be obtained wide enough, should 
be wound. Neither the burlap nor the cotton cloth should have 
seams, for they are likely to mark the goods. Tbis covering must 
be put on smoothly and ~ightly, and s·o1ne stout twine should be 
wound tightly around it, starting from the point where the edge 
of the cloth will come and winding tightly to the hea.d of the 
cylinder and . back again, so thitt everything is properly secured. 
Now take a sharp knife, run it under the last fold of the cotton 
cloth on the edge of the twine, a_nd cut the last layer back for 
about 18 inches. This is done on both sides, and the flap thus 
made serves to hold the leader or apron, which is sewn to the end 
of the cloth~ By laying the end of the apron under this flap the 
apron will be held securely, rendering the sewing unnecessary ; 
when winding .off, the cloth will easily slip from under without 
making it necessary to stop to undo it. . 

Operation. The goods which are ready for the steam·ing are 
placed eveuly on a truck and the several end? nicely sewn together. 
The opposite condition is now encountered in making the seam. 
The ends are usually left on the back, so as to have the face 
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smooth, but here the ends are left on the face, so as to leave the 

back smooth. This is essential, for when the cloth is wound on 

the cylinder the face lies against the back; if the seam is made 

with the ends on the back about a yard and a half or so from the 

end of the piece, the impress of these ends is left on the face and 

is next to impossible to remove. Should this mistake occur, an 

allowance would have to be made or a remnant cut off; but when 

the seam is made so that the ends are on the face, the imprint will 

be on the back, where it does no harm. These little things should 

be remembered, for without taking them into account jt is impos

sible to obtain a perfectly finish ed piece of the goods. 

Back Cylinder. The pieces are now run. on to the loading 

drum or roll, being first drawn through the tension bars, and here 

at the beginning be careful to have the pieces in the right place. 

They should be guided evenly to the drum and be as smooth and 

even as possible. After the drum is loaded, the end of the apron, 

one of which is sewn to ea.eh end of the goods, is brought down 

under the guide roll at the front cylinder and thence over the t wo 

contact rolls, from here around guide rolls, under the back stretch 

rol~, and is then placed smoothly upon the back cylinder with the 

flap placed over it : See dotted line in Fig. 28. T he aprons should 

be long enough to go t he whole distance from the first guide roll to 

the cylinder and once around this. Turn the back cylinder arouud 

once by hand so as to make sure that every thing is right and that 

the apron is held tightly; let the application rolls down so that the 

brush will strike th~ goods moderately, and after applying the ten

sion on the loading roll start up the machine; then put the back 

cylinder into gear and wind the goods up in a tight smooth roll. 

It will now be seen why care is necessary in loading the drum, 

for if it is done properly there will be no further work; but it done 

unevenly it will be very difficult to make the goods lie well, and 

their being under tension does not help matters. 

A void touching the face of the goods between the brush and 

the cylinder on which the goods are wound, for finger-marks will 

show after the goods are finished. \V ool fibers are laid wet and 

are dried in that position, consequently no amount of dry work will 

change them. When the goods are wet out a second time defects 

may be remedied, but after the wool fiber has been exposed to the 
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action of the stearr. which it receives in this process, no amount of 
work, wet or dry, will entirely bring it back to the proper position. 

The aprons used should not only be of the length indicated, 
but shoulcl be wide enough to project about 12 or 18 inches on 
each side of the goods. .When the goods have been wound nicely 
on the cylinder, the machine is stopped and the ends 0£ the apron 
securely tied on each side of the goods, so as to form a bag by 
which the cloth js covered. A strip of burlap about 4 inches 
wide is then wound around the piece from one end to the other, 
and secured. This need not b0 wound on very tightly, bu t should 
be well secured. By this arrangement the ends of tlie apron are 
prevented from flapping with the action of the steam. 

The cylinder is now set in motion again and the water valve 
'- . 

opened to in troduce water into t he cylinder, until it appears evenly 
on the outside of the goods; the valve is then shut and the steam 
valve carefully opened. As soon as the steam valve is opened the 
exlrnust va.lve at the end of the cylinder and below the journal is 
opened to let out the water. \Vhen the steam comes through this, 
the exhaust yalve is shut and the steam valve is opened wider. 
When the steam begins to come through the cloth, open t he val v0 

entirely; and as soon as it comes through the cloth at all points 
make a note of the time, for from this moment the stea.ming proc
e:-;s is figured. u~ually about t en minutes are allowed, but on low 
grade stock it is not advisable to give n1ore than two or three min
ut~s . After the steam has been on the prescribed length of time, 
which is governed by the finish required, as well as by the t exture 
of the goods, it is turned off, aud in a few minutes the water is 
turned on. The cylinder is kept in motion all the time. The 
water shou1d run evenly through the goods, alld under no circum
stances be turned off until they are properly cooled. 

· Front Cylinder. vVhen the cooling is finished turn off .. the 
water and stop the cylinder, untie all the coverings, and bring ·~ne 
apron forward to the front cylinder in the same W8'.Y in which this 
was accomplished in t hreading for the back cylinder; that is, 
bring it under the guide roll, up to and over the application rolls, 
then around guide rolls, under the stretch roll, to the cylinder: See 
black line in Fig. 28. Here the same proceeding as on the back 
cylinder takes place. The tension should be pu~ 9~ the back 
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cylinder; the front cylinder is then started and the goods wound 

on. They receive on this cylinder exactly the same treatmen t as 

at first; the end, however, which was on the out ·idc during the first 
steaming i8 now next to t he cylinder, thus giving both ends the 

same treatment . \iVhen cold the goods may be ·wound on wooden 
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rolls and stood on end, or pulled off onto a truck or the loading 

drum, where they ren1ain until they pass to the next process. 

Steam Gig. The simplictty of steaming as practiced to-day 

largely reduces the possibility of its unsuccessful performanpe ; 

but with some of the ol~er and more complic~t~d methods there 
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is more opportunity for poor work. The steam gig, Fig. 29, which 
is practically an up-and-down gig, with the top and bottom rolls 
made of perforated copper, is very similar to the steaming rnachiue 
in operation. The goods are run onto the top roll, from there 
under tension to the bottom roll on which they are well wrapped 
and secured. The steaming and cooling is practically the same 

Fig. 29. Steam Gig. 

as already described. The goods also receive a second steaming 
on the top roll. The cylinder acts as a brush, and is, or should 
be, clothed with wood-fiber brushes. The prindpal difference 
between the two machines is in the amount of cloth that can be 
treated at one time. On account of the size of the rolls one piece 
of heavy-weight goods, or at most two pieces of light-weight 
goods, is all that can be steamed at one operation. Finishers 
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often crowd more goods on to this machine than it is intended to 
handle, but such attempts generally result in failure. 

Boiling Process. Before closing the description of the steam
ing process, the primitive way of doing the work merits a few 
words. When no steaming machinery is at hand the work must 

be accomplished by the old method,- that of boiling. This is the 

foundation of all the steaming processes so far invented. The 
finish obtained by this means is the most lasting of any, no matter 

how produced. 
The goods when properly prepared by gigging and eropping 

are sent to the wet gig and receive a thorough wet gigging, about 
six runs up and down. The piece is then wound on a wooden roll 

under moderate tension, and is securely wrapped, the ends being 
tied. It is placed in a tank, where racks are provided so that each 

piece or roll is isolated, thus not touching anything. After as 

many pieces as the tank will hold have been placed in position, it 

is filled with water and the steam is turned on. The water is kept 
at a moderate boil for about six hours, the heat permeating the 

pieces slowly and evenly. This slow boiling process sets the finish, 

and makes it possible to produce a more lasting finish than by any 
of the later methods since adopted, but on account of the time i·e
quired has been abandoned largely in favor of the latest labor and 
time-saving machines. · 

After boiling, the hot water is drawn off and the tank is filled 
with cold water, which is also drawn off after about an hour. The 

pieces are then taken to the wet gig for six more runs. This time 
they are wound on the bottom roll; from there they are taken to the 

wooden roll, thus making the other end the inner one during 
the process. This boiling is repeated until the desired finish 

is obtained. 
CARBONIZATION. 

Process. The carbonizing process is used for the removal of 
burrs and all vegetable matter found in · the goods, which cannot 

be removed on account of the expense, or which it is useless to try 

to cover with speck dye. The nature of the process excludes all 

goods containing cotton; for being a vegetable substance, it would 

be consumed as readily as any other. The carbonizing of piece 

goods is accomplished by the use of sulphuric acid or oil of vitriol. 
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The goods are immersed in an acid-proof tank, generally lead
lined or wooden, about 10 or 12 feet long, 4 ~- feet deep and 6 
feet wide. A pair of heavy wooden squeeze-rolls are placed on 
one end of the tank; the extractor should he near at hand. The 
tank is filled with a sulphuric acid baLh of 5° Banrne. The 
pieces are then entered and kept well under the liquor for about 
twenty minutes, one end of each, or one end of the string, being 
secured 11ear the rolls. They are then p1tssed through the squeeze-· 
rolls in such a way that the liquor squeezed out may be returned 
to the tank. From these rolls they pass at once to the extractor, 
with as little handling as possible. 

After the cloth has been extracted it is spread on poles in the 
dry room, or run through the tenter and dried with excessive heat. 
The temperature should not fall below 180° F., otherwise the vege
table matlcr impreg1rnted with the acid will not char. After this 
baking is completed, which may be determined by trying the pieces 
to see if the burrs have been well burned, the goods receive one run 
on an up-and-clow·n gig. The burned vegetable matter is t hns 
pu 1 vcrizcd, and provided Lhe process has been thoroughly per
formed, p isses off in a cloud of dust . 

. Neutralizin,g. The acid remaining in the goods after carbon
izing should be neut ralized by washing the pieces for nl>out twenty
five minutrs with water <;ontaining 2 or 3 per cenL of sal snd.t. 
They are Lhen rinsed for fifteen or twenty minutes. If at the end 
of this time the cloth is still slippery to the touch the acid 
has not been competely neutrnlized, the washing should be repeaLed. 
On picce-clyecl goods where acid colors are usecl, tlie neutralizi ng 
process is not necessary ; the cloth, after beating on the gig, i · at 
once sent to the dye-house. 
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SHRINKAGE TABLES. 

Explanation. In the following tables the first column represents 

the weight of the goods per yard as they come from the loom, the 

figures representing ounces and tenths of ounces. At the top of each 

of the other columns is given the estimated per cent of loss sustained 

by the goods in the process of finishing. On a line with the weight 

of goods, as given in the first column, are found two lin·es of figures;, 

the upper one in Roman type and the lower in italics. The upper 

figures represent the finished weight required and the italics show 

the amount the goods must be shrunk pe1" yard in order t? obtain the 

finished weight. The italics r~present inches and tenths of inches. 

To use the tables it is necessary to estimate the percentage of 

loss, then look in the column representing such percentage as indicated 

at the top and follow down this column until in line with the weight 

from loom in the first column, when the nece sary amount of shrinkage 

per yard will be found under the figure giving tlte finished weight 

wanted. 

For example, assume that it is necessary to find the shrinkag? 

for a piece of cloth weighing 18.5 ounces from the loom which is to 

finish 19 ounces, and which it is estimated loses 25 p~r cent in finishing. 

The method would be as follows: Follow the 25 per cent loss column 

until in line with the figures 18.5 in the first column. Under the figure 

19 will be found the figures 9.7 in italics, which means that each yard 

must be shrunk 9. 7 inches in length in order to give a finished weight 

of 19 oun.ces. 

, . 
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ESTIMATED PER CENT OF LOSS'. 

: 

Weight 
in oz. 

per yard 
from 

10 per cent. 12! per cent. 15 per cent. 17j per cent. 

l oom. 

7 8 8 8 8 
7.7 8.4 9.2 10.o 

7.5 8 8 8 8 
5.6 6s 7.3 8.1 

8 8 9 8 9 8 9 8 9 
J.6 7.2 4-5 8.o 54 8.8 6.J 9.6 

8.5 8 9 8 9 8 9 8 9 
1.6 5.4 2S 6J JS 7.1 4.4 8.o 

9 9 10 8 9 10 8 9 10 8 9 10 
J.6 6.9 os 1S 7.6 1.6 54 8.7 2,S 6.J 9.tf 

9.5 9 10 9 10 9 10 8 9 10 
1.8 5.1. 2.8 6.5. J .7 6.9 o.6 4.7 7.6 

10 10 11 9 10 11 9 10 11 9 10 11 
3 .6 6.6 1.0 4.7 7S 2.0 54 8.2 J.o 6s 9.2 

l0.5 10 11 10 11 9 10 11 9 10 11 
2.2 5 .2 2.6 5 .9 0.3 J .6 6.9 l.J 4.7 7.9 

11 10 11 12 10 11 12 10 11 12 10 11 12 
0.4 J.6 6J JS 4.6 7.2 2.2 5 .6 8.r J -4 6.6 9.0 

11.5 11 12 11 12 10 11 12 10 11 12 
2.J 4.9 J .J 5 .8 0.4 4.1 6.7 r.8 5 .1 7.6 

12 11 12 13 11 12 13 11 12 13 10 11 12 13 
0-7 3.6 6.J 1.6 1.S 7.0 2.6 5 4 7.8 0.4 J .6 6.J 8.6 

12.5 12 13 11 12 13 11 12 13 11 12 13 
2.2 4.8 0.3 J .l 5.7 l.J 4.2 6.7 2.J 5.1 7S 

13 12 13 14 12 13 14 12 13 14 11 12 13 14 
0.9 J.6 5 .9 r.8 1.s 6.6 J.O 5.6 7.7 1.0 J .9 64 8s 

13.5 13 14 12 13 14 12 13 14 12 13 14 
2.J 4 7 0.4 J.J 5.6 1.6 4·J 6.s 2.7 5 .2 7S 

14 13 14 15 13 14 15 12 13 11 15 12 13 14 15 
I.I J .6 5.8 2 2 4.6 6.7 OJ J.l 5-1 7S IS 4.0 6.4 8.J 

14.5 14 15 13 14 15 13 14 15 12 13 14 15 
24 4.7 l.J JS S·7 1.8 1.1 6s O.J 2.8 5.2 7·J 

15 14 15 16 14 15 16 13 14 l ~ i6 13 14 10 16 
l.J · J .6 5 .6, 2s 4.6 6s o.6 J-1 5 ·5 7.2 1.7 4.0 6.J 8.o 

15.5 14 15 16 14 15 16 14 15 16 13 14 15 16 
O.J 2-5 4.6 I.} JS 5-S 2.2 15 6.J 0.6 J .O 5·J 7.0 

16 15 16 17 14 15 16 17 14 15 16 17 14 15 16 17 
J.4 J .6 6.4 O.J 2.4 1S 7.J 1.0 J-4 54 8.1 2.0 1·J 6.o 8.9 

16.5 15 16 17 15 16 17 15 16 17 14 15 16 17 
O.J 2.6 5 .5 I J JS 64 2.4 4.4 7.2 1.0 J •J S·3 8.o 

17 16 17 18 15 16 17 18 15 16 17 18 15 16 17 18 
J.6 1-5 5.4 o.2 2.s SS 6.2 14 JS 6.J ?·I 2.4 4-5 7.1 8.o 

17.5 16 17 18 16 17 18 15 16 17 18 15 16 17 18 
o.6 J .6 1S IS 1.S S ·J O.J 2.S 5-4 6.J I.If. JS 6.J 7.1 

18 17 18 19 16 17 18 19 16 17 18 19 15 16 17 18 19 
2.6 J 6 s .3 os J 6 44 6.o 1.6 4.S 5 .4 7.0 0.lf. 2.6 S ·4 6.3 7·9 

18.5 17 18 19 17 18 19 16 17 18 19 16 17 18 19 
1.7 2.7 1·J 2.7 JS s.2 0.7 J .6 4.6 6.2 r .8 4.15.6 7.1 

19 17 18 19 20 17 18 19 20 l'i 18 19 20 16 17 18 19 20 
0 8 1.8 34 S·J 1.7 2.7 1S 6.1 2.7 J.7 54 7.0 l.O 3·7 4.6 6.J 7.8 

19.5 18 19 20 17 18 19 20 17 18 19 20 17 18 19 20 
09 2.6 1·S o.8 r .8 J.7 s.3 r .8 2.9 4.6 6.J 2.8 3.8 5.5 7.0 

20 19 20 21 18 19 20 21 17 18 19 20 21 17 18 19 20 21 
1.9 J .6 s.r l .o 2.9 4.6 6.o 0.9 2.0 J.8 5 .4 69 J.9 J.O 4.7 6.3 7-7 

20.5 19 20 21 19 20 21 18 19 20 21 17 18 19 20 21 
I .O 2.8 4.4 2 0 J.8 S·3 ! .J 3 .0 4 6 6.2 1.0 2.2 J ·9 SS 7.0 

21 19 20 21 22 19 20 21 22 18 19 20 21 22 18 19 20 21 22 
0.2 2.0 J.6 s.1 l.J J.O 4.4 6.o O.J 2.2 J 9 •S-4 6.8 l .J 3.2 4.8 6.3 7-5 

21.fi 20 21 22 19 20 21 22 19 20 2l . 22 18 19 20 21 22 
/ .2 2.9 4.J O.J 2.2 J.8 5 .2 1-4 3 I 4,7 6 I O.J 2.4 4.0 s.6 6.9 

22 20 21 22 23 20 21 22 23 19 20 21 22 23 19 20 21 22 23 
04 2.l J 6 5.1 I.4 JO 45 5·9 o.6 2.s 4.0 5 4 6.7 1.6 J .J 4.9 6J 7.6 

22.6 21 22 23 20 21 22 23 20 21 22 23 19 20 21 22 23 
I.J 2.8 1-3 o.6 2.3 J.8 5 .2 J 1.7 3·J 4.7 6.J o.8 2.s 4.2 s.6 7.0 
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Weight 
in oz. 

per yard 
from 
loom. 

7 

75 

8 

8.5 

9 

9.5 

10 

10 5 

11 

11.Ci 

12 

12.5 

18 

18.5 

14 

14.5 

15 

15.5 

16 

16.6 

17 

17.5 

18 

18.5 

19 

20 

20.5 

21 

21.5 

22 

22.5 

SHRINKAOE. 
ESTIMATED PER CENT OP LOS.S. 

8 
10.8 

8 
9.0 

20 per cent. 

8 9 
7.2 IO.t/ 

8 9 
5.4 88 

8 9 10 
3.6 7.2 10.1 

8 9 10 
1.8 5.6 8.7 

9 10 11 
4.0 7.2 9.9 

9 10 11 
24 5.8 8.s 

9 10 11 12 
o.8 4.4 7-2 9.6 
10 11 12 

2.9 5·9 8.4 
10 11 12 13 
l,S 4.6 7.2 94 
11 12 13 

3.3 6.o 8.3 
11 12 13 14 
2.0 4.8 7.2 9.1 
11 12 13 14 

01 3 .6 6.1 8.1 
12 13 14 15 
2.4 5 .0 7.2 9.2 
12 lS 14 15 
1.2 3·9 6.2 8.2 
13 14 15 16 
2.8 5.2 7.2 9.0 
13 14 15 16 

1.7 4.1 6.2 8.r 
13 14 15 16 17 

o.6 3.0 5 .J 7.2 9·7 
14 15 16 17 
2 0 4.3 6.3 8.9 
14 15 16 17 18 
l .O 34 5.4 8.o 8.8 
15 16 17 18 

2.4 4.5 7.2 8.o 
15 16 17 18 19 
14 3.6 6.6 74 8.7 
15 16 17 18 19 

O.tf 215·9 64 8.o 
16 17 18 19 20 

1.8 4 8 5.6 7-2 8.7 
16 17 18 19 20 

0.9 3.8 4.8 6.4 8 0 

17 18 19 20 21 
2.9 4.0 5 .7 7.2 8.6 
17 18 19 20 21 
2.0 3.2 M 6s 7.9 
17 18 19 20 21 22 

I 4 2.t/ 4.2 5.8 7-2 8S 
17 18 19 20 21 22 

0.7 1.6 3 .4 5.1 6s 7.8 
18 19 20 21 22 23 

o.8 2.7 4-4 5 .8 p 8s 
19 20 21 22 23 

1.9 3.7 5.2 6.it 7.8 

8 
ll.6 

8 
9·9 

22~ per cent. 

8 9 
8.1 II.2 

8 9 
6.3 9-7 

8 9 10 
7..S 8.r 10:8 

8 9 10 
2.7 6.6 9.4 

8 9 10 11 
0.9 5 .0 7.6 IOS 

9 10 11 
JS 6s 9.3 

9 10 11 12 
1.9 54 8.2 ros 

9 10 11 12 
O:J 4.0 6.9 9.3 
10 11 12 13 

2.6 5 .6 8.1 10.3 
10 11 12 13 

I I 44 7.0 9.3 
11 12 13 14 

J·J 5 9 83 10.3 
11 12 13 14 

2.0 4.7 7.2 9.3 
11 12 13 14 15 

0.7 3.6 6.1 8.2 9.8 
12 lS 14 15 

2.4 5 .0 7-4 8.8 
12 13 14 15 16 
1.2 3 .9 6.7 7.9 9.8 
lS 14 15 16 

2.8 5 .4 6.9 8.9 
13 14 15 16 17 

1.7 4.1 6.o 8.o 10.7 
13 14 15 16 17 

o.6 3.1 5.1 7 o 9.8 
14 15 16 17 18 

2.0 4.2 6.o 8.9 9.7 
14 15 16 17 18 

1.0 J.2 5.J 8.o 8.9 
15 16 17 18 19 

2.3 4.6 7.3 8.1 9.6 
15 Hi 17 18 19 

1-4 J·7 6s 7·J 8.8 
10 16 17 18 19 20 

os 2.9 .51 6s 8.o 9S 
16 17 18 19 20 

1.9 4.8 5.8 7 3 8.8 
16 17 18 Hr 20 21 

0.9 3 .9 5.0 6.6 8.1 94 
17 18 19 20 21 

3.0 4.2 5 .6 7.tf. 8.8 
17 18 1() 20 21 22 
2.2 3.4 4.6 6.7 8. 1 9.3 
17 18 19 20 21 22 
1.3 2.6 4.1 6.0 74 8.7 
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

o.6 1.9 3.7 5 .3 6.8 8.1 9.2 
18 19 20 21 22 23 

I .I 2.7 4.6 6.2 7.4 8.6 

lO'l 

8 
12.4 

8 
10.7 

8 9 
9.0 12.0 

25 p e r cent. 

8 9 
7.3 IO.J 

8 9 10 
5.6 9.0 11.6 

8 9 10 
3.9 7.5 10.5 

8 9 10 11 
2.2 6.o 9.0 11..s 

8 9 10 11 
os 4.5 7.6 10.3 

9 10 11 12 
3 .0 6.S 9.2 II4 

9 10 11 12 
IS 5.1 7.9 I0.2 
10 11 12 13 

3.6 6.6 9.0 II.I 
10 11 12 13 

2.2 5 .4 7.8 10.0 
10 11 12 13 14 

o.8 4.3 6.6 8.9 10.8 
11 12 13 14 

J.O 5.6 7.9 9·9 
. 11 12 13 14 15 
1.7 4S 7.0 9.0 l o.8 
11 12 13 14 15 

0.4 3 .4 6.o 8.1 9.9 
12 13 14 15 16 

2.4 5 .o 7.2 9.0 10.7 
12 13 14 11) 16 
1.2 3 .9 6s 8.1 9.8 
13 14 15 16 17 

2.8 5.9 7.2 9.0 Il.tf 

13 14 15 16 17 
1.7 4S 6.3 8.2 10.7 
13 14 15 16 17 18 

0.6 3.I 54 7-J 9.8 l0.5 
14 15 16 17 18 

2.2 4·5 6.5 9.0 9.8 
H 15 16 17 18 19 

l.J 3.6 5.6 8.2 9.0 104 
H 15 -16 17 18 19 

0.3 21 4.8 7.4 8.3 9.7 
15 16 17 18 1!) 20 

1.8 4.0 6.6 7.S 9.0 10.4 
15 16 17 18 19 20 

0.9 3 .0 5 .8 6.8 8.3 9.7 
16 17 18 19 20 21 

2.0 4.9 6.o 7.6 9.0 10.3 
16 17 18 1!) 20 21 
1.3 4.0 5.3 6.9 8.3 9.6 
17 18 19 20 21 22 

3.3 4S 6.2 7.7 9.0 10.2 
17 18 19 20 21 22 

2.6 J .8 54 7.0 8.3 9.6 
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

1.8 3.0 4.7 6.3 7.7 9.0 10.0 
11 18 rn 20 21 22 23 

I O 2.J 4.0 S S 6.4 84 9..S 
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SHRINKAGE. 
ESTIMATED PER CENT OF LOSS. 

W eigh t 
in oz. 

per yard 
from 

10 per cen t. 12~ per cent. 15 per cen t . 17~ per cent. 

l oom. 

23 21 22 23 24 21 22 23 24 20 21 22 33 24 20 21 22 23 24 
os 2.0 J .6 5 .0 IS J .O 4.5 5.9 0.9 2s tf.O 5 ·4 6.7 1.8 JS 5.0 6.J 7.6 

23.5 22 23 24 21 22 23 24 21 22 23 24 20 21 '22 23 24 • 
l .J 2.9 4.J 0 7 2.3 J·9 5 .2 1.8 J .3 4.8 6 .o 1.0 2.8 43 5 .7 7 2 

24 2Z 23 24 25 22 23 24 25 21 22 23 24 25 20 21 22 23 24 20 
01 2.2 J.6 1·9 1.7 3 .2 4.6 5 .8 I.I 2.6 4.1 5 .4 6.6 O.J 2.1 J .6 5 I 6.2 7-5 

24.5 23 24 25 22 23 24 25 21 22 23 24 25 21 22 23 24 25 
15 2.9 4-3 1.0 2s 4.0 5.2 O.J I 9 3 .4 4.8 6.0 I.If. 2 9 4-4 5·7 6.9 

25 23 24 25 26 22 23 24 25 26 22 23 24 25 26 21 22 2~ 24 25 26 
o.8 2.3 J .6 4.8 0.3 r .8 J .4 4.S 5 .7 1.2 2 7 4.2 s 4 6.6 0.7 2.2 3 7 5 I 6.J 7-5 

25.5 24 25 26 23 24 25 26 22 23 24 25 26 22 23 24 25 26 
1.6 3.0 4 2 I.I 2.7 J ·9 5 .I os 2.1 J5 4.8 6.o I .6 JI 4 6 5.7 6.9 

26 24 25 26 27 23 24 25 26 27 23 24 25 26 27 22 23 24 ~5 26 27 
0.9 2J J 6 4.8 O.tf. 2.0 J·3 4S 5 .7 1.4 2.9 4.2 5 .4 6.5 I .O 2S J.9 5 .1 6.3 7- 2 

26.5 25 26 27 24 25 26 27 23 24 25 26 27 22 23 24 25 21l 27 
1.6 J.O 4 2 15 2.6 J·9 5 .I 07 2.3 J 6 4.8 5 .9 0 .J I .8 3 3 4·5 5 .7 6.7 

27 25 26 27 28 24 25 26 27 28 24 25 26 27 28 23 24 w 26 27 28 
I .O 2.1{ 3 6 4.8 0.9 2 0 3 ·1 4-5 5.6 I.6 J .O 4.2 5 4 6S I.I 2.6 4.0 5 .1 6.2 74 

27.5 25 26 "L7 28 25 26 27 28 24 25 26 27 28 23 24 25 26 27 28 
0.4 I .8 3 .0 4.2 1.3 2.7 3.9 5 .1 0.9 2 3 J.6 tf.9 6.o 0.5 ' ·9 J.2 4-5 5.6 6.9 

28 26 27 28 29 25 26 27 28 29 25 26 27 28 29 24 25 26 27 28 29 
I.I 2.4 J 6 4-7 0.7 2.I J ·J 4·5 5 .6 1.7 3.1 1.J 5 .4 65 I.3 2 J 4.0 5 .0 63 7.2 

28.5 26 27 28 29 26 27 28 29 25 26 27 28 29 24 25 26 27 28 29 
0-4 I 8 J 0 41 I .tf. 2 7 J·9 5 .0 I.I 2 5 J-7 4.8 6 0 0.7 1.8 J·4 1·5 5.8 6.7 

29 27 28 29 3) 26 27 28 29 30 25 26 27 28 29 30 25 26 27 28 29 30 
I 2 2:4 J.6 4.7 o.8 2.1 J·4 1S SS 0.5 1.9J.l 4.35.4 64 1.2 2.9 4.0 5 .J 6.2 7.3 

29.5 27 28 29 30 27 28 29 30 26 27 28 29 30 25 26 27 28 29 30 
o.6 l .<) J .O 4.2 I S 2.8 4.0 5 .0 J.J 2 5 3 .7 4.9 5 .9 0 4 2.3 3.S 4.7 5 .7 6.8 

30 28 29 30 27 28 29 30 26 27 28 29 30 26 27 28 29 30 
I .J 2s 3 .6 0 .9 2.3 J S 4S 0.7 2.0 J.2 4.4 5.4 I.830425 .263 

30.5 28 29 30 28 29 30 '27 18 29 30 26 27 28 29 30 
0.7 1.9 J .I 1.7 2 9 4.0 I S 2.7 3.8 4.9 . I.2 2-5 3 7 4.7 5 .8 

31 29 30 28 29 30 27 28 29 80 26 '27 28 29 30 
l .tf. 2-5 I .I 24 35 0.9 2.1 33 44 o.6 I .6 J.1 4.2 5 ·? 

81.5 29 30 28 29 30 28 29 30 27 28 29 30 
o.8 2.0 o.6 I .8 J .O 1.6 2.8 3 9 I .I 2.6 J.7 4.8 

32 30 29 30 28 29 30 27 28 29 30 
15 1.2 2.S I .O 2.2 31 0 6 2.0 J 2 43 

32.5 30 29 30 28 29 30 28 29 30 
1.0 0.7 2.0 04 1.7 2.9 IS 2.6 3.8 

33 30 30 29 30 28 29 30 
0.4 1.4 J.2 2.4 l .O 2.1 3·3 

33.5 30 29 30 28 29 30 
' 0.9 0 .7 1 9 os I.6 2.8 

34 80 29 30 
r.3 I.I 2 J 

34 5 ' 
30 29 30 

o.8 o.6 1.8 

35 30 
1.4 

35.5 30 
0.9 

36 

36.15 
, 

, 

37 

37.5 

38 

38.5 
\ 

39 I 
=========-===============================~~ 
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Weight 
in oz. 

per yard 
from 
loom. 

23 

23.5 

24 

24.5 

25 

25.5 

26 

26.5 

27 

27.5 

28 

28.5 

29 

29.5 

30 

30.5 

31 

31.5 

32 

32.5 

33 

33.5 

34 

34.5 

35 

35.5 

86 

36.5 

37 

87.5 

38 

38.5 

89 

SHRINKAOE. 
ESTIMATED PER CENT OP LOSS. 

20 per cent. 

19 20 21 22 23 24 
1.2 2.9 4.5 S-9 7.2 8.4 
19 20 21 22 23 24 

0 4 2 2 J .8 s.J 6.6 7.8 
20 21 22 23 24 25 
IS J.l 4 6 S·J 7.2 8.4 
20 21 22 23 24 25 

0.7 2.lf. 4 0 4 7 6.6 7.8 
21 22 23 24 25 26 
1.7 J·J 4.1 6.o 7.2 8.3 
21 22 28 24 25 26 

1.1 2.6 JS 5.tf 6.6 7.8 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 

o.6 2.0 2.8 4.8 6.o 7 2 8.o 
22 23 24 2:> 26 27 

1.3 2.2 4.2 5·5 6.6 7S 
22 28 24 25 26 27 28 

0.7 1.6 3 6 4 9 6.o 7.0 8.2 
23 24 25 26 27 28 

1.0 3 .0 4.0 54 6S 7.7 
23 21 25 26 27 28 29 

04 24 J .O 4.8 6.o 7.2 8.o 
24 25 26 27 28 29 

1.8 2.4 4-3 SS 6.7 7S 
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

1.2 2.8 3.9 s .o 6.2 7.0 8.2 
24 26 26 27 28 29 30 

0.6 I .I J.J 4S S·7 6.,s 7·7 
2.) 26 27 28 29 30 

04 2.8 4.0 s .2 6.o 7.2 
26 27 2 29 30 

2.2 JS 4.6 SS 6.8 
26 27 28 29 30 
1.7 J.O 4.1 5.0 6.3 
27 28 29 30 
2s J 6 4.S s.8 
27 28 29 30 
2.0 J .O 4.0 5.3 
27 28 29 30 

1 4 2.J JS 4 8 
27 28 29 30 

o.8 2.0 J .o 4.J 
28 29 80 
IS 2.J 3.8 
2 29 30 

1.0 2.0 3 .4 
2 29 30 

os IS 2.9 
29 30 

1.0 2.4 
29 80 

0.5 1.9 
80 
IS 
30 

0.9 

22~ p e r cent. 

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
04 2.0 .,t.O S .S 6.9 8 I 9·3 
19 20 21 2 l 2 3 24 

I.If. J·3 4.8 6.2 7 6 8.7 
HI 20 21 22 23 24 25 

0.8 2.6 4.I S.6 7 0 8 I 9·3 
20 21 22 23 24 25 

1.8 JS 5.0 6.J 7S 8.7 
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

/ ./ 2.8 4J 5 .7 7.0 8.1 9.2 
20 21 22 23 24 23 26 

OJ 2.I J.6 5 .1 64 7.S 8.7 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 

l .J J.O 4.S 5.8 7.0 8.1 9.0 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 

o.6 2.{ J .9 5.2 64 7.6 8.s 
22 23 24 25 2€\ 27 28 

1.8 J.3 4.6 5.9 7.0 8.o 9.1 
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 

1.2 2.6 4.0 s .2 6s 7S 8.6 
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 

o.6 2.0 JS 4.4 6.o 7.0 8.1 8.9 
23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
1s 2.9 J.8 s.4 6.s 7.6 8s 
23 24 25 26 27 2 29 30 

0.9 2.4 3.2 1·9 6.o 7.1 8.o 9.1 
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

1.8 2s 4.J SS 6.6 7S 8.6 
. 24 25 2(; 27 28 29 30 

J.2 2.0 J.8 s.o 6.1 7.0 8.r 
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

o.6 I.If. J·2 4S SS 6s 7.6 
25 26 27 28 29 30 

o.8 2 7 4.0 5 .0 6.o 7.2 
26 27 28 29 30 

2.2 JS 4S SS 6.7 
26 27 28 29 so 

J.7 J.O { .O S.O 6.2 
26 27 28 29 30 

I 2 2S JS 4S S ·7 
26 27 28 29 30 

0.7 2.0 J 0 4.0 S·J 
27 28 29 30 
IS 2.s JS 4.8 
27 28 29 30 
/.0 2.0 J .O 44 
27 28 29 30 

OS I S 2S J .9 
28 29 30 

1.0 2 0 J.J 
28 29 30 

OS IS 2:9 
29. 30 

J.O 2,5 
29 30 

os 2.0 
so 
IS 
30 

0.9 

109 

25 p er cent. 

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
. IS J.J 1·9 s .8 7.8 9 o 10.I 

l R 1!l 20 21 22 23 24 
0.8 2.6 4.2 S I 7.1 8S 9.6 
19 20 21 2~ 23 24 25 

I 9 J.6 1.J 6S 7·9 9 0 10.2 
19 '10 2 l 22 23 24 ~5 

1.2 2.9 .f.O 5·9 7·J 84 9.6 
19 20 21 22 23 24 ~5 26 
os 2.J J J S·J 6.7 7 9 9.0 10.0 
20 2 L 22 23 24 25 26 

I.6 2.6 4.7 6.1 7·J 8S 9 5 
20 21 22 23 24 2ii 2fi 27 

0 9 2.0 4.1 S.S 6.8 7.9 9.0 10 0 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
1.3 JS 4.9 6.2 7.3 85 95 

. 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
o.6 2.9 4.2 5 .7 6 8 8.o 9.0 10.0 
22 23 24 25 21) 27 28 

2.J J .7 s.1 6.J 7·S 8s 9S 
22 23 24 21i 26 27 28 2) 

I.6 J.l 4.6 5 .8 7.0 8.0 9.0 JO 0 
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 

0.9 2.6 1.1 5.1 6 5 1s 8s 9 5 
23 24 2) 26 27 28 29 30 
2.0 JS 1·S 5 .9 7 o 8 o 9.0 9.9 
23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
14 J o 4.0 5 J 6.5 7S 8.s 94 
23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
o.8 2.4 J.6 4.8 6 o 7.0 8 o 90 
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

1.8 J.O 1·) 5 5 6.J 7 5 8.5 
• 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

! .2 2.5 J .8 s 0 6 0 7 0 8.1 
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

06 2.0J.J 1S SS 65 7.7 
25 26 27 28 29 30 

I .If. 2.8 4 0 S.O 6.0 7.2 
25 26 27 28 29 30 

o.8 2 J JS 1/S SS 6.7 
26 27 28 29 30 
1.7 J .O 4.0 5.0 6.J 
26 27 28 29 30 

I.2 2.J JS 4S 5 .9 
26 27 28 29 30 

0.7 2.0J.O 4.1 54 
27 2S 29 30 
IS 2s J·7 4 9 
27 28 29 30 

I .O 2.0 J 2 t/.S 
27 28 29 80 

os IS 2.7 4.1 
28 29 30 

1.0 :12 J .6 
28 29 so 

OS I.7 J .I 
29 so 

I.2 2.6 
29 30 

0.7 2.1 
30 

r.6 
30 
I.I 
so 

o.6 



FIFTY CELL DRYER RUNNING ON BACK GREYS 

Vacuum Process Co. 



WOOLEN AND WORSTED. 
FINISHING-

PART I I . 

DRY FINISHING. 

The dry finishing of woolen and worsted goods consists of 

the following processes : Drying, brushing, shearing~ p1°essing, 
final inspection, r:ieasuring, rolling, and pctcking. 

DRYING. 

Natural Process. The drying process, which is the first 

operation, is performed in tvvo ways--the natu1°al and the a?·ti
ficial. When the natural method of d ryi.dg is employed, the 

A A 

S' I l 
D 0 

. D V) 

c c c 
B 8 

Fig. SO. Tenter Bars. 

goods, after being well extracted or squeezed, are stretched on the 

tenter bars, as previously explained. These te:nter bars consist of 

posts firmly set in the ground about eight feet apart, with cross 

bars of two-by-four material, the top one of which is rigid and the 

bottom one movable ; the complete framework appearing some

what as in the illustration, Fig. 30. Hooks or patent clothing, of 

which Figs. 31 and 32 g ive a good idea, are fitted to the cross 

bars, and the posts carry arms which can be let down to hold the 

111 



104 'VOOLEN AND WORSTED FINISHING 

cloth until it is booked. The piece is stretched by hooking one 
end to tbe first post by means of a strip of card clothing, and to 

the top and bottom ·bars for four or five 
hooks from the end; then hooki ug the 
other end to the bead board (illustrated 
at Fig. 33) and drawing it out to the re
quired length, where it is held by attach-

Fig. 3i. •renter Hook. ing the head board to one of the posts. 
The selvedge on one end of the cloth is 

now fastened at intervals on the top bar and the other selvedge 
fastened in the same rnanner to the bottom bar. 

On g1'.ggecl goods it is customary to brush the nap which has 
become roughened by treatment in this process. On close-finished 
goods this is not necessary, but n1ust be done in all cases on 
face goods to remove roughness caused by handling. Wool fibre 
wil1 remain in the position in 'rhich it dries, so that if on napped 

dJJ 
(J/) 

-- -. .- - - - - -l 
Fig. 32. Tenter Bar Clothing. 

goods the nap is roughened and. dried rough; no amount · of after 
work will smooth it out. After the goods are dry they are 
removed from the bars and taken inside to be immediately folded. 
In doing this every inch of the listing should pass through the 
folder's hands to make sure that no hooks or pins remain in the 
goods. The bars being of wood and exposed to the weather will 
crack and the hooks or pins become loosened, so that in taking the 
goods off the bars some of the pins may come out, and sticking in 
the cloth cause damage unless removed. 

The above is the natural process of drying which is in use in 
many places, but on account of the length of time required, uncer-

112 



WOOLEN AND WORSTED FINISHING 105 

tainty of weather, and other disadvantages, the snbsti tntion of-the 
more positive artificial process is rapidly coming about. 

Artificial Process. 

The more nearly natural 
conditions can be ap
proximated, the more 
successful the artificial 
process of drying will be. 
These conditions consist 
chiefly in a generous 
supply of air to absorb 
the moisture together 
with the sp reading of 
the cloth in such a \Vay 

Fig. 33. Headboard. 

that the air may have easy access to all parts of it. The idea that 
heat will expel water is erroneous. The application of 11cat is effec
tfre in drying because of the greater absorptive capaci ty of heated 
air as compared with cool air. A certain amount of moistnre being 
always present in the air it is capable of absorbing still more i£ 
heated, but unless the air is supplied in snfficier!t qnan tities, the 
heat alone will not dry the goods. 

The following table shows the capacity of absorption of air 
for moisture at various degrees of heat: 

Weight of Water Absorbed by One Cubic Yard of Air. 

' Increase Grains of I Increase Grains of At degrees F. Vapor. of ab o~·ption. At degrees F. Vapor. of <Lb~orption. 
Gr am s. Grain:s. 

32 60. 50 18.31 131 1214.70 301.46 
41 78.81 30.21 140 1516.16 361.10 
50 109.02 40.09 149 1877.26 430. 41 
59 149.11 52.52 158 2307.67 506.42 
68 201.63 65.78 167 2814.09 595 .92 
77 267 .14 86.56 176 3410.01 690.43 
86 353.97 106.79 185 4100.44 808.98 
95 460.76 133.38 194 4909 .42 929 .66 

104 594.14 166.85 203 5839.08 1070 .73 
113 760.99 222.49 212 6909 .81 
122 983. 48 281. 22 

NOTE : One pound is equal to 7000 graius. 

It will be seen by the table that as the temperature increases, 
the power of the air to absorb moisture increases, so that the 
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increased capacity from the last 9° of heat is about fifty times 
that of the first 9°. As there js always some moisture present in 
the air, the . actual con1parison js greater. When air is heated it 
becomes ligh ter and rises; therefore it is advisable to introduce 
the fresh or unheated air frmn below and pass it through the 
heating apparatus, enabling it to absorb its full amount of mois
hue in i ts upward course. If the air is left in the c01npartment 
until it has absorbed all the moisture possible at its temperature, 
and is given no chance to pass off, the drying process will cease; 
therefore it is necessary to furnish a supply of fresh air at the 
bottom and provide suitable n1eans to conduct the n1oisture-laden 
air from the top. \Vben these requirements are filled, the drying 
will be rapid and no trouble .will be experienced. 

Construction. Fig. 34 illustrates one of the modern drying 
and tentering machines now in extensive use. As will be seen it 
consists of a framework supporting numerous layers of steam 
pipes, between which passes a chain which carries the cloth. This 
chain is endless, and starting at the point where it begins its 
upward travel, it goes to the top of the niachine where it passes 
around a roll and between the two top layers of pipes to the front 
end, here arou ud another roll and between the second and third 
layers of pipes, and so on. • 

The piece, which is fed from a platform where the operator 
tak~s his place, is attached to pins fixed at the end of each link of 
the chain and carried along as the chain travels. Immediately 
above the point where the cloth comes in contact with the pins is 
a brush wheel which presses the cloth firmly on the pins. At the 
point where the cloth is fed in, the chain runs over sprocket 
wheels mounted movably on a shaft, so that the two ch.ains may 
be brought nearer together at this point, making it easier to attach 
the cloth. As the chain travels up-ward the distance between the 
sprockets increases, until at the top of the frame it is full width. 
It will be seen that even shonld the cloth be narrow in places it is 
stretched to proper width by this nieans before the actual drying 
process begins. . 

The machine is enclos.ed, the partition usually being placed 
imrnediately back of the fra1ne where the cloth enters, so that the 
operator is not exposed to the beat. The machine may be driven 

ll-! 
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either by a special engine or from the mill shaft, in which case 

cone pulleys are used to regulate the speed. The gears shown at 

the back end, of which there is another set on the other side at the 

front end, are driven through the shaft and gear placed at the 

bottom at the right side. These gears in turn drive the shafts of 

the rolls and sprocket wheels to which they are attached, and with 

them the chain and cloth. A fan is generally fitted in the back 

partition to supply a sufficient amount of fre~h air, as by so doing 

1115 
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the n1achine may be driven at a much higher speed than otherwise. 

_ After the cloth has passed the entire length and ·come to the 

front for the last time, it is taken off the pins and passed under 

the platform to the top roll, from which it is. folded. 

Recently a new niachine has been put on the market to 

extract moisture from goods, preparatory to the drying or other 
. ' 

processes. 
Pneumatic Cloth Extractor. This machine, illustrated in 

Fig. A, is entirely different frorn any prevwus type of machine 

Fig. A. Stiner's Pneumatic Cloth Extractor. 

and may be used for various purposes in the finishing room. The 

_goods are taken roughly folded from the washers and run through 

this machine open-width, the water being extracted by means of a 

vacuum pump. A three -inch stationary brass cylinder having a 

slot cut lengthwise on top, extends acr.oss the machine and is con- · 

nected to the pump. The cloth passes over this cylinder and by 
action of the vacuum pump much of the moisture is drawn from 

the cloth, passing through the cylinder info a discharge pipe. For 
ordinary work the vacuum is maintained at from 10 to 15 inches, 

but this may be varied by means of a regulator attached to the 
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end of the cylinder. Where the goods are to be gigged the vacuum 

is lessened so as to allow them to retain some of the moisture. 

In the regular size machine the slot is 66 inches long, but it 

may be made any length required according to the width of the 

cloth. Two brushes are provided to lay the nap evenly before 

extracting, one to brush the face and the -0ther to brush the back 

of the cloth. A sprinkler attachment is also provided on this 

machine, by the use of which the goods may be g iven a bath to 

remove all loose alkali or dye; the liqnor being drawn from face 

to back. This w·ill leave the goods in a brighter state, and as 

they are extracted open-vvidth there are no cloudy effects. 

The machine may be run at a speed of fro1n twenty-five to 

thirty yards per rninnte, and leaves the goods in better condition 

than a centrifugal extractor. Any width or vveight of goods 

may be extracted without any alterations of the machine being 

necessary. Such a machine may also be used to advantage in 

refinishing, as the ' goods are wet out open-width, thus removing 

the cause of creases which occur with goods rnn through the 

washers. A 6-inch single belt will run the countershaft from 

which the machine and pump are dri ven, the latter also using a 

6-i11ch belt and the former a 2~-inch belt. No special foundat ion 

is reqn_ired for the inachine to rest upon. 

DRY=BEATING. 

After the goods have been thoroughly dried, the next process 

should be a vigorous dry be({;ting , and, though fair results may be 

obtained without such treatment, it is sure to g ive the goods a 

better feel and handle, besides making it much easier for the shear 

to do good work. The process consists simply in beating the cloth 

after it is dried, to loosen it up and counteract the stiffening effect 

of the water. The long exposure of the goods to moisture tends 

to make the £bres lay fiat, and if, as on face goods, they have been 

subjected to a vigorous wet-gigging and steaming process, the 

fibres become pasted down to such an exten t . that unless properly 

loosened before going to the shear the raising brush will have to 

be put on very hard to raise them. E ven then it often happens 

that some of them escaping.. treatment remain fiat, thus giving the 

finished goods an i1neven appearance. To prevent this, dry beat-
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\ng is advisable on face goods, though other classes of goods are 
improved to nearly as great an extent. Th~ process of dry beating 
is often performed on an old up-and-down gig, but because of the 
extra handling entailed by its use it is preferable to construct a 
machine especially for the purpose. Such a rnachine has not as 
yet been put upon the market, probably because so·me finishers 
omit dry beating and others procure the same result, to a slight 
extent, on the brush. 

BRUSHING. 

After dry beating, the goods should be thoroughly back-burled, 
in order to re1nove from the back any knots or bunches which n)ay 
ba.ve been overlooked in the first hurling. They are then ready for 
the brush. Fig. 35 illustrates what is termed a double-acting 
brusliing rnacl1;ine, which has also a steaming attachment, with the 
cloth all strung on ready for treatment. The view presented is a 
rear-end view showing the operation of the brushes, the left side 
simply having the driving pulley attached to the rear brush shaft. 
The cloth is put in the scray fr01n the back with the number end 
first, thus turning the back of the goods out and the face towards 
the operating brush surface. The cloth is then drawn up in front: 
back of the small brush found there, arid over the bar in front of 
the first cloth or deli very roll. The small brush in front acting 
only on the back of the cloth serves to remove flyings and such 
foreign material as may have gathered there. From the first bar 
it goes under and around the deli very roll, and over the three 
small rolls attached to the steamer; one of which is found below, 
the next a trifle above the stean1ing surface and the third on the 
same level back of the steamer. These .rolls serve to keep the 
cloth from coming in contact, not only with the steam box, but 
also with the steaming surface which is covered with cloth, thus 
preventing the covering from being worn and the cloth from 
becoming streaked. The cloth then passes under the wooden roll 
set immediately back of the steaming attachment and up over the 
two application rolls, which are controlled by a worm and gear, 
and can be spread apart or narrowed by this means to increase or 
decrease the contact of the cloth with the brushes. Then the cloth 
goes down to and under a wooden roll set in the frame between 
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Fig. 35. Curtis and :Marble's Two Cylinder Brushing :Machine. 
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Figs. 36 and 37. Parlrn and Wool~ou 's SW.gle Shear. 
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the two brushes and up again, passing this time over the two 

application ro11s of the rear brush. From there it goes to the take

up roll which actuates the cloth and to the top roll, frorn whid1 it 
is delivered to the folder, either to be folded ·Off or delivered into 

the scray for another rnn . 

At the brush the goods are. generally stitched together with 

one long, or t·wo short \Vires, it being unn~cessary to sew the1n at 

this point. The steam is turned on and the brush started up, the 

goods getting the beneficial action of both ~team and brush. They 

are then ready for the shearing process, which is in many respects 

the most important operation in the "·hole process of dry fini shing. 

SHEARtNO. 

Rotary Shears. Figs. 36 and 37· illustrate one of tlrn latest 

improved 'rotary shea1·s equipped wi th · \vhat is termed the list 

saving rest. The belting for these machines is shown in Figs. 38 

and 39. Fig. 40 shows the rotary shear with the plain rest. Fig. 

41 represents a double shear which is designed to afford means of 

doing double the amount of '\\Ork wi th but one attendant. 

Handling of Goods. The piece being nicely folded with the 

first end, or the end which usually carries the number, on top and 

the face from the operator in order to have the face out when run

ning over the machine, i t is then thro,,n in to the scray at the 

back, and the first end drawn through as shown in Fig. 42. '\\Lile 

it is customary to have the nmnber placed at the front end dnring 

the first operation, that of hurling, it is not arbitrary, depending 

as it does upon the whi1n of the superintendent. To one accus

tomed to it there is no di:fficnl ty in stringing on the piece correctly, 

but as it takes some time to become accustomed, it is ah1.:ays well 

to look the machine over to make sure that no mistake has been 

made. After the piece is strung on correctly, the ends are sewed 

together carefully, either by band or maehine. If by hand care 

must be taken to make small even .stitches in order that a smooth 

seam may result, as it is possible to run the seam closer to the 

blades and thus save a li ttle from the head ends which must after

wards be cut off. A few inches saved on each piece will make a 

yearly total well worth considering. 
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Description. The dotted line shows the path of the cloth 
through the shear. It first passes over the front rod A. This is 
convenient to the hand of the .operator, where he can see that the 
cloth goes into the machine shaight and free from wrinkles . 

.'~-~ ' , , ,::: _:,..::::.. - - - - -- - -

. 
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F1g. 38. · Left Side Belting. 

From there it passes under the idle rolls B and 0 and over the 
draft roll D. The draft roll D draws the cloth from the scray U 
beneath the machine, pulling on the back of the goods so that th~ 
nap on the face is not displaced: from there it passes over the 
brush rest F, where the raising brush E raises the nap so that it 
stands perpendicular to the face of the goods, :in a fit condition for 
shearing. The nap of the cloth always points toward the front 
of the shear avvay fr01n the blades, ·and the raising brush, revolving 
in the direction shown by the arrow, will therefore cause the nap · 
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to stand up straight. The brush G is a flock brush which cleans 
the back of the cloth from threads and flocks before it goes over 
the rest II, where the fly blade I revolving against the stationary 
knife r cuts off the nap from the face of the goo?s. 'rhe screw 
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Fig. 39. Right Side Belting. 

X adjusts the cutting edge of the blades to or from the rest so 
that the nap may be clipped to the proper depth. The blades may 
be swung back from the rest around the pivot W by lifting on the 
handle V, this being necessary when a sewing, uniting two cuts of 
cloth, passes over the rest. The swab Z is a strip of leather satu
rated with oil, resting agai~st the blades to lubricate them. From 
the rest the cloth passes over the adjustable guide rolls J and K 
and the stationary idle rolls Mand N, which apply the face of the 
goods to the laying brush 1. This brush lays the nap again and 
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frees the face of the goods from flocks. From there the goods pass 

over the draft roll Q and idle rolls 0 and P, to the small draft roll 

on the folder R. The swinging folder S lays the goods in folds, 

as it descends from the r'olls R into the scr~y U, vdiere it passes 

under the machine for another cut, or to the folding table T, when 

it is not to be sheared again. 

All the brushes have suitable flock pciris beneath them to 

caklt the flocks, and the blades also have a large flock pan Leneath 

F ig. 40. Curtis & Marble Single Shear. 

thern to catch the fine flocks cut from the face of the goods. Fig. 

43 illustrates the shear blades, both the revolver and ledger blade; 

separately and assembled. 

Operation. R~garding the shearing proce_ss proper, i.e., the 

actual operation of the blades, several conditions inust receive at

tention . . On the firs~ run the nap should be only slightly trimmed: 

to what extent can only be decided by the careful judgrnent of the 

shearer himself, as different fabrics require different treatment.. 
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Fig. 41. Parks & Woolson Double Shear with List Saving Rest. 
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When all the nap is on the goods it is of uneven length, and the 
greatest amount of work is required from the shear, therefore it 

must not be overloaded at this time. 
Blades. When in good condition the shear runs lightly and 

noiselessly, showing that the blades do not press against each other 
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Fig. 42. End View of Shear. 
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any harder than is actually necessary for cutting purpos.es. It is 
clear that under these conditions it will not take much to spread 

the blades apart so that they will not cut at all, and this is often 
caused by crowding more nap in to the blades than they can prop

erly handle. Sometimes it is assumed that the blades are dull 
because they do not perform all the work expected from them, 
when the trouble is caused entirely by overcrowding.· Another 

indication that more is being expected from. the blades than .can 

be properly done, is the carrying along of flocks by the revolver, 
which throws them over in front onto the cloth, to be again taken 
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up by the blades. Nothing will spoil the cutting ··qualities of a 

shear faster than this, and it should be stopped at once by setting 

off the blades. As the accumulation of flocks back of the cylinder 

must also be avoided, their frequent removal is necessary. 

After the blades are set as the shearer's judgment determines, 

the shear may be started up and sufficient cloth run so as to see 

just how much is being taken off. During the first rup the nap 

Fig. 43. Shear Dlacles. 

is cut to a comparatively even length, and for the second run the 

blades may be let down two or three notches, according to the 

thickness of the nap. Of course the nap is thicker close to the 

cloth and the blades should be regulated accordingly. If the nap 

is at all thick it is not advisable to turn down more than two 

notches, and as the shearing progresses it is better to go even more 

slowly, giving an occasional run without letting down any. The 

goods should be wcdclied closely as they are being sheared to see 

that they are running smoothly and without wrinkles. The blades 

are lifted when the seam comes up so as to allow the seam and ' 

that part upon which the number is placed to pass without shear-
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ing; i£ the blades were not lifted the seam \\ould be cut. The seam 

is run as closely as possible to the blades so as not to waste cloth. 

The raising and lowering of the blades must be done quickly, but 

without jarring, otherwise th~ parts would be likely to get out of 

true and dan1age would result. 

There are niany persons who hold that shearing is an exceed

ingly simple operation, but a man to be a good shear tender, In ust 

like and study his work in order that he n1ay know ~ow to remedy 

any difficulties which arise. A boy may be able to start and stop 

the n1achine, lift up and let dovvn the blades, t urn the notches up 

or down, etc., bnt that will not make a good shearer of hi1n unless 

he is a close student of his work. The best position for a shearer 

to stand is at.the sid·e of the shear next to the shipper handle, be

cause he should be close to shipper ·handle, and any irregularities 

in sheari11 g may be ·noticed more readily fro1n the side than in 

front. If for any reason the shear.refuses to cut properly it should 

be stopped immediately and the fault remedied, or permanent 

damage n:rny result, for when the blades refuse to cut .the nap there 

is great danger of its being pulled 0~1t. 

Ten_sion. Tho tension on the goods must also be carefully 

attended to, for the tighter they run over the rest, the harder it is 

to clear them out properly, if they are to be close-finished. On 

the other hand, it will not do to have them run too loosely, espe

cia1ly on such threadbare goods as worsteds, etc., because there is 

then danger of cutting at the edges, even if the shear is provided 

with lis~ saving motion. A good test for tension is to place the 

hand on the goods at about the middle of the blade rest, and if on 

bearing do\\ n sl ightly a slight wrinkle is caused, the tension is 

right for average 'vork. If a wrinkle appears only under heavy 

pressure the tension should be lessened, and if the wrinkle appears 

too easily the tension 'should be increased. There .are times when 

the goods rnnst be dra~~rn as tightly as possible in order to shear 

them at all, but such cases should not occnr often, and are a sure 

indication that something is radically wrong at some ·other p1ace. 

These directions apply only to the solid rest shears, it being neces

sary to meet different conditions for the rubber rest shears, as will 

be explained later. 
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Tension Device. The tension is go,rerned by a device attached 

to the shaft of the take-up roll as illustrated in Fig. 44. A is a 

gear having a plate in its center about 9 inches in diameter, and 

is mounted loosely on the shaft against a coUar D, which is rigid 

on the shaft. Immediately in front of the plate a slot is cut 

A 

H 

B 

c 
E 

D 

Fig. 44. Tension Device. 

through the shaft, into which the key E fits, projecting on both 

sides. A leather plate 0, 8 inches in diameter, is then placed over 

the shaft against the plate of gear A, and after adjusting, the key 

plate B is also put on the shaft, and ·pressed against 0 h1 such a 

way that the key slips into the slots cut £or this purpose.,. The 

collar H which also has slots for the key is ·next put on, and finally 

the hand wheel G which serv~s as the locking device, being threaded 

to fit thread on end of shaft, is screwed on -t~e end of the shaft 

pressing the several pieces. together. By this it will be seen that 

if G is screwed on hard the whole becomes almost as one piece, 
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while if G is loosened the presstire against the plate is lessened 

and the roll will not turn quite as fast as the gear A. 
The List .. Saving Rest, or, as more commonly known, the 

" li°st motion'', is a rather intricate mechanism, requiring careful 

attention to get good results. It CQnsists of a great many pieces 

forming, when assembled, a mechanism which will follow the edge 

of the cloth automatically in whatever position it may rnn. As 

the name implies, it serves the purpose ~£ saving the list not only 

from being cut, but also from being sheared, this being considered 

undesirable on inost~goods . 

Construction. The motion, as illustrated in Fig. 45, is com

posed as follows : A is the frame stand; 13, the main shaft o~ 

shear; 0, the bevel gear shaft; D, the eccentric; E, the eccentric 

connections; F, the connecting links; G, the ratchet; II, the 

ratchet catch; Il1, the inner sena~ed plate attached to 11; H2, the 

loose outer serrated plate; I, rest proper; J, sections of list protect

ing surface of rest; K, sliding bar with cam-shaped spline, L; JYI, 

finger attached to sliding bar. to hold feeler catches; and N, the 

guard plate. 
Operation. The b~vel gear shaft 0, which derives its power 

from tpe main shaft B, is atta~hed at its upper end to the eccentric 

D, which in turn is attached to the connecting rod E. The short 

connecting rod F is pivoted to the point indicated near its center, 

and being connected witli E at its lower end and with the long 

connecting rod at its upper end, ·when the machine is started up 
these links will have a reciprocating motion imparted to them. 

As the eccentric point D is movable, this reciprocating motion 

may be varied accoroing to the position of D. The nearer this 
is set to the center the shorter the stroke, and vice versct;. The 

long connecting link F extends from the short link on both sides 

to the ratchet G, which is fastened to the link F, in this way irn. 

parting motion to the ratchet. This is the foundation of the list 

motion as it operates on both sides of the machine. The remainder 

of the machine may be in action, but the "rest" may as well be 
of one solid piece if the ratchet fails to work. 

'l;'he list-protecting snrfac~ of the rest is composed of from 

thirty to fifty separate sections of steel which are finished so uni

formly that. when properly set together, they for:rp an unbroken 
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surface like one piece. These sections are grooved on the front 
side to receive the cam-shaped spline L, attached to the sliding 
bar lC, the position 0£ which may be traced by the dotted lines. 
This spline, as shown, extends diagonally from the lower end of 
the sliding bar to the upper at about its center, and consequently 
the several sections of the rest on the inside are higher than those 
on the outside, the inner sections being on the same level as the 
solid part of the rest. 

As the cloth passes over the rest under moderate tension, any 
part of it passing over the lower part of the rest will be so far 
a·way from the cutting point as to pass without being touched. 
In order that only the list shall pass over the depressed part, the 
finger TuI, which is attached to ~he center of the sliding bar, comes 
down over the ratchet and carries at its end the feeler catches 
attached at such points as H, 111, a11d H2

• The part H, to which 
the serrated part l-l2 is attached, has on the eud next to ratchet G 
an upper and lo\\'er jaw vrhich lDay engage with either set of teeth 
in ratchet G, a-s indicated ·at G1 aud G2

• The upper set of teeth 
G1 will take the feeler catch out\rard aud vrith it the finger Mand 
the sliding bar. The spline L, on the sliding bar; will then raise 
the several pieces through which it passes to their ·proper places. 
Tl;le feeler catch H and its serrated plates "'ill, by their own ·weight, 
drop into the lower teeth of ratchet G2, and be moved inward. 
The rnov~ment of the cloth vYill li ft the serrated plates, and as 
long as only the edge of the cloth is in contact will hold them 
sufficiently in suspension to keep them from coming in contact 
with either set of teeth in ratchet G, and thus they will remain 
stationary. If the edge of the cloth moves outward over the feeler 
catches, the con tact becomes sufficient to raise the feeler catches 
and engaging them in G1 move outyvard to the edge of the cloth. 
\iVhen the strain on the feeler catches is released, either by reason 
of the edge of the cloth moving inward or the feeler catches com
ing to the edge of the cloth, they drop at once and engage with G2

• 

Adjustment. Each side 0£ the shear has a separate list-setv
i!ng device independent of the other, except that both are driven 
by the rod F . . The guard plate N is put on simply to protect the 
working parts from flocks, and from coming in contact with the 
cloth. The many sections composing the rest must be kept clean, 
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and should be so adjusted as to work easily without being loose~ 

If they are loose the chances are that the goods will not shear as 

closely as on the other parts of the rest, and if too tight the cloth 

will pass ov.er the feeler catches without being able to operate th~m, 
or if going the other way they will not follow the cloth fast enough 

to prevent it from being sheared. 

It was formerly the opinion, and is now to some extent, that 

the list motion should be kept thoroughly oiled, but it bas been 

proven by experience that flake g1'.aphite is a superior lubricant 

for the purpose because it does not collect dnst. The best way to 

use graphite for this purpose is to shake the pieces with graphite 

and then replace them, not wiping off the superfluous graphite. As 

the sections are all nu.mbered, there is no chance of replacing them 

incorrectly. The spline should also be W('.}11 dusted before being 

placed in position. The bar · which is placed on top of the cloth 

to keep it in con tact with the feeler catches requires careful adjust

ment to obtain good results. If it bears on too heavily, the feeler 

catches are engaged too much and keep working . outward, thus 

allowing the list to be sheared or even cut; and if.it does not bear 

on enough the feeler catches will fall, and the bar travel inward, 

leaving a strip of cloth inside the list un~heared. If the above 

precautions are taken there should be no trouble experienced in 

obtaining good results from the list motion. 

. Grinding and Fixing. To gain a thorough idea of the fixing 

necessary to be done on a shear, it is best to begin with the grind

ing and follow through all the operations until the shear should be 

ground again. Nearly every :finisher has a system of his own when 

grinding, but .however 'much the systems differ the principles and 

results desired remain the same. 

Operation. :First rup. out all the cloth, then remove and 

clean the swab, and after thoroughly cleaning the flocks, etc., from 

the revolver, remove that also. Next carefully clean the ledger 

blade aAd apply the straight edge to test it for evenness. It rarely 

occurs that the blade is uneven if ·the shc~r has been properly 

handled, unless the blade has soft 1,! :~ces or imperfections which 

cause it to wear unevenly. Assuming that i t was found to be . 

even, test it to see if it is adjusted to the rest so as to· bear evenly 

all across. 1£ at any point it does not· bear as heavily as it should, 
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turn in the lower screw in the bed-plate until the blade binds evenly 

everywhere. When this adjustment is as it should be, cover the 

rest and list. motion carefully to protect them from the emery, and 

, replace the revolver. Then loosen a trifle the upper row of screws, 

which adjust the ledger to the revolver, evenly all the way across 

and drop the revolver one-half a turn. Cross the revolver belt, 

remove the other belts and disconnect the list motion, as there is 

no necessity of running any other part of the n1achine than the 

revolver, which is run in the reverse direction. Next start the 

machine and apply to the revolver a mixture made up of oil and 

emery, on a strap about 12 inches long by 4 inches wide, moving 

this briskly from side to side in order to distribute the mixture 

evenly. This 111ixture is made up of good lar~, or neatsfoot oil, 

with equal proportions 0£ flour of emery, and No. 120. It should 

not be too thick nor applied in too great quantities. 

In order to distribute the 1nixture most evenly on the revolver 

apply the strap at a different place each time, i .e., first at one end; 

then at the other, and next the middle, etc. After a thorough appli

cation draw the blades together by means of the top row of screws 

at the back; this n1nst be done evenly, or uneven grinding will 

result. The best way is to draw up one side screw first, then the 

other side screw, next the middle, and finaH.y the quarter screws. 

This process of applying emery and drawing the blades together 

is repeated until the grind!ng reaches the edge of the ledger blade, 

giving each application plenty of tirn·e to work in order to insure 

good results. When the edge is turned forward all across the 

ledger blade, a mixture of oil and flour of emery is used, without 

the No. 120, running this for about ten n1in:ites. If by testing 

with dry tissue paper the latter is cut clean at every point across 

the blades, the use of emery may be discontinued, otherwise con

tinue grinding until such is the case. Now clean the strap and 

apply oil for about ten m~nutes, and then draw up the revolver 

about a quarter turn and ru~ for about five minutes with a..-further 

·application of oil alorie, this finishing the grinding process. 

· After grincling, clean the whole machine thoroughly, the re

volver being removed for the purpose, so as to make sure of the 

complete removal of the emery, which is thrown about a good deal 

during the grinding process. Then hone the ledger blade by ap-
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plying the well oiled hone to the blade, with the lower end from 
two to two and one-half inches away from the blade so as to make 

an angle of about 70 degrees. This will turn bac)r the feather 

edge, which has been turned to the front during the grinding. 

Replace the rev:olver and turn one or two revolutions in the cutting 

direction to cut off the feather edge, and the shear is ready for 
operation. It will now be found by trial that the blades will cut 

fine wet tissue paper. The practice of grinding until the blades 
will cut fine wet tissue paper before honing the ledger blade is not 

to be en~ouraged, as it is necessary to grind off the feather edge 

before the paper may be cut, and after the blade is honed another 

edge will be turned which also must be cut off. By doing this 
the blade is worn out faster than is necessary. While any uneven
ness in the revolver is seldom found, it should be tested occasion

ally with the straight edge, and also at either end with calipers to 

see that both ends wear alike. Apply the straight edge to the 

ledger blade both before and after grinding. 
When the shear is properlyopei·ated, the ledger blade is not often 

found to be uneven, .unless it contains imperfections which allow 
it to wear faster at some points than others, but if it is found to 

· be uneven before grinding it must· be evened first. If ,the ends 
are higher than the middle_they will bear more heavily against the 

rest, and adjustment in that position "!ill eventually destroy the 

alignment of all the parts. When for this reason it is necessary 

to grind down the blade the end screws only are used to bring the 
blade in contact with the revol'7er; while if on the other hand it 

is high in the middle, only the middle screw is drawn down. The 
harder the two blades a1·e drawn together the more will be ground • 

off, but the work must be done slowly to prevent unduly heating 
the blades. 

When grinding, the revolver, ledger blade, and r~st must 

always be kept pCllf'allel, with the rest centered as nearly as possible 
under the revolver. This may be tested by placing a try-square 
against the mark found at the inner end of the empty revolver-box, 

and bringing against· it the end of the straight edge placed on the 

ledger blade. If they meet squarely, the adj~stment is correct. 
When setting up a new slieCllf' Olf lfeplaoing refitted blades, 

first put on the shear the blade frame which carries the blade, and 
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insert the center stay bolt, but turn this in only part way. Then 
adjust the cutting edge of the blade parallel to the rest, with both 
ends equally high, and screw down the stay~bolts moderately tight. 
Now replace the revolver and adjust the blades to it equally by 
means of the top row of screws, at the same time tightening the 
lower row of screws until they touch the bed. This done, carry 
out the grinding process as previously explained. 

A simple way of testing the adjustment of the ledger blade 
. to the rest, is by setting the ledger about 1

1rinch from the rest and 
balancing a penny on each end, \~hen by sighting across, the pit~h 
of the pennies will indicate what change if any is needed. After 
adjusting for height, test for distance by using as a gauge the blade 
of a pocket knife, or some similarly tapering instrument, to insert 
and slide across between the rest and the ledger blade. Any vari
ation will be shown by the varying amount of binding. Some
times a smooth wooden wedge is used for the same purpose when, 
by marking it at the first point, any variation is indicated by the 
different depths to 11hich it may be inserted. Adjust the blade to 
the rest by moving the carriage in whatever direction required. 

Another successful nietl1 od of grinding is as follows: After 
proper preparation as previously described, draw up the revolver 
one-quarter turn , instead of setting the ledger blade to the revolver 
as in the former method. Apply the emery in the same manner 
as before and run a few minutes, then let the revolver down one
quarter turn, applying more emery as required, and run in this 
position for about hal.f an hour. Then lower the revolver ano~her 
quarter turn and, after running in this position for about fifteen 
minutes, test the blades with a strip of ne,rspaper. If the news
paper js cut clean all across, continue grinding, using flour of 
emery and oil for :fifteen minutes and then finish by runni11g with 
oil alone for half an hour. Now hone the ledger blade, clean the 
machine, and otherwise make it ready for operation in the usual 
manner. 

As the ledger blade wears down to the thicker portion, the 
bevel at the grinding point becomes larger, bringing too much 
surface of the blades in contact, and consequently the blades run 
harder and tend to make more noise. This may be remedied as 
follows: \Vhen getting ready to grind, after observing the usual 
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precautions as to adjustment, replace the revolver in ~he boxes and 

fasten down the caps. Then loosen the top row of screws abon t · · 

half a turn and let the revolver down one full turn on the top 

screw, or if the bevel is excessively large a turn and a half is not 

too much. This being done test the blades with a piece of tissne 

paper to fi nd how hard they bear against each other. A.s 

the paper should pass between them easily, by holding it 

in one band and turning the revolver with the other, the 

evenness of adjustment at all points may be determined and 

regulated accordingly. vVhen adjusted correctly, grind as 

before, using Ko. 120 emery, or coarser if the amount of 

bevel requires it; dra\ring the blades together gradually 

in q:_':!er to avoid the heati.ng cansed by overcrowding. 

By careful observation it will be noticed that the cutting 

edge of the ledger, which at first is some distance .from the 

reYolver, comes closer at each dra\\·ing of the blades, until 

when the heel is sufficiently ground off, the t" o blades 

eome mmost in contact. At this point, on removing the re

volver, the back of the ledger blade will appear as at Fig. 

46. He<lncing the amount of bevel relieves the blades 

from excessive ·contact, allowing them to .run more easily 

and with less noise. 
The revolver, when replaced is dra)vn to within one

quarter turn of its former position and the blades are 

sharpened in the usual manner. After repeated griuding, Fig, 46. 

· · howeYe1·, the ledger blade wears down to such an extent LedgC'r 
Blade. 

that it becomes necessary to grind it down on the front. 

The reason for this is that all the b1ades of the shear, the ledger 

blade as well as the knives of the revolver, are only partially steel, 

tho rema~nder being a reinforcement of iron. On the ledger 

blade this iron, which is in front, is . easily distinguished by the 

different appearance, as the· steel, which extends about one-half 

inch from the edge, shows brighter than the remainder, which is 

iron. It will also be noticed that the front of the ledger has a 

very long bevel. This serves two purpo$es, one of which is to 

expose the steel so that the iron will not come in contact with the 

knives of the revolver, and the other is to allow a free passage 0£ 

the cloth between the blade and the rest. 
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Shear Grinder. When the steel face becomes so worn down 

as to expose the iron, the shear will not cut and it becomes neces

sary to "face" the blade. The machine illustrated at Fig. 47 is 

used for this purpose. This machine is p~ovided with a cast-iron 

cylinder which is ground .to a uniform diameter, and .is .fitted with 

rests to hold the ledger with its frame, and the revolver. The 

ledger frame i_s placed in the top rests which are shown in the 

illustration as having hand-wheels attached, and the revolver is 

·placed in the front rests which are similarly shown. The blade 

is so adjusted on the machine as to have the cylinder strike it far 

enough back of the old bevel to expose sufficient steel on comple

tion of the grinding. The blade i:nust be brought in contact with 

the cylinder evenly, and the grinding continued gradually until 

the edge is reached, using No. 120 emery mixed with good oil. If 
the bevel at the cutting part is too large it may be reduced in this 

operation by striking in a little deeper _at the beginning and con

tinuing the g rinding a little longer. In this way the bevel in 

front is retained sufficiently large to allow the free passage of the 

cloth. A material saving may be effected in large establishments 

with one of these machines, by having on hand an extra set of 

blades with which to replace a.ny needing attention, thus keeping 

the machines in constant operation. 

The 1·evolver knives being reinforced with iron similarly to 

the ledger blades, will also wear down so as to require attention. 

This occurs at the short bevel on the back of the knife, and is 

remedied by the operation of "backing off", when the revolver is 

placed in a lathe and sufficient iron removed to insure good cutting 

qualities. As this process is a slow and tedious one, it i~ usually 

. done more cheaply as well as better by the machine builders. 

When the desired amount of iron is removed the revolver is 

ground evenly on the grinder; and then both revolver and ledger 

blade, after being . properly adjusted on the shear, are groun_d in 

the regular manner .. 

The ledger blade must be set carefully in combination with 

the rest or bad shearing is sure to result. The cutting edge of the 

blade should be just ba_rely visible when the machine is in opera

tion, therefore the thickness of the goods governs the height to 
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which the blade must be set. If the blade is set too high, it is 

liable to nip the cloth; and if too low, to scrape it. 

Sometimes after grinding the blades will rattle, and in such 

case either t1ie 'ledger may be slackened a trifle at the ends,. or the 

bevel may be honed a little at the ends, as a preventive. If the 

blades fail to c~t at the ends, the remedy js to draw up on the 

conical screw found at the end just underneath the revolver 

journal boxes. · 

Adjusting. After a shear is ground properly it should run 

easily, and almost noiselessly, because, as the blades are sharp, it is 

-·- ..... ~ 
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Flg. :l.7. P ar!rn & Woolson Stear Grinder. 

not necessary to draw them together tightly, and thus cre~te fric

tion. Some shears, however, will always make a certain amount 

of noise even through the friction between the blades is reduced to 

a minimum. This is due to the knives of the revolver increasing 

the volume of noise by exert_ing a fan-l~ke action on the air, and 

is always more noticeable in connection with revolvers ·fitted w~th 

a small number of knives. As the different makes of revolvers 

vary little in diameter, it is appare_nt that when_ tpe knives are few 

in n~mber they will be farther apart and a greater fan-like action 

will result. 
Skipping, i.e., leaving the nap uncut in spots, is a fault oc

casionally met with in the opei·ation of the shear immediately after 
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grinding. The usual cause is that the blades have· not settled into 

their proper place after honing and cleaning, and the fault would 

soon remedy itself if it were not for the nap getting between the 

blades and spreading them. Sometimes it is caused by overcrowd

ing the blades in startillg up, thus spreading tbern too far apart. 

The best remedy is to ease up a little on the "heel" of the ledger 

blade; the heel being the back edge of the bevel caused by grinding. 

By moving the revolver forward and upward it is taken out of con

tact with the blade at the heel, and caused to bind a li ttle more at 

the cutting edge. This improves the cutting qualities without 

causing the revolver to run any harder. Adjust tl1e revolver in 

the required position by draw!ng up one-quarter turn on the ad

justing screws, which pass through lugs in the frame into the 

revolver journal boxes, after first loosening the joul'n~l binding 

screws. After adjustment, reset these screws, and on starting up 

the shear the skipping will be found to have been corrected. 

Sometimes skipping is corrected by drawing the blades together, 

but it is not advisable to do this be.fore it is made necessary by 

the wearing of the blades. Some shearers contend that the blades 

will not cut clear unless closely drawn together, but with the one 

exception of shearing mixed goods it is not so. I t is, on the con

trary, a <lisad vantage, because the revolver runs rn~1ch hal'der, and 

grinding is required more frequently. 1£ 'drawing together is 

deemed advisable it should be done evenly all the way across, not 

only at the point where the skipping occurs, as is ·done in some 

mills. Blades so treated soon become unevenly worn, because of 

the uneven setting, and require the expenditure of much time and 

labor, as well as much "blade'' to rectify the trouble. 

Care of Shear. To obtain the best results from the shear, 

some system of attention inust be followed out, and the system 

here presented has been proven a good one. The first time 

the blades require attention remove the revolver and bone the 

ledger blade. The next time, strop the revolver with oil for about 

ten minutes. The revolver is of course run in the opposite direc

tion during this operation and is kept fro1n contact'with the ledger 

by inserting a piece 0£ thick strawboard under e'acb journal box. 

Dy alternating in this mallner and drawing the blades together 

only slightly as reqnired, the shear may be kept running continu-
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ously for eighteen months in the· best condition, Another good 
system to follow is to hone the ledger blade once in two weeks, and 
strop the revolver once a month. This treatment also should keep 
the shear in good running order for froni twelve to eighteen months. 

SpreaiUng of tlie blctdes is often caused by overcrowding, i .e., 
by trying to shear off too much nap on the first run. vVhen this 
happens all that can be done is to draw the blades together again, 
bnt the trouble is that much more dravving together is required 
than would otherwise be necessary. A seam coming up unno
ticed will, beside becoming cut itself, spread the blades. They are 
sometimes injured by this cause to such extent as to require 
grinding. This never happens when the shear tender is wide 
awake, and giving the necessary a.m?unt of attention to his work. 

Defective Work. When, during the shearing process, it is 
found that the edges ot the cloth are not being sheared as closely 
as the middle, the condition of the blades shou1d first be ascer
tained. If the blades are found. to be in good condition, the 
trouble is probably caused by flocks gathering in back of the sec
tions of the list. motion. The remedy is to clean and lubricate 
the latter. as described previously. vVith so}id or .plain r~st shears, 
the only place to look for fan 1 t is in the blades. Poor shearing in 
the mid<lle with good work at the ends is usually caused by the 
take-up friction being set too tightly. This being the case, the 
take-up roll teuds to draw or take up more cloth than is fed in by 
the delivery roll, because with a tight friction the surface speed of 
the take-up roll exceeds that of the delivery roll. Should it not 
be possible to adjnst the frictjon correctly, it should be taken 
apart and .cleaned thoroughly, especially the leather disk which 
fits between the two plates. This should be rubbed \vell with 
gasoline, which will clean off -the dirt and grease. On reassem
bling the device the trouble will be found to have ceased. 

Oiling. With reference to oiling there is a great variety of 
opinions, as to the kind of oil to be used, qna,ntity, and method of 
application. The blades are oiled by means of a S\Nab of felt or 
leather, which is saturated with oil to the desired extent. This 
swab, which is four _ or five inches wide, is attached to a wooden 
roll resting in lugs attached at the side of the revolver boxes, anq 
covers the top of the revel ver. The oil passes fro1n the swab to 
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the revolver, which in turn conveys it to the ledger blade. If too 

much oil is applied to the s'vab it is carried along and runs to 

waste down the front of the ledger blade. The spaces between the 

knives of the revolver gradually become filled with flocks, which 

are first collected by the surplus of oil, but' as they increase in 

quantity they absorb the oil and Se'l'Ve as a 1reservoir. For this 

reason it is well to allow tlie flocks to re1nain as they collect. 

Another reason is that in the event of any part of the blade 

becoming heated because of excessive friction, the oil will immedi

ately run to such part, thus lessening the friction. 

It should not be necessary to apply oil to the swab more than 

twice a day, because the fact of the blades running so hard as to 

require more oil is sufficient evidence that they are dull, and 

require grinding. One exception to the foregoing statement is 

in the case of shearing cloth composed of mixed cotton and wool 

yarn. The more cotton . the cloth contains the harder it is to shear, 

because cotton fibre is not cut as easily as wool. This does not 

apply to goods which contain all cotton yarn, as no difficulty will 

be experienced with these; but with mixed goods it is sometimes 

necessary to oil for every piece. The oil should never be applied 

in sufficient quantities as to run down the frant of the ledger blade. 

The quality of tlte oil inust also be considered. It should 

have good body, and be free from the tendency to gnm. Some of 

the different oils used are castor oil, double refined lard oil, sperm 

oil and neatsfoot oil. The chief advantage of castor oil is the 

body, and in the winter this becomes a disadvantage. In winter 

white sperm oil is the best if pure, but unfortunately it may seldom 

be obtained, and then is usually too expensive. Pure lard oil may 

be easily obtained, but it has not sufficient body to recommend its 

use, especially on fine goods. N eatsfoot oil, even if not double 

refined, has all th.e essential qualities for a good shear oil, being of 

good body and having been proved by experience to be free from 

tendency to gum. Five gallons of this oil should be sufficient to 

supply one shear for a year. If more is used it is wasted or the 

shear is not kept in good condition. 

Oil streaks in the cloth result from various causes, but one of 

·the most prolific is the gathering upon the ledger blade of the 

flocks, which are held there by an excess of oil. As the coating 

• 
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of flocks on the blade becomes thicker they come in contact with 

the cloth, which becomes streaked with oil at the point of contact. 

For this reas~n the ledger blade should be kept cle~n. The 

reverse holds good with regard to the revolver, for the flocks gath

ered there retain the oil and prevent its reaching the ledger jn 

sufficient quantities to cause trouble. . As a proof of this, H has 

been found by investigation . that in mills where the tronble 

occurred to the greatest extent it was the custom to clean thor

oughly every part of the shear once a week. 
Brushes. The setting of tlie brusl1es governs to a great 

eitent the operation of the blades, and incidentally the quality of 

the work produced. The raising brush especially should be con

sidered. On the first run it should be so set off from the cloth as 

to just lightly raise the nap, thus preventing the overcrowding of 

the blades. As the goods are sheared down, the brush is set up a 

little closer, until when the last notch is turned down on the blades, 

the brush is set to bring up the last fibres . It makes a great differ

ence in the appearance of the cloth whether or not this is done, espe

cially on faca goods. When the cloth is being sheared more 

closely on one edge tha.n on the other and the blades are found to 

be in good condition, it will be found on t~s·ting that the rais_ing 

brnsh is bearing unevenly. To test this, slip off the driving belt 

of the brush, turn the brush by hand a few_ revolutions, and then 

start up the cloth a few inches ahead of the mark left by turning 

the brush. Any irregularity of setting will then become apparent 

by the nap. Unevenness of the brush itself ·will cause the same 

trouble, and the only remedy is to have it evened up. 

The back brush should not be set on too hard or it will take 

off more than is intended. This brush is tor the purpose of 

removing flocks and flyings which may have gathered on the 

back of the goods, and which if allowed to remain would cause 

holes to be cut in the cloth when passing over the rest. For this 

reason the back brush should be set to bear lightly. Too close 

setting will cause the brush to remove other fibres which are not 

as solid on the back as on the face, thus quickly filling the flock 

pan. Unless this is kept cleaned out the brush ~HI carry the 

flocks around and back onto the cloth, resulting in flock holes 

when the cloth reaches the rest. Greasy flocks dropping on the 
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brushes often cause bad streaks, and should be avoided. During 

the grinding the brushes should be well protected from the flying . 
oil and emery. All the brushes should be turned end for end at 
least once in two months to insure even wearing, and they should 
be thoroughly cleaned at least once a ·week. 

Rubber Rest Shear. The latest and most improved type of 
shearing machine is the rubber rest shear, as illustrated in Fig. 4 . 

As may be easily noticed it does not di.ffer radically from the ordi 
nary type in the running parts other than in the cutting arrange
ments. Fig. 49 shows the manner of operating the cn tting part 
by means of a lever, including the frame in which the revolver box 

is set. The journal box consists of one piece, which is slipped over 
the revolver shaft, and held in its place in the frame by means of 
the· cap or_i top. A sectional .view of the cutting arrangement is 
given in Fig. 50, showing clearly the way in which the revolver 
comes in contact with the ledger blade. The tube A, as shown, is 
laid in the groove of the rest and held firmly in place by the apron 

0, tracing cloth being the best fabric for this purpose. The broken 
line B, shov\·s the threading of the cloth to be sheared. 

Cutting Mechanism. On· the examination of the cutting ar

rangement it will be found to djffer materially from what has 
already been described. The principles remain the same, but there 
is quite a departure in the me.thod of application, requiring a con
sequent amount of study. One of the differences which £rst be
comes apparent is the relative position of the blades. The knives 
of the revolver on the ordinary shear come in contact with the 

ledger blade at an angle of about 45°, b~1t on the rubber rest shear 
the revolver knives strike the ledger almost at 1·ir;lit anqles, thus 
bringing the revolver on top of the goods. This is made necessary 
by the use of the rubber tube, because with the blades in the same 
position as in the ordinary shear it would be found impossible to 
set them in close enough to do any shearing. 

There is a great deal of difference between the plain rest and 
the list-saving rest on ordinary shears as to close shearing; the 
goods being cleared o'nt more readily on a plain rest. The reason 

is that the plain res~ being sharper, opens the twill better, and the 
fibres between the twills stand out straight arid are easily sheared 
off. On the list-saving rest, which is no.t so sharp, the twill is not 
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opened out to the same extent and many fibres are held down, 

making it necessary to let the blades down lower, and give more 

runs to produce equal results. This san.rn difference is found on 

the rubber rest shear to a more ·marked degree, requiring the 

blades to be let down to a point much lower than would be deemed 

advisable on an ordinary shear. .. 

Another noticeable difference between the cutting arrange

ment of the rubber rest shear and that of the ordinary shear is in 

the number of knives comprising the revolver. The ordinary 

revolver contains from twenty to twenty-six knives, while the re. 
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volver used in connection with the rubber rest has but eight knives. 

The latter, however, is i:un at a speed of 1,400 revolutions per min . . 

ute, as compared with a speed of .from 800 to 900 revolutions per 

minute on the ordinary revolver. \Vhile in some places this type 
of shear has been condemned because of producing an excessive 

amount of ~amaged work, it will be found on investigation that 
such trouble has been due to incorrect handling. On close finished 

goods for men's wear, especially worsteds, its value becomes readily 

apparent, and for ladies' dress goods it is beyon_d question the most 
efficient machine. 

Da1nage 1nay result from one or more of several sources, but 

is usually du~ to incorrect setting of the blades, faulty working of 
the friction take-up, or a combination of the two. If ·the blades 

are correctly set an~ the other parts as they should be, damage is 
the result of gross carelessness in operation. 

Adjustment. The arrangement for raising the blades, by 

means of a lever on either s·ide, may cause trouble to the shearer 

at first, but con,tinued use will remove this. The carriage can be 
adjusted in any direction by means .of screws at either side. The 

rest also may be tipped to suit requirements, but it is well to 

change this only when absolutely nec~ssary. The blades coming 
down on the goods instead of partially sideways makes ·the danger 

from the revolver striking the goods much greater, and the dam

age resulting would be greater than on an ordinary shear. Many fin

ishers set the blades so that when the last notches are turned down 

there is a slight tremble or jar to the cloth, caused by the revolver 

striking it. This practice is to be discouraged, however, as it is 
inadvisable to have the revolver come in contact with the goods. 

This is especially true in the case of a rubber rest shear, such 

setting being almost certain to result in damage, for which the 
blame is ofteh laid to the tube. The edge of the ledger blade 

should be set to the cen~er line which is marked on the journal 

box frame at each end, and be kept as near that line as possible. 

Occasional honing will wear the edge back, but the distance should 
not be allowed to exceed 3)- of an inch. The revolver is arr·anged so 
that it may be raised out of the way to facilitate handling the ledger. 

To set the ·revolve1· turn down the notches until it comes 

in contact with the tube, and by means of the adjusting screws 
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. set it directly above the center of the tube. If the revolver is set 
too far forward, with the ledger in its proper place, any bunches 
or knots which come up do not have sufficient time to become 
buried in the tube, and are consequently gouged ont, lea~ing holes. 
Holes are also caused by the formation of small blisters, which are 
cut in the same·manner. On the other hand, if the blade is set so 
as to be back of the center or highest point of the tube damage is 
sure to result, whether or not there are slugs and bunches in the 
goods. The best results in every way are obtaiued by adjusting 

• 
Fig. 49. Opera.Ling Lever. 

the ledger to the cen ter line of the .revolver, then drawing the 
revolver slightly away from the heel of the blade, and setting the 
carriage so as to have the cutting done at the highest point of the 
tube. Keeping the take.up friction clean and properly adjusted 
will obviate any difficulty arising from that source. 

Tension. Incorrect adjustment of the tension is almost as 
prolific a source of trouble, in connection with rubber rest shears, 
~s incorrect blade setting, and a little experimenting is usually 
necessary before one unaccustomed to the use of these shears may 
obtain the best results. The goods must be run with rather more 
tension than the moderate amount found to do the best work on 
an ordinary shear. This is necessary in orde1• that the knots and 
bunches may be buried in the tube, to protect them from b~ing 
gouged out. vVhen the tension is insufficient these knots do not 
become buried deep enongh, and therefore the rubber rest is not 
allowed to accomplish the purpose for which it is designed. An 
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excessive ~mount of tension, however, is equally to be avoided, 

because under such conditions the tube is flattened so that the 

sides· stand higher than the middle, and if for any reason the list 

motion acts too slowly, both the tube and apron may be cut. The 

thinner and smoother the goods, the more care is necessary in 

shearing them, and the more trouble may be expected. 

Care of Rubber Tube. The tracing cloth apron which retains 

the tube in place is another sonrce of frequent trouble. The con

/ 
/ 

I 

Ji'ig. 50. 

0 
Rubber Rest. 

stant friction of the goods on this apron 
causes it to become worn to such an ex

tent that tbe tube breaks through it, 

unless the wearing point is changed fre

q nently. vVhen it does break tb rough 
the result is either a cut or a closely 

sheared streak, which is almost as bad. 

Thin goods are usually cut, but nien's 

wear goods being heavier only become 
sheared c1osel y. To p reven t such 

trouble occu rr ing n10ve the tracing 

cloth apron about~ inch as often as a 

new 'Nearing s;irface becomes necessary. 

:Moving for each two pieces is often 

enough fol' average work, but on hard firmly vvoven goods with a 

prononnced tvi·ill it is necessary to move it more frequently. In 

extreme cases it is necessary to move jt as often as twi~e for the 

same piece. 
The apron should be put on squarely, and drawn evenly, so as • 

to compress the _tube equally the whole length. If it is a little 

loose at one side, the tube expands,-causi ng that edge of the ~loth 

to be sheared n1ore c1osely than the other. As the groove which 

holds the tube is made of metal it is essential that the tube should 

be an exact ·fit, otherwise it will become displaced whenever the 

apron is moved. One end of it might be at the front side of the 

groove and the other end at the rear side, making it necessary to 

test the setting with paper after each change of the apron. In 

case of absolute necessity a small tube may be used temporarily 

by the following means: After removing the apron apply a little 

good glue along the rear side of the groove, replace the tube and 
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press it against the rear side of the groove. Then let the blades 

down so · as to press lightly upon it and allow to set over night. 

When the apron is replaced good service may be obtained for some 

time, but a tube so set is not to be relied upon. 

A large tu be is even worse than a small one because it has to 

be comp:essed into the groove, thns minimizing the cushion-like 

action which is the reason for its use. Unevenness in tlw tnbe is 

corrected by various devices in .the different makes of lnachines. 

On oue make the tube is compressed by decreasing the width of 

the groove, while on another style the same effect is obtained by 

means 0£ screws in the bottom of the rest. The greatest amonn t 

of trouble found in connection with the ~ube is caused by oil get

ting on the ends, and tending to disintegrate aud destroy the elas

ticity of the rubber. For this reason oil should never be used on 

the list-motion in connection ·with a rubber rest shear; graphite 

serving the purpose n1uch better. 

Oil is al so communicated to the tube by dripping from the 

journal-boxes on to th~ list-motion, and therefore the journal-boxes 

should be wiped off frequently. When a tube does become injured 

by contact with oil it should be :r:eplaced. To do this loosen the 

apron, draw out the old tube and insert the new one, taking care 

the groove is free from dust and flocks. Old tubes may be used 

again by removing the damaged portions and butting two of them 

together with glue; when they will give results equal to a new tube. 

Grinding. Rubber rest shears are ground in a different way 

than ordinary shears. The construction of the cutting parts is 

such that instead 0£ dra.wing up the ledger to the revolver, the 

revolver is let down to the ledger. Two screws are set in each 

journal box for this purpose, one on top, and one at the bottom, by 

the use 0£ which the journal boxes are either raised or lowered. 

Raise the revolver out of the way by prying up the journal box;es 

and placing blocks under them, after first removing the box caps. 

The screw in the bottom of the frame upon which the journal box 

rests should not be disturbed. When the revolver is raised, clean 

it thoroughly and adjust the ledger blade to the center line. Then 

let the revolver dow·n and proceed to grind, using all due precau

tions to protect the other parts of .the machine from the emery and 

oil mixture. Use No. 120 .emery at first, then flonr of emery and 
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finally pure oil. Let the revolver down gradually by withdrawjng 

the bottom adjusting screw and following with the top one. Grind 

to an edge and hone as jn other types of shears. 

The .arrangement of the cutting parts requires that the ledger 

should have a long thin bevel, and for this reason the progress of 

the grinding must be closely watched to prevent too much being 

ground away. Because of this thinn.ess of blade, the time required 

for grinding is comparatively short, but the application of oil alone 

should be lengthened so as to make it very smooth; and honing 

should take the place of grinding to the greatest possible extent. 

After grinding set the ledger again and adjust the revolver to it. 

The revolver is eased away from the heel of the ledger by drawing 

forward very slightly the frame which carries the journal boxes. 

To reduce an excessive amount of noise from the blades after 

grinding, loosen each end screw by which the ledger blade fa at~ 

tached to the bed and insert a strip of thick paper between the 

blade and bed. 

If the foregoing precautions are· carefully observed no trouble 

should be experienced from the rubber rest shear. On the con

trary the quality, and on some goods the quantity, of the work 

done will probably exceed that of an ordinary shear. 

A certain amount of study and attention ·must be devoted to 

the method of operation by anyone not acquainted ·with the peculiar 

construction of this type of machine, if the highest quality of work 

is desired. The machine should be kept scrupulously clean with 

the one exception of the revolver, which should be allowed to re

tain the· flocks for reasons fully explained in the description of 

ordinary shears. 

STEAM BRUSHING, DEWING OR DAMPENING. 

When the goods have been properly sheared, they are sub

jected to a steam brusliing. On face goods this process should not 

be omitted on any consideration, as it leaves the goods in much 

better condition for the next process. The ordinary brushing 

machine with steaming attachment is used for 'this purpose, and 

the treatment varies with the goods t~ be operated upon. vVhile 

it is in all cases desirable to subject goods to the brushing ·and 
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especially the steam brushing process, it is in many places given 

but scant consideration. 
Brushing, at any time, is of decided advantage to the goods, 

and while it may be deemed advisable to do away with some of it 

on close finished goods, this should never be attempted on face 

goods. - There is no p~ocess so simple as the brushing, and thQ 

effect upon the goods is so· beneficial that it is a ease of mistaken 
·economy to curtail its use. On close finished fabrics, one r un with 

F ig. B. Birch's Dewing Ma,chine. 

or without steam will usually answer the purpose; but on face 

goods at least three or four runs with steam ought to be given. 
The latest machines used to prepare goods at this and other 

stages are the dewing or dampening machines. 
Dewing M~chlne.s. _In finishi,ng woolen goods, they are 

often subjected to a steaming process while in the dry state. The 

object of this is to impart a certain amount of moisture. In 

many cases it would be better to have the moisture supplied in 

the form of a fine spray of water, as the ~eat of the steam coun

teracts to some degree the beneficial _effects of the moisture. For 

this reason dewing machines, w~ich supply the moisture as a fine 
spray, dew-like in effect, are coming into use more every year. 

One of the particular uses for these is to dampen the cloth before 
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pressing, as only by such treatment can the best results be secured; 
therefore, the chief requirement of such. machines is that the 
moisture be distributed uniformly. In some mills the goods are 

sponged so ·that they may .be sent at once to the cutters; and a 
dewing machine is found to be·of special -benefit for this pt~rpose. 
This process removes the press finish and causes ·the goods to take 
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the natural shrinkage which always occurs when the tension fro1n 

pressing, winding, etc., is relieved. 

Operation. }!"'jg. B represents a type of dewing machine 

built by Birch Bros., which has extens ive use. The method of 

operation is shown clearly in the cnt. Another and somewhat 

latel' type, that of G. \V. Voelker, is illustrate.d iu Fig. 0, a sec-

Fig. D. Encl View of Fig. C. 

tion drawing being give~ at Fig. D. In this machine the water is 

forced through a pipe, which has a narrow slot in it, on to a rapidly 

revolving cylinder, the latter being covered :vvith a fillet composed 

of a rubber foundation with long bronze wire teeth. The water 

adheres to the teeth as the cylinder revolves until they-come in 

contact with a stationary wire corn b, fixed on · an iron rod, which 

lies parallel to the cylinder. When the cylinder wires come in 
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contact with ·· the comb they are caused to vibrate, thus throwing 
off the water in a finely divided state, Thi·s action is facilitated 
by the air current which is constantly thrown o_utward by the 
revolving wires, resulting in a very fine mist. There is no possi
ble chance for drops to get upon the ~1oth and therefore the da_rnp
ening is uniform. After dampening, the cloth is wound tightly 
on wooden· rolls to allow the moisture to penetrate thoroughly. 

( 

/ 
' .. 

/ 
• fi ·, 

Fig, E. Stiner's Dewing Machine .. 

Another type 0£ dewing machine, known as Stiner's patent, 
is sh~wn_ at Fig. E. The sprinkler arrangement on . this inachine 
consists of a brass pipe fitted with a number of small valves, or 
jets, each of which carries a screw cap with ,a; small · perforation. 

Should one of these . jets bec?me clogged ·ar any time it may_ be 
-remove~ and cleaned independently of the others. · As the water 
which is used in the machines is all filtered, there is little chance 

of the jets becoming clogged a~ any time. 
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Tlie filte1· which is attached to the machine, is fitted with a 
wire brush so arranged that when any sediment collects on the 
filter screen, the brush may be pnshed against the screen, tvvisted 
around a few times, causing the sediment to drop into a drip pipe 
and pass out into the sewer. On· the regular size machine the 
sprinkler attachment has thirty-one jets. Directly under these · 
jets are two deflectors or plates, one a stationary plate of sheet 
iron, the other a movable plate of brass. Each plate is perforated 
with thirty-one one-inch boles which come directly under the jets. 
When the machine is stopped, the streams from the jets pass down 
through the holes into the drip pan and thence to the se-w~r. The 
movable brass plate is so connected to the shipper that when the 
machine is started it slides over the iron plate far enough to cover 
the boles, and the streams of water striking i.t are broken up into 
fine spray. 

Each machine is fitted with a water valve pressure regulator, 
by mealls of which the amount of dampness is controlled and any 
degree of dampness may be oLtained. A pressure of at least fifty 
pounds is required for the successful operation of this machine. 
In mills ·where the pressure is not so high, a small rotary pump 
n;ay be fitted· to increase it. 

'Yhcn the goods have been brushed, they are given one run 
over either of these lat~er machines, regulating the moisture to 
suit the roquireme11ts. In· such cases, the steam at the brusbi~g 
shoul<l be omitted. 

PRESSING. 

The goods are now subjected to. the operation of pressing. 
While some contend that pressing is the ·least important of the fin
ishing operations, it cannot be denied tha.t it is a very essential proc
ess in producing the fine appearance of a perfectly finished fabric. 
Of course various notions prevail, and in recent years the pressing 
has b~en regulated, to a great ex.tent, by the ."·bi ms of the bnyer 
and commission merchant. There is also a difference of opinion 
among finishers, with n~ference to the methods to be used for 
different fabrics. Some maintain that finer grades of goods, espe
cially face goods, cannot be properly pressed other than in the old. 
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fashioned way of using papers. While this is not the case, the prac

tice is still used in some places and a description is necessary. 

Paper Pressing. Fo~ the purpose of paper pressing, large 

sheets of a specially :finished cardboard, known as press paper, are 

---
Fig. 51. Hydraulic Press. 

used. Th~ goods if wide are doubled, 

the two selvedges being brought to

gether, and then folded nicely, when the 

. papers may be inserted. One man can 

do this work alone, bnt it can be done 

rn uch more economically by tvvo men 

working together. The piece is laid face 

up on a long table, and as .one man 

doubles it the other draws it along and 

folds i t. It is then taken to another 

table upon which is laid a small pile of 

the papers, and at one end of which two 

boards are :fitted at right angles to form 
a box corner about ten inches high. This 

box serves as a guide in building up the 

piece which is papered as follows: A 

sh ee~ of paper is lai.d in the corner with 

the pile of papers next to it, and the 
folded piece, with number end and list 

to\vard the operator, is placed next to t_he pile of papers and slides 
over it into the box. The end is then laid upon the sheet of press 

paper, a second sheet being inserted in the fold, and a third laid on 

top. A fourth sheet is inserted in the fold, and the .. edge brought 

up even with the edge of the second sheet, when the cloth, together 

with a sheet from the pile, is folded over into the box. A fifth 

sheet is inserted in the fold thus brought on top, and a sixth is 

·laid on top, the cloth being again folded over. This operation is 

continued until the piece is all papered, care being taken that it 

is folded so as to malte a straight, even pile. It will be noticed 

that the cloth does not come in contact with i~self either on face 
or back, the paper being between every two thicknesses. 

\Vhen _a. number of pieces sufficient to fill the press have been 

thus papered, they are placed in the press in the following manner: 

Two iron plates which have been heated are placed in the press, 
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then a sheet of cardboard, and the piece of cloth with another sheet 
of cardboard on top. The press is filled in this way, the heated 
plates, cardboard, cloth, and cardboard being placed in regular rota
tion, finishing with the hot plates. The press is then screwed down 
or, if hydi:aulic, pumped up to the pressure required, and allowed to 
remain over night, or for about twelve hours. Then the pieces are 
taken ont and the papers changed so as to Lav~ the portions of the 
cloth which were not pressed in the first operation come in the 
middle of the sheets. A second pressing of the same duration as 
the first is now given the pieces, after which the papers are 
removed and the fabric is ready for the next operation. With the 
double handling required, it is a good day's work for t'vo men to 
press twenty pieces. Figs. 51 and 52 represent presses used for 
paper pressing. These are built by the Boomer and Boschert 
Press Co., of Syracuse, N. Y., one being hydraulic and one power. 

Rotary Presses. In pressing cloth with a 1'otci1·y Jl?'ess it is 
subjected to heavy pressure between an iron cylinder and one or 
moi:e press beds, both the cylinder and beds beiug kept heated 
with live steam. The cylinder and beds should be made of fine 
grained cast iron, ground perfectly true 
and with a uniform thickness of shell. If 
the thickness varies, the expansion from 
the heat is unequal and the pressure will 
not be uniform. The cylinder must be 
draw-filed lengthwise to prevent the cloth 
from slipping as it revolves. .Most styles 
of press beds are planed so as to fit con
centric 'With the cylinder, and all are faced 
with · highly polished brass to allow the 
cloth easy passage under pressure. These Fig. 52. Power Press. 

brass jackets are filted very tightly over 
the edges so that llO dust, flocks, etc., can work in between them 
and the beds proper. · 

The above requirements are true of all Totary presses, but are 
met in various ways by the different builders as will be evidenced 
by the follmYi ng descriptions. 

Construction. The first style of rotary press to demand at
tention is the Old Gessner press. This style was first introduced 
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in 1878 and is still giving satisfaction, being used to some 

extent in preference to later and more improved models. Fig. 53 

is a sectional view of this machine, the course of the cloth being 

shown by the dot and dash line. The main parts are a.12-!-inch 

cylinder C, two heavy press beds M. and M:1; two brushes Zand A; 

rolling and folding attachments; pressure gauge; steam gauge, and . 

piping. The cylinder C runs in boxes on the center or main frame 

of the machine, being driven through the train of speed-reducing 

gears shown by the dotted lines z, Z, V, and R, in Fig. 53. By 

using this syste·m of gearing a comparatively small amount of 

power is required. The heavy press beds M, M1 ·are mounted on 

the upright wings w, W1
, which are pivoted at the bottom and 

connected at the top by powerful . coil springs F and F1
• These 

springs have nuts Q fitted on the front ends, with worm gear nlJts · 

Hat the opposite ends, the latter being actuated by worms on a 

worm shaft to which is fixed the hand wheel I. By turning the 

handwheel I, the wings W W1 are either drawn together or spread 

apart, thus causing the press beds to prE?sS against the cylinder or 

to be drawn away from it. The springs F F1 give sufficiently to 

relieve the crushing pressure which would otherwise be ·exerted. 

The press :beds are self adjusting on their be~·ings so as to give a 

uniform circumferential pressure, and are also provided with heavy 

truss rods B B1 with nuts on the ends and set screws d and d1 in 

the center, by adj~stment of which equal pressure is . insured all 

across the cylinder. A pressure gauge, consisting of a numbered 

dial and pointer, is actuated by turning the handwheel. 

O~eration. As various fabrics require .different degrees of 

pressure to obtain the desired effects, it is well to ·keep a memo-

. randum of the number registere.d for any particular fabric or effect, 

in order that the. same effect may be obtained subsequently :with

out experimenting. The course of the cloth through the machine, 

as indicated in the cut by the dot and dash -lines, is in detail as 

follows: From the plat~onn a.t the front of the machine it ;asses 

over the brush regulator o, around a beam to~ ,second brush regu

lator/, one side being brushed by brush Zand the other by brush A. 

The amount of contact with the brushes is regulated by the· hand

wheels L and 11 through the worms and worm ge~rs. Then from 

regulator fit passes. over the carrier roll D, around the friction 
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. Fig. 53. End View of Old Gessner Press. 
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roll K, which has a friction clamp at one end, to the stretch r~ll 
. G, where it is spread out to full width, and over the steamer to the 
press beds and cylinder. The steamer is for the .purpose of apply
ing steam to . such goods as it is considered advisable to so treat 
before pressing . . Passing betwee~ ·the press beds and cylinder the 
cloth is pressed and taken up by the draft roll J, from which it is · 
either rolled up 'or folded onto the platform below. 

Fig. 51. Woonsocket Machine Press Co. 's Miller I r ess. 

The p ressing sir:rf aces of the beds · are covered wi.th brass 
jackets and the machine should never b~ ; TUn without cloth 
between the beds and cylinder, ·b~cause the'.rB is always sufficient 
contact to wear . the jackets. · . A .leader should ahvays be kept on 
the press to prevent such happening, as· well as .to save time in 
star6ng up~ Allow the ,press to become thorough~y heated before 
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star~ing up, with the gauge registering at least 40 lbs. of steam, 
aud apply the beds very hard in operation. The best and most 
permanent results are obtained by. hard pressing with tl~e press 
heated thoroughly, and regulating the finish by means of the steam 
brush. In this way a finish may be obtained which will compare 
favorably with results produced by any other method. 

Various Types. Another type of rotary press is the one 

known as the ]}filler press, of which a front view is illustrated at 
Fig. 54. From this cut it is readily seen that the construction differs 
materially from that of t1).e Old Gessner machine. Of course the 

i 
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Fig. 55. Steam Connections of Miller Press. 
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principle of operation is the same and the pressing surfaces differ 
very little, but the beds enclose the cylinder from top and bottom, 
instead of from the sides. Instead of moving the beds np to and 
away from the cylinder, the bottom bed is :fixed and the top bed and 
cylinder are lifted. This is accomplished by means. of a large 
band,vhoel which, through the connections of.levers and cams, lifts 
first the top bed and then the cylinder. The pressure is applied 
by a system of weights and levers, and the a1nount of weight 
applied at each end is eqnalized by screwing in the lever rods. 
\Vhen the levers are unweighted, the pi·essure is about 4,000 lbs., 
and by adding weights it may be increased to 10,000 lbs., as fol 
lows: With No. 1 weight the pressure is increased to 5,400 lbs.; 
with No. 1 and No. 2, to 6,440 lbs.; with No. 1, No. 2, and No. 
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3, to 8,000 lbs.; and with No. 1, No. 2, No. 3, and N·o . . 4, to 
10,000 lbs. Fig. 55 shows th.e steam pipe connections and is self
exp_lanatory. 

An end view of the press bed is presented in Fig. 56, 
while Fig. 57 is an end view of the machine which gives a good 
idea of the travel of the cloth. The cloth, entering between the 
bottom bed and cylinder, is carried around by the cylinder under 

the top bed, from which it passes over 
the two idle rolls above the press bed, 
down under an idle roll at the back of 
the machine, and. to the cloth roll, to be 
either rolled up or folded on to the plat
form beneath. Figs. 5 and 59 show 
the manner of driving the brushes, the 

Fig. 56. End View of Press usual method being as in Fig. 58 . . On Bed. u 

certain classes of goods, where it i~ de-
sirable to have the nap lie in the qirection in which the goods are 
1noving, the brush is run as at Fig. 59. Oassimeres are sometimes 
run in this way when it is desired tha·t the nap shall have li t~le or no 
springy feel; the pieces being run in tail end first, and the nap ~aid 
in the right direction when it co1nes in contact with the cylinder. 

New Century Press. One of the latest and most improved 
types of rotary press, built by David Gessner; of vVorcester, Mass., 
and known as the New Century Press, is illustrated in Fig. 60. 
Referring to Fig. 61, the passage of the doth through the machine 
is indicated by the dotted lines. From the floor in front of the 
platform E, it passes over the Tod 1, down under the platfonn, 
being guided by the i<lle rolls 2, 3, and 4; np over the finger rod 
5, around rock shafts 6 and 11, one side being brushed between 
these two points by t~e brush 7, the other side receiving a brush
ing fro1n brush 12, after ·which it passes aronud the friction roll 
13, under roll 16 to the spreader roll 17, and o,r.er the steamer 
18, between press beds B aud B1 and ... the cylinder 0, from which 
the draft roll 20 takes it up, it then being wound into a roll or 
passed through the folder 21 to the floor. 

Operation. The contact 0£ the cloth with the brush 7 is 
regulated by changing the meshing of the teeth of the ball-handle 
arm 10, with 'the segment 9, which js cast in one piece with the 
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swing-finger arrn 9 a. To do this, disengage the teeth by lifting 
up the ball-handle arm until it is out of contact, and then reniesh 
to suit the required conditions. A spring is provided to hold the 
ball-handle arm in mesh, acting from above where it is located in 
the small housing 10, which is attached to the front upright D. 
Changing ball-handle arm 25 in the same manner regulates ~he 
contact with brush 12. The flocks from brush 7 strike against a 

Fig. 57. End View Miller Press. 

dashboard 8 and fall to the floor, "·hile those fro1n brush 12 fall 
into box 14, to be removed through a door in front. 

The amownt of friction to which the clot4 is subjected is 
regulated at two places. ·First by means of a friction clamp 15, 
gripping a small pulley on the end of the roll 13_, and secondly by 
a weighted strap 16 a (Fig. 62)~ which is mounted on an extension 
of the stretch roll bracket 17 a,_ and slipped around a small pulley 
on the end of roll 16. Pressure is applied by turning the power 
shaft k, to which is ·keyed the toggle f, thus changing from the 
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position of no pressure, ilhlStrated in Fig. 61, to the position of full 
pressure shown in Fig. 62. 

Referring again to Fig. 62, the operation of the parts. may be 
described in detail as follows. The power arm m is pivotally con
nected to the screw-threaded connecting link n, which, passing 
through the sleeve on top of the rear upright n·; is held in place by 
the collar l on one side, and on the other side by the worm wheel o, 

·which is threaded on the link. A worm Ii, meshing into the worm 
wheel o,, is keyed .o.n the worm shaft p, which carries at its end a 

Fig. 58. Brush Belting. 

small hand \rheel :;. By .turning this hand wheel when the pressure 
is let off, the screw link is taken up or let back, thus shortening or 
lengthening. the connections. IIence the amount of pressure ap
plied by turning the shaft le over into its locked ~r pressing posi-

. tion, is increased .or diminished, accor·d~ng as to whether the worm
gear o is tightened or loosened. vVhen the shaft le is turned 
backward one-half revolution, the beds J3 and B1

. are immediately 
thrown wide open, out of contact· with the cylinder as in Fig. 61, 
all pressure then being remov:ed. In ·order to equalize the back
ward tilt of the uprights D and D1, when releasing the pressure, 
they are pi vot~lly connected by arms r and 1·1 to the swing pieces 
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8 which are loosely mo~nted on pivots attached to the main 

frames A. These connections also serve to keep the uprights ip 

their positions in case it is necessary to remove the cylinder. 

Should this ever be necessary, :first disconnect the steam piping, 

then withdraw the shackle pins n', thus breaking the connection 

between the power arm rn, and the screw link n, and allowing the 

uprights to fall back until hdd by the arms rand r '. This leaves, 

after swinging the power arms 11i out of the way, an open space for 

the removal ?f the cylinder. Stops t and t' are provided to prevent 

Fig. 59. Br ush Uelting. 

arms rand r', from turning too far. The beds B and B' (Fig. Gl ) 

carry on the lower corners· at one end the· idle rolls b· and b', 
these resting upon the inclined surfaces g and g', which are cast in 

one piece with the girder G. This girder G unites the main sup

ports A; the girders F and F' serving the same purpose at the 
bottom. . · · · 

In order to facilitate the application and release of pressure, 

the power shaft le is driven through a train of compound gears on 

the outside of the frame, the smallest of which carries a hand wheel. 

The b~ds are locked in place regardless of the pressure by revolving 

the shaft until the toggles fare carried slightly below the center. 
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A sliding couplipg v, held in place by a screw button, connects the 

two sections into which screw shaft p, is cJ.i~ided. To adjust the 
pressure at one end without disturbing the other, it is only neces

sary to loosen th~ bottom and slip the coupling asi~e, when either 
section of the shaft may be turned independently, each revolution 

advancing the worm wheel o just one tooth. In this way the 

pressure is most accurately adjusted without the use of a wrench . 

Fig. 60. New Century P ress. 

When the co111>lVrig is reset ~he shaft again becomes as one 
piece, and is then subject to action at both ends simultaneously 

by use of the hand wheel. q. A dial x having numbers facing 
toward both the front and the back, registers each adjustment by 

means of an indicator y attached to the back upright D', which 

shows amount of change in pressure. The trusses fitted to the 

bed plates are of an improved type fitted with double-threaded 
screws by the adjustment of which uniform pressure is insured. 
These truss screws z and z' are double acting, one end. engaging in 
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the back of the beds, the other in the shackles j and j' which con . 
nect the truss bars w and v. ', and by tnrning the screws in the 
required direction the middle of the beds are either drawn away 
from or applied more forcibly to the cylinder. One-sided wearing 
of the brushes is avoided hy turning them end £or end in their 
bearings, or when feasible by reversing ·the direction of the dri ve. 

Steaming. While these presses are not generally fitted with 
apparatus for steaming the goods after pressing, they may be fitted 
with a steaming attachment as illustrated in Fig. 63. By this 
means the cloth may be steamed on either side as required, the 
threading for one side beii1g shown in Fig. 63, and for the other 
side as shown in the small figure at the left. Arranged as in the. 
small figure, the side which in pressing was next the beds is sub
jected to the steam, while as in .Fig. 63 the· reverse side is steamed. 
Fig. G3 also shows how the cloth is wound on wooden rolls either 
after being steamed, or direct from the press beds over roll 10. 
The back deli very roll 20 has attached 11 ext to it brackets 23 with 
inclined tra.cks upon which the wooden roll 22 is placed; the cloth 
leing wound around this as sho\Yn. 

Voelker Press. Still another press merits description, one 
which on close examination will be £on11d to have points of excep
tional value. This is the pre.ss built by G. W. Voelker, of vVoon
socket, R. I. A sectional end view is presented in Fig. 64 showing 
the threading of.the cloth through the machine. This is sufficiently 
plain as to require no detailed explanation. 

It is principally in the construction of the beds that this type 
of machine differs from those previously described. By referring 
to Fig. 65, it will' Le seen that the pressing surface of the beds js 
not plam~d concentric with the cylinder, but rather· in two inter
secting arcs of greater ra<lius. The pressing contacts are thereby 
doubled in number, the clot~ 'being pressed twice under each bed, 
or four times in passing through the machine. In Fig. 66 the 
construction of the beds is illustrated more fully. A radical 
departure has been made at this point by having the pressure from 
the trnss rod applied at the quarters instead of in the center of 
the bod as is the general practice. The t'ro sections of the rod 
are pi voted at the extreme opposite ends and passing over the bed 
plungers are connected by a turnbuckle in the center where adjust-
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ment is easily inade. \iVhen adjusted this bed is sure to maintain 
jts straightness under any conditions of pressure, and heat, and 
the cloth will be pressed uniformly the whole width. The cylin
der head is bolted in, and the fact that it is built ill" this way 
insure~ an even thickness of metal with uniform expa~sion when 
heated. 

Figs. 67 arid G8 shqw the various frames and toggle links 
employed in producing the pressure, a cam being used to st1:aighten 
out the links. One of the beds fa held rigidly stationary, and in 
applying the pressure the other bed is forced against the cylinder, 
which is not held in a bearing; this in turn being forced against 
the rigid. bed. 

Treatment. It matters not which of these presses is used 
to produce the effects desired, as the principles are the same in all, 
the ~ifferi3nce co.ming in the applic.ation. The various styles of 
fabrics require different treatment in pressing according to the 
effect desired to be produced. On cassime:fes, worsteds, f-Lnd simi
lar classes of goods, it is not desirable to have any lustre on the 
face of the cloth; therefore these goods m nst be run with the 

. . 
face next to tbe cylinder. By doing this the face will move with 
the cylinder and the back rubbing against the brass jackets of-the 
bed plates will acquire the press· glaze produced in pressing. This. 
is also necessaty vvith fancy goods where the pattern is partiatly 
composed of -raised threads which might be injured if subjected 
to the rubq~ng action against the jackets. On the other hand, if 
it is desired to develop the lustre of the fibre to its fullest extent, 
as on face goods, they a;·e run· with the face dow.n so that it will 
be subject to the rubbing against the brass jackets, and this in 
conjunction with the heat ,,~ill materially increase the lustre on 
the face of the gqods. ·When running the goods face down, care 
must be taken to have them run under the stretch roll instead of 
o,ver it as when pressing the goods face up; otherwise the nap on 
the surface will be disturbed by the stretching. 
. ~are of Press. The pressing process, consisting· only in the 
application of heat and pressure, is very simple, but there are 
many conditions governing the n1ost efficient operation of the press. 
Sometimes it happens that some small object gets on or under the 
jacket and causes streaks in the goods during tho pressing. In 
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164 WOOLEN AND 'WORSTED FINISHING 

such cases it is neeessary to remove the jacket and attend to the 

defect. 
To remove the jacket from the Old Gessner press proceed ~ts 

follows: Draw out all the screws in the bottom of the wings about 
£ inch fro1n the feet of t'he standards, so as to support the wings 
vvhen opened out and yet prevent them from opening ont too far. 
Disconnect all the brass unions to the steam piping on both beds 

Fig. 64. End View Voelker Press . 

and cylinder; remove the chain belt and the belt on the brushes; 
run the worm gears on the coil springs back until quite loose; take 
out the screws which hold the jacket; run off the nuts from the coil 
springs, after. first marking their positions so as to re_place correctly, 
and then spread the beds apart until they are between two and three 
inches apart at the bottom. Now wind a piece of cloth around the 
cylinder and roll out the jacket toward the back. The jacket now 
being remo.ved, rnay be cleaned and repaired as necessary and re-
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placed when in proper condition, care being taken that uo foreign 
material is between it and the bed, and the n1achine may be con
nected up again as before. New jackets are put in by the same 
method. 

Removing the jackets from the :.Miller press, which has a 
jacket for each bed, is made much simpler by the construction. 
Each bed has a rounded surface over which the jackets fit and are 
held in place, being held from slipping sideways by 1neans of 
screws in the middle. When these screws are removed the jackets 
may be pulled out throngh the openings after first removi ng the 
driving belts. Jackets which have become ·worn should be sent to 
the makers, who re-roll them so that the reverse side may be nsed. 

~ 

. 
Fig. 65. End View Cylinder a.nd Beds. 

On the New Century press the removal of the jack~ts is as 
simple as from the Miller press. 

\Yhen the cylinder fails to pnll the goods through evenly, 
causing them to wrinkle and pull ont of shape, it is nsua11y due 
to the surface of the cylinder becoming glazed or gnrnrny from 
the dyestuffs or other substances in the goods. This condition is 
remedied by the application of acid, which will clean and rust the 
cylinder. When the cylinder is excessively gummy, it should l>e 
washed off thoroughly with an alkaline solution before the acid is 
used. If the cylinder has become worn smooth by long continued 
use, it should" be drawfiled with a coarse bastard file before the 
application of acid. It is necessary to remove the jacket from 
the Old Gessner press before this treatment, and to protect the 
other parts of the machine from bei~g injured by the acid, old 
bagging, etc., sufficing very well for this purpose. Then if dra'N
:filing is necessary it should be done by a.n experienced mechanic, 
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the :file being drawn lengthwise of the cylinder; the file n1arks so 

produced give the roqnired roughness to the s~1rface . Drawfiling 

is not a necessary operation as a ge.neral rule, a simple rusting, or 

Fig. 66. 'l'russ Rod. 

son ring, as it is sometimes called, usually being sufficient to inake 

the cylinder do its work properly for a long time. 

Rusting or soiw£ng is accomplished by wetting the cylinder 

thoroughly, with either sulphuri.c or mnriatic acid diluted with an 

0 

0 

Fig. 67. •roggle Links. 
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equal amount of ~ater, and allowing it to remain wet for an hour. 

Two applications of acid are usually sufficient, and then the cyl

inder is washed several t ilnes with water so as to remove every 

trace of acid. Removal of the jackets is not necessary on the 
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:Miller press or New Century press when souring or draw-filing, 
but the parts of the machine should be protected as previously 
described, and muriatic acid should be used, as it does not have au 
injurious effect on the brass jackets. It frequently happens that 
the goods do not run throngh the machine as smoothly as they 
hould because of impurities contained in them; for this reason 

they should be thoroughly washed. Certain colors in piece-dyed 
goods are often the cause of imperfect work on the press, particu-

Fig. 68. 'l'ogglc Links. 

larly if there is an excess of dye grease left in them, which, \rhen 
subjected to heat, renders them sticky, and thus prevents them 
from running through readily. \iVhen care is taken that the goods 
are clean and the machine level, with cylinder and jackets in good 
order, the goods will generally run through easily and the results 
will be satisfactory in every way. 

Steaming Attachments for steaming the goods on the press 
after pressing, are used chiefly on the cheaper grades of goods, and 
are designed to produce the required finish without steam brush
ing. This of course reduces the labor cost appreciably, and the 
desire to do this has stimulated the builders to improve their ma. 
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chines in other ways as well; but the fini sh produced entirely on 

the press is always inferior. When the goods are finished entirely 

on the press, it stands to reason that the pressing cannot be as 

hard as it should be to gi ve a lasting fini sh, and the results will 

not equal those prodnced by hard pressing combined with steam_ 

brushing. The cost of finishing in this way is 0£ necessity higher, 

but the finish js so superior as to be noticeable even to one not 

fa1niliar wj th the work . In small n1ills where the pressing opera

tion does not take up all the time, the goods, by a judicious d ivi

sion of work, may be pressed and steam-brushed without any 

materi al increase in the labor cost. Stearn brushing or dewing is 

an indispensable operation when the goods are pressed by the old. 

fashioned paper pressing. 

FINAL INSPECTION. 

After steam brushing or de,,·ing, which completes the fini sh 

ing process proper, it only remains for the goods to be finally 
insp ected, m.easured, and rolled. The final inspection discloses 

the result of the previous processes, and even when the finisher is 

not required to do thi s, he should exa1nine the goods at this stage ; 

as by using good judg rnent he, more than any one else, can i;ee 

how and where any improve1nent may be inade. As thi s final 

inspection must be as thorough as possible a sufficient amount of 

time shou1d be allowed the inspector for the purpose. Any imper

fection overlooked here is sure to come np later in a claim from 

the buyer, who subjects the goods to a very r1gorous i nspection. 

If it pays the buyer to have the goo~s th_oroughly inspected to the 

extent" 0£ paying high wages, it ought to doubly pay the manu

facturer. The inspector · does not rectify ·faults, but marks them 

by inserting a st ring in the selvedge. Each string inserted rn·eans 

that, on wide goods, one-eighth of a yard is deducted from the 

length of the piece, with a corresponding reduction in price. On 

narrow goods a quarter of a yard is a1lowed for each imperfection. 

These small items add up to a costly total, and show how 

necessary it is that extreme care be used to the small points in 

fini shing ; n1ore especially as applied to the hurling and mending 

processes, . because nine-tenths of the imperfections can be t raced 
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back to neglect or inability, during thes~ processes, to make good 
the weaver~' shortcomings. 

The inspector is also required to notify the fini sher of any 
faulty work in his department, and when correction is possi
ble to send the piece back to be refinished. There is a limit to 
the number of imperfections a piece may contain~ and still sell 
for first quality, because the buyer objects to many imperfec
tions in the cloth even at a reduced price; for the imperfections 
make economical cutting difficult. While the number of allow
ances permitted to a ''first" varies, the usual D tun l>er is six; cloth 
containing a greater number being sold as" seconds.'' 

Value of Inspection. During inspection the goods must be 
handled as car~fnlly as possible, for · there is no fu rther process to 
rectify the effects of carelessness hQre. The goods must also be 
carefully compared as to shades; if more than one shade is fon nd 
to a style, it m nst be so niarked and a piece cut off for fnture 
reference. A sample should be cut off every :first piece of a style, 
to enable the inspector to compare it with all subsequent pieces of 
the same style. Where fancy goods are made, samples should also 
be giren to the shearer, or at least samples of snch as are consid
ered satisfactory, in order that the same effect may be produced. 
The sides must be compared with the middle and with each other as 
to evenness of shade and the ends should also be compared. In 
doing this the evenness of the shearing should also be noted. If 
ordered to pass some work not up to qna.lity the inspector should 
take note of the number and style of the piece so as to prove, in 
event of complaint, that he vvas not responsible. 

MEASURING, ROLLING, ANO PACKING. 

Measuring. The goods having been inspected are ready for 
measuring. This is done either on one of various styles of 
machines built for the purpose, or in the following manner: A 
table, usually :five yards long, is provided, upon which yards, hal ves 
and quarters are marked, and over this table the goods are drawn. 
The end of the cloth is drawn to the end of the table and a pin 
inserted, thns indicating the length of the table. The cloth is then 
drawn along until tbe pin is at the other end; continuiug in this 
way until the piece is all measured, including that pa.rt left on the 
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table when the last pin is drawn to the table end. Then by count

ing the pins and addi11g the amount remaining on the table the 

total length of the piece is ascertained. 

Before nieasuring, the heading, which is the unsheared part at 

the end of the piece, is cut off; also the similar part on the other 

end, leaving, hqwever, the nurn ber attached for future reference. 

\¥hen an imperfection is found near the end, the c1oth is usually 

cut off at that point to be sold as a remnant. The number of 

pieces is now recorded, together with the length and allowances, 

and a note of remnants cut, if any. A ticket is made out for each 

piece, on which is recorded the style, gross length, and length 

after deducting a1lowances. The ticket has also a place to indica_te 

the nnmber of the case into which the cloth is packed, but this 

number is not placed on until the invoice is taken. vVith a com

plete record such as this at hand, the fini sher can calcu1ate to a 

nicety how to regulate the shrinkage or other n1atters pertaining 

to the fulling, etc. The ticke_t is laid on the piece, to be fixed in 

its place after the cloth is rolled up. \Vhile the above is a rather 

prj rni ti ve rr1ethod of doing the work, n1any 1n ills still use it where 

money could be saved by the use of macqinery. 

A machine for measuring, but not doubling or rolling, is 

illustrated at Fig. 69. Its operation is so simple as to require no 

explanation. The n1achine illustrated at Fig. 70 is more useful 

because it will also double the cloth, but the one represented at 

Fig. 71 is a still later style and has the added advantage of requiring 

less fioor space. All of these machines are too simple to require 

detailed explanation. 

The rneasitring device on the machine illustrated at Fig. 71 

differs radically from the others; instead of a round dial, the indi

cator is mounted on a screw shaft which is geared into a carrier gear 

d1·i ven from the measuring drum. The fo rk which rests on top of 

the cloth is attached to the screw shaft, and when lifted into the 

position shown in the illustration the ?mall gear of the screw shaft 

n1eshes with the gear on the other small shaft, causing the indica

tor to travel along the registering rod, thus showing the number 

of yards measured. As soon as the cloth runs off the dru1n the fork 

drops into a slot in the drum and through the connections throws 

the indicator shaft out of gear instantly, and, though the 1nachine ' 
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continues to run, the indicator will not register. This is a very 

accurate method of n1easuring. 

When the goods are measured and rolled up before packing, 

a letter or ·figure is usually punched out at the end, for the pur-

pose of showing that no material is cut off after measuring. Occa

sional dishonesty amo!lg buyers, in making shortage claims, has 

led to this custom:. In some rnills silk is stitched across the end 

in addition to, or to take the place of punching. This done the 
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roll of cloth is bound with a piece of tape about four inches from 
each erid. The tape should be tied on neatly and uniforn1ly be
cause, while of no real importance, it _immediately suggests that 

care and neatness is the custom with the manufacturer. The ticket 
is now attached at the li st end of the roll near the board on which 
the c1oth is wound; taking care that the string passes through only 
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one thickness of cloth, otherwise the goods cannot be unwound and 
opened on t. 

After the goods are taped they are weighed, generally on 
a scale similar to steel-yards, the beam of which js graduated 
to pounds on one side, and ounces and tenths on the other side. 
The weight taken is £or one yard only. In order to obtain this 

Fig. 71. Windle's Doubling, Winding and Measuring Machine. 

result the weights put upon the weighing pinion are divided into 
yards so that there are weights for k, !, i, 1, 2, 3, 5, and 10 
yards. Then the gross number of yards is put upon the pinion 
and balanced on the beam. For instance, if a piece is 38~ yards 
long, three 10-yard weights are placed on the pinion, together 
with 5, 3, i, f, and g-yard weights, and when balanced on the 
beam, the exact weight per yard is shown in ounces and tenths, 
which weight is noted on the ticket. 
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Wrapping. All that remains to be done now is to roll np in 
paper and pack. Wrapping up is done by placing the roll on a 
sheet of paper of suitable size with the ticket at the right, then 
turning up the paper over _the roll, the nearest end inside, and 
placing a weight on to hold it in place. Then a sl it is cut in the 
right end of the paper through which the ticket is passed and the 
top, side, and bott01n ends are folded in smoothly; repeating at the 
opposite end. The tie-up twine is measured off by laying three 
times from the table over the piece . to the table, with an allowance 
of about a foot on the end, the length so measured being j nst suf
ficient. A knot is tied at the end of the cord, when it is passed 
around· the ro11 about six inches from the left end, a slip knot then 
being tied and drawn up tight; this same operation being done at 
the other end, the cor~ !s passed around the roll lengthwise and 
tied at the point of starting in such a manner that by pulling on 
the end, the knot is readily loosened. The pieces are then placed 
in a pile with the ticket end on top until sufficient are at hand to 
£11 a case, when the invoice is taken; the number of the case being 
marked on each ticket, and the ticket slipped under the cord, face 
down. The case is then packed, the cover nailed on securely, and 
when properly n:1arked it is ready for shipment . 

• 
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WOOLEN AND WORSTED 
FINISHING, 

PART III. 

Parts I. and II. have dealt ,.vith the principle-s of finishing, 
their object being to explain the methods and inachines generally 

used for finishing woolen and worsted cloths; but there are stan_d

ard cloths which require special treatment at various stages of the 
finishing operation. This condition is due to the variety of stock 
used in the manufacture of the goods, and to the variety of effects 

d~manded by the trade. 

Two fabrics, on which radically different effects are required, 

may be treated in the same manner for part· of the finishing proc

ess and then branch out 'into special lines ; for instance, two fabrics 
may be given the same treatment in every operation except gigging 
and the results be so un1iirn that one would suppose they were pro-
duced by entirely different means. · 

To prodnce goods with the right "feel" or the correct ap
pearance, it is necessary to know the soap anu the temperature 
best adapted to the goods, the time required for each operation, and 

other seemingly small but really vital points. 

The various classes of worsted goods require speci~l treatment 
. to briug out the clear, sharp effects peculiar to that class of goods. 

r uion fabrics require still another method, and so on over the 
whole range of goods manufactured in woolen and worsted rnills. 

The following processes for fini shing standard fabrics are 

the result of long experience and careful experiments, conducted 

with a view to determining the methods necessary for the _pro
duction of the best finish on each fabric. Goods finished by these 
processes have stood the practical test of competition, vvhich in

sures the practical nature of the following suggestions: 
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CASSIMERES-SAXONY FINISH. 

Cassimeres, as such, receive different kinds of fin ish . P erhaps 
the inost i1nportant of these is the Saxony finish, therefore it will 
be explained first. . 

Fulling. In order to bring out the full beauty of this fin ish, 
the goods should be constructed with special regard to it. They 
should receive from four to five hours fulling, and should be 
shrunk in length at least four inches per yard, so that a finn and 
\Yell-felted fabric wiH be produced. The details as to the prepara
tory process are substantially the same as on all cassimeres and 
close-finished goods. The ful1 ing, while of importance should 11ot 
differ from that 0£ any other well-felted fabric, except to insure a 
good felt it is necessary to limit the alkali in the soap to the 
smallest proportion consistent with good work. Two ounces of 
pure alkali or four ounces of sal soda to the gallon is sufficient. 

Washing. ::No departure from the usual method of washing 
is to be noted, and if the proper care is exercised during the rins
ing operation, the goods will be freed from soap and the result 
satisfactory. After the washing a bath of full er's earth should 
not be omitted, which on thi s finish will be found of especial bene
fit; but care must be taken not to have the solution too heavy. 
Fuller's earth at best is hard to remove from the goods, and if an 
excess is used in the solution, the goods will feel clammy and 
1ook pasty when finished. 

Rolling and Stretching. After the goods are thoroughly 
cleansed of fuller's earth they should be put on the rolling and 
stretching machine, of which a desirable pattern is shown in the 
illustration at Fig. 72. This machine needs no explanation, as 
the figure shows plainly how it is operated. When used on these 
goods, it is a good plan to fill the tank with war1n water and have 
the goods pass through this before going on the stretch roll, as by 
this 1neans better results will be obtained. 

After being tightly rolled up, the goods are left to drain over 
night by laying them fiat on skids. In winding it is advisable to 
roll the goods as tightly as possible, for the tighter they are rolled 
the 1nore evenly they will drain. If squeeze rolls are employed it 
is advisable not to squeeze the goods too dry, for they should not 
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go immediately to the gig, but in every case should be let lie over 

night. The rolling and stretching and subsequent lying over 

night is of the greatest benefit to these goods, as it gives thern. a 

smooth appearance when finished which cannot be obtained in any 

other way. 
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Gigging. The gigging process is where tho finish fa put on 
• 

these goods, and if the fulling and other processes have been prop-

erly performed, the method h~re described will give the most satis

factory results. On a double cylinder gig the process is as follows: 

Both cylinders should be filled with old work and run in opposite 

directions, the goods being given six runs; then tlrn flats should 

he cleaned and six inore runs given. One flat should nO\V be taken 

out to give a dry surface, then the next, and so on, till the whole , 

cylinder is treated. For the back cylinder, the first flat is taken 

out and replaced with one grade sharper; then the next one is 

replaced by a grnde sharper than the first, continui·ng in this man

ner until every fiat has been changed. The goods. should now be 

given six runs clean, flats turned, and six runs more given. At 

this point the old work which remains in the first cyl inder should 

be replaced with sharp or new work, at the same Li me reversing all 

tho fiats. Now the old work in the back cyl inder should be replaced 

by new work, and the front cylinder reversed so as to .run in the 

samo direction as the rear cylinder. When these preparations are 

corn pleted the goods should be given six runs clear, fiats turned, 

and six 1nore runs given, aft~r -which they are taken off the machine. 

The goods are then sent to be speck-dyed. • 

After being speck-dyed, the goods are taken to the wet gig 

and given three or four runs with plenty of water. They are then 

folded off and taken to the extractor. After being tlior'01tglily 

ewtrctctecl, they are sent to the bt~nsh for a thorough brushing, and 

are then ready for the dryer. Every dryer ought to be supplied 

with a brush, bnt as it bas not yet dawned upon the makers that 

this is a good and valuable addition to the dryer, one should be 

affixed by the finisher using i t. After drying, a thorough dry 

beating should be given, and the goods are ready for the shear. 

Shearing. The goods are sheared down slowly, plen.ty of 

runs being given so as to have them as even as possible. · The 

beauty of the Saxony finish consists in having a little of the nap 

left on the goods so that t~ere will be a soft feeHng and still no 

spring to the nap. Tho threads should all show up plump and 

clear, an·d if these directions are followed the resnlts ·will be all 

that can ·be desired. 
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to an erect position, therefore the cloth is brought very lightly in 

contact with the teasels. Ilowever, it n1ust be done evenly;so that 

no streaks or blotches will be perceptible, as will be the case 

if the uap is but imperfectly raised. 
During the gigging operation the goods should be reversed 

frequently, it gigged on any but the double cylinder gigs, and on 

these both cylinders should be rnn in opposite directions un til the 

last rnns inentioned, when it is necessary to set the cloth off from 

the re.ar cylinder and use the front cylinder for turning only. 

Even then the vvork will in some cases be unsatisfactory. To over

come this difficulty on the double cylinder gig, it is a good plan to 

run the goods for this pnrpose tail end first throughout the process, 

·and on the last. few run s use the rear cylinder only. 

When nappers are used, the goods are given two runs straight 

and one run reversed, leaving the goods wi.thout contact with the 

laying brush throughout the operation. The double-acting napper, 

which is illustrated in Part I ., is the best inachi ne to use for this 

fini sh, and if it is available, two rnns iu the 'usual way will a~com

plish the desired object. 
After gigging speck-dyeing is in order, if needed, and that is 

followed by a bath -of fuller's earth, which im parts a soft and 

agreeable feel ing to the cloth. The goods a1•e then ready for the 

dryer. 
Drying. The only precaution to be observed here is that the 

dryer is not stopped during the process, for this will leave a streak 

wherever the face comes in contact with the rolls. ~t the dry 

beating, the goods should receive a couple of runs the usual way 

'and then one run reverse~ ; the last run should be very thorough. 
Shearing. The cloth is then taken to the shear and the rais

ing brnsh used very lightly, or it will hav_e a tendency t,o turn the 

nap over. The nap -is lofty and tends to an erect position by 

reason of the previous work the cloth has received. The back 

brush or laying brush should be put on 111 good shape, so that the 

nap inay be properly laid on each run. The goods should not be 

sheared too closely, for with the treatinent they have received, the 

nap is in snch condition that the colors and pattern will show up 

in good shape even with quite a little left on the goods, while Its 

erect position will give the goods the desired velvet feeling. 
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In pressing, the cloth is run the sa1ne as in the. Saxony finish, 

tail end first with frwe ·up. \i\Then steam brnshi ng, just enough 

steam must be used to take off the gloss of pressing, and not 

enough to affect the back of the goods, while the brush is used 

only moderately. In this way the goods will be smooth and it will 

be easy to feel which way the nap runs. · By following this method 

the undesirable sharp feeling is avoided and a· very pleasing feel 

imparted to the goods. 

On close-finished cc1;ssimeres the goods may be handled in 

substantially the same manner, ex~ept that the shearing will have to 

be close, for the goods must be threadbare . . On this class especially 

'the gigging must be thorough, so that the gonds may be sheared 

down closely and look clear, without having to resort to the scraping 

which would be necessary if not gigged properly, and which gives 

the cloth a harsh feeling. 

UNION CASSIMERES. 

This class of goods is generally composed of cotton with an 

admixture of a few woolen or ~hoddy threads for the warp; and a 

mixture of cotton, shoddy, and a little or n? wool composes the 

filling. In common with all low-grade goods, it is a hard class to 

handle. The hurling and mending need not be mentioned again, 

for these operations are necessary on all goods. 

Fulling. Union cassimeres usually receive flocks to make 

weight, for shrinkage lengthways cannot be prod need; in fact, to 

get them out right, it is often necessary to stretch them. The 

amount of flocks is usually of quite large proportions and therefore 

the goods should be tacked. After they are sewn together in the 

mill, one-half the flocks should be put on and the mill run for 

fifteen or twenty minutes before the soap is added. From two to 

four hours are required to full these goods, depending upon the 

quality of the stock. The soap used should be made with three 

ounces of palm oil ~oap or four ounces of cotton seed on soap. 

When the goods begin to get warm, the remainder of the 

docks should be added. Five or ten minutes after the balance of 

the flocks have been added, the goods should be examined to see if 

there is sufficient moisture in the mill, if .not, a little soap should 

be added. The traps are not used arid all that is to be watched is 
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the width of the goods. As soon as they are up i~1 width, an 
extra dipper of soap should be given, after which they are taken 
out of the fulling mill and put in the washer. 

Washing. It 1.s_ best to dispense with the use of warm water 
in the washer, for the colors are not of tJ.ie best, and to have them 
look bright, it is jnst as well to use only cold water. However, 
the lathering should be watched and care taken that the· goods are 
not taken out before· they are well rinsed. 

After the goods are thoroughly rinsed and before taking them 
from the -vvasher, they are speck-dyed. After dyeing, another 
rinsing takes place, and then the water is shut off and the g9ods 
let drain, keepiug the1n i n 1notion. The gates should now be shut 
and each piece given two pailfuls of salt water, inade by dissolving 
about twenty-five pounds of salt in a barrel of water. · They shonld 
be run in this brine for five iniu n tes and then taken out, leaving 
the brine in them. .1:\. thorough extraction comes next and then 
the goods are dried. . 

Gigging. They are DOW ready for the gig, and are treated 
here substantially the sa1ne as iL they were moist. They should be 
gigged until they are clear, care being ta.ken not to use too rnueh 
sharp work. They ,,vill clear easily, for the felting capacity of the 
stock is of such a nature that there will not oe 1nuch felt to break 
up. Fron1 the gig they are sent to the shear and sheared d?wn 
threadbare. This should be done \1\rithout scraping, if possible. 

Specking follows the shearing, and is in tnrn followed by 
pressing. They should be run face up, being steamed lightly on 
the face and folded off behind. Examining, measuring, etc., follow. 

CHEVIOTS. 
In the last few years cbeviots have been divided into two 

classes. \Vbere formerly the rough-finished cheviot was the only 
fabric known by that name, there is now a close-finished cheviot. 
O_n the latter the threads show up plainly, somewhat like a cassi
mere, being in that respect the opposite of . the rough-finished 
effect. 

It is not necessary to burl these goods as .thoroughly as cassi- . -
ineres, yet the~ shonld receive a fair amount of attention. .The 
inending depends largely upon the style; some styles showing 
imperfectio~s inore clearly than others. When bright colors are 
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. 
used for the effect, the mending and hurling must he carefully 

performed, that the patterns inay show up intact in the finished 

cloth. 
Fulling and Washing. It is not desirable to have inuch felt 

on these goods, for they are of an open natur.e, therefore, one to 

one and one-half hours fulling ought to be sufficient. \¥"ith a 

fair-bodied soap, this will inake the goods sufficiently firm and 

still leave them pliable enough for good handling. After fulling 

them to width and length , taking weight from 1001n and the 

finished weight wanted in to account, they are taken to th3 washer 

and snbjected to the usual treatment; then speck-dyed. A sl ight 

extraction follows, and then the goods are rolled np t ightly and 

left till the noxt morning. 

In some cases, especially the cheaper grades, .the goods may 

be taken from the washer, thoronghl y extracted, and dried a t once. 

If they contain a percentage of coLton, and at the same tin1e fancy 

threads, the latter plan is advised as the rnost profitable. · 

Shearing. After drying, the goods go at once to the shear, 

although this is often omitted. However , a .run or two on the 

slwar will benefit them, i£ nothing bl.1t the long hair is clipped off. 

On close-finished goods, the shearing has to be continued un til the 
• 

proper clearness is reached, but they should .never be sheared 

thread bare. 

Pressing. These goods are pressed face up under lieavy 
pl'<J8s1u·e, using steam on the press. The steam brushing is 

omitted, for the goods get all the brnshing that is necessary on the 

press. The usual final operations follow. · 

KERSEYS. 

The finer grades of kerseys call for quite an elaborate fin ish, 

and quite an amount of work ha3 to be put in on them to produce 

the required results. One great mistake is usually rnade, and that 

is the steaming of the lower grades. There is nothing gained by 
this, but on the contrary, the goods are actually h·armed by the 

process, as it tends to show up imperfections, of whatever nature 

they may be, more plainly thRin the simpler water fi nish would. 

Having a good artic1e, well constructed, it 'is .well enough to bring 

out the inherent lustre of the fibre to the fullest exten t possible 

and steam fini shing is in such cases an imperative necessity. 

/ 
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Usually the constructio·n of the lower class is of an imperfect 
nature, fro1n the fact that all Jnanner of expedients are resorted to 
to produce a piece of cloth as near as possible to the.genuine article 
of higher ·price, but which is so only in outward looks. Nothing will 
bring out imperfection in construction more clP-arly than the steam
ing process. But with the water finish, while-the lustre obtained 
is not as high and permanent, the faults rnay be successfully hid
den from view. Ilowever, as the steam finish is the one usually 
employed, it will be explained first. 

Burling and Mending. The bnrling of kerseys must be thor-

0 
D 

0 

0 

• 

Fig. 73. Device for Heating W<Lter. 

ough, and anything which will tend to mar the smoothness of the 
fabric must be carefully removed. The beauty of the finish depends 
upon the smoothn~ss of the fabric, and therefore all bunches and 
knots should be taken care of. As far as the mending is concerned, 
there is very little- to be done on thern except on some heavy 
weights, on the back of which it is nt3cessary to sew in misspicks 
and replace missing threads. If this is no.t done, they are likely 
to make a dull mark on the face of this class of goods, while on 
others they do not show so plainly. These things will speak for 
themselves in the. finishing, and can be regulated as one or the 
other way is found necessary. 

Tuiisspicks on the face may be cut by running a sharp knife 
under the threads which have not been bound down in the weaving, 
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and after the goods are fulled they will not be noticed . On wool 
or yarn-dyed kerseys, however, it often happens that to produce a 
certain effect the warp yarns are of one color while the filling yarn 
is of another. In such cases all n1isspicks will have to be sewn in . 
on the face, for the cutting will not obliterate them. 

Fulling. After the goods have been properly burled and 
mended they are tacked in the manner described in Part I., and are 
then ready for the fulling process. The first question which pre
sents itself is whether it is best to fu1l the goods in the grease or 
have them scoured first. As all the essential requirements. for a 
good kersey may be obtained in fron1 five to six hours fulling, the 
scouring of the goods before fulling is.not D:ecessary, and they ·may, 
therefore, be successfully fnlled in t~e grease. 

Tlie socip should be of a good body;. three ounces nf palm oil 
and one ounce of tallow soap to the gallon will give sufficient body 
to last through fulling and be enough for the washing also. As 
alkali has a tendency to hasten the fulling, it should be reduced to 
the extent necessary to propedy start the grease. - About three 
ounces of pure alkali will do this or six ounces of sal. soda. 

As a usual thing more_ or less flocks .are used on kerseys and 
even on the finest grades; flocks, if of the proper quality and mod
erate proportions, are found to be of bene~t in t~at they help to 
:611 up the crevices and thus produce a solid and smooth fabrfo. 
The flocks are best put on afte?~ tlie goods begin. to f elt, that is, 
after they have begun to get warin; and, to be more effective, should 
be put on in small quantities at a 'time. This will retard the full 
ing process, but that is rather more beneficial than o'therwise. 

Washing. When properly fulled the goods go to the washer 
and are thoro.ughly waished and rinsed.· The rinsing must be very 
thorough, for the goods are intended to be stea1n finished and there
fore must be clean, also because a small amount of tallow soap bas 
been used, an.d can be removed only by a careful rinsing. Warm 
water is a necessity for these goods and should be used in the 
washer to the fullest extent. In goods where tallow soap is used, 
warm water rnust be userl to 1·em,ove it. 

Figure 73 illustrates a simple method of heating water for 
the washer. A is the supply pipe, 0 is the steam pipe, B the 
point where the water and steam meet, and D is the discharge 
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pipe. The supply pipe should be at least 2i inches in diameter, 
and the discharge pipe not inore than 2 inches, as by this means 
the heat inay be regulated easier. A ~-inch steam pipe will give 
sufficien·t steam £or all purposes, too much stearn · making the 
water too hot, which is worse than cold water. The holes in the 
discharge pipe should be placed so the water will run on the goods 
as they pass down into the washer. 

Having the goods properly cleaned, they are taken to the roll
ing and stretching inachine and tightly. rolled up. As much 
weight as possible is put on the rolls so that .the goods may drain 
evenly and become as smooth as possible. They are left to drain 
over night and the next rnorning are unrolled and placed in even 
pilps ready for the gig. The gooJs should all be unrolled at on:e 
time, not ouly as they are wanted at the gig as is done in some 
places. "Each day's work should be placed by itself and taken to 
the gig in rotation . 'Vhile it is of advantage to have goods lie in 
piles for some little time, they should be 'handled so that all will 
receive as near the same trnatment as can be given them. 

Gigging. It has now been satisfactorily established that nap
pers are just the thing for face goods, and the~·efore they are em 
ployed more and more, few places clinging to the old method of 
gigging face goods entirely with teasels; aithough there are many 
who still think it best to finish the gigging on the teasel gig. 
While it is not our purpose to discourage the use of teasels, it is 
a fact that the gigging process for even the finest gooJs can be 
satisfactorily performed on nappers. However, if goods are to be 
gigged on teasel g igs, the double cylinder g ig will be found to be 
the best adapted for the purpose. 

·The gigging should be commenced with old ·work and the 
process conducted gradually, not introducing the sharp work un til · 
the very last. As the cylinders on the double g igs generally hold 
.eighteen fiats, it js best to divide them in three sets of six flats 
each, and make sfaJ g1rades of wo1rk. The first cyl inder should be 
run reversed to within one grade of the sharp work, and on that 
as we11 as the last or sharp work, both cyli nders should be run in 
the same direction. 

Atten tion should be paid to the strength of the goods, both 
before commencil'l:g to gig and all through the process. This is of 
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the utmost necessity on steam-finished goods, as the steaming \rill 
lnake the goods tender if there is the least tendency in that direc
tion. 

Where the napper is used for part of the work, the goods 
should be run head end first on the first rnn, with 1noderate speed 
of the workers; then increasing the speed of the workers and 
giving another run, this time ta.il end first. T~e laying brush 
should be pnt on the goods as hard as possible, for on this finish it 
is an object to lay the nap. Then take the goods to the gig and 
finish them up, starting here with the cylinders both going in the 
same direction. Have the front . cylinder filled with next to the 
sharpest work, and the rear cylinder half of medium, and the 
other half sharp work. The clo th is at fi rst put in contact grad
ually, bnt after one run is put on closer and toward the end of the 
process is in as close contact as possible, so that the nap \rill be 
well ]ai<l. 

Cropping. If it is required to crop the goods, which should 
be done on most fine goods, the pieces are taken to the shear· \Vhen 
the gigging is about half done, and in some cases, as in this latter 
illustration, they are cropped after coming from the napper. \Vhen 
cropping, it is advisable not to go too low on the goods, for if this 
is done, they will look thin and open when finished. The object is 
to remove some of the nap so as to give the teasels a chance to do 
their work more thoroughly, and at the same time to even up . the 
:fibres already raised, so as to give the goods~ smoother appearance. 

To produce the most satisfactory results by this process, the 
Taising brush should be taken out and a wire brush substituted, as 
the latter will raise the moist nap· better. The raising 0£ the nap 
for cropping must. be thorough and even, so that all the fibres may 

sheared to an even len[1th. It is too often attempted to do the 
mopping in one run over the sh0ar, bnt for all prac.tical benefit thiS 
does, it might as well be omitted. Pieces C1l.nnot be cropped evenly 
:in one nor in two runs, for· the cropping should be conducted as 
carefully as any other shearing. The correct ·way is to go down on 
the goods by degrees, and when low enough to give them several 
;runs to even the nap. The cloth is then taken back to the gig and 
the work completed in the manner above indicated. 
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When the napper alone is used, the goods should be given 

one run tail end :first and one run head end first, then incr.easing 

the speed of the workers and g iving another run tail end first, after 

.which the goods are sent to be cropped. After cropping, the goods 

should be run 9n tail end first and again increasing the speed of 

the workers, one run should be given. The work~rs are now put 

on th~ fastest speed and the cloth given one more run, this finishing 

the goods in good shape. The laying brush of the napper and the 

cloth should be kept in the closest possible contact throughout 

the operation. 
Sometimes it is advisable to crop the goods twice, and if this 

is thou.ght best, divide the two cropping processes evenly with the 

napping work. This is done by running the goods through o~ce 

with the head end :first, then cropping; next giving two runs, the 

first run tail end first, and the second ruu head end first, then 

cropping again, arid finishing as explained above. 

There are three methods indicated here by which the work 

may be done, but these should not be taken as infallible guides, 

for more jndgment is required in gigging than anywhere else; 

therefore the goods :must be closely studied and a method adopted 

which will give the best results. Watcping the work and seeing 

the results on pieces when finished is the only way to determine 

the best way to conduct the gigging. 

Steaming. The next process the goods pass through is the 

steaming. \Vhen running the pieces on the steamer, it is well to 

bring them under the first cylinder from the loading drum, and 

then ove.i· the break and stretch rolls to the brush. · The tank 

should be filled with water so that the goods will be well wetted 

before coming in con tact with the brush; while the brush should 

be put on as hard as possible, so that the nap may be laid on as 

smooth as possible. When this is done, the goods may be steamed 

at once, it being unnecessary to use the cylinder to wet them. The 

steaming process should be continued long enough to gi've the 

required finish, observing all the points as given in Part I. 
If one steaming does not give the. required ~nish, a second 

stea1ninq should be g iven, care being tr:tken to find out if the goods 

are able to stand it. After each steaming the goods are thoroughly 

cooled, and they are then ready for carbonizing if this is thought 
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necessary. If piece dyes, they are ready for the dyehouse; or if 
.wool or yarn dyes . they a!e taken. to the washer for speck-dyeing, 
and are then ready for the wet . gigging. A bath in fuller's earth 
should be g iven after speck-dyeing. 

On the wet gig, the goods should be g iven about fonr runs 
up and down with plenty of water and then rolled up fi rmly and 
stood on end over night, after which they are unrolled and t hor
oughly extracted or_ squeezed. The squeeze rolls are bes t suited 
for this pnrpose and should be employed; however, if they are 
not at hand, the goods should be well straightened on the brush 
before being pnt on the dryer. After drying the usual process of · 
haek hurling is employed, and this is followed by stea1n bruslivng. 
and sliea1·ing. The goods should not be hurried in the brushing, 
but the operation should be as thorough as ti me will permit, for 
the action of the brush and the steam are of the g reatest benefit 
and will much enhance the value of the fi nish. 

Care should be used in the $hearing process which .follows, 
plenty of rn ns being g iven to· ensure having the nap as even as 
possible. Another brushing follows and then the goods are specked 
if necessary. They should now be inspected . and if satisfactory, 
given one more steam brushi ng and pressed .• 

Pressing. As these goods are worked all the way through 
with a view of bring ing out the inherent lustre 0£ the wool fib re . 
to the fullest extent, the work is continued on the press by runn_ing 
them/ace down or next to the bed. A slight steaming between 
the stretch roll and the cylinder just before they enter the press, 
will help them, although in most instances they will do very well 
without this. A moderate pressure is sufficient and is followed by 
another steaming on the face, after which they are rolled up · on 
the press. They are now ready for the final j nspection, after which 
they are measured, rolled, and packed. 

Water Finish on Kerseys. This fini sh · is snbstant ially the 
same as the first described, except that the steaming process is 
omitted. vV ater fin ish being mostly used on. low -grade goods, 
the gigging must be watched closely to preserve the strength of 
the goods. Speck-dyeing follows g iggihg and is in turn followed 
by wet-gigging. The oth er processes are the same as in the steam 
finish. · 
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rIELTONS. 

The difference between meltons and kerseys is fonnd in the 
gigging. While kerseys are practically "made" in the_ gig room, 
meltons do not enter this department at all,. or at least should not, 
for . the characteristic or a inelton is opposite to that 0£ a kersey. 
After fulling and washing, which processes are · substantially the 
same as on kerseys, the goods go at once to 'the steamer. O~rbon 

izi ng and dyeing follovv, except on <vvool dyes. 8 p eek-rlye1:nr; 111/list 

not be 01n1:tterl, and after tb is the goods are taken to the st1·etching 
and rolling machine and tightly rolled up. They are left on the 
rolls till the next mol'ning and then go tq the dryer. · \Vheu dry 
they go to the shear and are here sheared in two or three runs. 

The sheariug is simply for the pnrpose of cutting off the long 
hail's, and shonld not be too low. A light steam brushing follows 
and tlte goods are ready for the press. It is best to steam these 
goods on the press, and to press them rnoderatel}'. They shonld 
then be steamed and either rolled up or run off the press and folded 
on a stand at the back. The usual treatrnent follows. 

BEAVERS. 

Goods of this class almost invariably imply ·cotton warps and 
cons i<lerable cotton in the filling; although on .some of the better 
grades the face warp is of wool or its substitutes and the backing 
warp cotton. For this reason the work of satisfactorily fin ishing 
these beavers is one of the most difficult problems for the finisher. 
The great tron ble usually is that too mnch ,is expected of the fi n
isher in the line of producing sufficient lustre, for \rhere there is 
little lustre inherent in the fibre it will be fonn<l hard to produce 
a good lnstre on the finished fabric. . . 

Fulling. The fulling process is usnally long and tedious, a 
great deal of trouble being caused by mill wrinkles, which must 
be overcome in the usual way. The soap must be strong ·and of 
good body. As these.goods are piece dyed, they must be washed 
dean, and all trace of soap removed by the 'vasher. 

As it is out of the question to shrink _the goods in length, the 
weight mu.st be made by the . addition of flocks: : As there js only 
the fill ing to take and hold the flocks, it is imperative that two 
things be carefully considered. One is to see that they a.re heavy 
enoitgh before corning to the finishing room, so as not to require 
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an excessive amount of flocks to bring them to weight; and the 
other, to use only flocks which possess the felting qual?:ty in a 
higli cleg1·ee. 

It should be the aim to produce a piece of cloth, which, though 
flocked to qnite an extent, is not decreased in value. This can 
only be done by using flocks which have sufficient felting quali ty 
left in them so that they will become a solid part of the fabric and 
not shake out. as soon as the goods dry. A fabric is never the 
worse for flocking, if this point is borne in mind; in fact, there is 
very little doubt that if the · flocking is performed judiciously and 
with the right kind of flocks, the goods are improved by it. 

Gigging. .Af~e r fulling and washing the goods are rolled up 
tightly and let drain till the next moruing, when they are gigged. 
If care is exercised any of the nappers may be used to good ad van~ 

tage on these goods. The fibres should be saved as much as 
possible, and for that reason the goods are run only one \vay 

. an<l the n,r1;p well laicl. The ma.chine should be run slowly to get 
a thick bottom nap. If time allows, the goods should be cropped, 
for this vi'ill materially aid the fin ish. 

After gigging the piec.:es ·are sent to the steamer and are 
steamed for from seven to ten minntes for each cylinder, after 
which they go to the dyehouse. A thorough rinsing follows 
dyeing, and the cloth is put on the wet gig for a good wet-gigging; 
it is then rolled up and left till the fo llowing day to be dried. 

Steam brushing follows drying, and is in turn followed by 
shearing. The nap should be trinimerZ . l1~qhtly at first and the 
raising brush kept in slight contact. Plenty of runs should be 
given, going down on the goods very gradually, and shearing as 
low as possible without exposing the threads. After shearing, 
they should be steam bn:rnhed again, and then pressed face down 
with a good hard pressnre; also giving a thorough steaming on 
the press. The usual operations follow. 

C.HINCHILLAS. 

Chinchillas are a radical departure from the cloths previously 
explained, requiring specially constructed yarn : on the face, and 
additional finishing machinery. The cloth should be constructed 
in the loom with a view to facilitating the finishing pror.ess, which 
chiefly consists in the prod ucti~n of a tliick, lieavy nap. If the 
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yarn is not handled properly in the spinning room, or if the clqth 
is of poor construction, the finisher cannot turn out a well-finished 
piece of chinchilla. I£ the face yarns are what they should be, 
there will be little trouble about getting a good nap; and after 
that is obtained the rest is comparatively easy. 

The whole proces~ of finishing is conducted-with the object of 
producing a soft yet solid and substantial piece of cloth, which will 
have a full and well- worked nap. If all the conqi tions are right, 
the pieces are not put in the fnlli ng 1nill; for when full ing is 

Fig. 7-1 Kinyon Dros. Whipping Machine. 

necessary, the goods are not constructed properly and the finish 
will not be just right. The aim of the maker should be to con
struct cloth ·on which the necessary amonn t of felting will take 
place while the goods are being scoured, for if it is ne.cessary to 
run thein in the fulling mill they are apt to be too stiff and boardy. 

Scouring and Washing. When scouring or washing chin
chillas the width must be carefully watched and special attention 
paid to the nap. Of course, tl e strength of tlie soap must be suffi
cient to properly start the grease, but unlike a · soap for fulling, it 
is not necessary to have the body very heavy, for the grease is not 
held in suspension any length of time. But it should be heavier 
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than the ordinary soaps used in the washer, and therefore a soap 
made with two ounces of good pahn oil soap or three ounces of 
cocoanut oil soap and three ounces of alkali to the gallon will be 
found to answer the purpose. The heavier th.e soap the longer it 
will take to remove it, and on these goods·, as on all other~, the 
soap must be well rinsed out. If this soap is used and plenty of 
warm water used to rinse it out, the desired result will be obtained 
without difficulty. A.fter coming from the washer the goods are 
extracted and are then ready for the gig. 

Gigging. This is the most in1portant operation ,of the whole 
process of finishing, for at this point it is required to produce a 
full, and heavy nap, worked up clean from the bottom in such a 
manner as to lBave no streaks, and to completely cover all tlireacls. 
This requires patience and strict attention to business, or the result 
will not be creditable. The chief point to ba observed on the goods 
under consideration, is the use of very dull work and plenty of 
time. Sharp work of any kind should be carefully avoided, as it 
will inevitably cut the :filling and produce streaks. That the work 
used may not do more execution than is wanted, it is a good plan 
to have more moisture in the goods when ~hey are started than is 
usually the case, as this will avert much of th~ danger of cutting 
the filling. Another point of danger is where the nap is reversed.· 
Unless this is done with the greatest of care, bad work is sure to 
result. 

The old fashioned 'ltp-and-down gig is much to be preferred 
'for this kind of work, as there are fewer chances of doing harm; how
ever, the rotary gig may be used successfully. When the gigging 
operation is nearly completed, the goods are taken off and put on 
the shear for a cropping. This should not be omitted, as it will 
impart to the goods an evenness which can h~rdly be obtained 
without it. 

Shearing. vVhen shearing these goods, there is slight depart
ure from the ordinary world ng of the rnachine; the raising brush 
must be of wire so that the fibre$ may be effectively raised, the 
laying brush is not used. Shears for the purpose of shearing chin
chillas are not equipped with a brush on the main shaft. The 
shear should be kept in good condition, so that one rnn will be 
enough to trim the nap evenly, all :that is required being to sq1.1t()Jf'e 
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tAe nap, leaving it as long as required for the fiuJ sb. The goods 
are then returned to the gig and the process c01npleted. 

Whipping Machine. The fact that the nap should be in its 
proper position before the goods are dried, has been lnentioned in 
these papers, but on chinchillas this fact again comes to the notice 
oE the finisher in a forcible manner. The nap has been obtained 
by the exercise of the utmost care, and it is desirable to bring it 
to the best possible position before drying. For this purpose, the 
pieces are run over a machine termed a "whipper," which is illus
trated at Fig. 74. This n1achine consists of a framework attached 
to which are thirteen slender rods of tough wood. The rods are 
actuated by levers and cams as shown in the illustration . The 
cloth passes over the framework, face down, the rods beating on 
the back of the cloth as it passes, thns bringing the nap to an erect 
posit.ion. The machine is placed in such a manner that the goods 
pass from it immediately to the dryer. 

Drying. The machine used for drying chinchillas is of dif
ferent construction than the ordinary drying machine, as is shown 
in the illustration at Fig. 75. During the drying operation the 
cloth does not come in contact with anything but the pins on the 
chains. These chains are at the sides, and carry the cloth through 
the machine. Ilot air is supplied at a point be1ow the cloth, and 
travels toward the point where the cloth enters; the inachine being 
enclosed to inake the heat of more service. 

After the goods are dried they are again seu t to the shear, 
and at this sheadng the size of the'' nub'' 1nnst be taken into ac
count and the goods sheared accordingly. If the" nubs" are to 
be large the nap 1nust be lift long, or if a close, fine "nub" is 
desired the cloth must accordingly be sliea1·ed olo er. Uniform 
work and even shearing are necessary to obtain good results, for 
ragged work will result in uneven " nubs.'' When the nap has 
been cut to an even and uniform length, the cloth is put on the 
chinchilla machine. 

Chinchilla Machine. The illustration at Fig. 76 shows one 
of these machines, co1nmonly called the " 'Vhitney" machine. 
The framework of the lnachine supports a bed plate about three 
feet from the floor and rigidly fastened to the frame. This bed
plate is covered with n. good grade of Brnssels carpet, which is 
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firmly glued to the plate. On each side of the bed is a roll cov

ered with short card clothing, these rolls being the delivery and 

take-up rolls, by means 0£ which the cloth is drawn over the bed. 
plate. Above this bed is found another plate of similar shape and 
proportions, but made 0£ cast iron, whereas the bed is usually of 
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hai:d wood. This upper surface, which is called the follower, has 
a solid rubber plate cemented on the under side. 

The follower is movable and can be raised or lowered by 
means of the handle and chain as shown in the cut. · An upright 
shaft passes through each end of the follower, and is supplied with 
a mechanism . to produce the different motions the follower ~s 

intended to describe, which rnay be rotary or reciprocating, back
ward or forward, from side to side, or diagonally, as is desired. 
The mechanis1n can also be set so as to increase or decrease the 
"sweep" of the different motions. Povver is derived fro.m main 
shaft of machine, and this is driven by a belt fro1n power shaft in 
the room. 

These machines are built to be used for five distmct motions, 
and the finish obtained by each is kn.own by a separate name to 
distinguish from the rest. The most common names are the 
"vVhitney" and the "Petersbam,'' one being produced by the 
rotary motion, and the other by the reciprocating. 

The setting of the mctclime requires considerable judgment 
and is one of the labors which are not amenable to· fixed rules ; 
correct j_udgment backed by experience, being thl3 only thing that 
can be relied upon to ~.djust the motion correctly. It is not 
usually advisable to give the fol1ower all the ~weep the niachine is 
able to give, the best results being obtained when the sweep is 
kept below tlie limit of possibility. 

The proper care 0£ the follower is very important, and the 
rubber plate on it must at all times be kept free from grease and 
dirt. If the follower is taken down about once a fortnight, and the 
rubber plate thoroughly rubbed down with some rough material, 
or cleaned with benzine, it will save much trouble and good work 
will be produced by the follower. It often happens that this is 
looked after as it should be, and still work will come uneven. In 
this case, attention should be directed to the wood work to which · 
the rubber plate is cemented, the rubber being removed and the 
woodwork placed perfectly true. The rubber is then put in place, 
and generally further trouble will not be experienced . The same 
precaution is also to be observed with the bedplate. 

The speed of tlie 'lrl4in sliajt of the machine should be from 
14:5 to 150 revolutions per minute, which will give the follower 
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from 475 to 500 full motions per minute. It is therefore neces
sary to secure the mechanism in such a thorough 1nanner that it 
cannot work loose and impart a different motion than the one 
with which it was started. This frequently happens if this matter 
is not proper} y attended to. 

The piece is put on the bed and attached to the take-up roll 
and also to the deli very roll , then the follower is let· down so as to 

Fig. 76. Kinyon Bros. Chinchilla Machine. 

toueh the nap, and the machine started. The nub begins to form 
at once and the piece is run through to the end. On tlte common 
grades of chinchillas, one run through the machine is enough, and 
after the back has been carefully brushed the piece is finished ; 
but on the finer grades it is necessary to return the piece to the 
shear, after the first run through the machine, and crop the nubs 
to the required size. ~hen this is done, the raising brush is set 
off, for it must not be used after a nub has once been formed. 
Another run through the machine will give a fine and close nub. 
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A.fter brushing the piece on the back, it is carefully inspected 

to see that the nubs are even, and then the goods are measured, 

rolled up a:nd packed. 

OUTING FLANNELS. 

There is a den1and for a large variety of these flannels. The 

17-inch and 33-inch melton -finished goods find the most favor, 

because they are soft and clinging, and have a moderately high 

fini sh. It would require an expert to find a name for all the 

shades in which these goods are made, bnt the most delicate shades 

of rose, cream, and pink seem to predominate. 

The yarns, of which these goods are inade, have to be spun 

to very fine counts, and there.fore the stock used is of good quality. 

In order to have a large and perfect production, it is necessary to 

size the warp yarns to aid the weaving, and this item often causes 

trouble in the finishing room. These flannels cannot be finished 

correctly unless the sizing is seriously considered, for such sizing 

as is generally used on worsted goods cannot be used successfully 

on thern. The siziug should be of a nature to dissolve most 

readily, so as not to cause too 111uch trouble in its removal. The · 

burling must be . thorough, while mending should not be neeJed. 

Scouring. The scouring process follows th~ hurling and is 

co1nposed of a bath of warm water not exceeding 110° F., to 

which about 2 per cen t of soda :is added. For these goods, it is 

best to dissolve the soda previously and add the liquid solution. 

The pieces run in this liquor £or half an hour, which is sufficient 

to properly loosen the sizing and rernove inost of it. The water 

is then drawn off and a strong but light-bodied soap is added with 

snfficient wa/rni writer to make a good bath. The soap used is 

preferably made with tvvo ounces of palm oil soap and three and 

one-half to four ounces of alkali to the gallon. Four pailfuls of 

this soap are given to each piece. 

The goods are run for thirty minutes and then the soap i3 

drawn off, the sizing being well removed by this time; that is, if 
it fo of the right kind. Another bath of soap and warm water is 

given, consisting of two pailfuls of soap and plenty of warm water. 

The pie~es are allo·wed to run from twenty to twenty-five minutes 

in this and then the soap is drawn off and the goods are ready for 

rinsing. This process should be started with warm water and 
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after about twenty rniuntes the cold water is qradually let on, so 

that the change from the warm to the cold process may not be too 

snd<.len. 
This is a point which is well worth remembering in connec

tion with other goods besides these flannels, for much trouble n1ay 
be averted at times by its observance. It stands to reason that a 

fabric which is being treated with warm water, cannot be bene

fited by coming suddenly in contact with cold water, and espe

cially is this the case in winter. It is much better to have the 

whole process conducted with cold water, than to use warm water 

for part of the process and then suddenly change to cold water. 

'Varm water, on the other hand, is of direct value, especially on 

flannels, and to obtain the best results sudden changes should be 

avoided. 
The duration of the rinsing operation after the cold water is 

on cannot be definitely stated, for it depends largely upon the sup

ply as well as the nature of the water,'but it should be thorough. 

After the rinsing is completed the goods receive a bath of fuller's 

earth, '"hich vrill .effectually remove any trace of soap left in the 

goods. This completes the first sconri'ng, an~ the pieces are ex

tracted and sent to be dried. · 

Fulling. When dry, the goods are taken to the fulling mill, 

and here a good bodied but nearly n.eutral soap is used to give the 

foundation for the melton finish . The t'raps a1·e not used, for it 

is not intended to shrink the cloth in length, but silnply get it to 

width. The soap used at the mill fa made of three ounces of No. 

1 palm oil soap and two and one-half ounces of sal soda to the 

gallon. 
The goods should be taken from the n1ill when they are within 

one and one-half inches of the width required; that is, for 27 -inch 

goods, they should be taken out at 28~· inches, and for 33 inches, 

at 3±~ inches. If taken out narrower than this, they will finish 

too narrow. They may, of course, be easily stretched to width, but 

this is at best a very poor policy, for this kind of fabric has a 

habit of creeping back. It is much better to finish the goods a 

quarter of an inch wide than too narrow. Besjdes, it is always 

best to finish goods nat1trall1.J, and not resort to stretching n10re 

than is necessary to prevent wrinkles. There is nothing but 
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trouble caused by fulling the goods too narrow, and it can be easily 
avoided by close attention to the fuller. 

Steaming. After fulling, the goods aro again taken to the 
washer to be rinsed with warm water, follo·wed by cold. water and 
the bath of fuller's ear th. They are now taken out and run open 

through a pair of squeeze rolls, care being taken to avo,icl wrinkles, 
after which they are r.eady for stea1ning. The fini sh required 
is to be medium in point of lustre, and therefore the goods are 
only steamed, cooling with water being omitted. About fonr min 
utes steam ing on each cylinder is amply su~cient, and they are 
then rolled on wooden rolls and stood on end for cooling, fro1n ten 
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to twelve hours being required for this purpose. During this time 
the rolls must be frequently turned upside down, so that the 
moisture will not gather on one side and cause the goods to be of 
a different shade on the moist side, after being colored. Unless 
this is attended to, the cloth will be shady in spite of all the dyer 
can do. 

After pulling the goods off the rolls they are inspected for 
spots and dark threads. This inspection is necessary on account 
of the delicate shades these goods are colored, and it is important 
that the lighter shades are only put on such pieces as are in every 
respect fitted for them, the pieces with spots and dark threads 
doing well enough for the darker shades . 

.After the goods are colored, they are again carefu 11 y rinsed 
and then dried. They should be dried about three-q na1'ters of an 
inch wider than the finished width required. 

The inspection follows the drying process and is in turn fol
lowed by shearing. These goods should be sheared quite low, 
and receive three or four runs to insure evenness, which cannot bo 
produced on one or two runs. The pieces will look all the better 
for the few extra runs given, and therefo.re· they should not 
be hurried. 

Pressing. The cloth is now ready for the press, and still an
other style press is used, as is shown in the illustration at .F'ig. 77. 
This press is the opposite of the one shown at fig. 80, for, as will bo 
seen, the apron runs around the cylinder, covering it so the goods 
do not come in con Lact with it. \¥hi le the press itself differs from 
others only in so far as the apron is concerned, it is in a class by 
itself, and is necessary on fine dress goods where it is an object to 
retain all the inoisture possible, and have one side fi~ished d nll 
while the other side receives a high finish. The goods are run 
face down with 1noderate pressure and are steamed on the face 
either on the press or steam brush. This completes the finishing 
process, and the goods are ready to be inspected and wrapped up 
for the market. 

FINE DOESKINS AND FACE GOODS. 

The finishing of fine doeskins and face goods presents one of 
the best fields for a finisher to show his ability. Face finished 
goods of any kind require more time than is usually required in 
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the finishing of woolen goods, but on the finer grades such as doe
skins, time should not be considered, but the sole aim of the fin 
isher should be to excel in the finish. The difference in the time 
required to finish these goods does not play an important part in 
the total production, for after the fini sh is started everything 
comes along in rotation and the goods are taken care of very easily. 

In the first place, the hurling must be performed with the 
nt1nost care so as to have the fabric as s1nooth as possible. After 
the goods are properly burled, they are ready for the washer and 
are given a tliorough scouring. The soap should be thin but 
strong, and the goods should be cleansed in good shape ; it being 
poor policy to slight the rinsing. They should then be thoro~ghly 
extracted and dried. 

It is thought by some that the drying is not necessary, and that 
after thoroughly extracting the goods, they may go at once to the 
fulling mill. It is not worth while to argue this point, for it is self
evident that in such cases the moisture in the goods is not supplied 
by the soap, as it should be, and while a tolerably fair finish may 
be obtained, it will be found that the goods lack in one respect 
and that the most important, i .e., the feeling of the goods. 

In the theory of fulling as given in Part I., it is stated that 
the moisture should be supplied by a good-oodied soap. This is 
necessary for two reasons ; firstly, because the soap has a softening 
effect on the fibres, and secondly, because too much 1noisture has 
a tendency to make the goods feel hazy. It necessarily follows 
that if the inoisture is received in the washer, it cannot be sup
plied by the soap; therefore, the goocls slwul1l be dried before -
enten'.ng tlie fitlling mill. 

This is a good opportunity for the finisher to find out what 
per cent the goods loose on account of g rease and dirt being 
removed, and he will thus be able to conduct the after-processes 
more intelligently. The goods should be weighed before entering 
the washer, and again when dried and ready for the mill. Only 
the gross weight in pounds is taken, and the loss can then be easily 
found. 

Fulling. The goods rn ust be run a long time in the fulling 
mill to give the fine and close felt necessary for the finish. A 
heavy bodied but neutral soap must be used, and this is preferably 
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made as follows : Four ounces of the best palm oil soap and two 
ounces pure tallow soap are used to the gallon; or, if it can be 
obtained, four and one-half to five ounces of olive oil soap. If 
this latter soap is used, the finish will be n1uch better. The soap 
should be as near ne·utral as p ossible, but in order to produce a 
good homogeneous soft soap, it will be found necessary to use 
about one per cent of sal soda. vVith such a soap there is no 
trouble about getting the goods out feeling as soft as it is desired 
to have them. 

The goods will run from eight to ten hours in the inill, and 
care must be taken not to let them get too dry, for after they 
become warm the moisture will evaporate; therefore, rnore soap 
must be added at times. Running so long the goods son1etimes 
tend to roll, and if this happens the piece should be taken out, 
well-shaken, and run back into the mill, the other end first. This 
will usually stop the rolling. On all goods that run long in the 
mill, it will be found of benefit to shake them out once or twic·e 
during the process, as this will prevent inill wrinkles. 

After the fulling is completed, the goods are again sent to 
the washer and are thoroughly washed and rinsed with as n1uch 
warm water as possible, and when clean and free from soap they 

• 
are given a generous bath of fuller 's earth. After this they are 
taken to the rolling and stretchiBg machine and given the same 
treatment as kerseys. ~hey should remain on the rolls over night 
and then be folded off without wrinkles, and left in a pile twenty
four hours, after which they are gigged. The object of laying 
the goods in piles is to give them a substantial feeling. One 
experienced in the finish can tell by a mere handli:qg whether the 
goods have lain that way. 

Gigging. The use of the napper on these goods has been ex
cluded about as long as possil>le but now it may be said that the 
old teasel gig is gradually being supplanted. One item of ines
timable benefit is found in the use of nappers, and that is the 
absolute certainty of the same kind of work on all the pieces. That 
the grading of the teasels is a particular piece :of work has never 
been denied, but even with the best of care there is no certainty 
that the work given pieces to-day will be the same as that to be 
given to-morrow. All that can be done is to make the work as 
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uniform as possible. Therefore; it is be8t to use the napper, and 
especially the double-acting napper if it can be obtained. There 
is no use trying to put off the use of the latest improved machinery; 
it is much better to try it, and study it, and in most cases, its use 
will be found to give the desired results. As on kerseys, so here, . 
the aim is a full, ctnd rZense nap, and several thorough croppings 
should be given the goods and the laying brush used to the1naximum. 

Steaming. The goods are now ready for the steaming, and 
here n1ay be noted a slight departure from the ordinary way. After 
the goods are run off one cylinder, they are at once run on the 
other. Both tanks are filled with water and the brush pnt on as 
hctrcl as possible. The cloth is now run from one cylinder to the 
other, three or four ti1nes, or until the nap has been well brushed 
down so that the face is smooth. This must not be overlooked, 

i£ it is desired to have a good finish. . 
These goods are all wool and therefore no bad after-effects 

will be. produced by a thorough stean1ing. A steaming is under 
stoo_d to be a steaming once on each cylinder; so that for a double 

steltming, .the cloth should be steamed twice on the same cylinder, 
to save the time of running it back and fo1-th. But this very run. 

ning is of great benefit, as it brings the goods in contact with the 
brush. 

After steaming the usual carbonizing etc., is in order. As 

there is no further departure. from the inethod employed on ker
se)'s, the other processes need not be mentioned again. These 

goods are all wool, and may be either wool or piece-dyed. 

DOUBLE CLOTHS AND REVERSIBLES. 

In some senses, double cloths require double the amount of 

care which is given to ordinary fabrics, the fini shing presenting 
many phases that are not met with in single cloths. 

. The proper construction of the fabric is of more importance 
in a double cloth than in any other style, for _no amount of care in 

the finishing can overcome a faulty const1:uction. The cloth of 

which ladies' capes are made is a good illustration of this, for it is 

usually of a soft nature, with a plain black or dark blue face, and 

a large plaid of striking colors on the back. If the construction 

of these goods fa faulty. ~.nd the binding of the white or colored 
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threads of the back _ pattern protrude 01i . tlie fcbce, it is next to 
impossible to bring the goods out clean looking; for the white or 
colored fibres will find their way to the face by the action of the 
gigging, and thus spoil the appearance of the fabric. But given 
a perfect fabric in this respect, a moderate amount of care em
ployed at the right point will bring it out all right. 

Burling and Mending. Right at the beginning of the fin 

ishing process, changes are made in the handling, and this is kept 
up all the way through. The hurling should be performed with 
much more care than on single· cloths on account of both sides of 
the cloth receiving a finish; and for this same reason both sides 
should be treated alike, and both regarded as the face. Where on 
other cloths, runners appearing on the back are not of much im
portance so long as the face is intact, on these goods they must be 
looked after the same as on the face. Both sides of the cloth should 
receive the same treatment in mending, for the pattern is generally 
in the combination of colors rather than in the weave, and all 
fancy threads must be in their proper places or they will show up 
imperfectly. · 

Fulling. The calculations preceding the fulling process must 
• 

be made on a basis of per cent of loss sufficiently large to cover the 
extra loss sustained on account of the-extra amount of work the 
g9ods receive on the back. Nor ·will it do to lose sight of this part 
of the work, for if proper provision is not made, the result will 
surely be a disappointment. Flocks are not often used, still on 
some of the cheaper grades, where more subdued colors are used, 
they are often a necessity, and when this is the case it is well to 
bear in mind that the usual allowance of flocks is not enough. 

The common practice is to put on two 01.tnces of flocks /01· 
every oiince in weiglit to be made up by them, for that is about 
the proportion which becomes part of the fabric when finished; but 
on ordinary goods the flocks which adhere to the fibres on the back 
are not disturbed by after processes. On the goods under consid
eration, however, this is changed, for the back of ·the goods receive 
a finish and consequently a portion of the flocks is removed. 
This must be taken into consideration \vhen the flocks are added in 
the mill. Three ounces of flocks for one ounce j n weight to be 
made up will be found none too many, and if the flocks are not of 
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the best quality, it is sometimes necessary to use j'our oitnces. If 
flocks are not used, it is unnecessary to tack the cloth before fulling. 

Some double cloths are not fulled, for instance, the cloth used 
for capes is simply scoured. On reversibles, however, it is neces
sary to full the pieces and to shrink them to 'vidth and length. The 
fulling process as well as the soap nsed, does not differ from the 
process used on other goods and is subject to the same conditions. 
If any tendency towards rolling or roping manifests itself, the 
goods should be tacked, and i£ that does not overcome the difficulty, 
the other method formerly advised should be used. 

The wasliing does not differ from other goods, and the fuller's 
earth bath should not be omitted, for it will tend to brighten the 
colors. The treatment at the points thus far mentioned is practi 
cally the same as on other cassimeres, but commencing with the 
gigging process extra care must be taken. 

Gigging. As stated before, if the construction is faulty, the 
colored fibres of one side will interfere with the effect of the other, 
but even if this is all right, injudicious gigging may produce the 
same trouble. The best inethod to follow at this point is to start 
the operation with old work and run the machi1rn slowly, advanc
ing to the sharp work. When running the sharp work, care is 
taken that i~ does not strike the goods too hard or the workers may 
go too deep and take hold of the fibres of the other side. 

The back of the cloth is gigged first to reduce the possibilities 
of causing defective fini sh on the face. It must also be remem
bered that the chances of tendering the goods are d~mble those on 
a single cloth; therefore, the gigging should be kept well within 
the strength of the fabric. 

When the goods are properly gigged on both sides, the ques
tion of speck-dyeing arises, and if it is necessary, the proper time 
to do it is immediately after gigging. Of late years, the carboniz
ing process both for stock and pieces has done away with much of 
the speck-dyeing; still there are many places where the carbonizing 
process is not used, and on low-grade goods it _is 'of course out of 
the question. After burr-dyeing and thoroughly rinsing the pieces 
are extracted and then dried. 

Before taking the goods to the dryer, it is.a good plan to brush 
them on both sides. The machine illustrated at Fig. 78 is adm.ir-
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ably adapted for this purpose. These machines, having four cyl
inders, which may be clothed with brushes instead of the sand lays, 
are used so that two of the cylinders will brush the face, and two 
the back, thus doing in one operation -Yvhat would otherwise require 
two separate operations and handlings. 

After drying the cloth is carefully looked over on both sides, 
the object being to remove knots; and this is followed by a steam 
brushing on botli sicles. The goods are then ready for the shear. 

As a general thing, son1e of the nap is left on the back, even 
if the face is to be finished threadbare, but sometimes the back has 
to be sheared the same as the face. The shearing process is the 
same as on other goods, except that the back is sliecwed jfr 't. 
After the shearing comes the specking and that is in turn followed 
by another brushing, after which the goods are pressed. They are 
pressed with the face up and the stea1n brushing applied to both 
sides to remove the press glaze. The usual final processes follow. 

LOW=GRADE GOODS. 
Of all goods to be finished, the low-grade goods will al ways 

be found the hardest to bring out satisfactorily. ~lore care has to 
• be exercised at all stages, and many of the processes will be extended 

in time beyond ·what is usually the case with the better grades. 
To this must be added the desire on the part of the management 
to keep the labor cost down to the lowest point. 

The finisher should insist on being given enough time to do. 
the work right, for anything short of that will only hurt his own 
reputation; and while it is hard work to build up a reputation, it 
takes only one or two failures to lose it. I t is a good plan to keep 
a close watch on the SOCt)J, the fi1;ll-ing, and above all on the wash
ing/ for nothing is worse than dirty goods, unless it is goods that 
are tender. The g igging should be kept well within the strength 
of the goods, for a poor finish is m uch to be preferred to a good 
finish with a tender piece. 

THI BETS. 

One kind of low-grade goods, which at all times finds a ready 
market, is the Thibet cloth, which on account of being made entirely 
of low stock may be taken as an example at this time. The 
genuine Thibet cloth, of which n10st styles in the market are 
imitations, has a firm , rough face, is soft to handle, has no nap, aud 
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is either in fancy colors or dyed in the piece. A style of cloth is 

found on the market under the name of "blind cheviot," which is 

in reality a Thibet. 

As regards the finish proper, it rnay be said that tbe1·e is no 

distinct finish, it being somewhat of a mixture between a melton 

and a cheviot, neither of which requires much work in the :finishing 

department. But even so, it will be found hard to produce the 

results that present themselves as a rnatter of course on better stock. 

The first process, the hurling, is usually a very laborious piece 

of w0rk, for the grade of stock, as already indicated, causes many 

bunches and other i1nperfections seldo1n found in goods of better 

stock. Mending is usually omitted, the hurlers pulling out double 

and coarse threads. The pieces are then taclcecl. This should not 

be omitted under any consideration, for as the stock is low, the 

face needs all the protection possible, so as to retain the fibres to 

. cover the threads. If the pieces are not tacked, the fibres will 

wear off very much during the f°nlling process. It is of no conse

quence which method of tacking is employed if the work is done 

thoroughly. 
Fulling. On account of the felting quality of a large part 

of the stock being very low, the pieces are run into the n1ill either 

double or treble, so as to bring as much cloth as possible under 

the roll. This also causes the cloth to go around much faster, 

thereby subjecting it to n1ore frequent pressure, which aids the 

fulling greatly. But care must be taken that the fulling accom

plishes the desired purpose, which in this case is not only the shrink

ing of the goods in length and width, but also to have the weave 

well covered with f elt. This need not be hard aud close felt but. 

just enough fibres to cover the threads; for an excess of felt is apt 

to make the goods feel stiff, whereas a soft feeling is desired. 

If the stock is of a nature that the goods shrink too quickly, 

or before the face is covered with felt, it is better to run them 

singly, even if they have to be doubled at the end to shrink them . 

to width. In such cases it is a good plan to run the goods singly 

in the mill and have sufficien t pressure on the traps to shrink them 

gradually in length. When they are about up in length the felt 

will cover the threads. As this is the resnlt that is desired, the 

cloth should be doubled, as explai ued under the head of · fulling, 
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' 

an_d quickly brought up in width, no pressure being used 011 the 
trap. 

By this it will 15e seen that a1though the goods are cheap, they 
are quite a study for the finisher, and experience on lovy-grade · 
goods is required to bring them out right. It is easy enough to 
finish goods made out of good straight stock, but to make a pre
sentable article out of stock which iD: many mills is allowed to go 
to the refuse he.ap, is quite another matter. In the fulling mill 
the pieces mnst be run a trifle 1nore moist than ordin~ry, for if 
allowed to run with the minimum of moisture they will chafe too 
much, a!1d some of the stock that should be on the face, to cover 
the threads, will be found at the bottom of the mill, even ·though 
the goods are tacked in good shape_. 

Soap. A good soap for these goods may be made as follows: 
One and one-half ounces palm oil, one and one-half ounces tallow 
chip soap, and three ounces of pure ammoniated alkali, or crystal 
carbonate- of soda to the gallon, made in the usual manner. This 
soap will stand fulling to the extent of from fi ve to six hours an.d 
then be good enough for the washing operation. The only draw
back to this soap is that it is hard to wash out of the goods, which 
is clue to the tallow chip soap. Therefore tl~e washing, which im
mediately follows the fulling, should be very thorough, and the 
rinsing should not be neglected. 

On goods of thi s class, that is, low-grade, special care must be 
taken to have the goods opened out ancl folded as soon as they 
come fro rn the mill. This is done by removing the tacking strings 
and opening the goods ou t, then drawing them over a perch and 
folding them as straight as possible, taking special care to prevent 
wrinkles. This p recaution is necessary when the goods do not 
enter the washer immediately, and is done to prevent the ·wrinkles. 
from showing when the goods are finished. If the goods are left 
for a few hours in the condition they come from the mill, all the 
wrinkles aud creases will show up. It is almost i_mpossible to 
remove wrinkles formed in this way, so it is best to avoid them as 
much as possible. 

After the pieces are thoroughly washed they ar~ speck-dyed, 
if they are wool-dyed goodf?, while if they are to be piece-dyed, 
they are now sent to the dyehouse. If wool-dyed they receive a 
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thorough speck-dyeing and rinsing, ~hich is followed by extracting 
and drying~ Afte1~ being dried they are sheared, three or four runs 
being given to square the nap properly. Care must be taken not 
to shear then1 low enough to expose the threads. The raising 
brush is used very lightly, and the laying brush should not be on . 
very hard. ,. 

A ligh~ steam brushing. is next in order, and then the goods 
are ready for the press, where they are run with the face next to 
tlie becl. A moderate pressure is used and the face is thoroughly 
steamed on the press or stea1n brush. · The usual after processes 
follow. · 

SATINETS. 

Satinets are as low-grade as any goods manufactured, and are 
always piece-dyed and printed. They enter the finishing room 

·about thirty inches wide and are tlnished twenty-seven inches. The 
lowest of low stock is used in them, the stockhouse of a satinet 
n1ill containiog hardly anything but rags, which are converted into 
shoddy and then spnn into yarn . 

. Fulling. · The hurling is only superficial, and is followed by 
the fulling process·. As a general rule, satinets are stuffed about 
as full o{ flocks as it is possible to get th.em; ~herefore, one-half of 
the flocks are given dry and the other half· wet. It is quite a bit 
of study to get the required amount of flocks on the goods, and 
careful study of all the conditions is required to get them out in 
such a manner that they fnlfi l requirements. The fulling mills for 
such goods as these are generally witlioitt trap s, for .. the goods are 
not shrunk in length, being brought to width only, the niain object 
being to get all the flocks on the cloth. · 

It is often the practice to gig these goo~s before they enter 
the fulling mill, and in most cases this is found beneficial, if .not 
overdone. . As the nap thus raised must come directly from the 
threads, there is always dangm· of tendering them, for it must be 
remembered that there fa practically nothing to hold the fibres 
together, and every fibre raissd frmn a thread ~~ill leave that thread 
so much weaker. If the goods are gigged previous to the fulling, 
the flocks will take much better and the face will be covered closer, 
which is the chief aim of the finish. Satinets are supposed to re-
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sernble face-finished goods, and if the stock is fair, quite a respect

able looking finish may be obtained. 
Soap. After the goods are in the 1nill ·and the first half of 

the flocks evenly distributed, the pieces are ready for soaping. In 

satinet mills red oil is used for making soap. vVhen this is the 

case the soap should be n1ade as follows: Four gallons of red oil 

are put into a barrel with sufficient water to £11 the barrel one. 

third full. Sixty pounds of soda ash or alkali are added and the 

Fig. 78. Parks and Woolson's Sanding, Pumicing or Polishing Machine. 

compound boiled for from six to eight hours. The barrel is then 

filled with water and the contents let cool. 

On satinets it is not of so nnich importance to have the soap 

cold, as on other classes of goods; in fact, i~ is an advantage to keep 

it warm, for it will stay combined better. This soap will thor

oughly loose11 ·all grease in the goods and be strong enough to aid 

the felting. Four• or six pieces are pitt in the lfn,ill at one time, 

which would make two or three on each side. 

After fulling, the pieces are put in ~he washer and are thor

oughly washed. Very often it is thought advisable to burr-dye 
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them in the mill and if this is required, a burr dye of at least 24% 

stre1igth should be made, and one quart used for each piece. This 

will usually be sufficient to cover· all specks. Burr-dyeing in the 

fulling mill is _mostly resorted to when the goods are piece-dyed 

. in a primitive. way, for if union dyes are used it is not necessary 

'to use speck dye. 

Gigging. After washing, the goods are ready to be gigged_. 

The gigging must be pei:formed very slowly and carefully, and 

very little sharp work should be used. The goods _will not stand 

much work in this respect, and therefore they c~nnot be handled 

as an ~JI-wool piece or even as ·a 1ni.xed piece, which contains tol

erably fair _stock. The gigging should be done with a view to 

saving all the fibres possible a~d the production of a s1nooth ancl 

well-covered face. It is not necessary nor advisable to gig down 

to the bottom. The top fibres should 9e laid as stra~gh t as possible 

without disturbing the bottom fibres excessively. 

The coloring follows next, black and blue being commonly 

used. The cloth is then dded, sheared, and pressed. 

BLANKETS. 

The finishing of b]anke~s is chiefly done in the gigging, and 

unless the goods are made properly before they reach the :finishing 
• 

room, it is impossible to finish the1n correctly. 

All the yarns should be made 0£ stock which will felt eas ily, 

and which is of long enough staple to give the desired length of 

nap. They should be loosely twisted so as to facilitate the work 

of raising the nap, and also to make · it unnecessary to put the 

goods in the mill. 

The goods should be thoroughly scoured with a good-bodied 

soap to help the softness of the goods and care should be taken to 

have them clean and well rinsed before sending them to the gig or 

napper. The object here is to obtain a dense and ·long nctp which 

must also be well laid and still retain a certain loftiness. Almost 

any of the machines in use which are wide enough may be em

ployed on these goods, but as they run from nine to twelve quarter,* 

it \vill be easily seen that extra wide machines are required. Most 

·*NOTE.-A quarter means nine inches; thus nine-quarter goods 

would be 80 inches wide; twelve-quarter goods, 108 inches wide, etc. 
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all the builders will make special widths of machines to order, 

therefore,-any of the different machines may be used. 

After the goods are gigged and -dried, they are brushed, meas

ured, and cut into suitable lengths for a pair of blankets; the ends 

where they are cut being nicely bound to prevent raveling. They 

are then folded. The nap should be nicely straightened by band, 

as they are folded so as to have them in the neatest possible con

dition for the- market. 

WORSTEDS. 

As there are so many different kinds of worsted cloths, this 

chapter ·will deal with light-weight and heavy-weight piece dyes. 

These goods rn ust be made as perfect as poss£Ule iri the burl1:nr; 
and menclinr; and then go to the singeing machine for a thorough 

singeing, after which they are t~ken to the crab room and pn t 

through the usual process, giving the1n a medium pressure on the 

top bowl. They are then i:eady for the scouring process. This is 

best done with a liq nor made of 4% pearl ash dissolved in water, 

which is abont fi v~ or six ounces of the ash to a. gallon of water. 

This liquor should be used in the washer, giving about three pail 

fuls to a piece and adding to this about one-half pailful of a good

bodied fulling soap. The goods should be scoured thoroughly and 

then rinsed. 

As it is not desired to have much lustre on these goods, the 

stertrn'ing is omitted. If ihe goods need carbonizing it may be 

done at this point, after which they go to .the dyehouse. When col

ored they need a good washing and a bath of fuller's earth, and are 

then extracted and dyed. 
Polishing. The next operation in order is back-burling, but 

as rubber rest shears are · c01ning into use, t~is is omitted, so the 

goods go to the pumicing or sanding machine,-of which an iJlus

tration is given at Fig. 78. This machjne is the most economical 

to use, as it can readily be turned into a brush by removing the lays 

covered with sand and substituting brush lays for them. These cyl

inders being supplied simply with six arms, a space is left between 

each and this causes the Jays to exert a kind of beating upon the cloth. · 

The purpose of this machine is to polish the face and make 

the tlireacls show clear"/;y, at the same time imparting a soft. and 
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silky feeling to the goods. One or two runs are sufficient for this purpose if the goods have been singed; if unsinged, more runs must be given. The cloth is then ready for the shear. Shearing. This class of worsteds is closely s/wared, but should not be scraped. On the rubber rest shear several less runs may be given, as it is possible to go down closer on the goods without doing damage; that is, if the shear is set properly. After shearing the goods are pressed face up, with good pressnre. They 

-- -=---

Fig. 79. Kinyon Dros.' Dampening Machine. 

are also steamed and rolled upon the press. This process will do for light-weights or si 1n ple fabrics. The heavier goods, or those having a wool back, are also singed, but fulling takes the place of crabbing. They are run in a fulling mill for fifteen or twenty minutes with a good strong soap and are then given a thorough scouring and rinsing. A moderate steaming completes the special processes these goods are put through, and is followed by the operations as in the previous descriptions. 
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FANCY WORSTEDS. 

One of the characteristics of these goods is that they are all 

yarn-dyed. Some goods which are called fancy worsteds, but · 

really contain more or less cotton thi·eads, are piece-dyed with 

wool dye, but those belong to another class. Fancy worsteds are 

often finished without being singed, but this is probab~y done 

more because a · machine for . the purpose is not at hand, than 

because -anyone· thinks the process should be omitted. 

On account of the colors, the washing has to be closely 

watchell, and especially the strength of the soap. If this is not 

attended to, the more tender colors are likely to be damaged. 

There is no further departure from the process ex:plained in the 

last chapter until it comes to the sanding and polishing. This 

must be very thorough, while the process mnst be watched so that 

the goods lose none of their streng th. 

Dampening. After shearing and brushing as on all goods 

before they go to the press, it is often necessary to dampen worst. 

eds, and for this purpose the machine which is illustrated in Fig. 

79 is employed. The n1achine . is very sin1ple, the dampening 

being produced by forcing air through one set of nozzles while a . 

drop of water appears at the point of the other. This water is 

taken by the air and spread as shown in the £gure; A being the 

water nozzle and B the air nozzle. The air is supplied by a fan, 

and the water is contained in a box or tank at the side. The goods 

pass in front of the machine, being placed on the scray and pass

ing upward and back to the roll and folder, are folded off behind. 

This machine is used to give the goods additional weight and also 

to give them the right feeling, which is not desired to be too dry. 

From three to six pounds of water per yard · can be put on the 

goodti with this machine. The dewing, of course, must be done 

on the back of tlie cloth. After letting the goods lie a h.1lf-hour 

or so, they go to the press and are treated as previously described. 

SERGES. 

vVhile these goods are made of worsted, they have a character 

entirely their own and therefore. are generally classed by themselves. 

Serges are of rather an open nature, and while they are 

"made'' in the loom, that is, do not require shrinkage in either 
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width or length other than what will be naturally entailed in the 
process, they are not as solid as most goods which are "made'' 
there. After hurling and mending, which are very important as 
the goods are clear-finished, they are ready for the singeing process. 
Where rubber rest shears are in use,"the hurling on the back is 
very slight and in many instances entirely omitted 

Singeing. The goods are then placed in a pile with the ends 
laid ont, so that the top en~ of one piece is face up and the bottom 
end of the next piece is face down. This brings all the ends 
together, and face to face, and the pieces are thus sewed together, 
making of the whole pile one endless piece. The object of sewing 
all the pieces _together is to facilitate the singeing process, which 
must be very thorough. Gas singeing should be . used in prefer
ence to plate ·singeing, for the. ii.ame of the gas will clear the face 
of all fibres in the twill which the plates cannot reach. 

Crabbing and Scouring. After the singe dust is brushed 
off, the pieces are taken to the. crab room and thoroughly crabbed 
witli solid p1·ess11/r"t3, and then taken to the scouring to be thor
oughly washed and freed of all impurities. The scouring process 
shon1d not be extended too long in point of time, for there is 
danger of counteracting the effects of the crabbing. 

The fact that the heat employed in the· second bowl of the 
crab during the setting process should be as high as that used dur
ing any suµsequent process has been mentioned before. Few dyers 
care to boil goods more than is actually necessary for good dyeing, 
and when goods con1e along which do not show up clear enough, 
and where the effects of the crabbing have been practically de
stroyed, it is usually caused by using too n1uch heat in the scouring 
process. There is very little dirt in these goods aside from the oil 
used in t]J.e worsted spinning pro?ess and the size used when dress
ing the warps. The latter is well loosened in the crabbing, and is 
therefore easily removed; for this reason there is no warrant for 
extending the scouring ope_ration. 

After the pieces are properly cleansed they ... are ready for the 
dyehouqe. After being colored and rinsed with the usual bath of 
fuller's earth, which should not be omitted, they are ready for the 
dryer. ' 
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Drying., Many finishers look upon the . drying as of small 
importance, but on serges this is an error. · They require to be 
dried slowly, and for this reason the heat should be rr10derate and 
the dryer run slowly. On account of the construction being light 

. , 

and open, and therefore easily dried, it is often th,e". ·case that the · · 
dryer is run at full speed, and the heat the· same as would be 
required on 30-ounce goods. By this treatment the goods will be
come baked and lose much of the silky feeling which is one of the 
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special features of serges. :WI uch of the harsh feeling sometimes 
found in goods is due to drying '~ith excessive heat. 

In large establishments the drying process assumes quite 
important proportions, but that is no reason why the goods should 

be neglected at this point after being c~refully treated in previous 

operations. After the goods are dried they are looked over and 

specked, after which they are sheared. 
Shearing and Pressing. If properly treated up to this point, 

very little shearing is necessary. With a rubber rest shear they 
can generally be · shear~d satisfactorily with one run. They are 

then taken to the dewing or dampening machine and slightly 

dampened and aro then ready for the press. 
The best results are obtained by pressing them on an apron 

press, of which Fig. 80 is an illustration. The goods are run face 
UJJ and receive. a moderate p 1ressure. After leaving the press they 

are ready for inspection and the other final operations. 

DRESS GOODS. 

Dress goods as such, may be divided into two distinct classes, 

i .e., woolen dress. goods and worsted dress goods~ The nature of 

the former is such that they usually rece}ve a finish similar to that 

given light-weight men's wear goods, and therefore do not need any 

special mention at this time. We will take up the subject of finish

ing worsted dress goods, as they require a line of treatment which, 

in many respects, differs radically from finishing woolen goods. 

In thB finishing of dress goods, the finisher come~ in contact 
with several machines. which are not used in the usual line of fin

ishing; although in finishing men's wear worsteds these machines 

might be introduced with profit. As far as the hurling and mend

ing are concerned, it has been mentioned before in these papers 

that more care. is required on worsted than on woolen goods, but 

on worsted dress goods this care must be increased. This, in a 

large measure, is due to the lightness of dress goods in general, 

and also on account of worsted dress goods, with the exception of 

cbeviot serges, being finished very clear. After car,efully bnrling 

and mending the pieces they are ready for the next step, which is 

the singeing. 
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Singeing. As previo~1sly explained, two methods of singeing 

are employed; one being the gas and the other the plate singeing~ 

The machines used for these separat'e methods have been described, 

and therefore it is only necessary at this point to discuss the rela

tive merits of · the two .-rnethods. Each of these methods has its 
. ' 

good points, and, where dress goods are finished on a large scale, 

both ought to be employed . 

F ig. 81. Birch Bros. ' F lat or Open Washer. 

Dress goods may be divided in to the . two classes of twilled 

andfancy woven goods. While twilled goods are classed under the 

common name of serges, they have various n ~mes when so~d in stores; · 

a serge being regarded as a cloth of open texture. In the mills, 
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all twilled goods are known and designated as serges, no matter if 

they are of an open nature or close and fine. 

On all twilled goods the gas is more effective and should be 

used in preference to the other rnethod. On fancy woven goods, 

such as poplins, gas singeing will, of course, clean them just as 

well, but for the silky feeling which these goods should have, the 

singeing over copper plates is of more benefit. It will thus be 

easily seen that there is really no chance for a controversy as · 

regards the two methods, and while either one may be employed 

with success, ·the best results can only be obtained by the use of 

the method best adapted for the goods under treatment. 

Another point should be mentioned here, and one that has 

not yet dawned upon the makers of singeing inachines. This is 

the use of a brush, in connection with the machine, to brush off 

the singe dust. This is a very easy matter, and can be done by 

aftixing a brush to the top roll and encasing it in a tin or sheet

iron box, leaving just enough room for the Cloth to pass freely. 

This casing can be easily connected with a suction fan and a con

duetor to lead all this noxious dust outside the room. On the 

plate singer a similar arrangement can.be made, which will save 

much work to get rid of the singe dust. 
Crabbing. After the singeing has been completed, the pieces 

are taken to the crabbing machines. When the goods_ have been 

treated at the first machine and are ready for the next one, it is 

necessal'y to have the water boiling. ·Some makers of crabbing 

machines ~ave advanced far enough to facilitate the work to be 

done here by adding an extra tank, to be filled with cold water. 

vVben the pieces have been properly treated at this stage, and are 

ready_ to come off, they a~·e run through this additional tank to be 

cooled off._ A low temperature must be maintained by constant 

addition of cold water. 
The washing operation follows, and as the goods must be 

delivered to the washer at a low ternpera.ture, the use of the cool

ing tank saves the beaming and subsequent unrolling of the goods, 

besides saving many goods fi·om becoming tender; which is a con

stant menace when goods a·re left on rolls to cool off. When the crab

bing has been properly performed the weave has become set aud 

there is no danger of the goods felting or shrinking in the washing 
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Washing . . For the purpo~e of washing,. the . flat or open 
washer, of which Fig. 81 is an illustration, is used. This machine 
has a patent guide and opener, which takes out all creases and 

. wrinkles and keeps the goods open and fiat during the operatio.n. 
The machine is also providetj. with three rolls instead of two as in 
ordin-ary washers. The cloth passes through the machine substan - · 
tially as through other 'vashers, except that the goods are kept 
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opened out. The manner of washing the goods differs materially 

from the washing of men's wear goods in that dissolved sizing 

being the only foreign matter in the cloth, it is simply rinsed out. 

The addition of pearl ash at the first crabbing-bowl takes care of 

what lit tle grease or other impurities are present in the goods, and 
for this reason should not be omitted. 

If warm water is· used it 'Nill, of course, hasten the process 

considerably, and ensure the lustre and soft feeling which are so 

desirable. A.fter the washing a bath of fuller's earth ·is · given 
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Fig. 83. Side View of Wet-Finishing Machine. 

which will liven up the piece and show up the colors better, ~spe 

cially if fancy colors are present. If the cloth is for piece dyes, 

these also will be much improved by the bath, and be in better 
condition for the dyer. 

Wet=Finishing Machine.. The method just described is being 

di scarded, aud one of the most important factors in bringing this 

about is the new wet-finishing mach ine, an illustration of which is 

shown at Fig. 82. This rna~hine consists of a ,se1·ies of tanks over 

which squeeze rolls are set, and also of a number 0f guide rolls 

and stretchers. As will be seen in the illustrati<?n, the machine is 

very simple, all unnecessary rigging being avoided. In efficiency 

it is equal to two crabbing machines. The line drawing at Fig. 
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83 illustrates the working of the machine. A and B are the 

squeeze rolls, while a11 the smaller rolls marked 0 are guide rolls. 

The cloth travels in the direction of the arrows. 

The usual way to proceed with this machine js to pass the 

goods into the first tank, which is filled with water at 120° to 1213° 
F. They pass under a roll at the bottom of the tank and then up 

to and through the sq uee.ze rolls, the pressure . on which can be 

regulated by means of the hand wheels on either side. From the 

first tank and set of squeeze rolls they pass to the ~econd tank, 

which is :filled with boiling water and are there treated the same 

as in the first tank. From there they pass to the third tank and 

receive the same treatment. Then they pass to the fourth tank, 

which is filled with cold water, and when passing throngh the last 

set of squeeze rolls receive a hard pressure, and then p~ss to the 

top roll and folder and are folded off in smooth piles. 

About :five per cent of pearl ash is added to the water in the first 

tank, or, if this cam1ot be procured, calci ned soda or pure alkali 

may be used. Either of these latter substances will act detri

mentally on the fibre, rnak'.ing it harsh and brittle therefore, pearl 

ash is. much to be preferred. 

TIT/ien handling fine good,, it is a good ·plan to g ive them a 

light '"ashing with dilute potash soap, and rinse, following with a 

bath of fuller's earth. This should be done in the washer. 

Sorting. Before the goods are sent to the dyehouse, they are 

carefully sorted over for dark threads, spots, and other blemishes. 

This is done for the purpose of keeping these imperfect goods from 

being put in the lighter and more delicate shades. 

After the goods are colored they are found to be in string or 

rope fashion, and therefore have to be straightened out. To do 

this by hand is at best a slow and tedious pr~cess, and would ma

terially increase the labor cost of the goods. For thjs purpose the 

0pening or scutching machi.ne is employed. (See Fig. 84.) The 

manner in which this machine performs its work is very simple, 

but effective, as may be readily seen in the illustration. The cloth 

comes in a twisted condition, the twist being beaten back by the 

two-armed beater. From the beater it passes between two spit-al 

rolls, like Fig. 85, which take out any remaining creases or wrinkles. 

The cloth then passes between two other rolls and thence to the 
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folder, which folds it off in even piles. These machines should be 
in every woolen mill, for the tendency to roping and ro.lling occurs 
quite fr equently, and when these pieces have· to be folded out 'by 
hand inuch of the doubled listing is overlooked, causing bad \vork 
afterward. 

Fig. 81. Birch nros.' Opening and Folding Machine. 

Drying. 1\..fter the goods are straightened out, they are run 
in the washer an~ well rinsed , after which they receive another 
bath of fuller's earth. They are then ready for drying, which is 
best done on a chain dryer. The drying should be done more by 

. ventilation than by excessive heat, for the fabric will have a harsh 
feeling if dried quickly with high te1nperature. 
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LOOP CUTTING MACHINE FOR CUTTING THE BRIDGE THREADS ON FANCY SPOT GOODS 
Curtis & Marble Machine Co. 
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'l'be gooJs should be strntched to bring 
. them to the required width, but if they are aL 

ready wide enough they shonld be kept suffi
ciently stretched to prevent wrinkles, which if 
dried in the goods are likely to be out on t."ie 
sliear. 

After the goods are dried ~hey are carefully 
looked over, and shades compared with samples 
so that any difference may be detected before 
more labor is expended on them. If ·shades are 
not right the pieces are sent back to the dye
house to be made right: but if only an occa
sional piece is off shade, it is generally laid aside 
and used for darker shades or black. . 

The following proce~ses of finishing depend 
entirely upo)1 the kind and quality of the fabric. 
:Many of the lower grade worsteds do not need 
any shearing after drying, the singeing clearing 
them sufficiently to be immediately pressed. 
Better grades are shorn after drying so as to 
remove any fibres which may have been raised 
by the different n1anipulations of dyeing and 
fin_ishing, and the shears should be in good con
dition for the goods must be shorn entirely bare. 
Rubber rest s~earsare of great benefit in shec"tr
ing worsted dress goods, therefore all shears used 
on such goods should be provided with the rub
ber tube. 

On some classes of dress goods it is neces
sary to give one or .two· runs over the polish ing 
machine in order to bring them out clear enough, 
and this will also help the feel of the goods. 
The gas singeing machine should be used in 
preference to the shear on fancy goods with raised · 
patterns, for the shear will not clear the bottom. 
On goods which ·requi re a high lustre it is ad
.visable to sharply steam the goods on the steam
ing machine, after they are through the wet-fin-
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ishing and before sending them to the dyehouse. In the case of 
high lustre cheviots, this steaming should be repeated after the · 
goods are dry. When such a second steaming is deemed advisable 
the goods should be sent to the washer, if an open washer is at 
hand, and thoroughly rinsed with cold wcder. If an open washer 
is not used it is best to dry t.b.EnTl right after steaming. 

Padding Machine. vVhen the shearing and such things are 
completed the goods are laid out in lots of from twelve to sixteen 
pieces and the ends sewn together, face to face. This is done to 
facilitate the work on the padding machine, of which an illustra
tion is shown at Fig. 86. This machine consists of two heavy 
iron rolls, which are covered very smoothly with cotton cloth. 
The lower of these rolls is set in a tank so that it may be partially 
immersed in water or liquor, as the case may be, while the top roll 
may receive pressure to the desired amount by means of screws 
and hand wheels. Two spiral rolls are placed in front of the ma
chine, their purpose being to prevent creases and wrinkles. 

If goods are of a heavy and stiff nature and have been singed 
instead of sheared, the tank is filled with boiling water and the 
goods passed under the lower roll, then between them and finally 

• 
are either rolled up or drawn up over a framework and folded on to 
a stand. 

When cheviots and storm serges are run through this machine, 
a water proofing 1nixttwe is added to the boiling water. This 
solution consists of alum and lead, and may be obtained from 
deal~rs in chemicals and dyestuffs. A certain amount of ·this 
water proofing material is put into the water in the tank, and, 
after being well dissolved, the goods intended for water proofing 
are run through the solution. Oare must be taken not to have the 
soln.tion too strong, for, if used to excess, it will leave little white 
spots on the goods after they are dried. Goods so treated will 
shed water like the proverbial duck, and thus are very desirable 
goods for stormy weather. 

On better classe8 of serges, that is, the fine and closely woven 
grades, the goods require a certain amount of stiffening to show 
off the fini sh to advantage, and this is accomplished by using a 
solution of Irish rnoss. This moss, when boiled, forms a gelatin
ous substance which, when used in the proper quantities, gives the 
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goods a certain stability and firmness wh.ich is very desirable . 
. When wanted ~or use on thin goods about. a pailful of this gelatin
ous product is added to about fifty gallons of water, and well 
dissolved by boiling. It is then strained and about four ?r five 
pails of this liquor· are added to the water in the tank of the pad-

Fig. 86 . . Two Roll Padding .Machine. 
Manufactured by Textile-Finishing Machinery Co. 

ding machine and the goods run through, aft~r which they are 
dried. The liquor should be kept near the b0i'.ling point while the 
goods are passing through, or 'the results are likely to be uneyen. 

Drying. If the goods are dried on the ordinary tentering 
, machines they will require a separate pressing operation, or rather 

two pressings; while if the proper facilities are at hand one slight 
pressing wi11 be enough. -To properly treat the goods, a machine 
is required of which Fig. 87 is an illustration. This machine is 
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nothing more than a large copper cylinder and an endless fe1t 
apron, to whi<!h is added the usual stretching apparatus, to get the 
goods to the exact width . . /he large drun1 is heated by st3am 
and the pipe 1eading to it should have a safety v·alve connected, · 
"to allow the steam to blow off at a n1ediurn pressure, for it is not 
desirable to have too much pressti.re in the drnm. 

As shown at Fig. 87, the goods arc put on the chain with 
pins EE, which can be set to width. From there they go on the 
felt apron O, and travel with this around the drum A, which iii 
driven by a belt on the farther side, and draws the felt along, so 
that after the goods are on·ce laid on the apron they are not sub
jected to_ any friction , bn t simply pass around with the drum and 
apron, and are dried in the passage. This leaves the goods as 
smooth as if they were pressed. 

The guide ro.lls b b are only for the felt apron to pass over. 
After the felt leaves the drum the piece is taken to F, the top roll, 
and G, the folder, and is nicely folded off. The wheels D D carry 
the chain and can be adjusted as the· width of the goods require. 
This varies from 33 to 50 inches, for dress goods are seldom made 
wider than 50 inches, except storm serges, which are often made 
54 inches wide. • 

Pressing. The pieces are then taken to the press room and 
doubled face oi1;t and put jn papers. The press papers used here 
are somewhat narrower than those used on rnen's wear, and when 
the pieces are put in the papers, or rather the pa.pers put in the 
pieces, they are only put on the face of the goods. This makes 
papering up these goods much simpler. A~ter the papering process 
is completed the goods are put in the press and generally pressed 
cold. Lustre goods are the exception to this statement, as they 
require to be hot pressed. After being in the press about five or 
six hours, the goods are taken out, and after rernoving the papers, 
are sent to be examined. 

The final excimination on these _goods differs fro1n that on 
men's wear in that they are not drawn over a perch; but are laid 
on a table where there is a good light, and the several folds are 
turned over and closely examined. VVhen the end is reached the 
piece is turned ·over and exarnined on the un~er side. All imper
fections are marked with a gum label and the allowance written on 
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this, instead of putting in a string as on men's wear goods. After 
the goods have been carefully examined· they are measured and 

rolled, or folded up ready for the market. 
To conclude,. attention is called to the necessity of using sew

ing machines on dress go.ods whenever the ends need se·wing 

together. This is not only necessary on. account of the time thus 
saved, but on account of the lightness of the fabrics. A cut of one 
of these machines is shown at Fig. 88. The se~ving part· of this 

machine is the same as on any other chain-stitch machine, but a 

· new principle is made use of in the large wheel in front. Pins 

. 
Fig. 87. Drying Machine. 

are placed on the surface of the wheel, ~nd the cloth is hooked on 

the pins, thus using the wheel as a feeder. 

POPLINS. 

There are very few styles of dress goods which have retained 

their popularity as have poplins, or reps as they are sometimes 

called. The true merit of the weave is" perhaps the reason why 

they have kept such a firm hold on the ~avor of the buyer. This 
is gratifying evidence that true merit is able in -some instances to 
overcon~e the dictates of.fashion. For instance, in England, which 

was at one time the ~nly pla~e where reps were made, they have 

been the most popular fabric for ladies' dresses for .generation$. 

' 
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To insnre a moderately perfect fabric the goods nre first taken 
to the open wa~her and washed with a light soap and pearl ash 
liquor. They are then dried, and are ready for the hurling. The 
bu1~Zing and 1nen.clt:ng can be done much easier by first snbjecting 
the goods to this -vvashjng operation, and also can be done more 
thoroughly. On the lower grades the washing need not precede 
the hurling and mending. Care must be taken when washing .the 
pieces not to extend the process tqo long, £or the weave has not 
yet been set, and if goods run long in the washer, they are apt to 
be "wooly" and lose m nch of their good feeling qualities; which 
it is impossible to re-impart in any of the later processes. 

After the niending process is completed the goods are singed, 
and for these goods plate singeing is the best method. Plate singe
ing, as has been explained before, irnp~,rts a certain smooth and 
silky feeling to the goods, which cannot be obtained by singeing 
with gas. · Arter singing, the clnst is removed by means of brnsh
ing, unless this work has been done on the singeing machine, as it 
should be. 

Crabbing. The goods are then ready for the crabbing process, 
and it inay be stated that the continuous wet-finishjng 1nachine is 
m nch to be preferred for the finisbi ng of these goods. Generally, 
enongh attention is not paid to the best means Gt doing the 'rork, 
~nd instead of regulating the machines to conform to the work to be 
done, the practice is to regulate the work according to t~e machine 
at hand. This proceeding is entirely wrong, and it can be easily 
seen that if one man finishes certain classes of goods with the ma
chines best adapted to them, it will be an easy matter for him to 
produce a better finish, with .less trouble and labor, than another 
man who has to adapt hi s 1nethod of finishing to_ machines unsuited 
for the work. As the product of both places enters the same 
n1arket~ the better finished piece of cloth; of course, finds the 
readier sale> and at the better price. 

As it is more· than likely that the student will encounter in 
actual practice inany instances where machines have to be used to 
produce a finish which are way behind the time~, it will pay him 
to study the niethods on the old as well as the new machines, so 
as to be able to turn out commendable work no matter what kind 
of machinery he encounters. 
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If the olcl-style C'IYtb is used, the pieces are run on the 
first bowl under moderately hard pressure for twenty min n tes, 
then beamed off and the roll stood on end for at 1 ast forty 
minutes. The goods are then run on the second how 1 and recci ve 

twenty minutes in boiling water, under heavy pressure.· When 
ready to be taken from the second bo\rl they are passed through a 
box filled with cold water, or if this i not at hand are beamed 
off the crab roll on wooden rolls and left to cool. The 1nethod of 
cooling in water is much to be preferred, in fact it would be better 
to take the goods to the padding machine and there run through 
cold water, than to let them cool 0!1 the rolls. 

If the goods have been 'rash d before bnrling they are now 
ready for the dyehouse but if not tl1cy go to the washer and are 
thoronghly but quickly washed. Before sending them to the dye
houso, they are submitted to ' the usual examination, that is, if thoy 
are for light and delicate shades; if fo r blacks they are sent to the 
dychonse vi"i thout this examination . After the pieces are color ·cl 
they are opened and folded on. the scutching machine. \\Then dry 
the usual inspection takes place £o r the purpose of co1nparing 
shades, etc., after which they are ready for the shear. 

Shearing. These pieces rr1ust be sheared "81-y clean, so a few 
runs on the polishing or sanding lllachine will be beneficial. IIo\\' 
ever, it often happens that the goods come in such condition tlrn.t 
it is impossible to clean them properly on the shear, even with the 
aid of tbo sanding machine, and when this is the case, they sbonld be 
t7101·011'(;hly singed on the gas-singeing machine. The si uge dust is 
then i:emoved and the goods taken to the padding nutchine and rn n 
through hot water, then dried on the 1llachi11e illnstrated at Fig 7 

The various shad<?s passing over this machine, although clean, 
will in time leave the apron stained, so it is ad visab1e to dry the 
more delicate shades, sttch as cream, rose, and light pink, on the 

chain dryer and then press them on the apron press. After that 
the pieces are taken to the press room and pressed hot for about six 
hom·s. Final inspection, ineasul'ing etc. complete the operation. 

WORSTED CHEVIOTS. 

The bar·ling and 1tieniling opera tio11s are perfor111 e<l with the 

usual care, for the absence of a fancy thread particularly in the 
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plaids, is easily detected. The pieces then go to the fulling mill, 
and, as they are n1ade quite wide on the loom, are shrunk to width 
and length according to requirements. A good bodied soap is needed, 
but too much alkali shonld not be used or it will spoil the fancy 
threads. 

Fig. 88. Birch Bros.' Sewing Machine. 

After washing, which i ~ conducted in the nsnal manner, the 
goods are extrac.ted and folded, and then run on the steamer. They 
are steamed for about fiv e. minutes on· each cylinder, the brush 
being set off so as to touch the pieces very lightly. They are then 
ready for the dyeing and subsequent operations. On the press 
they are run face down so as to add to the 1 ustre, and . enough 
steam is used to take off the press glaze. 
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When piece-dyed goods are handled they go .from the stearner 

to the dyehouse, and upon returning pass through the usual after

processes. 

BLEACHING WOOLEN GOODS BY THE SULPHUR PROCESS. 

The bleaching of wooleu goods by the sulphur process, al

though in itself a very simple process, is attended with many 

apparently slight but important details. The fact is well known 

to all finishers that the lighter the color of the goods the more 

plainly will all little imperfections show up. On white goods 

every little speck is sure· to assume very large proportions, simply 

by reason of the contrast. It is, therefore, of the utmost impor

tance that the proper stock be used in goods which are to be fin- · 

ished white. 

Stock. There is no use in trying to produce a good piece of 

white goods if the stock is at 811 " bnrry'' or has much vegetable 

matter in it. Even if the la.bor cost is increased in trying. to bring 

such goods outright, t.bey will be unsatisfactory. We will assume 

that tbis part of the work has been carefully attended to and the 

proper amount of care, necessary for good results, has· been be

stowed upon the stock in the various. processes. through which it 

passes before becoming a piece of cloth. 

Washing. The washing should be very thorough, uot omit

ting the rinsing, as it is essential that all soap be removed'. After 

the pieces have been carefn1ly washed and thoroughly rinsed, and 

before anything else is dooe to them, they should be carefully Cit

wninerl and all those pieces which do not come up to the standard 

should be laid aside to be dyed. To do this thoroughly the pieces · 

should bi drawn over a table and · every spot taken out if it is pos

sible to do so. After the goods are bleached these little things will 

show up and mean an a1lowance, if nothing mo!·e. Very often a 

stain cannot be removed in the washing process, but when taken 

separately in this way it can be taken out with stroug soap. 

This may be considered as rather too much_ bother and to 

entail too 'mnch cost, bnt it must be remembered that white woolen 

goods are only of the finest .g1·ades and that this labor will pay. 

Right here it may be pointed out that the more care taken in the 
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selection of the stock, the less the cost will be for this item. If 
creditable goods are desired, do not omit this examination. 

Extracting. When the goods have thus been carefully looked 
over and everything corrected ivhich it is possible to correct, they 
may be finished in the usual rna1111er up to the process of drying. 
Before they are put into the extractor it is good policy not only to 
thoroughly wash the machine, but a.lso to use a sheet over all 
exposed parts, so that the cloth may no~ come in contact with the 
ironwork of the basket. This precaution is of much value, and as 
it is not costly it sbonld in all cases be adopted for white goods. 
After the pieces come from the napper or gig, they are carefully. 
wrapped in sheets and are then ready for the bleaching process. 

Theory. The process here described is the method of bleaching 
woolen goods by the use of sulphurous· acid gas. This gas is pro
duced by the burning of sulphur, the fumes o.f which are salpliur-_ 
ous acid gas. The goods are exposed to this fume or gas long 
enough to re1nove the varnish-like matter which adheres to the . 
fibre, and which cannot be ~ntirely removed in any other way. 
:Much of this substance may be taken off by treating the goods to 
a strong bath of sulphuric acid, but the acid does not produce that 
whiteness ·a~d clearness obtained ·with the sulphurous acid ga~. 

According to Thom's sulphuring process, the goods ar~ passed 
on a long chain np and down over a series of rollers which are 
placed in a small chamber~ and this chamber is filled with sul
phurous acid vapors. In a short time the goods are thoroughly 
bleached. 

· . Operation. To avoid the expense of a bronze chain for . 
removing the cloth, two rails are run lengthvvise about a foot from 
the ceiling and about six feet apart, and a n nm ber of square sticks 
about six or eight inches longer than the distance between the 
rails, and about one and one-half inches square, are placed across 
the rails. Enough of the piece is folded to reach from the rails 
to within a foot of the floor and one of the sticks passed through 
the fold and placed on the rails. This operation is repeated until 
tbe pieces are all strnng up and the cha:11 ber is filled. 

Tlie sulphur is placed in an iron vessel, in which some live 

coals ha:e been placed, and this is put in a corner. The sulphur 
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will igni te readily and in a short time the fumes are so dense that 
the operator has to leave the chamber. The pieces are left for 
six to twelve hom:s according to the time at corr1mand. Where 

the production of 'rhite goods is continuous it would be much the 
better way to use a bronze chain, but whete white goods are only 
made periodically, and then in smaJl quantities, the plan describ~d 

will answer very well. 
The chamber in which the sulphuring is done should be made 

as t?.g!it as possible to preyen t the fumes from escaping, not alone 

on account of the bleaching process, but also because of their dele
terious effect on all ani rna1 and ~egetable life. The "bleaching is 
performed much more evenly and satisfactorily if the goods are 
put in the chamber in a moist state, although care should be taken 
that they do not contain sufficient moisture to drip, for this is apt 

to make the bleaching uneven. 
\Vhen possible, it is best to fill the chamber at night, that is, 

ju st before quitting time, and thus Lave the bleaching done over 
night. Put in sufficient snlphnr to burn for about four hours, as 
this will give enough vapor for the process. Then in the rnorning 
open the doors for two or tl1ree hours before the goods are to be 
taken down, for otherwise it will be impossible to work in the room. 
When the goods are to be taken do"·n, the fioo1· should ·be well 

covered with clean bnrlap, when the pieces may be pnlled down, 
tied up, and taken to the dyehouse or wash room, or wherever the 
next process is to be performed . 

. Bluing. So far as the ble~ching process is concerned, the fore
going description covers it completely, but that is the simplest part 
of the process, at least for those goods which are to be :fin ished 
white. Such goods as are bleached for the purpose 0£ enabl ing 
the dyer to produce brighter colors, as, for instance, cream, light 
pink, rose, etc., are sent fo the dyehouse, but pie?es which are to 
be fini shed white will have to be submitted to a bluing bath, which 

gives them a more attractive appearance. Then also a very strong 
odo1· of sulphur adheres to the goods, and this has to be overcome. 

The pieces are fi~·st placed in a clean washer and thorough1y 
wet down and drained, after which the gates are closed and the 
washer filled half fnll of a ·solution of two per cent soda, which 

gives about two ponnds of soda for every twelve gallons. Let the 
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goods run in this liquor for abot~t twenty minntes, then rinse for 
ten minutes with a good stream of water, and follow with the 
bluing process. 

Operation. Very often the bluing process is carried on in 

the washing machine, but this method cannot be ~ecommended, for 
the goods are too crowded for the bluing to take hold evenly. A 
flat or open washer is better, but on account of the troub~le expe
rienced in feeding on the bluing, the best plan is to nse a dye kettle· 

with a single. reel or drum, pa~sing the goods over this, opened to 
their full width. Not more than four pieces should be blued at a 
ti1pe, as more. will cro:wd the goods too much and make it harder 
to ~eep them open. Fill the kettle with .sufficient water to cover 
the pieces, and a.fter they have been around once or twice, com
mence to feed on the blutng. There are many good articles made 
especially for this purpose, any one of which will give good results 
if proper care is taken. · Feed th6 bluing on slow'ly and evenly, and 
then allow sufficient time for the pieces to go once or twice around. 

It remains for the individual who has to do the bluing, to 
learn through actual experience just how much to give the goods 
and h~w long to let them run, for these things do llOt conform to 
hard-and-fast rules, and what may work well on one set of pieces 
may not do at all on the next. Let the operator, through experi-

• 
ence, determine how much bluing he can put on with safety, and 
when this amount has been given and the goods have run through 

once or twi~e, let hi~ take a small piece from the end of one of 
the pieces, and after squeezing it out well, compare it with the 
standard sample, vvhich, of course, has also been wet out, for there 
is no use trying to shade a wet piece with a dry one. It can be 
easily seen whether more bluing is needed or·not. As soon as the 
sample taken shows that the goods have enough, lose no time in 
taking them out and extracting. 

Drying. It does not pay to have \vhite goods lie around any 

length of time after they have been blued, and for that reason it is 
well to have everything in readine.ss so that they can .be dried at 
once. The up-and-down chain dryer is best adapted for these goods; 
·bnt no matter what _ style of dryer is used it ltiust be as clean as 
possible. All iron bars over which the goods have to pass should 

be wrapped with white cotton clot4. 
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There is a style of chain dryer .in use in inany places, in which 
the cloth travels horizonta11y instead 0£ vertica1ly, and on this style 
especial care is needed to keep the goods from comi11g in con tact 
with the pipes. vVhere the cloth runs vertica11y there is not much 
danger of this trouble, as the pipes are usua11y in the bottom, below 
where the cloth travels, and the air is forced by means of a fan. 
It is a good plan to have racks made of white wood slats and 
placed on the steam pipes, both top and bottom, so that in case the 
goods should sag they would come in contact with these .racks. 

FACTS WORTH REMEMBERING. 

Many tbjngs which are worth remembering. often scape our 
attention, and especially is th is true of various small matters in the 
manufacture of woolens. Considering the truth that this world 
is made up of small things, aud that each and every one of them 
has its peculiar importance, it is we1l that these Ii ttle things be 
remembered. 

Most of the points in fin ishing, which require ~tte ntion, have 
been again and again emphasized in these pages, and at this· time 
some of the things the fini sher sbonld kno'\Y ~nd remember bat 
which are outside of his department, will be mentioned. These 
are the relation of the previous processes to the finishing process 
and their influence upon its results. \i\Thile, in many instances, it 
is beyond th~ power of the fini sher to control or alter any of these 
previous processes, still a fair knowledge of these thi nga may aid 
hi:n somewhat in judging the probable cause from the effect. 

The influence of previous processes upon the fini shing of 
woolen goods is of great importance, in so far as many defects 
manifesting themselves in the fini shed product are often laid at the · 
door of the finisher. The first is the oiling of tlie stock in the 
picker house. Where this is done by hand it is often done care
lessly, unless the help is closely watched. If done carelessly or 
unevenly, a di.fference in the· fini shed product will be noticed, and 
usually shows in shades, but as these shades will be 1nostly in the 
filling; it may be determined easily. If the goods shade well from 
side to center- but there is a difference from end to end- in most 
cases the above may be looked to as the probable cause. 
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If the stock goes to the picker house in a moist condition, 
there is cause for future trouble, for if it is even slightly "burry" and 

is not thoroughly dry before it goes to the picker house, not even 

a burr picker will clear the stock, with the result that the finished 

cloth will contain large numbers of burrs. This makes it neces

sary for the £nisher to use stronger burr dye,. with the consequence 

that the shade will be somewhat darker. The finisher will be 

blamed for this every time. 

The d yeLouse often turns out uneven work and sornoti mes 

tender goods, but the dyer will £ght as long as possible against 

adrn i tting his department to be at fault; therefore, the finisher 

should remember to test goods fo'r strengtli before sending them 

to the dyehouse, and again immediately after they are returned. 

The card and spinning depart1nents being so closely related, 

they may here be treated as one. Any difference in the size of 

the yarn is sure to create bad work which cannot be remedied, 

therefore the finisher should not be blamed for bad Y\Ork caused 

by uneven yarn. 

The worst trouble of the finishing room may be caused in the 

(~ard room. In cold weather it is often diftlcnlt to keep down the 

vlectricity in the card room, and one of the many ways to over

come this difficulty is by tb.e use of alun1. This is applied by 
dissolving a small q uan ti ty in water and sprinkling it over the 

stock, and while very effective in overcoming the electricity, is 

just as effective in making trouble for the finishing room. What 

alum will do may be illustrated by taking a di pperfnl of good £nll
ing soap and adding a small piece of alnm, then agitating the mix

ture until the alum is dissolved, .when it will be found that the 

whole has assu1ned the appearance of curdled milk, which is dne 

to tL.e soap being clis1:ntegrated, leaving the fatty matter as a 

gummy, sticky substance. If alum will cause this change, it is 

rna.sonable to suppose that if it is allowed to permeate the stock in 

Lhe carding process, it will have the same action upol1 the goods 

~t fter they are mR-de up from stock so treated. 

The writer has seen a finishing room rendered useless by this 

proceeding, and it cost many dollars before the trouble was finally 
located and stopped. The only way to overcome such a thing and 

fin ish goods which contain such stock, is to properly neutralize 
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tlie alum, before attempting to full the pieees. This is done by 
running the goods in the washer in a bath of alkali solution rnade 
of four 0~1nces of alkali to the gallon of water. P earl ash, if it 
can be obtained, is better still, and of this three ounces will be 
enough. Each piece should be given four pailfuls of this liquor 
and run for about an hour, the liquor then being drawn off and 
the goods rinsed for about ten minutes. This is follo'Ned by a 
thorough scouring, after which the goods are dried, and then fulled 
in the usual way. This will extend the fulUng process somewhat, 
bnt that cannot be bel pe<l n nder the circumstances. 

In the weave room several causes work together to prodnce 
bad and uneve:i results. If the filling is light, the goods will take 
more picks, or if the picks are not increased, the cloth will shrink 
more, which, in the end will amount to the same thing as pntting. 
in more picks. Suppose the filling is light and the weaver does 
not notice it, the piece will probably weigh somewhere near right. 
But take another piece woven with filling a trifle on the heavy 
side, and therefore a little heavy when taken from the loom, and 
finish both pieces the same. The result wi.ll be that they wH1 not 
look alike. If another weaver on the same goods gets light fill
ing, and is careful not to put in more picks. than he. gets paid for, 
the p ieces are sure to be light and a third difference in the fini sh 
will be noted. . 

These instances are quoted to sho·w that the finisher n1ust be 
on his guard constantly, and also must remember that not only 
must bad work be avoided in the finishing room, but bcuZ wo1'k of 
previov,s processes sliould be ?0 ectijiecl if poss ible. 

During the hot months the finishing room requires n1ore than 
ordinary care. The flocks, being moist, have a tendency to be
come excessively heated in the summer months, if extra attention 
is not paid to them. The soap should also receive special atten
tion, and any tendency to produce an excessi·vely high tern peratnre 
in the mills should be carefully looked in to, to see if the soap does 
not furnish part of the cause. 

Free Caustic, if present in the soap, is apt to cause trouble. 
at any time of the year, but more especially in summer when 
the conditions for overheating are favorable, is the presence of 
free caustic likely to work mischief, while the tronl>le is laid to 
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some othe.r source. Free caustic in hard soap. is easily detected by 
the taste. If present in quantity to do harm, it win di~close itself 
by a slight burning sensation on the tongue, which, in a ueutral 
soap, will not be noticed. 

Extra attention is· required to keep the tern perature · in and 
around the fulling mills as low as possible, and when the goods are 
taken from the mill, they should be inwnediately op ened out to 
be cooled by the air. If the goods are allowed to lie around in · 
piles awaiting their turn at the washer, there is apt to be lots of 

· trouble from stains, when, by opening the pieces properly, mueh if 
not all of this danger is removed. If the goods are !3Xamined over 
a perch before being sent to the washer, the air will cool them off 
in good shape. 

If goods come out of the fulling mill the last thing at night, 
when_ it is impQssible to get them i11to the washer to be cooled by 
water, they should be opened out in good shape and cooled by 
being pulled over the perch. While the practice of leaving partly 
fulled goods in the mi ll over night is poor policy at any time, it is 
folly in the sum1ner season, and should not be tolerated . 

The .speck dye should be closely watched in hot weather if the . .. 
finisher would avoid making ''seconds.' ' The dye at this time of 
the year should be m~de of a strength to require a g reat deal of 
reducing with cold water, and the goods and water for _rinsing 
should be cold. 

The flocks from the gig and cropping shear are moist; there
fore, if they are allowed to lie in piles they will soon heat. This 
un.fits them for further use, for when flocks corn mence to heat they 
turn sour, and it is impossible to remove the sour odor. When such 
flocks are used. on cloth this odor will be imparted to it and no 
amount of washing or scouring will entirely remove it. This 
shows that care is required to prevent _suqh a state of affairs. All . ~ 

mills a~e not fitted to dry these flocks handily, but a sheet can be 
obtained, and if the flocks are spread on it, they' may be easily 
dried outdoors. · 

. vVhere face goods are handled, and where it is an object to 
have them lie ·in wet piles,. they should be frequent1y overhauled 
so that they may not heat tpo much. 
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CUTTING WASTE MATERIAL INTO FLOCKS. 

In many mills there is a good deal of fair stock going on the 
refuse heap, which might be used to advantage ·or be di sposed of 
at a profit. This applies to a large part of the flyings swept from 
under the looms and to lnost of the flocks lnade by the fulling 
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mills, most a1l of which shonld be <.:arefully collected and cleaned. 
Flock Renovato~. A n:iach ine for this purpose is illustrated 

at Fig. 0. This renovator is used for cleaning stock to be used 
for flocks. The stock is fed into the small end of the machine 
from the hopper, as shown by the dotted 1 ines, and after be.ing 
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opened is blown through t_he outlet at the large end by a fan. The 
machine is· usually arranged to blow the stock into a small room 
partitioned off for this purpose. All nails, pieces of iron, and 
otper £oreoign substances which may be contained in the stock, fall 
into a receptacle near the bottom, thus leaving nothing in the 
stock that might injur~ the blades of the cutter wh~n the stock is 
cnt np into flocks. If flocks are not used in the mill, a readier 
sale and a _better price can be obtained after the stock has been 
treated in this manner. · 

Plock Cutter. For the purpose of converting this waste 
material i11 to flodrn, a flock cutter is required. An illustration of 
one of these machines is given at Fig. 90. The stock is run 
through the renovator as explained above, which mixes the several 
kinds in a thorough manner. It is then rnoistened by sprinkling 
it with soapsuds and beating in the suds with. sticks. The stock 
is then ready to be cut, so is fed into the flock cutter by a hopper 
similal' in shape to the one illustraited on the renovator. 

Operation. The flock cntte l' has an inlet near each end of 
the cylinder, and a~ . outlet under each inlet. When the cutter 
turns in one direction the inlet on the right may be open arrd the 
outlet under it closed, the stock leaving by the oatlet on the left. 
vVhen the cylinder is reversed, as is nec~ssary after a few days' 
cutti.ng, the inlet and outlet are also reversed. The bed blades are 
adjustable so they may be kept in the proper relation with the 
cyl inder to cut the stock in the best manner. Oare should be 
taken not ·to bring the blades together too bard. The usual way 
of reversing the cylinder is by using two belts; one a s'traight or 
open belt and the other a ci·ossed belt, clianging according to the 
direction in which it is desired to .run the cylinder. 

The .flocks should not be cnt too fine, for then m.nch of their 
value is lost. To be snre they will go on the goods better, but 
they will also come off better, and generally most of them will 
be evenly distributed over the floor and tables Lefore the goods 
have_ a chance to leave the mill. The remainder may be found in 
the linings of the garments made out ~£ such goods, . shor~ly after 
the articles are bought. Most 0£ the flocks' bought in the market 
have this objectionable feature, and unless the stock is of more 
than usual felting capacity, such flocks will surely act in the above 
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quoted manner. For this reason alone, a finisher would find it to 
his advantage to cut his own flocks, for he would be able to cut 
them of a length that would be of benefit to the goods. 

Adjustment. After the machine has run for some time, the 
blades wear down, which is due in a large degree to the fact that 

tLe machine js self-sharpening. In time the knives of the cylin
<ler and the bed knives become so wo1~n that they will not cut. 
Upon examinati6n it is found that the knives of the cylinder have 
wooden . lags screwed between them, and when the knives wear 
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down to the surface of the lags, the cutting will be somewhat like 
grinding. This must be avoided, for stock that is ground• into 
flocks is of no value, the grinding destroying what little felting 
capacity it bad. \iVhen this condition bas arrive_d, the lags of the 
cylinder are taken _ out and planed down enough so tha:t about a 
·quarter of an inch of the knife will be -exposed. 

The blades at the bed also need raising, and for this purpose 
the bed is let down about -one-quarter inch from the cylinder, then 
the cylinder is taken out. An instnunent known as a setting bar 
and furnished with each machine, is now fitted into the tvvo bear
ings of the cylinder and adjusted so· that th_e pointer will show the 
exact size of the cylinder. The screws are now loosened, which 
releases the bedplates, so. they may be adj u'sted by means of screws 
found underneath. E~ch blade is broug~t up to the pointer for 
its entire length and when all have been adjusted, the screws are 
again firmly screwed in so as to hold the blades in their position. 

Grinding. In ordinary usage the cylinder and blades seldom 
need grinding, but when the blades get worn down and the bottom 
blades have to be reset, the two must be ground together. · If the 
knives become roughened by having nails or hard s~bstances get 
between them a grinding is necessary. This is usually ·perfor.rned 
much after the manner· of grinding a shear with emery and oil, 

I· 

except that a much coarser grade of emery can be used. ~nt after 
all, this is a slow and tedious process, for the blades are thick and 
the grinding cannot be hurried for fear of drawing the tern per, 
wl1ich, -vvith such a large surface, is easily done. When the plates 
are well ground together the machine is cleaned and the cutting 
operation can begin lligain; taking care to commence cntting with 
the cylinder running in the opposite direction to what it did whi le 
being ground. 

Another m~thod of qrincling is as follows: After the blades 
have been l'egulated and the cylinder put in place, the cover is put 
down and secured. A pailful of sand is poured into the niach ine 
and the inlets and outlets closed, after which the machine is run 
for an hour, gradually dra,wing up the bed. The sand is then let 
run out, and fresh sand mixed with common machine ·oil is poured· 
in. This is run for one hour, and is followed by a third appli 
cation of sand, mixed with a large proportion of oil. This mixture · 
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is run for hR.lf an hour, when more oil is added and the grinding 
completed in another half hour. The machine is then cleaned out 
ready for use; having done in three honrs what would take a day 
by the former method. 

When grinding or cutting flocks the cylinder should vibrate, 
and for this purpose the vibrator, which is found at the right end 
of the machine, must be looked after and kept well oi]ed. \¥he~ 
the machine is in good condition and care is taken to reverse the 
cylinder when necessary, it will do good work. Care must also be 
taken when feeding the stock that no hard substances g.et in to the 
machine. 

Thus all waste stock may be well taken care of, at1d even 
headings can be easily converted into flocks if the price paid for 
them is not as good as can be obtained for the :fl?cks; besides pro
viding a better grade of flocks for use in the mill. 

CONCLUSION . . 

As a rnle the different subjects treated in these pages have 
been treated in detail, so all that is req~ired here is a few words 
as to the general nianagement of the fini shing room. 

The only way to obtain success is to hold the help rigidly 
responsible for all work entrusted to their care. Never entrust a 
delicate piece qf work to anyone unless you are snre he is able to 
perform the work satisfactorily. By holding each hand responsible 
for the work entrusted to him, and making it his duty to examine 
each piece for damage, and to 1·eport it, much trouble may b1

} 

averted and the right person blamed for mistakes. . 
The help should . be made to understand that ~11 tools and 

other appliances cost money, and are to be handled with due care. 
vVrenches, trucks, and barrows will last much longer if handled 
carefully than if they are slammed around, and it is not any harder 
to handle them carefully, nor does it take any longer. Insist upon 
having a proper place for everything, and have e've11ything in its 
place/ this applies not only to tools but to the goods in process, 
.which often have to await their turn for the next operation. 

When this is done the overseer will not have to go around 
and ask what this or that pile is for, but will know·without asking. 
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These simple points together with courteous but firm treatment of 
the help '~ill go far toward$ success. 

The different modes of treatme~t as advised in these pages 
have an borne the test of actual trial and have been found to give 
satisfaction , bnt it must always be taken into consideration thab 
circumstances alter cases, and what may wo!k well in one place 
and with one man may not with another. Study the goods well 
and make up your mind to a certain mode of treatment, then give 
it a fair trial, and during snch trial you may be able to see w·:herein 
your deductions were right and where wrong, and alter the treat
ment accordingly. No man can go into a new place and make a 
brilliant success off-hand, no matter what his experience may be; 
he must carefully study the goods and see how they act in the 
different processes. Always consider carefqlly what you are going 
to do, and in most cases there will be nothing to regret. 

The quality and quantity of work _produced with specking 
and hurling irons, although in a large measure dependent upon 
the hands that use them, is still in just as large a measure depend
ent upon the condition of the irons. A good specker or burler 
will perform good work ·with poor irons, but not the quantity that 
she would produce if the irons were in the proper condition. If 
this line of reasoning is applied to. the poorer class of speckers and 
burlers, it is at once apparent that if a good hand can do less work. 
with poor irons, a poor hand will perform still less work with. them. 

The type· of iron ·most in use is the "Lingard," \vbicb is the 
old-fashioned pair of tweezers found in every mill in some form 
or other. These irons may be lised with ad vantage for both tbe 
burling and specking processes, but it will not do to have them 
in the same condition for both kinds of work. If the iron is fixed 
in a manner to aid the burle 1~s to do their work quickly and thor-
oughly, it will .be of little value for specking purposes. · 

For ·bur ling, th~ eh ief use of ~he irons is to pull out threads, 
bunches, knots and so on, and the larger surface there is for this 
purpose the . better. The sides of the irons are usually, used for 
these purposes, the points being used more to pick up l~nots and 
runners. 

Of course on fine goods, where care has to be exercised so as 
not to disturb. the combination of the several threads, the points 
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of the irons are used to a greater extent, but even then the shape 

of tbe ·point does not receive much consideration. Most of the 

work during hurling falls on the sides of tlie i?·ons, and it ,is 

necessary to have them sliarp, so that when a thread is tafren bold 

of, it will be partly cut. · 

At the specking table, a different condition of things is met, 

for the. object to be removed is a small speck, ·which must be taken 

out without disturbing the surrounding surface. A.s shown in the 

explanation of burling, the larger the surface of tne iron; the 

more it will take hold of, therefore in the case of a speck, which 

as the name indicates, is very small, it is not necessary to have 

such a large surface on the irons. In fact, the reverse is the case, 

for the finer the points of the irons, the easier it will be to get 

hold of the speck. 
If the speck is taken hold of in the proper inanner, and 

with properly fixed irons, one lift should remove it in a neat man

ner, whereas if the points are large, many of the surrounding 

fibres will be disturbed, which leaves the cloth in a condition 

almost as bad as if the speck had been overlooked. Very often it 

is necessary to send such pieces back to the shear to make them 
• 

passable, while the operator gets blamed for a condition that she 

has not the power to prevent·. The ends of the irons for specking 

should be brought to fine points well tapered and well smoothed, 

and of the sa1ne length. If irons are fixed in this manner the 

speckers will do more work and of better quality than if the irons 

are neglected. 
There are many other little things in the :finishing room that 

should be looked after in the same manner, for it should always 

be the overseer's object to find these "little things" and improve 

thern in such a manner that the help may be able to do the most 

work consistent with the highest quality. 

FINISHING COVERT CLOTHS. 

On account of the steady demand for Covert Cloths they have 

assumed an importance which makes it especially desirable for 

finishers of woolen goods to thoroughly acquaint themselves with 

the best methods of handling this class of fabrics in the ·finishing 

department. The ·finish which usually fr; given docs not differ 
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materially from that which is used on face finished cassimercs, in 
fact, coverts are face-finished cassimeres, although they are known 
and sold under the name "Covert Cloths." 

Regarding the face finish for these fabrics, it may be stated that 
it is seldom used in its entii'ety except on the finer grades of .cloths. 
Without doubt the saving in the labor cost in the production of the 
inferior article is an item which has been taken into close account 
in laying out these fabrics, and therefore it will be 9m· purpose in this 
article to treat both the better and i.nferior grades of cloths, explaining 
the treatment they actu~lly require, consistent with the cost of pro
duction. The better grade of cloth must receive first attention, 
al though so far as the first stages of the finishing process are con
cerned; i. e., hurling and mending, the treatment is nearly the same 
on all grades. . 

Covert Cloths are made of double twisted yarns for both warp 
and filling, and are very firmJy and closely woven. The present 
demands of the market are such that even more stress than formerlv 

" is laid upon the strength feature of the cloths and it is of great 
importance to the finisher that he carefully note this item. 

Construction. If goods ~re laid qut as they should be, it will 
be found upon examination that they are made with what is termed 
a warp twill; that is, the twill is formed by a preponderance of warp 
threads. If the cloth is made in this way the.re will harclly ever be 
!:\ny trouble regarding the strength. If, however, as is often the case, 
"he designer is trying to get the same results with a twill formed by a 
preponderance of filling threads, or by what is termed a filling twill, 
there is sure to be a great deal of trouble ahead for the finisher, 
·_mless the filling is exceptionally good. . 

The heaviest strain in the production of a piece of cloth falls 
upon the warp threads, and therefore these threads are usually made 
stronger and better than is deemed necessary for the filiing threads. 
Without good warp yarn the production o.f the looms will be smaller 
than it ought to be, in addition to producing cloth of inferior quality 
which creates extra work in the preparatory .stages of finishing. 
Therefore, it will be seen that if there is need of economy it is usually 
praeticed in producing the filling. 

Burling and Mending. These ope1·ations, especially the former, 
are too often entrusted to incompetent hands, for it is held by many 
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.that almost any girl can burl. goods. This is a fallacy, however, 
for the saving at .the burling table is more than balanced by the claims 
of the buyer. On these goods all the knots must be dravvn to the 
surface and left there for the shears to cut off. The drawing should 
be easy and the threads should not be unduly tightened. 

The mending process follows hurling, and at this point it may 
be said that. it pays to have competent help. On all classes of goods 
where the several threads of the pattern are to show up plainly the 
mending process must be very thorough and be performed in such 
a manner that the face is practically as perfect as it can be made. 
The goods are then ready for the next step in the process. 

· Fulling. Before the goods are put into the fulling mill, the 
listing or selvedge should be very carefully examined for, as a general 
rule, tightly woven goods have a tendency towards rolling and roping 
in the mill. It will be found that the looser the listing the faster it 
will full up, and if it fulls faster than the body of the goods, rolling 
and roping will at once take place. At this point an ounce of pre
vention or care will be found tu be worth several pounds of cure in 
the form of hard work in trying to unroll and straighten the selvedges 
afterward. . . 

If, in the opinion of the fuller or finisher, there seems to be the 
least tendency toward rolling and roping, the safest plan is to at once 
tack the goods with very small stitches. ' i\Thile this will not wholly 
prevent the evil-for in such cases there is nothing which will prevent 
it- it will make the results very much better than. they would be 
without tacking. After the goods are put into the .mill the ends 
should be properly sewn together with very firw stitches. The use. 
of small stitches is especially important as large and uneven stitches 
will surely produce streaks on the en~s of the goods, whi~h on covert 
cloths show up· very plainly, and will therefore make it necessary to 
cut remnants from the ends of the pieces when the goods are finished. 

Sewing Machines are largely employed to sew the ends together 
and while they undoubtedly mak~ a good, ev.en and fine seam, there 
a.re a few points which !"(lake it preferable to sew seams by hand for 
fulling. A hand sewed seam ca:n be made much flatter than one 
sewed by machine and therefore will not cause so much pounding in 
the mill. Pounding is harmful to the machine, for it has a tendency 
to l.oosen bolts and nuts, and, unless the full er is very careful and 
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examines his machine frequently, there is always danger of damage 
being done on this account. In addition tv this it often happens 
that through the pounding the threads of a machine..-scwed seam 
become broken and ravel, with the re:mlt that the goods are often 
found lying at the bottom of the mill when they are supposed to be 
running. This does not necessarily caus~ any damage but it has a 
tendency to upset calculations somewhat. 

Shrinkage. The finisher should now be ready for the calculations 
in fulling. It must always be borne in mind that the loss which the 
goods will sustain during the entire process of finishing must be taken 
into account at this stage, for there is no other o·pportunity to make 
good a loss. Of course, there is no absolute rule in regar~ to the 
actual loss which will be sustained, and experience is the only guide 
that can be relied upon. It is here that experience is of especial 
assistance in determining beforehand the probable amount of loss 
to be sustaine~. The more correctly this is determined, the nearer 
correct the final results will be. 

The actual calculation after the loss has been estimated ought 
to be sufficiently well known not to need any sp~cial illustrations. 
However, the fact remains that all men engaged in operating fulling 
mills are not especially fitted, in point of education, to cope with the 
problem successfully and it usually falls to the lot of the finisher to 
supply this deficiency. A schedule has been embodied in Part I, 
of "Woolen and vVorsted Finishing," which will be found of especial 
value to the .overseer in that it will lighten his labors materially, and 
also to t~e poorly educated fuller in that it will supply his deficiency. 
In this schedule there may be found the results of calculations covering 
goods from eight ounces, finished weight, to thirty ounces, and with 
an estimated per cent of loss ranging from ten to twenty-five per cent. 
This will be found to embrace nearly all kinds of goods and there
fore contains something of value to the worker of most finishing 
departments; . 

In this schedule the one using it has to know only three things; 
viz., the weight per yard from the loom, the finished weight per yard 
wanted, and the estimated per cent of loss which the goods sustain in 
the process. In the first column, on the left of each page, will be 
found the weight of goods from the loom given·in ounces and half
ounces per yard. In the spaces at the top of each column of figures 
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will be found the ·per cent of loss sustained in the process, ind icating 
that the figures below give the required shrinkage per yard when the 
loss is as indicated in the space on top. Next, on a line with the weight 
from the loom, as given in the left-hand column, will be found two 
rows of figures, the upper one being in common type and the lower 
one in italics. The figures in the upper row denote the finished 
weight wanted and the italics in the lower column denote the amount 
each yard must be shrunk in inches and tenths of inches, in or~er to 
produce the weight per yard of the figure imm~diately above it. 

Thus if a piece of cloth is to be fulled which it is estimated will 
lose twenty per cent in the process, and the weight per yard is 26.5 
ounces and the finished weight per yard wanted is 27 ounces, all that 
has to be done is to look in the column headed by 20 % and then 
follow the left hand column down until the weight per yard from the 
locm is found. In the 20% column behind 26.5 will be found the 
figures 22, 23, 24, 25, 26; 27. The latter being the finished weight 
vvanted, the figures immediately below, which are in italics (7.5), 
indicate that each yard of the piece will have to be shrunk 7.5 or 
7-} inches in order to produce the desired result. • 

After one or two trials these schech.i:cs will be found of so much 
assistance in the fulling room and to eliminate such an amount of 
endless calculation that one will wonder how one ever got ~long with
out something of that nature. 

The most convenient method of preparing goods for the measuring 
process in the fulling mill, as has been stated before, is by tying a 
string in the listing, about one yard from the end and another string 
exactly one yard froLl the first on~ ; then measure the strings as the 
goods shrink until the desired shrinkage has been reached. 

Another plan, adopted by many, is to measure off a yard, plus 
the amount to be shrunk, and to mark this space by strings ; then to 
shrink the goods until the distance between the strings measures 

· just one yard. As will be evident a yard in the latter instance is 
not shrunk as it ought to be, for if a yard is taken, as in the case noted 
before where the shrinkage is to be 7} inches per yard, and the 7! 
inches added to the· 36 inches measured, it follows that 43·} inches, 
are shrunk to 36 inches instead of 36 inches being shrunk to 28t 
inches as should be done. 

\\ ith even the closest figuring considerable judgment has to be 
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exercised at this point to hav~ the pieces come out right as to weight, 
and the subsequent operations, all ?f which tend to stretch the goods, 
will have to be con~idered. It is therefore always best so shrink 
the pieces somewhat more than the actual amount figured on in order 
to provide.for this stretch. 

For instance, if go~ds are shrunk three inches per yard in the 
fu1ling mill and stretch two inches per yard in the washer, good 
results cannot be expected. Stretching is something· which cannot 
be calculated accurately; it may be much in one piece and less in 
another, but if the goods are set up in the mill good and strong, that 
is, somewhat more than is required, they will be very much less . 
likely to stretch, and they will come out nearer right for weight. 

Another thing v_vhich exerts great influence at this point is the 
length of the pieces. Uneven length is a fruitful source of trouble 
inasmuch as it makes it difficult for the fuller to obtain sets which 
will run well together. Also if a piece of forty yards or more is put 
in the washer the stretch is likely to be .much more than it would if 
the piece were only thirty-five yards long. There is no good reason 
why goods should come in this way from the weave room but they 
often do, which goes to show that uniformity is an element the im
portance of which does not ~eem to be understood in some weave 
rooms at least, a11d it behooves the finisher to have this c@nd.ition 
remedied or to take the blame for unevenly finished goods. 

Soap. As a good finished piece of covert cloth requires from 
four to five hours fulling, the soap question is a very important one. 
Nothing but a pure palm oil soap should be-used on them to insure its 
easy removal in the washer and the soap should be made 4eavy 
enough to last through washing. Four to five ounces of a good 
neutral palm oil soap and two ounces qf pure ammoniated alkali 
will produce a soft soap which will be. found all that can be c;lesired 
for these goods .. 

After the pieces have been properly fulled and taken from the 
mill the first operation should be the removal of the tacking twine, 
if such has been used, and a thorough opening out of the pieces, after 
which it is good policy to pull them over a perch and examine care
fully. This part of the work should in al~ cases be performed imme
diately after they are taken from the fulling mill and before the 
machine is again started up. If for any reason a nai 1 or some other 
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hard substance has got into the mill or a nut or bolt has become 

loosened, thus causing damage to the goods, is should be known 

and the matter remedied before another s·et of pieces is spoiled. 

Washing. This operation should be conducted with warm 

·water if the facilities are present, and in all cases should be thoroughly 

conducted. The soap ·must be well rinsed out of the goods or a good 

finish cannot be obtained. 
After a thorough washing· the goods are taken to the rolling or 

stretching machine and are here tightly rolled up and laid down 

flat on skids to drain. Lying thus over night they are found to be 

in the very best condition for the napping process which follows. 

Napping. Although teasel gigs are still \lSed to quite an extent . 

for covert cloths, it is evident that the better and more even work 

produced by the napping machine will eventually drive them entirely 

out of the finishing room. Of course, various opjnions prevail, one 

being that for fine :vork the teasel gigs cannot be supplanted by any 

other machine. This, however, has been disproved and the point 

will not' be taken up further. 
The felt may be raised by whatever ·mearis are at hand, care 

b~ing exercised not to strain the cloth unduly nor to pull out too many 

fihrrs. 
\Vhen the felt has oeen partially raised and combed out, the 

goods should be taken to the shear and given a good cropping. They 

should not be sheared too low, but enough runs should be given to make 

sure that the shearing is even. The cloth is then returned to the 

napper for the final clearing out process. These. goods being made 

of double and twisted yarns will not.show as much felt on the face ·as 

one would expect after four or five hours' fulling, but the body of the . 

fabric is well knitted together, making a fabric which will show wear-

. ing qualities of superior merit. 
After the napping has been completed the pieces are taken to 

the washer and e'ach pieee is given two or three pailfuls of a solution 

of fuller's earth and allowed to run in this bath for fifteen minutes. 

It is then rinsed for ten minutes with cold water. The cloth is then 

taken out of the washer and taken immediately to the wet gig to 

receive four runs each way, after which it is again tightly rolled up 

and the rolls stood on end over night. Next morning the cloth is 
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extracted and. dried. After a careful inspection on the back for 
knots .the pieces are ready for steam brushing and then for the final 
shearii:ig. 

The nap is not very thick or heavy, but nevertheless it is best 
to go down slowly on the cloth and to give plenty of runs. The 
threads are supposed to show up plump and clear, therefore the 
pieces will have to be sheared quite low, but in no case should they 
be scraped, as this will destroy the soft and silky feeling which it has 
been the aim to obtain. 

After shearing the ·pieces are again given a steam brushing 
and then a hard pressing with the face up. A steam brushing after 
pressing practically completes the finishing process and the final 
operations of measuring, rolling up, etc., are carried out. 

This finish will give satisfaction to the most critical buyer and 
it lends itself admirably to many changes which on some classes may 
be thought to be beneficial. The cheaper grades of covert cloths 
cannot, however, be treated in this way, even if it should be thought 
worth while to spend the required time on them .• As a usual thing 
one of the threads of the double twisted yarns used on the cheaper 
grades of cloth is white cotton, and the chief object is to bring the 
goods out as bright and lively as possible. For this reason the 
chief dep_arturc from the previous way of finishing is at the point 
where the goods come from the washer. · 

Of course, the. fulling operation is not so long as on the finer 
goods, for the cheaper grades will have to be made more solid in the 
loom so as not to need the fulling. From one to one and a half 
hours' fulling is the general rule. Washing follows and is in turn 
followed by a bath of fuller's earth, the object of which is to improve 
the feeling somewhat, although it is a difficult matter to make a 
cotton thread feel as soft as wool. 

'~ hen the godds come from the washer they are at once extracted 
and dried; the napping being done in the dry state. . Very often the 
pieces will not be so clear and bright after they are dried as they 
appear to be when they come from the washer, and especially is thig 
noted when they lie around in a wet condition befo~·e being dried. 
In such cases it is advisable to follow the bath of fuller's earth with a 
bath of salt water made of about twenty-five pounds of salt to a barrel 
of water, giving each piece two pailfuls of this brine, and, after letting 
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them run in it for five minutes, to extract and dry. This treatment 
makes the goods bright and clean. 

The gigging or napping is a short process. The ··nap will be 
found to be thin and light, on account of which the threads will 
show up clear and bright even if the pieces are not sheared so low 
as the finer grades. In fact it is advi~able not to shear them any 
lower th.an is actually necessary to make the threads prominent, 
for every fibcr of nap left on the face adds to the soft feeling of the 
goods. 

Much judgment must be used at this point in order to turn out 
acceptable goods. The pressing must not be so hard as on the finer 
gra<les, for to remove the press gl~ze thus created will mean extra 
labor and this certaioly means extra cost. Therefore they are pressed 
somewhat lighter and the steaming arrangement usually found on the 
press is relied upon to remove what glaze has been created. 

Although these goods are fini shed in imitation of a better article 
they possess certain merits of their own. One peculiar feature about 
them is that the less work that is expendecl on them the better they 
arc apt to look when finished, provided the finisher knows where 
to put in the work and where to omit it. \i\7hile fine goods require 
much care in handling, as a usual thing there is little trou?Ie with 
them, but the cheaper grades cause no end of trouble unless they are 
handled just right. 

·NAPPING GOODS FOR A FACE FINISH 

There is no doubt that fulliJ;1g a piece of woolen cloth prac
tic~lly makes a certain k~nd of finish possible or impossible, as the 
case may be, therefore it is not well to underrate this part of the fin
ishing process. ~t is, however, a fact, that even when given the best 
of founda:tions for the finish in the ful.ling process, not every finisher 
is competent to produce a satisfactory face finish. This is due· in a 
great measure to the. fact that very few finishers really understand 
what is requi1:ed for a good face finish. The idea that all that is to 
be done to get a good nap is to break up all the felt on the face of the 
goods and comb out the fibers carefully is, to· say the least, very 
erroneous, for by doing this the principle of saving fibers to strengthen 
the nap is lost sight of entirely. 
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Those who have in a measure learned the advisability of saying 
fibers aro, therefore, much inclined to favor, above any oth~r method, 
the teasel gig.as a means of napping. It. is IJ.Ot ·our purpose to enter 
into discussion of the merits of types of machines, for this subject 
has been thoroughly treated before, but we cannot forbear again to 
point out why the disadvantages claimed against the napping machine 
are only imaginary. 

vVhile it has been proved again and again that the napping 
machines of to:day are able to produce any desired finish that is 
equal in qua:lity with the finish produced by the teasel gig, it must 
also be ~aken into account that one of the chief points of merit of 
these machines is the speed with which the vvork is performed. Even 
assuming that the quality of the finish should be-as it is not- below 
that of the teasel gig, .this. difference is certainly more than ma'de 
up by the extra amount of production f.rom these machines. The waste 
is so much less than what is p1~oduced on the teasel gig that this 
point of merit alone will, in the estimation of the finisher who knows 

·the value of fibei·s when finishing · face goods, place the napping 
machine far ahead of any other agency.· Every fibef which is thus 

· saved improYes the finish, for it will make the nap just so much 
thicker. 

. . 
vVe must admit that appearances are largely against ~his con-

tention, but when it is taken into account ho'w much wo1:k is turned 
off by a napping machine in a given time, over what can possibly be 
produced by the teasel gig in the same space of time, there should be 
no surprise that more flocks make their appearance thart .are made 
by the teasel gig. It is also quite an easy thing to lose sight of the 
amount.of flocks which adheres to the teasels and which is not taken 
into account. 

The grading of the teasels for a good face finish is a very intri
cate .matter and requires not only care but a thorough knowledge 
of the working. capacity of the teasels. And very few men really 
a.1~quire this knowledge. Therefore the gigging process on face fin~ 
ished goods always has formed the. most important part of the fin
isher's work. 

\i\Tith the napping machine the certainty of having the same 
napping energy where the same speed of the workers is used, week 
in and week out, makes it a ~;ery much easier matter for the finisher 
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to produce a uniform finish on his goods, and, once he has established 
a certain line of action on a given line of goods, he is sure to be able 
to produce the same result right along, so far as the napping is con-

. cerned, and if the firiish should not come up to the required standard 
it is almost certain that he will have to look for the trouble at the 
fulling end. 

All illustrations of how the napping ought to be done must of 
necessity be based upon the felt the goods l:iave received in the fulling, 
and for this reason it is often the case that these illustrations do not 
give the satisfaction in actual practice which is expected of them. 
While the fulling of goods varies to such an extent that f!O two mills 
may be said to work alike in this respect, there is_, however, a cer
tain standard which must be acquired by all in order to give-good 
results. This standard is- a good, close, and solid felt. 

All pieces should be examined carefully befo_re being allowed 
to pass to the napping process and any which are in the least below 
the required standard should either be treated sep~rately or, if advis
able, be returned to the fullin'g mills in order to get a better foundation 
for the napper to work on. If any threads of the fabric are discern
able on the face when the· piece is ready for napping there is no use 
to try to get a good face, for a nap cann9t be obtained from the thread,_ 
and all work expended will weaken the fabric. But if a good close
felted piece is put on the machine the work to get a good nap may be 
carried on as given in the following illustrations with a certainty of 
good results .. 

For example, let us take a well-felted piece of doeskin and put 
it on the napper. To start with it will b~ noticed that the nap, if 
laid, will point in the opposite direction from what we are . used to · 
having it on the gig. Hence a change ha~ to be made at t~e start, · 
the goods being run on the machine in .the order !hat is termed tail
end first. 

As soon as the piece has been sewed on the leader the speed of the 
workers is attended to, being adjusted so they will revolve at the 
slowest possible speed. This .stage corresponds to the old or worn 
work on the gig, with the difference that it is more uniform. The 
piece is then run over the machine, that is, given just one run and 
then taken off and reversed, that is, turned so that the encl which 
was last in· the first operation will be first in the second operation. 
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The piece is then run over the machine again, having first in
creased the speed of the workers one step. This will turn .the nap 
in the opposite direction from the first run and is done to get at the 
fibers, which it would otherwise take a good deal more work to reach. 
After the second run the piece is taken off and again reversed so that 
the nap will be laid this time in the same way as at the first run, and . 
after again increasing the speed of the workers the piece is. given 
another run. It is then taken off and sent to the shear for a cropping, 
which should be thorough but not too low, the main object being 
to even up the length of the nap before the final work is given. 

If the piece is examined, as it should be after every run, it will 
be found that most of the felt has been combed out and that only 
a very little remains to be raised from the very bottom. After crop
ping the piece is returned to the napper and again put on the machine 
as on the first run, that is, tail-end first, and the speed on the wod{ers 
is put at the fastest speed obtainable. One run is usually sufficient 
but on very fine g9ods it may be advisable again to submit the piece t~ 
a cropping, and after that to another run over the napper. The 
result of this treatment will be a very thick and full nap, such as can 
be produced on the teasel gig only with the utmost pains and care. 
If such a piece is put on a double acting napping machine proceed 
as follows: Place the workers of both series on their slowest speed 
and after giving the goods one run send them to the shear to be 
thoroughly cropped. When the goods are returned after cropping 
the speed of the straight workers is increased one step, but the speed 
of the reverse worker is not changed. Give another run and crop again 
and then give one or two runs with the straight workers at their · 
fastest speed and the reverse workers increased just one step. The 
results thus obtained will delight the finisher. 

It should be remembered, however, that it is poor policy to give 
all goods a certain prescribed treatment for by so doing it will be 
found that in the end there will be several grades of goods; some being 
termed "excellent," others "fair," and very often some will be termed 
"poor." Goods should always be given what they require, no more, 
no less. If this plan is followed th~ results will be very much more 
even. and satisfactory. For instance, if it is found that all the felt 
has been raised on a piece it is poor policy to give that piece any more 
work or to give it a run with the workers on fast speed, just because 
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another piece needed this treatment to bring it out right. Never try 

to improve the nap by working on the thread for that cannot be done 

and if tried the goods will look very much worse for it in most cases. 

Another illustration is the napping of a piece of beaver. These 

goods most always imply ·cotton warps and often considerable cotton 

or other low stock in the filling, more particulady those of the lower 

grades. As an example we will take a piece of this latter grade. 
On these goods it is sometimes a very hard matter to produce a good 
face and also it is often times very hard to get the back covered as it 
should be. Therefore the napping on these low grades commences 
in the dry state before they go to the fulling mill. They arc given .a 

run on each side with the workers on medium speed, in order to pro
duce something that will felt together and serve as a basis for the 
finish. 

If a double acting napper is used the speed of the workers for 
this preliminary napping should be placed at the lowest point, but 
after all, such things must be finally regulated at the machine vyhere 
the results of the treatment are at once apparent. . Very often a con
troversy arises as to which side should be treated. first, the face or 
the back, but this is really immaterial except as it may fit into a system 
for the regulation of the work. The general method is to nap the 

back first. 
After the goods have been napped on both back and face they are 

sent to be fulled and washed. "'hen they are again ready for the 
napper it is well to give them a light run on the back first with the 
workers at their slowest speed. \~ hen this has been done the back 
should be carefully examined, as it will be quite a guide to the method 
which should be adopted for the face. If the back is well covered the 
face will stand more work than it would if the back is only imperfectly 
covered, for the latter shows that the felt for a nap to cover the threads 
is lacking, and if lacking on the back there is no reason to expect 
it to be much better on the face. Therefore, regulate the face napping 
according to the results on the back and give one run with the workers 
on the slowest speed. Then examine carefully. 

If there is still any felt left on the bottom give another run without 

changing the speed of the workers. This run will generally tell 
what is needed, but in most cases it will be found about all that the 
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goods can stand, for not alone is a good ~nish required but the strength 

of the goods must not be impaired in the least. 
The goods should be tested for strength at every stage of the 

napping and before they go to the napper, for in this way only can 

the finisher hold sufficient check on the work. '~hen the double 

acting napper is used on such goods give them a run on the back at 

the slowest speed of the workers and after examining the back give 

the goods the same amount of work on the face, not forgetting to 

examine them carefully for strength. 
In most cases one run on the face will be found sufficient but if 

it is not and the goods show no decrease in strength the face may 

be given another run in the ·same way. This will be found to be 

enough and the goods will be clear with as thick a bottom nap as 

the nature of the stock will !illow. 

TROUBLES MET IN THE FINISHING ROOM. 

Many difficulties which he is called upon to overcome in some 

way are met by the fin isher, and the frequent recurrence of which 

he must prevent. Many of these difficulties and troubles are very 

often due to causes over which the finisher himself has no control; 

but that matters little, and while in such cases he probably is not in 

a positio1i to prevent their occurring again at some future time, he 

is r_ievertheless called upon to remedy any ill effects which come to 

his notice. 
When the goods reach the finishing department it is of course 

too late to prever.: previous bad work, therefore, all the knowledge 

and skill of the finisher should ~e employed to bring the goods out 

right, or at least as near right as it is possible to get them. That this 

is, in many cases, a very difficult proposition cannot be denied, 

but it is ~n difficult cases that a good finisher shows his value. In 

case a man is lacking in experience, any kind of trouble he meets 

should be welcomed as an opportunity to remedy this deficiency. 

This article has not been prepared for the purpose of making 

things easy for the student, for if it were prepared in this manner 

it would in the end defeat its own purpose. It is intended simply to 

call attention to and point out the various troubles one is likely to 

meet, and to the remedies which have been employed by others.· 
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If the student thinks he has nothing to do but apply the remedies 

suggested he will soon find that while they may fi t some cases they 

will not fit all. The ability to reason backward, that is, from .the 

effect to the cause, is required at all times, and this of course makes 

it necessary for one to know the effects certain causes are likely to 
produce. 

There are many things ·which, though trivial in them~clves, 

cause a great deal of trouble. vVe will not attempt to enumerate 

them. It will be our purpose to mention some of the more frequent 

ones and then find their source and give a remedy which has been 

employed to overcome them and found to be efficacious. 
Fulling. The troubles encountered in finishing woolen goods 

usually start at the fulling process, and at this point several difficulties 

are often met which fall to the lot of most fullers. The most frequent 

of these is the knotting and catching up of the goods in the mill. 

On most of the fulling mills used at present this trouble is not of such 

great importance for much of the danger of damage to the goods is 

removed by the use of stop motions with which most of the modern 

fulling mills are supplied. But even with a stop motion on the 

machine there is some danger of damage· if the fulle1~ does not make 

sure that the mech~nism is in good working order. 
\i\Then the machine is empty and before putting in another se t 

of pieces, it takes but a minute to test the stop motion and to fix 

it if it does not work properly. This will take but a few minutes 

at the most and it is certain that these minutes cannot be employed 

to better purpose. However, where the machine is supplied with a 

stop motion and has not the fri ction clutch pulley, a constant wq,tch 

has to be kept, for, while the belt travels from the tight to the: loose 

pulley, damage is apt to be done in case the goods catch up. 
The causes for the catching up and knotting of goocls ·in the mill 

are as follows: First, the condition of the machine, and second, the 

manner of putting in the pieces. By carefully observing conditions 

it may be noticed that this trouble docs not occur where there 

is only one piece running on a side and that straight away, but only 

in cases where there are two or more pieces run on a ide of the mill 

or where the pieces have been doubled. This shows conclu3ivcly 

that there must be a difference in the length of the pieces or that proper 

care has not been taken to measure the pieces before running them 
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'doubled into · the mill. Therefore, if the fuller will make certain 
that the several pieces are of the same length he will have solved the 
probl~m. 

It is wrong to think that a ~ifference of one yard in length will 
not make any great difference in the running of the pieces; for it cer
tainly will and sooner or later the fuller will" have this fact impressed 
upon him. Too much care cannot be exercised on this point, for 
it will pay for itself in the smooth running of the operation. 

Doubling. \~7hen pieces are to be doubled the measuring rpust 
be done carefully or there is sure to be trouble. Assume that the 
fuller has been very careful in this respect and that ~here still is 
trouble with catching up. In this case the fuller may at once make up 
his mind that there is no use looking for the cause of trouble in his 
direction and turn his attention elsewhere. As soon as the mill is 
empty let it be closely examined and it will be found that either the 
rolls are badly worn out of true and therefore need. immediate at
tention in the repair shop, or the machine needs levelling up. \¥hen 
these things have been properly attended to things will run along all 

• right and there will be no further trouble. 
It shows very little reasoning power on the part of either the 

fuller or the overseer to run along for months under such conditions 
and to keep guessing as to what the cause is. There is no room for 
guesswork in the finishing room for there is a good reason for every 
trouble that shows itself. It certainly is the duty of the ·finisher to 
speedily find out the reason and remedy the trouble. 

Next to the knotting and catching up comes the trouble of rolling 
and roping of the goods in the mill. The cause for this kind of trouble 
is to be looked for outside of the finishing room and may be readily 
located either in the weave room or in. the designing end of the mill. 
However, there is no use in putting goods in the mill and expressing 
surprise when they are found to be .rolled intJ a tight rope for this 
might have been discovered before the pieces were put into t~e fulling 
mill. This trouble is always found on tightly woven goods with a 
poorly constructed selvedge or list and is due to the list being looser 
than the body of the cloth, which ·causes it to full up faster, thus 
causing the pieces to roll up. 

After the pieces are put into the mill and this trouble is dis
covered there is no other remedy than fot· the fuller to stop the 
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machine frequently and overhaul the pieces, shaking them out well. 

In some aggravated cases it may be necessary to take them out of 

the mill, open them out well ~y shaking and running them in again 

the other end first. By adding a little fresh soap the fuller may be 

able to get the pieces out correctly. The best plan, however, is to 

closely examine the pieces before puttjng them in the mill and if in 

the opinion of the fuller or overseer there is the least sign that there 

will be trouble while ·fulling, they should be tacked with very small 

and close stitches. The trouble is not entirely done away with by 

this means, but it is reduced to a large extent. 

Cockles. Another trouble met with at the fulling mills is 

"coc.ldes." It is often maintained that these troublesome things 

are caused in the fulling process, through what is termed uneven 

soaping, etc., but this is in no instance the case. Cockles cannot 

be made in the fulling mill, but they can and will be developed there. 

They are made before the goods reach the finishing room or even 

befoi·e the goods are woven, but as they cannnot be seen .until 

brought out by the foiling process it seems logical to lay the blame 

on the fulling. • 

It is a very hard matter to say what really causes cockles, but with

out question the most frequent cause is the unev~n oiling of the 

stock. But even if the stock has been carefully and evenly oiled 

as is now done in up-to·-date mills, by means of mechanical oilers, 

they are apt to make their appearance now and then, especially 

if the yarn is allowed to lie for any great length of time before being 

made into goods. If this is the case the oil on the stock will become 

firmly set and is therefore apt·to start unevenly in the fulling process. 

If the latter seems to be the cause it may be overcome by making 

the soap as strong in point of alkali as the fabric will permit. How

ever, alkali as is well known, is a powerful aid in the fulling process 

and is therefore likely to bring up the goods in width and length 

before the required amount of felt is produced. In such cases the 

pieces should be thoroughly scoured before putting them into the 

mill, when it will be possible to treat them at this point so that the 

required finish may be obtained. 

As stated before, it is often the case that cockles are at~ributed 

to uneven soaping· in the fulling mill, but a little reflection and investi

gation must convince anyone that this is only imaginary, for there 
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is no such a thing as uneveq. soaping. There is such a thing as 

insufficient soaping which in some cases is mistaken for the other.· 

No one who investigates will maintain for a minute that insufficient 

soaping will cause cockles. There is just as much trouble from 

_cockles in places where the latest improved machines for soaping 

the goods are used as where these machines are unknown. 

\~Then goods are soaped by hand in the mill, whatever amount 

of soap is given them-whether too much or too little-will be dis

tributed evenly over the goods and no one will be able after five or 

ten minutes running, with the most critical examination, to show a 

place or places where the goods are either too wet or too dry. It 
simply cannot be done even if it is carefully attempted. 

But if a piece contains cockles .it is useless to argue on the soap 

question for the piece has to be fixed. up somehow. This can be done, 

· except in a few aggravated cases, by thoroughly washing the piece 

and then extracting just enough so that the goods '\.viil not drip. 

This is followed by drying with just enough stretch both ways to 

thoroughly smooth out all cockles. After this treatment it usJally 

is necessary to ~gain return the goods to the fulling mill for in order 

to stretch out the cockles the cloth is likely to become .too wide. 

If the pieces have been thoroughly cleansed there is li ttle likeli

hood of more trouble. Care must be taken to have them stretched 

sufficiently to have a perfectly smooth fabric when dry before they 

are again sent to the fulling mill, and it may be required to wet 

them out a second time and again dry them with more stretch before 
they will be smooth enough: 

It is not very often that such troubles show thcm:;elves and for 

that reason there are many finishers who never have had any experi

ence in this line, but when cockles do make their appearance a rigid 

investigation should at once be instituted and the proper re:nedy 

applied before the whole department becomes clogged up. . 

Mixed Filling. The mixing of filling in the weave room often 

causes very bad work especially on fabrics which need much fulling, 

for the fillings being often of different stock with either more or less 

twist, the goods cannot help but full unevenly or at least shrink 

unevenly. In most cases this is readily detected for the difference 

will be noticed on the pick straight across the goods. This trouble 

simplycannotbe remedied and it is l:lSeless wasting time trying to do so. 
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It sometimes happens that the fuller is una~le to shrink the 
goods sent to him sufficiently in length, because they run up too 
rapi<lly in wi<lth. In such cases the only remedy to employ is to give 
the goods as little pressure under the roll as possible by loosening 
the springs attached to the top rolls. \Vhen thi~ has been done the 
fuller has e:x:hausted all means at his command to remedy the evil 
and the pieces will have to go as they are. A little care on the design
er's part might ha Ye prerented such a state of affairs but after the goods 
are woven it is too late to apply a remedy. 

All these are troubles which may be met with now and then, 
and it is well to have some idea of how to take hold and correct 
things. One thing is certain, howeYer, that the man who will use his 
brains and reason properly from the effect to the probable cause, will 
in all cases make a better and more successful overseer than the 
man who resorts to guesswork or who hunts around trying to find 
some one to tell him what the trouble is. The troubles to be met 
with on the shear and press in the subsequent processes are more of a 
mechanical nature and arc thoroughly explained ~ls~where. 
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THE EFFECTS OF HUMIDITY 
ON YARN. 

The question of humidity is a very important one and is often 
not given the proper consideration. It is well known that cards, 
drawing frames, fly frames, spinr.ing frames and looms, especially 
the latter, run to the best adYantage, in regard to the percentage of 
breakages, in a warm atmosphere which has a consiqerable quantity 
of water held in suspension in the form of var or; in other words, a 
hot, moist air. 

The actual amount of moisture in the air is indicated by the 
weight in grains of the vapor in a cubic foot of air. The degree of 
humidity is expressed as a percentage of the maximum amount of 
vapor the air will hold at that temper~ture, and is called relative 
humidity. Any increase in the temperature of the ~ir increases its 
capa~ity to hold moisture and, although the actual amount of moisture 
in the air may be the same, the relative humidity would be less. 
Air at a temperature of 60° F., with an actual humidity of 3.19, would 
have a relative humidity of 53. Now take air at a temperature of 
72° F., with an actual humidity of 3.19, and the relative humidity 
would be only 35. That is, the air at the two different temperatures 
contains the same amount of moisture, 3.19 grains per cubic foot, 
but the relative humidity is 18 degrees less with the higher temperature. 

It is well known that spinning frames run better when the air is 
damp and hot. but are there any other advantages in having these 
conditions, and, if so, what are.they? . 
' It was with this object in view that the fo·lowing experiments 
were made; the results were a little surprising. After getting along 
in the work and finding that the humidity did have a great effect 
on the yarn, an attempt was made to determine just where the best 
results were obtainable. 

The cotton selected for these tests was Middling Uplands of 
one inch staple, and Peelers of one and one-quarter inch staple; 
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.the longer stapled cotton being used to spin the higher numbers. · 
The tests covered a long period of time, ext.ending through the winter 
and into the summer of three years, giving results obtained under 
~ll atmospheric conditions, varying from hot, dry, windy weathu 
to cold and damp days, when there was no wind. This was to 
determine ~hcther the outside atmospheric conditions would have 
any effect on the yarn, provided the conditions on the inside were 
the same. So far as could be noticed this made no difference in the 
results, as the same lot run when the air on the oustide was hot and 
dry gave practically the same result as when run while the outside 
air was damp and cold, the conditions on the inside being the same 
in both cases. 

In most of the tests the hurr.idity was obtained through artificial 
means, by using humidifiers, though a great many of the lower humidi
ties were natural. The temperature of the room during these tests 
varied from 65 to g5 degrees, no attempt being made to keep the 
temperature in the different tests the same. o far as could be 
seen, this change in temperature did not haye any effect on the yarn, 
as two tests on yarn of the same size, run at the same humidity but 
at temperatures of 6 and 83 degrees, gavE! only a variation of 1} 
pounds in the a,·eragc breaking strength and no difference in the 
appearance or runmng. 

In t>reparing the roYing, care was ta~en to have it all made under 
approximate1y the same degree of humidity and the machinery was 
in as good working condition and adjustment as it w~s possible to get. 
The variation in the humidity was made only while the yarn was being 
spun. Twenty bobbins were taken as a basis for getting the averages 
and this number was not any too large. These twenty bobbins were 
selected from eighty bobbins on the frame without any regard to their 
positions, so as to get as good an average as possible. 

The humidity was carefully watched and recorded, readings 
being taken every ten minutes during the running of the test, the 
respective humidities given being the average of the readings for 
that test. These readings never varied far from the averages given. 
Different frames were run with the different sizes of yarn, giving 
different speeds and sizes of rings as the yams increased in counts. 
Each test was run 11 hours. 

The following tables give the results: 
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TABLE GIVING THE HUMIDITIES AND BREAKING STRENGTH 
FOR 20s YARN 

Average Humidity 
• Test No. 1, 40 

Tes t No. 2, 45 
Test No. 3, 50 
Test No. 4, 55 
Test ~ o. 5, 63 
Test No. 6, 70 
Test No. 7, 81 

Difference in humidity, 41 

Average Breaking Strength 

82.4 lbs. 
85.5 lbs. 
89.6 lbs . . 
92.5 lbs. 
95.6 lbs. 
98.7 lbs. 

101.5 lbs. 

Difference in breaking strength of .yarn, 19.1 lbs. 

TABLE FOR 25s YARN 

Average Humidity Average Breaking Strength 

Test No. 1, 40 65 lbs. 
Test No. 2, 45 64.4 lbs. 
Test No. 3, 49 63.7 lbs. 
Test No . 4, 55 66 lbs. 
Test No. 5, 61 69.6 lbs. 
Test No. 6, 70 70.1 lbs. 
Test No. 7, 75 73 lbs. 
Test No. 8, 84 75.2 lbs. 

Difference in humidity, 44. . 
Difference in breaking strength of yarn, 11.·4 lbs. • 

fABLE FOR 30s YARN 

Average Humidity 
Test No. 1, 46 
Test No. 2, 47 . 
Test No. 3, 57 
Test No. 4, 60 
Tes t No. 5, 63 
Tej; No. 6, 66 
Test No. 7, 70 
Test No. 8, 75 
Test No. 9, 80 
·Test No 10, 85.3 
Test No.11, 95 

Difference in humidity, 49 

Average Breaking Strenrth 
44.4 lbs. 
43 lbs. 
48.1 lbs. 
53.8 lbs . 
.54.6 lbs. 
53.8 lbs. 
54.5 lbs. 
55.6 lbs. 
57.3 lbs. 
59.3 lbs. 
63.6 lbs. 

Difference in breaking strength, 19.2 lbs . . 
TABLE FOR 35s YARN 

Average Humidity 
TestNo.1,39 
Test No. 2, 44 
Test No. 3, 50 
Test No. 4, 56 
1'est No. 5, 60 
Test No. 6, 66 
Test No. 7, 68 
Test No. 8, 73 
Test No. 9, 78 
Test No.10, 84 
Test No.11, 86 

Difference in humidity, 47 

Avemge Breaking Strength 

41.~ .lbs. 
40.1 lbs. 
42.6 lbs. 
44.5 lbs. 
47 lbs. 
50.5 lbs. 
49.7 lbs. 
53 lbs. 
54.6 lbs. 
55.7 lbs. 
56.2 lbs. 

. Difference in the breaking strength of yarn, 14.9 lbs. 
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These experiments included 40s, 45s, 50s, 55s and 60s carded 
yarns, but it is sufficient to say that the general results were the same, 
without giving all the tables. The . draft on the spinning frames 
in all the tests was 10, so as to have no difference in the breaking 
strengths due to different drafts. 

in almost every case the higher the humidity the higher the 
breaking strength in all tests with all the sizes spun. As was expected 
there were some exceptions to .this, but the tables show that this holds 
good in most cases, and in every test there was a difference in the 
break~ng strengths between the lower and highe1· humidities in favor 
of the latter. The difference in the weights of the yarn spun under 
the high and low humidities was n9t enough to be taken into consid
eration. 

It was noticed also that the ends stayed up best when the humidity 
was between 65 and 75, and above and below that the percentage 
of broken ends was greater. There were one or two exceptions to 
this r:ule. 

A comparison was also made as to the appearance of the yarns 
spun under the different humidities and in practically every case those 

spun with the higher humidity showed 
up best. By this ·is meant that the 
yarn underthe microscope looked a great 
deal more compact, as will be seen by 
the cut Fig. 1. 

The yarn on the left was spun with 
the humidity at 80, while that on the 
right was spun with the humidity at 45, 
both being of the same counts. The 
yarn spun at 45 humidity appears about 
twice as larg.e as the one spun at 80, but 
there is no difference in the counts of the 
two yarns. 

After the humidity was raised to 65 
and 75 it was almost impossible, in many 

Fig. 1. . 
Showing difference in appearance cases, to distinguish them by any . such 

of yarns spun at humidity of 
so and 45. difference. That is, take the yarns of 

the same size, spun ·with 70 and 85 humidities and there was no 
difference in their appearance under the microscope. There 
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were probably not less than one hundred mountings of these 

samples made to test this difference, and over two dozen photo

micrographs taken from these mountings. It is necessary to give 
but one of these photomicrographs as the others would look very 

much the same and simply amount to a repetition, except when the 

humidity was 70 and over, when they would have nearly, and ofter;i., 
the same appearance. · 

Care was taken in making these mountings not to get results 

that were incorrect. In some cases, with the lower numbers, the 

diif erence in the appearance in the yarn was so marked as to be easily 

seen by the naked eye. It was also noticed that there was less fly 
on the frames when running with the higher humidities, showing 

conclusively that there was not the tendency for the fibers to separate 
from each other to such an extent as when the humidity was low, 

hence tending towards the making of a smoother yarn. 
The conclusions that are to be drawn from the experiments arc: • 
First. As a rule the higher the humidity the higher the breaking 

strength of the yarn. • 
Second. That the percentage of broken ends was less with the 

humidity at about 65 to 75. 
Third. The fibers in the yarns lay closer together as the humidity 

was increased, producing a more compact and less "fuzzy" yarn, 
also a yarn that looked smaller. ·After the humidity was raised to 

about 70 there was scarcely any difference in the appearance in the 
yarns. 

Fou?·th. The higher the humidity the less fly collected on the 

frames. 
From these four conclusions it would appear that, all things 

being taken into consideration, a humidity between 65 and 75 would 
j;ive the best results in the spinning room. Above this a little stronger 
yarn might be obtained but its appearance would not be any better 

and the chances are that broken ends would increase in number. · 
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